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Trial by Jury.

FP* CAPACITO«
* TraUrmark
C.ip.M flor Ih -Ign Patent %». I22.K2 .

EFORE an 1 P Capacitor leaves the Mallory plant, it goes through

B a series

of inspection tests as gruelling as a jury trial. No
capacitor is presumed to be innocent of defects until it is conclusively
proved not guilty. Ry the ti:ne it reaches the end of the production
line, it is either demonstrably perfect—or rejected.
Yet, even under this exacting system, few FP Capacitors fail to
measure up. Thanks to a rigid control of raw materials, and thanks
especially to standardization of parts, FP Capacitors are right in

entirety because they’re right in small details. This standardization
is largely responsible for the small amount of rejects. It also make'
for speedier production, resulting in improved performance and
lower costs to the customer.

The FP Capacitor, of course, is only one of a number of condenserdesigned with typical Mallory skill, and checked with care, to per
form outstandingly well. Ft r specifications and complete data, sent
for the Mallory Catalog. I n usual application problems can b<

MallorY

solved by writing direct.
Mallorv distributors.

All Capacitors are available througl

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6. INDIANA

ELECTROLYTIC,
FILM and PAPER

CAPACITORS
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of exclusive Amperex deiig

A significant "Amperexfra" in the manufacture of our tubes is the specially-created

life testing procedure. In this phase of operation, samples of production are regularly
being tested to provide a precise check on tube quality and tube endurance. Examina*
tions must prove that each tube is built with more than normal life expectancy, otherwise

we will reject it. Thus, you are assured a bonus of many hours of additional service ...
in all applications . . . broadcasting, industrial, electro-medical and military.
trood to tho 1ml drop on tho batfloflold

donato a pint of blood to tho Hod €rot

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
79 WASHINGTON STREET BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
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Capacitors for
Norseman s Toner in Newport, R I.
Ont of America's oldest structures,
soul to haie been built by the Vikinas
abosa 1040 AD.
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LONG Utt ASSURED

SPECIFICATIONS

MOLDED PAPER CONDENSERS

CAPACITANCE. . . . . . .
WORKING VOLTAGE..

..........................001 to .04 MFD

. ..................... See chart at right

Flash test 3 times rated DC working voltage

SHUNT RESISTANCE At 185 F— 1000 megohms or greater
At 72 °F—50000 megohms or greater
WORKING TEMPERATURE RANGE Minus 50° F to plus 185° F

OPERATING FREQUENCY RANGE. .Upper limit 40 megacycles
Q at one megacycle—average 20

POWER FACTOR
DIMENSIONS...

......... At 1000 cycles .004 to .006
............ 13/16' x 13/16' x 19 64'

SMALL PART IN VICTORY TODAY
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Capacity
in MMFD

DC Working
Voltage
Rating

TOBE & AMERICAN WAR
STANDARDS DESIGNATIONS
"A”
Characteristic
”B'

1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
10000
20000
30000
40000

600—1500
600-1500
600—1500
600-1250
600-1000
600-1000
600— 800
600- 800
500- 700
500- 700
400- 600
200- 300
50— 150
50- 100

CN35A102
CN35A152
CN35A202
CN35A252
CN35A302
CN35A402
CN35A502
CN35A602
CN35A702
CN35A802
CN35A103
CN35A203
CN35A303
CN35A403

MASS^C

CN35B102
CN35B152
CN35B2O2
CN35B252
CN35B302
CN35B402
CN35B502
CN35B602
CN35B702
CN35B802
CN35B103
CN35B2O3
CN35B303
CN35B403

A BIG PART IN INDUSTRY TOMORROW

LETTERS
New Manpower for
Electronic Fields
Editor, Electronic Industries:

Thordarson’s new development. Trans
former terminals in glass, finally and
completely overcomes the dangers of
break-downs caused by extreme humidity
and mysterious fungus growths which
often attack electrical equipment.
/

If you had asked me how many mtn
I thought would be added to the normal
radio population after the war I would
have said about fifty thousand. IFhen I
read that you estimated the same figure in
your editorial in March Electronic Indus
tries I came to the conclusion that there
must be some merit in the figure! I am
willing to let my estimate stand at fifty
thousand.
No doubt you know that we had about
fifty-six thousand licensed amateurs be
fore the war, of which about twenty-five
thousand were probably active, and five to
ten thousand occasionally used their trans
mitters, while the remainder just hung
onto their licenses for future use.
To the best of our knowledge at least
twenty-five thousand amateurs are now in
the services. We are figuring on one hun
dred thousand amateurs after the war. It
will be interesting to see how good a guess
we are making.

George W. Bailey, President
American Radio Relay League
Office of Scientific Research & Development
1530 P Street, N.W., Washington 25, D. C.

Tube Protection
Editor, Electronic Industries:

Electronic engineers designing industrial
controls seem to be using current-limit ac
celeration as a means for protecting the
tubes. Industrial-control engineers used this
method of acceleration during World W ar
I. Since then, time-limit acceleration has
been used for the more important control
lers, with an overload relay or fuse to pro
tect the equipment from abnormal loads in
starting. This latter method insures start
ing the load under adverse conditions, if
not too severe.
It is suggested that time-limit accelera
tion for industrial-motor control seems to
have customer preference.

H. D. James
Consulting Engineer
Commonwealth Building Annex
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Radio and the Railroads
The Thordarson principle of scaling terminals in
glass is applicable, not only to small transformers,
but for large power and filament transformers, and
reactors as well.

transformer division

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MEG. CO.
51 I WEST HURON STREET. CHICAGO, ILL

ORIGINATORS OF TRU-FIDEUTY AMPUFIERS

Editor, Electronic Industries:
Your suggestion to forestall railroad
collisions by the use of two-way radio
rather hit home in the orthopedic ward
where I've been sojourning for the past two
weeks. Nothing seriously wrong with me,
but we do have a sailor boy across the
aisle who was involved in that train wreck
of the Atlantic Coast Line, near here, just
before Christmas time. You may remem
her that some 80 or 90 servicemen going
home on holiday pass were killed outright
in this accident, which could easily have
been prevented by such a cure of radio
communication as you suggest.
U. S. Hospital
Fort Bragg, N C

Duncan Rosa
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No arc-overs or burning of
contacts with these compact

G-E VACUUM SWITCHES

Since the contacts of these G-E switches are mounted
are virtually free from the effects of
in a vacuum.
corrosion and arcing. They are protected against dirt,
oil and water, and require no maintenance.
Vacuum-type construction means: (1) Safety that
makes these switches especially applicable for installa
tions where gaseous or dust-laden atmospheres are a
fire and explosion hazard. (2) High current rating for
their size. (3) The switch produces clean, vibrationless
circuit-breaks at any speed — whether twelve or twelve
hundred a minute. A hundred million or more contacts
during its lifetime are not unusual when operated within
proper limits. . . These features lead the procession
of advantages in this new type of switch
which G.E.
was first to develop and manufacture.

Simple, compact, and easily installed in any position.
G-E vacuum switches are ideal where space is at a
self-contained coils;
premium (as in airplanes)
no auxiliary contacts or relays required! Movement
can be obtained from the mechanism to be controlled
(often through a cam or thermostat), or from any other
G. E. HAS MADE MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC TUBE
DEVELOPMENTS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER
ILECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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apparatus to suit the user's application. They may be
operated by air or liquid bellows, rod-linkage system,
or other means. Movement is transmitted to the contacts
through an operating arm fulcrumed in a flexible dia
phragm and requiring only a minute operating force.
Typical applications: Limit switches. Thermostatic coir
trols. Inertia-controlled devices. Kadio antenna switch
ing. Radio transmitter tank-coil assembly switching.
Stratospheric applications.

SEND FOR BULLETIN ET-1—"G-E Vacuum Switches."
Contains additional information, and shows regularly avail
able types and ratings. For special requirements, consult G-E
electronic tube engineers. Address Electronica Department,

General Electric, Schenectady, Neic York.
The sturdy steeljacketed G-E sealed ignitron, for example, supplies the heavy
current required for high-speed resistance welding. Ignitron
rectifiers are widely used instead of rotating machinery. They
are easier to maintain and lower in operating cost.

G-E TUBES ARE "FIRST" IN INDUSTRY, TOOf

• Tune tn "The World Today” every evening except Sunday at 6:45
E.W T. over CBS. On Sunday tuten to the G-E "All Girl Orchestra”
at 10 P. M. E.W.T. over NBC.

।

YOU CAN STILL GET
PROMPT POST-WAR
DELIVERY IF YOU
RESERVE YOUR
GENERAL ELECTRIC
BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT

mm
STATION

AND

STUDIO

EQUIPMENT • TRANSMITTERS

GENERAL » ELECTRIC
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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JLdARGF. as is the amount ot broadcast equip
ment already on reservation with General Elec
tric. the tremendous war-geared G-E manufac
turing facilities can produce all this reserved
equipment for quick post-war delivery. Even
twice this amount can be built within prac
tically the sa>.»e time if we know note what will
be required and can plan for its production.
General Electric has the plant, the machines,
and the skilled engineering and factory per
sonnel, to swing into peacetime production viri.illv overnight. No extensive reorganization
I be necessary at G.E.
’ proi
net hods
luipmcnt needed for
since much
commercial broadcasting is in th** »aine basic
pattern as that which today is proving its high
standard under the acid tests ot war.
Prompt post-war delivery is only one of the
benefits you gain by reserving your G-E broad
cast equipment 1\(HE

Your contact with us will enable vou. your
staff, anil your consulting engineer to develop
the details of your post-war station during the
period before new construction is authorized.
Then, you will be fully prepared to proceed
with the building of your station.

General Electric can i/lp vou in anv of the
three broadcasting field. : FM—TELEVISION
— or AM. A ou can
fit from exclusive G-E
developments such .
he FM circular antenna
hich permits you to
stablish your stat
maxi in uni coverage
.. your studio for^ naximum convenience, i ou
ran obtain from €-E any broadcast equipment.
either station or studio.
i ith associated quipmei
FM, A M. or
t ision. No
othe
i complete

Come to Schenectady and See for Yourself!

Broadcasters anil prospective broadcasters are
invited to inspect these facilities and discuss
their problems with our station personnel.

• Tune in General Electric't "The World Today” and hear the
am from the men who tee it happen, every evening except Sun
day at 6:45 E.W.T. over CBS network. On Sunday evening liiten
NBC.

FM - Television - AM
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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SERIES

EXPLAINING THE USES OF

ELECTRONIC

TUBES

IN

INDUSTRY

Electronic tubes mode possible the high-speed
construction of stainless steel railroad cars
and air transport planes

C «M

1

- ■ w w » w -*» »

■

SSKii

laass «

a minute: (A to E) from 1
to 21 spots
to the inch; (F) essentially equal onand-off periods; (G) long-off-short-on
period; (H) short-off-long-on period.

Under electronic control, as developed
by General Electric electronic engineers,
resistance welding has become a high
speed, precision operation that is making
yesterday's impossible jobs a routine part
of todays production.
With G E ignitrons controlling the
heavy surges of power required, and G-E
thyratrons switching them on and off at
lightning speed, seam welds can be
spotted at any desired distances apart or
brought together in an overlapping or
solid line. Operations may be performed
at any desired speed up to 1800 or

G.E.

more welds per minute — with exactly
the right amount of heat applied at
exactly the right spot.

Practically all metals can be electron
ically spot-welded together, or to other
metals — in thicknesses ranging from
tissue-thin nickel-copper alloy, 40 mil
lionths of an inch thick, to laps of half
inch steel.
Main illustration shows stainless steel
sheets being welded to railroad-car frame
work. Welder is double-wheel electrode
type. Inset illustration shows typical
seam welds made at approximately 7 feet

HAS MADE MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC TUBE
DEVELOPMENTS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER

There is a G-E electronic tube for
every industrial purpose. Through its
nation wide distributing system, General
Electric is prepared to supply users oi
electronic devices with replacement
tubes.
"HOW ELECTRONIC TUBES WORK"

This booklet will be mailed to you without
charge. Its 21 pages are interestingly illustrated
and written in easily understood language
Show’s typical electronic tubes and their ap
plications. Address Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady, New York.

• Tune in “The World Today" and hear the.
news direct from the men who see it happen,
every evening except Sunday at 6:46 E.W.T.
over CBS.

On Sunday listen to the G-E “All
at 10 P.M. E.W.T. over NBC'.

Girl Orchestra”

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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R Rood firm

I to Conned With
—

BRITISH

PLUGS

C.C. •30.344-1
CC

OrWi Ref

50 343-1

Bnrith »•<

ION-411

Signal Carpt <Pl-Q170

C.C.

50.397-1

«10-H-4I7

Signal Carpe »Pl-Pl/O

B«lith Raf. -110H-1191

Signal Carpt -Pl-170

Connector Corporation
4 01
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BRO AD

ST.. PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

NAME in the field of insulation’ A glass bonded
ANEW
mica, but better because of its components—the result
PYRO PLASTICS Gives You !

High Dielectric Strength
Lew Power Factor
High Resistance to
Electric Arcs
Dimensional Stability
Practically impervious to
moisture absorption
No Deterioration with age
Resistance to Heat
Impervious to oil and gas
Low Coefficient of
thermal expansion
Resistant to Fungi
Growth

of years of exacting research.
PYRO-PLASTICS is moulded under extremely high tem
peratures and high pressure. It is dense, moisture resistant
and will give almost unlimited years of low loss high frequency
service.
PYRO PLASTICS is available in three stock sizes from
10x12” to 6^x18
It can be fabricated to the .005 of an
inch in any desirable shape. For those who cannot do their
own fabricating we’re equipped to meet the most exacting
specifications—in any' quantity regardless of shape.

ELECTRICAL

PHYSICAL

Power Factor (1000 KC) 002 .004
Dielectric Constant
............. 7.3

Water Absorption (48 hrs.)
per cent ...................................... .009
Coefficient of Linear Expansion
per degree C
............
10x10 6
Density—lbs. per cu. inch .100
Specific Gravity
2.83
Color
Gray
(Hard Smooth)
Surface
Tolerance for thickness
.
5^

MECHANICAL
Tensile Strength—
lbs. per sq. in..................
Comprehensive Strength
lbs. per sq. in
25,000
Flexure........
Hardness—Sclerescope
Moh Scale ..............

6,000

33.000
20,000
40 50
. 3-4

More exact thickness may be
obtained at additional cost.

QUOTATIONS CHEERFULLY SUBMITTED ON REQUEST

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
BALTIMORE 18, MARYLAND
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

These 4 rca

miniatures

Made History
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

Remember them—the RCA 1R5,
1S4, 1S5, and IT 1—the ' granddaddies” of them all, the
miniatures that made the popular Personal Radio possible
back in 1940?

Only 21 s" tall, with a
diameter — but they were
Itorn wearing 7-league boots! Right now miniatures are
doing battle service — and plenty of it — in many types
of compact, light-weight, vital war equipment.

Miniatures, due to their post-war importance, will almost
certainly earn their peace-time RC A "’Preferred” rating,

just as so many of them today are on the Army /Navy list.
Our engineers will gladlv advise you right now which

RCA tul>e types — and which miniatures — are likely to
lie included in our post-war Preferred Tube program.
Write today to RC \, Commercial Engineering Section,
6W South 5th Street, Harrison, New Jersey.

Tomorrow? No need for us to tell you radio designers
to watch the post-war trend to miniatures! But here's how
we can help you. right now:

You know about RCA’s Preferred-type Tube program
that, two years before Pearl Harbor, made possible larger
manufacturing runs on fewer types of tubes, resulting in
l>etter tubes of greater uniformity at lower cost. And you
know about today’s Army Navy Preferred List of Tulie

Types” that insures ready replacement of standard types

on the fighting fronts.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

The use of DeJur precision meters in laboratory test equipment

is an endorsement of their accuracy. In many fine laboratories, these

meters are subjected to severe day-by-day service. Efficiency remains constant

because 25 years of electrical knowledge go into their design and engineering. Application
of DeJur components to your needs, in or out of the laboratory, will provide proof
of DeJur quality. Our engineers will gladly work with you on any problem of

measurement and control. . . for present or peacetime assignments.

Bring the Peace Closer . . . Buy More War Bonds

Tie Tur-Amsco Corporati on
MANUFACTURERS

OF

DeJUt

METERS.

SHELTON,

NEW YORK PLANT:
12

RHEOSTATS.

POTENTIOMETERS

ANO

OTHER

PRECISION

ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

CONNECTICUT

99 Hudson Street, New York 13, N. Y. •

CANADIAN SALES OFFICE:

560 King Street West. Toronto
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TRACKER

COMPUTED
DIRECTOR

The M9 GUN POINTER directs ack-ack fire with deadly

accuracy, operating on built-in CONSTANT VOLTAGE
With amazing success on our farflung battle fronts the Army’s new
M9 gun pointer, operating on elec
trical voltage controlled to minute
limits of fluctuation, directs shells to
their targets swiftly and surely, spell
ing almost certain death to enemy
aircraft.
This uncanny accuracy in our im
plements of war is a tribute to the
skill of America’s design engineers.
Their ingenious application of scien
tific instruments and devices from
every known source has achieved an
exactness in modem warfare that
has left consternation and fear in
the hearts of our enemies.
Without Sola Constant Voltage
Transformers many of these achieve-

ments would not have been possible.
These automatic, self-protecting
transformers have been on the job
day and night. On the production
line, in research laboratories, even at
the battle fronts their important role
has been to iron out the peaks and
valleys of power fluctuations to the
zery narrow voltage limits so essen
tial to precision.
On countless drafting boards this
war-gained knowledge is already
being projected into new things for
the future. And here, as in the im
plements of war, built-in Sola Con
stant Voltage Transformers will
continue to provide safe, stable
operating voltages.
Sola Constant Voltage Trans

formers are available in standard
units from 10V A to 15KVA for use
with any existing equipment where
voltage regulation is required. They
are fully automatic, with no moving
parts to get out of order. They re
quire no manual supervision. Volt
age fluctuations as great as 30% are
instantaneously reduced to the safe
operating voltages specified on the
label.
Custom built units of convenient
size and capacity can be designed as
a built-in part of any electronic
device or electrically operated
equipment where narrow voltage
limitations are required. Sola engi
neers are available for study of your
voltage problems.

To Manufattunn:

rmers

Constai

Built-in voltage control guaran
tees the voltage called for on your
label. Consult our engineers on
details of design specifications
Ask for BulMin IOCV-74

Tronsformers for: Constant Voltage • Cold Colhode Lighting • Mercury lamps • Series Lighting • Fluorescent Lighting • X-Ray Equipment • Luminous Tube Signs
Oil Burner Ignition • Radio • Power • Controls * Signal Systems • Door Bells and Chimes • etc

1944
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SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 2525 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, III.

how to photograph salt eating its dinner
Salt, from the sea and air. has a tremen
dous appetite for many metals—eating
them away unless they're protected. The
exact effect of its gluttony and the suc
cess of the means used in preventing this
costly damage are measured accurately
by Utah's salt-spray test. One of the
stages in Utah's complete circuit of radio
and electronic tests.
Immediately after the parts have been
subjected to the salt spray, microphoto-

graphs are taken and developed in the
especially equipped Utah dark room.
Thus, it is possible to make a microscopic
inspection of the actual condition of the
metal before other atmospheric changes
take effect. Since metal surfaces exposed
to salt-spray tests change rapidly after
tests are completed, it is necessary and
possible, by this photographic method.
to determine and occur
record cor
rosion in metals.

Radio Products Company
850 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, Illinois

Dtoh

Every Product Made for the Trade, by
Utah, Is Thoroughly Tested and Approved

*«yed ro *
forno rro*1
Wi^nd control.

v^reOUj
er»< vih,..

As a result of this and other Utah
tests, efficient performance of Utah parts
is assured under any and all conditions
normally encountered — the failures
due to inadequate, inaccurate testing
are avoided.
* * *

e"amef
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INDIVIDUALLY
DESIGNED
For year» Johnson has specialized in individually designed
components lor radio transmitting equipment. Pictured on
this page Is a gas filled pressure variable condenser with
Mycalex insulated flexible coupling, a coupling inductor,
a broadcast station phasing unit for a directional antenna
system, a broadcast station tower coupling unit and a
switching relay capable of carrying heavy currents, and
requiring no holding current to maintain contact
These are typical of the thousands of Johnson-designed
units that are in service all over the world. Some of them
are adaptations of a standard design and others are
engineered from the beginning for a particular application.
Johnson Engineers like performance specifications. If you
have a radio problem, write for the Johnson solution. We
believe you will like it and there Is no obligation.

Write for the NEW
Johnson Catalog

9680

JOHNSON

a 'kamou.5 name in IQadio

F. JOHNSON

COMPANY

WASECA

•

MINNESOTA
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Individual Treatment Assures
Uniform Dependability a a^a
The performance of a high power transmitting tube depends
largely on the purity of the metals used. Metals vary
each
requires more or less or even different treatment if the utmost
in uniform dependability is to be attained. That's why every
Taylor Tube is Custom Built!
Individual heating evacuating, bombarding and flashing must
oc scientifically perfect to insure a perfect tube. A final “OK"
on a Taylor Tube is never given lightly. It is a token of our
>en»e of responsibility. Where tubes get hard service and a
hr :e to be overloaded it's the Custom Built tube that can be
depended upon to “deliver the goods“.

CUSTOM
.BUILT

DUTY

OR TUBES, INC., 2312-18 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

apacifor Problem

AC1TR0NS
IMMEDIAT
DELIVERY

Phone Your Requirements Now!
Concentrated production on just a few basic Capacitron types
means quick delivery to many customers. Meeting U. S. Signal
Corps and Navy specifications in their stride, these top quality
units can be an abundant flow of dependable capacitors that
will take the place of those hard to get specials and regulars.
Why not consider the adoption of type EC Capacitrons now!
CATALOG
NUMBER

CAPACITY
IN MFD'S.

WORKING
VOLTAGE D C.

HEIGHT
INCHES

DIAMETER
INCHES

6EC200
6EC300
6EC400
10EC100
10EC200
15EC50
15EC100

2
3
4
1
2
.5
1

600
600
600
1000
1000
1500
1500

2%
4%
41/2
2%
4«/2
23/4
41/2

1‘A
ll/2
ll/2
ll/2
ll/2
ll/2

Telephone: Michigan 9656-7

CAPACITRON

Catalog No. 6EC400

4MFD.-600V.D.C.W.
Navy Standard

CAAI - 481080-11

Wilcox Radio
Equipment Serves
Brani IT Airways
The major airlines of the nation

depend on W ilcox equipment for
reliable radio communications.
In addition,Wilcox installations today are serving military operations

Photographs, courtesy
Branig Airways.

WILCOX ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers of Radio Equipment
Fourteenth & Chestnut
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Exhaustive DuMont quality control and
life tests take all the guesswork out of

CATHODE-RAY TUB

DuMont Quality-Control Checkup
Percentage sample tests —some 100%—are
made on production runs for the following:

Brilliance and screen condition—color, spots,
burns, etc.
Examination of cathode by using tube as an
electronic microscope. The few thousandths
of an inch diameter gun aperture is magni
fied io Vi inch circle to check uniformity of
emitting surface. Cathode emission current
is measured.
Deflection sensitivity is tested to determine
amplitude of signal required to deflect beam
by given amount.

Maximum electrode current. Check for excess
anode current (to avoid overloading power
supply of equipment using tube.)
Determining grid cutoff (when too low, tube
life is shortened; too high, might exceed
range of intensity control of equipment using
tube).

DuMont never gambles. Thus each batch of
fluorescent material is thoroughly tested in sam
ple tubes. All new metals and other materials are
likewise tested. New designs are thoroughly
checked with sample production runs. The same
with new processes—even to supposedly minor
details such as washing and drying of glass
envelopes.
DuMont life-test racks eliminate the greatest
gamble of all—probable life. Percentage samples
are operated in these life racks for 500 hours. A
time totalizer keeps score. Tubes are tested
weekly for brightness and cathode condition.
And at the end of 500 hours the tubes are checked
for all characteristics that might be affected by
such intensive operation.
So again we repeat: there is no guesswork
regarding performance and life with DuMont
cathode-ray tubes.

Leakage current of various electrodes.

And other critical and vital factors entering
into satisfactory, long, economical tube per
formance.

w Write for literature...

ALLIN

b

OU MONT

LABORATORIES, INC , PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY • CABLE ADDRESS: W E S R E X 11N . NEW YORK
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fifteen employees at the Cannon plant be a full time inspector. He’s
on our pay roll but he’s working for you. For it is up to him to see
that anything you might reject never leaves our plant.

He’s a top bracket man—keen and alert. His kind watches every

thing that goes on from receiving room, through parts manufacture
and assembly up to shipping—farther even, snooping out possible
weakness in the field.

He saves you money—not only in inspection but in lower assembly
costs, less trouble shooting, repairs and servicing.

NEW TRAINING FILM ON SOLDERING
An important training aid "Soldering Tips,” a 25 minute
slide film with sound, giving step-by-step procedure in
soldering contacts ... a companion film for "The Quick
Disconnect,” available on request Contact your Cannon
Representative or write direct to the Factory, Dept. A-122.
Cannon Electric Development Company, 3209 Humboldt
Street, l.os Angeles 31, California.

CANNON
uecrotc

Cannon Electric Development Co., Los Angeles 31, Calif.
Canadian Factory and Engineering Office: Cannon Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto
REPRESENTATIVES

IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

— CONSULT YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE

DIRECTORY
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LATEST ••• MOST

DATA

COMPLETE

ON

INERTEEN CAPACITORS
FOR^L^CIRCUITS IN

Every engineer, designer and technical man con
cerned with developing high-performance elec
tronic equipment for war or postwar use should
have this booklet handy. It’s packed with fresh
facts and data on Westinghouse D-C Inerteen
Capacitors and their application. Essentially, it
is a guide to the selection and use of capacitors
for any D-C applications in communications,
electronics or related fields.

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

It will bring you up to date on capacitor
advancements, and provide dimension data for
designing of equipment.
Includes ratings from 400 volts to 250,000
volts D-C.
To make sure that a copy reaches your desk
without delay, use the coupon to reserve your
copy. Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa., Dept. 7-N.

■ rnve perform«*
fEXiures*«""'»'0
reVtoWiW

ing temp.

..rvice

.

.igM».«"0

OATAondi"'««1““'
Capoci»'«s-

doto.

____

ASK FOR A COPY...NOW
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., Dept. 7-N.

Please send me a copy of your new book on
Inerteen Capacitors.
Name.

Wîstindhouse*
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES . . . (

j OFFICES EVERYWHERE

Position.
Company.
Address.
City.

INERTEEN CAPACITORS
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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WAR

MERITORIOUS

PRODUCTION
♦ i'

This third citation for meritorious war
production . . climaxing a long record of
war service . . . is a source of justifiable
pride to the men and women of WESTON.
The record began back in the
days of our defense period, when a large
segment of Westons’ capacity was assigned to the production of instruments
vital to military needs. Thus, when we
finally wore forced into this world struggle.
Weston
for
war

1

'
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production.

1
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This new star which adorns our “E”
pennant marks the
time Weston
has been ftrst in this highly spocialned
field to
each successive war
citation. Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, Newark 5, New Jersey.
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Thermo Switchboard and Panel Instruments.
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MW
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AC Portables . . . Instrument Transformers
. . . Sensitive Relays ... DC, AC, and

1
■

■■■

YUAItS LEADERS
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Sp»ciali«d Tost Equipment . ♦•, light

VWV

■
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Measurement and Control Devicos . .
Exposure Meters... Aircraft Instruments .

Electric Tachometers...Dial Thermometers

ELECTRICAL AiEAS! R!\G INSTRI AIENTS
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Headquarters for VARNISHED TUBINGS
STANDARD GRADE ...
Maximum Flexibility — High Temperature
recommended where Dielectric is NOT
Factor.

DOUBLE SATURATED ...
Flexible — High Temperature — Dielectric
1500 Volts.

TRIPLE STRENGTH...
Flexible — High Temperature — Dielectric
3000 Volts — Withstands Rough Handling.

IMPREGNATED .. .
Optimum in Superiority — Flexible — Resists
High Temperatures. Oils, Acids, Dielectric to
8,000 Volts — Unequalled for Long Life under
Most Severe Conditions.

MIRAC and HYGRADE...
Long Staple Fibre Yam Varnished Tubings
are comparable in many ways to Fiberglas
... Dielectric — Tensile Strength — Flexibility
and Long Life.

FREE FOR THE ASKING
Write today for your Free Card of Varnished
Tubing with samples ranging from size 0 to 20 to
fit wires from 032 to .325 inches
other valuable
aids, are the MR Guide Book cf Electrical Insula
tion . . the Wall Chart with reference tables, elec
trical symbols, allowable capacities of conductors,
dielectric averages, thicknesses of insulating mate*
rials and lap drill sizes... and the M-R Wax and
Compound Guide Book ... they are full of valuable
information ... write for them on your letterhead

WRITE FOR THEM TODAY
ON YOUR COMPANY LETTERHEAD

£ST

1889

MITCHELL-RAND INSULATION COMPANY, INC
51 MURRAY STREET

Fiber«!«« y«r«i*h«d Tapa and Cloth
Intulating Pepers and Twines
Cable Filling and Pothead Compounds
Friction Tape «nd Splice
Transformer Componed«

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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COrtlandt 7-9264

A PARTIAL LIST OF M-R PRODUCTS
Fiberglas Braided Sleeving
Cotton Tape«. Webbings and Sleevings
Impregnated Varnish Tubing
Insulating VernUhe« a* all types

Fiberfl«« Saturated Sleeving and Y«rel«b«d Tubing
A«b*«t«s Sleeving ond Tope
Ertruded PlotHs Tubing
Varnished Cambric Cloth and Tape
Mie« Plate, Tape. Paper. Cloth and Tebin«

í «“ *¡¡í

Hepplewnite won fame on design alone. Others could use I
equally good wood and cut just as good dowels and dovetails. I
But in today's competition you can and must back better design
with superior materials tailored to the function oi your products. I

Chemicals have been tailored into dozens oi plastics and each
like Formica laminated plastic into many grades with differing
properties which make them exceptional for specialized use.
The strength, machineability, dielectric properties, stability of
dimensions, moisture and acid resistence oi Formica have caused
its wide application in communications and other electrical uses. I

Now is the time to inquire about the interesting properties recent
Formica research makes available for your post war products. |

THE

FORMICA

I N S U L A T I O N
Spring

CINCINNATI

32,

OHIO

COMPANY

ORMICS
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an even
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Vie were doing a splendid job of war production before the opening of our
new plant. Today we’re doing an even better job. Increased ARHCO facilities
comprise the most modern manufacturing equipment . . . especially designed
and developed for us. Every inch of space has been planned to yield the utmost
capacity. Each worker utilizes his highest skill.

ARHCO components are dependable “right hands’* in countless radar, radionic
and electrical applications. They’re made right. They work right. We’ve set our
sights high for quality and efficiency . . . the performance of ARHCO com
ponents, under current rigid specifications, demonstrates our ability to make
good. Your inquiries are invited . . . for present or peacetime techniques.

mettcfut

-

ffaw

-/

152 MACQUESTEN PARKWAY SOUTH
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VERNON, NEW

YORK

••«*< bara wattapapar
. . . 1C» • vital
war material

OPEN CAPACITY
wore
i

314

313

317

at G. I
Q A generation of experience in the mass pi(«ductum if pceclMM* vanable con
denser« and more recently of automatic rn ord changers has placed us m a position to contribute

materially to the tremendously men used war requirements m the electronics held Wc now have

greatly expanded facilities and a remarkable system fur ihr manufacture and assembly of pre
rismn instruments of wide variety and great complexity,

• We art* ready and eager to undertake development and large scale production
of the many new items in the fields of radio and ladar which wall utilize the special techniques

we have perfected m the volume output of such items as variable condensers, automatic timing

mechanisms, wiied assemblies, etc.

•

• T<i insure ’ 11 production goals we ask that you send your inquiry immediately

309

316

ENERAL

NSTRUMENT...........

K-100-2B

Capacity 100 mmf

Spacing .022"

K-140
Moim’um Copali!, 140 mmf
Minimum Capacity

6 mmf

KAAR

Has 29 piale» »paced .022

VARIABLE
AIR CONDENSERS
FOR TANK CIRCUIT
K-150-050

AND ANTENNA TUNING

Capacity 150 mmf

Spacing .050"

Use this reliable
West Coast source for
Variable Air Condensers
Kaar Engineering Company now
offers prompt delivery of stand
ard and special types of variable
air condensers suitable for many
applications in radio transmitters
and receivers. They are particu
larly useful as tank and antenna
tuning capacitors in low and me
dium power transmitters.

MOBILE RECEIVERS - Crystal
controlled superheterodynes
for medium and high frequen
cies. Easy to service.

The small cross-section of Kaar
condensers allows a number of
them to be assembled in multi
channel radio equipment in a
minimum amount of space. Every
Kaar capacitor is substantially
constructed with soldered and
plated brass rotor and stator plates.
Shafts can be furnished slotted for
screwdriver adjustment, and ta
pered lock nuts and split bushings
assure positive locking without
disturbing the adjustment.
Special types are available with
very wide air gaps, double rotors

CRYSTALS— low-drift quartz
plates. Fundamental and
harmonic types available in
various holders.

TRANSMITTERS — Mobile,
marine, and central station
transmitters for medium ond

and stators, high maximum capacitiesor special mounting brackets.
Further information will be gladly furnished upon request.

KAAR
ENGINEERING CO
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

export Agents: FR AZ AR AND HANSEN

301 Clay Street • San Francisca, Calif.

MICROPHONES—Type 4 C
single button carbon. Su
perb voice quality, high
output, moisture resistant.

POWER PACKS —Heavy
duty vibrators ond power
supplies for transmitters, re
ceivers. 6,12, 32 volts DC.

Seating, quickly lerviced.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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IN THE FAMOUS SCR-299 MOBILE TRANSMITTER
We at Edwin I. Guthman & Company are proud of the
Super Tuning Units that we manufactured completely in
our splendidly equipped plant for the Hallicrafters'

SCR-299 mobile transmitter. Operating under most trying
combat conditions on all Allied Fronts, the SCR-299 has

distinguished itself amongst America’s most vital "wea
pons" ... and always the Guthman Super Tuning Units

rendered dependable and accurate service.

/V
er tn

Shortly after Pearl Harbor, our engineers rec
ommended changes in the permanent magnets
used in the GN-38 generator of the Signal
Corps' field telephone, because the material
then employed contained a high percentage of
cobalt, the supply of which was limited.
Our engineers designed a new permanent
magnet which exceeded specifications, yet has
resulted in savings of more than:
• 150,000 pounds of cobalt

• 140,000 pounds of other
critical materials
• ’/»-pound in weight per
generator

• 25,000 man-hours
• $1,000,000 in cost
Help Win the War in

These savings are typical of the many benefits
which have been realized through modern per
manent magnet engineering. Because of our 34
years of specialized experience in this one par
ticular field, our organization has played a lead
ing role in designing and manufacturing perma
nent magnets fox ever-increasing numbers of
electrical and electronic devices for land, sea
and air warfare.
a
This unusual experience should
prove valuable to you in solving your
engineering problems . . . and our
engineers will be pleased to consult
with you. Write us, on your letter
head, for the address of our office
nearest you and a copy of our "Per
manent Magnet Manual".
Buy War Bonds!
Copyright 1944—The huhnim Steel Producto Co.

IMD1ANÆ STEEL PRODUCTS
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Success in modern warfare depends greatly

upon accurate and dependable coordina
tion between all combat units. Precision

rystals by Crystal Products Company are

providing sharp selectivity on planes, tanks,
ships, in every climate and under the most

rigorous battle conditions

PRODUCTS COMPANY
1519 McGEE ST , KANSAS CITY 8, MO
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A Brush-Up" Booklet
you’ll want for yourdi
tr,

/
/
/

"THE TECHNICAL EDITOR SPEAKS" is a refresher booklet
that brings you up-to-date on the technical terms and testing
procedures used in measuring the properties of metals. It’s
a handy, useful guide for anyone who specifies, works or
uses metals.
It tells you what you want to know about their mechanical
properties... how they are determined and how the infor
mation is used to judge metals for practical applications.
Compiled from a series of articles written by The Devel
opment and Research Division of The International
Nickel Company ... it includes discussions and descrip
tions of the properties listed below. Send for a complimen
tary copy today.

f
Fh,TOn

24 PAGES OF INFORMATION ABOUT METALS
HARDNESS

TENSILE PROPERTIES

Yield Strength, Proportional
Limit, Proof Stress, Rigidity,
Modulus of Elasticity, Ductil
ity.
TORSIONAL PROPERTIES

Twist Resistance

USE THIS COUPON
THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC.
67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.

Please send me copy of “The Technical Editor Speaks."

Name............................................. . ............. .....................................

Title...... „........................................................................................

:0

Brinell, Rockwell and Vickers
Tests. The Scleroscope

Impact Strength. Izod
Charpy Tests. Tension
Torsion impact.

and
and

METAL IDENTIFICATION TESTS

HIGH TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF

THERMAL EXPANSION

IMPORTANT METALS

LOW TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES

CONVERSION TABLES

Measurements.

Effect of Keyways on fatigue
of shafting.

DEFINITION AND GLOSSARY
OF TERMS

Company.

INCO NICKEL ALLOYS
E.l. 4-44

■•ML .“FRUEL
*fc««t... Strip

'I" MINH « “U HIMI

• wca

IKtNH

Reg... TeN«g--> Wir«...Casting*
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Today, amazing developments in electronic communications make pos-

¡ible new methods of aircraft control to aid our gallant Air Forces. Modem
communications equipment is helping to coordinate fighting forces in the
ken

hr...is helping to safeguard them on their vital missions. Air Communications
is proud to help supply many precision-built products used in America’s
narch to victory.

Tomorrow—when victory is won—Air Communications war-tested or-

Air Communications engineers
anticipate the great post-war "air
age”.. . are busy now developing
new and improved devices to
smooth the path of flight for the
giant air liners, cargo carriers and
private planes that will fly the
skyways of tomorrow.

¡anization will devote its skill and experience to designing, engineering and

wilding everything for the safety, economy and convenience of peace-time flying.

Cooperative Engineering Avail
able— let us help you solve your

engineering problems of the future.

[flMMUMC/WONS,//VC.
KANSAS CITY 8, MISSOURI

jr Communications Product» include

meta

Radio

ten up to 1 IC W, Interphone Equipment. Radio

mgc Receivers, Glide Pad* Rercivcn, Marker

Telephone Equipment, Ad apron for Radio Com

Racon Receivers Aircraft Automatic Direcxto*-

passes Out of their achievements for war. AirCom

inaen, Aircraft Transmitter» Command Re

munication- engineers still bring you new knowl
edge and experience of value m peacetime aviation,.

Connecticut
Telephone
and
Electric
Division,
CONNECTICUT

•V W .

MERIDEN

Field telephones, military switch
boards, electronic devices, aircraft ignition
systems—produced to Army-Navy "E" stand
ards by a group of men and women putting
an average of 15% of their incomes into war
bonds and proud of one of the lowest ’KS

percentages of absenteeism in the nation.

Civilian communications equip
ment, industrial control instruments, hospital
communicating and signalling equipment,
and precision electrical products — produced
by men and women who are demonstrating
their ability to get things done and done
right—earning the right to be remembered.
© 1944 Great American indiutriet, Inc., Meriden, Conn.

HOW TO MAKE SCARCE TIN

GO THREE TIMES AS FAR!

E’RE a "have not” nation when it
to tin. That’s why a new’
plating method—developed by Westing
house—makes big news! High frequency
induction heating is the answer, and it not
only fuses a uniform, corrosion-resisting
tin coat on sheet steel five times faster than
previous methods—it also uses only onethird as much tin!

W comes

Unexpectedly, glass made by Corning plays
an important part in this job. The picture
at the left shows the key units creating the
high-frequency, tin-smoothing waves. They
are glass vacuum tubes about like you’d find
in a radio station. Note, too, the glass bow l
insulators handling the "juice.” As an ex
ample of the type of service these glasses
must give, one plant is installing tin-plat
ing oscillator units with 72 times the pow er
of the largest radio broadcasting station
now on the air in the United States!

' si *

High electrical insulating qualities are just
one of the interesting characteristics you
can get in glass made under the Army-Navy
"E” flag at Corning. There are glasses with
an expansion coefficient practically equal
to that of fused quartz; glasses that are ex
tremely resistant to mechanical shock;
glasses that can be made into intricate
shapes formerly considered impossible. If
you even suspect that glass may help solve
one of your problems, we want you to know
that Corning’s "know-how” is at your
service. A study called "There Will Be More
Glass Parts In Post-War Electrical Parts”
will help bring you up-to-the-minute. Won’t
you write for a copy? Address the Electronic
Sales Department 1-4, Bulb and Tubing Divi
sion, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.

11

Photo Courtesy of Westinghouse

CoBNINI!

Electronic Glassware

means
llrsrarrh in Klass
"PYREX” and "CORNING” are registered trade-marks of Corning Glass Works
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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HE DOESN'T KNOW A THING ABOUT CATHODE COATING
BUT HE DOES KNOW THAT EVERY TIME A SET OF TUNG-SOL ELECTRONIC TUBES ARE
ISSUED TO HIM, THEY GIVE EXACTLY THE SAME FINE PERFORMANCE AS THE PREVIOUS SET

Even if you did mention cathode coating to the
average G. I., or man on the street, his answer
probably would be:
"What in thunder is Cathode Coating?”
It is a substance sprayed on the cathode of an
electronic tube to induce the electrons to flow.
On small cathodes the amount of this coating
must not vary more than one-tenth of a milligram
— a weight of about one-five-hundredth of a
postage stamp.
Tung-Sol coats its cathodes about twenty-five
THICKNESS OF CATHODE COATING GOVERNS

TUBE CHARACTERISTICS
r*

(Left) Electrons from cathode

are controlled by grid wires.
Volume of flow gives tube
desired characteristics be
cause space between cathode
and grid is correct.
(Right) Space between cath

at a time. One out of each batch is weighed, then
wiped clean of its coating and weighed again.
If there was too much coating the whole lot is
scrapped, or re-coated if there was too little. 'The
amount of loss on this operation is more than
compensated for by the high degree of uniform
ity in the performance of Tung-Sol tubes. This is
one of the many reasons why builders of elec
tronic devices have such high praise for Tung-Sol
tubes and why, after the war. you should always
remember to use Tung-Sol tubes for replacements.

TUNGSOL
ELECTRONIC TUBES

ode and grid reduced by too
thick a coating. Electron
flow materially changed, re
,
suiting in different tube
Lr— characteristics.

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS, ALL-GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS AND CURRENT INTERMITTOR •

38
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KOVAR
1»*0t MAW« 317941. WCGI1TEWCO *■ U. 1. PATENT OFFICE

• . . its elements

ERMETIC seals of Kovar and glass are made in

H a wide size range and with single or multiple
electrodes. Electrodes may be solid or tubular.

The design illustrated uses a vitreous glazed
ceramic top, clean in appearance and numbered to
identify each electrode. The Kovar electrodes are
located in the ceramic and hard glass preform. This
assembly is then sealed to the Kovar parts by fusing
the hard glass.
The seal between Kovar and glass is a chemical
bond in which the oxide of Kovar is dissolved into
the glass during a heating process. The result, a
hermetic seal — permanently vacuum and pressure
tight, effective under the most extreme climatic
conditions—tropical to stratosphere.

and its application *

Kovar IS the answer to permanent vacuum or
pressure tight sealing. Let Stupakoff help engineer
YOUR hermetic sealing problems with Kovar.

Use KOVAR for sealing
ELECTRONIC TUBES
SWITCHES
TRANSFORMERS
RELAYS, ETC.
RESISTORS
INSTRUMENTS
CAPACITORS
GAUGES
CONDENSERS
METERS
VIBRATORS
RECEIVERS
TRANSMITTERS

"FOR GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT"

Let’s All Back The Attack — BUY WAR BONDS
s I n c e • I a 9 7

'Pwtueti ¿on tie "Wontd o¿ Steetn&dee
STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.
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COAXIAL CABLES

ANDREW Coaxial Cables are standard equipment on the Hallicraftersbuilt SCR-299: the mobile communications unit that is doing such an
outstanding job on the fighting fronts. It is highly significant that

ANDREW Coaxial Cables were chosen as a component of this superb

communications unit,
The Andrew Company is a pioneer manufacturer of coaxial cables and

accessories. The facilities of the Engineering Department are available

to users of radio transmission equipment

ANDREW CO

DRY AIR PUMP

COAXIAL CARLES.

The Andrew Company is now able Io supply standard 70 ohm
%" soft temper coaxial cable in lengths up to 4,000 feet! The cable is electrically

identical to rigid cables of equal size, but has these extra advantages, the cable may be
uncoiled and bent by hand, thus greatly simplifying installation; no connectors, junction
boxes or expansion fittings need be installed in the field; thus a big saving is made in
installation time and labor.

DRY AIR PUMP.

This hand-operated pump quickly, efficiently and economically
dehydrates the air inside coaxial cables, in addition to having a multitude of other
application; It dries about 170 cubic ft. of free air, reducing humidity from 60% to 10%.

GAS-TIGHT TERMINAL.

The new Andrew glass insulated terminal is an out
standing development that provides a 100% air-tight, gas-tight system for gas filled
coaxial cables. A special design that minimizes shunt capacity makes this terminal
ideally suited to high frequency operation

COAXIAL ANTENNA.

Suitable for fixed station use and pretuned at the factory to
the desired operating frequency, the Andrew type 899 vertical coaxial antenna provides
an efficient, easy-to-install, and inexpensive half-wave radiator in the frequency range
from 30 to 200 MC. Careful engineering has utilized to the utmost the well known
advantages of the coaxial antenna over other types of vertical half-wave antennas.

GAS-TIGHT
TERMINAL

CATALOG DESCRIBING COAXIAL CABLES AND ACCESSORIES FREE ON REQUEST

WRITE FOR INFORMATION ON ANTENNAS ANO TUNING AND PHASING EQUIPMENT.

THE ANDREW COMPANY • 363 EAST 75TH STREET • CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Inherent Advantages
do the five advantages of Insulated
Ceramicons listed here mean to you 9 From
WHAT
the standpoint of design, they mean a more com

O COMF1 ¡THY INCLOStD
O GREATER
MECHANICAL STRENGTH
© MORE DIRECT AND UNIFORM
ELECTRICAL PATH

BE LOCATED
ANYWHERE IN CHASSIS

Qcan

o BETTER PROTECTION
AGAINST HUMIDITY

pact, efficient lay-out. Insulated Ceramicons can
be located any where in the chassis without regard
to the proximity of other components. They make
possible shorter leads which are musts in higher
frequency circuits. They mean greater protection
against humidity ... so important in today's mili
tary equipment. They provide extra insurance
against breakage in nandling on the assembly
lines or damage from shock and vibration in
actual service. The method of attaching wire
leads to the silver electrodes provides a more
uniform and direct electrical path.
Erie Insulated Ceramicons, for temperature
compensating applications, are made in three
sizes and in capacities up to 375 mmf
Where your specifications call for ca
pacities within the above ranges, specify Erie
Insulated Ceramicons.
For complete information covering operat
ing characteristics of Erie Insulated Ceramicons,
write for data sheet

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA
LONDON,

ENGLAND

TORONTO,

CANADA

SMALL RHEOSTAT with BIG FEATURES
The fact that a Rheostat is small, in no way diminishes the

importance of its functioning.
Ward Leonard recognizes this and has produced their 4"

Plate Type Rheostat with all the desirable features of their

largest equipment. It dissipates heat from both sides. The
contacts are solid metal blocks for durability. Action is
smoothness itself. There are forty-three steps of control.

Rheostat Bulletins
Bulletins are available describing the various Ward
Leonard Rheostats. The line is complete including
from the small ring types up to the heaviest duty,
multiple mounted, power driven units. Write for
data bulletins describing the type of Rheostats of
interest to you.

VMM LEOMM
RELAYS • RESISTORS • RHEOSTATS
Electric control

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
<2

61

(wl)

devices since 1892.

SOUTH STREET, 'MOUNT VERNON, N. T.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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GUN# He!
Each man, each machine acts as □ unit... And every part—small

and large—in every piece of equipment, performs as one ... That’s
vital; that’s what all the effort's about . . .
The very command: "cast off!" "contact!". . . must get through

instantaneously, perfectly. And they do—because in every line of com
munication each CINCH part "works GUNG in perfect harmony HO"
it From ihe Univortal Picture, "Gung Ho"—GUNGs

Work; HO Harmony.

A
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UNITED-CARR
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West Van

Buren

CORPORATION,

Street,

Chicago,

CAMBRIDGE,

Illinois
MASS.

Achmi
Size
No. 9S34
* CINCH Miniature Socket with "integral"
or one piece shield and saddle. The high
base virtually acts as a shoe horn... as
tubes must travel a straight path when
inserted or removed, thus preventing lube
break jge.Full floating contacts...o shield
base that acts as a support neutral
izing vibration shock and distortkxs

TYPE 508 TRANSMITTER
(Illustrated at right). Type 508 Transmitter as designed
by AAC for Army Airways Communications Service.
Power output 450 watts each channel. Types of emission
Al, A2, A3 and FM teletype. Five channels can be oper
ated simultaneously. Single or dual modulator can be
supplied.

j mCRAFT
RADIO
Burbank, Calif

Kansas

Serving the AIR TRANSPORT COMMAND
Along Vital World-Wide Routes
Air Transport Command has become the greatest air transporta
THE
tion system in the world... delivering planes, materials and personnel
to the Allied forces everywhere!
As ATC pilots fly the seven seas and girdle the earth they are served
by communications systems of which Aircraft Accessories Transmitters
are an important part. These ”508 units” are an outstanding example of
the engineering skill and production tempo of Aircraft Accessories. De
signed specifically to performance requirements of Army Airways Com
munications Service (AACS), which sets up and operates radio facilities
for the ATC, this equipment is now in operation at many of the wide
spread world outposts maintained by AACS.
This type of AAC equipment can be readily adapted to immediate
use by other airlines. Deliveries can be made in remarkably short time,
if adequate priority ratings arc available.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

CCESSORIES
and ELECTRONICS

•

’

HORPORATION

ENGINEERED POWER CONTROLS
Cable Address: AACPRO

MOTHER'S ON THE
PLASTIC FRONT

Remler worker removing threaded ear
pieces for telephone hand set from
plastic molding press.

A VARIETY OF TASKS in all departments of the Remler

Company are performed by women. Their dexterity and
painstaking attention to detail contribute to the precision
accuracy of Remler components and communication equip
ment. • Like their sister workers in factories all over the
country, many of these Remler women also have the respon
sibility of managing a household. To this double task they
bring a devotion worthy of their menfolks in the fighting
fronts. Hats off to the women of America!
REMLER COMPANY, LTD. • 2101 Bryant St. • San Francisco, 10, Calif.

PLUGS &
CONNECTORS
Signal Corps • Navy Specifications

59
60

67
68

104
108
109
112

PIP

REMLER
SINCE 1918

nnoancincj £ Communication C^uipment

56
59
60
61
62
63
64

150
159
160
291-A
354

119
120
124
125
127
149
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PLS

PLQ

65
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77
104

56
59
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.77
104
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EIMAC 152TH
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r EIMAC 304TH

I
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150 WATTS

300 WATTS

w

IAC 75TH
h.t
dhupaltnu of
5 WATTS

First Public Appearance
of these 5 EIMAC tubes
Get your c^py of
ELECTRONIC
A sixty-four

page booklet
< gmeers in explaining thy fundatnc
। s to th«
1 ।>i" . will
filed to yOu C
obligation
">n d sopies
Mt
N <

Eimac has never stopped development of new
vacuum tubes. While many types must still be
kept secret for military reasons the five here
presented can be announced. Full technical data
is available now on these five as well as new
information about the entire Eimac line. Writetoday for your copies.

follow the leaders to

EiTEL-McCU LLOUG H, INC.
¿15 San Mat«» Avenue, SAN BRUNO, CALIF.

Plant* located at:
San Bruno, California and Salt Lake City, Utah

EIMAC 25 T

has a
plate dh<ipati<ai of
23 WATTS

EIMAC 3C24/24G ’
has a
plate dtiapaiinn nf\
3S WATTS

Export Agents: FRAZAR & HANSEN

3 1 Clay Street, San Fi^incisco, Calif., U. S. A.

PHILCO, THE LEAVER

AHV

TELEVISION/
Much is being said today in the public and
trade press about Television, the "billion dollar
industry" of the future. Where will Philco, the
industry leader, stand when Television is here
for you to sell ?

Since 1928, for sixteen years, Philco engi
neers have devoted millions of dollars to re
search in the field of television. More than any
other research group, they have been responsible
for constant improvement in the clarity, sharp
ness and detail of the television picture. Their
pioneer contributions have helped to bring
television to maturity, ready for rapid expan
sion after the war.
In this and many other directions, Philco has
been in the forefront of the developments
that make television a bright hope for the
future to appliance dealers. And when it is ready
to sell in your community, you can depend on
Philco to fulfill the obligations of leadership.

PHILCO TELEVISION STATION WPTZ
Since 1933. Philco has owned and operated
its own television station in Philadelphia,
sending out studio programs and sports
events direct from the scene. It has also re
broadcast programs from New York, estab
lishing the technique upon which future
television chains can be built. All this has
been a rich laboratory of experience through
which Philco engineers will help to make
television, some day, a nationwide service.

PHILCO
CORPORATION
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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In Automatic Electric’s chemical
laboratory, before any materials are accepted for use in relays, they are

carefully tested for the presence of sulphur, bromine, chlorine, or other
elements that might cause corrosion, affect
insulation or give rise to other troubles

N

the

selection of materials and fin

I ishes for use in Automatic Electric

relays, performance and durability are
given first consideration. The aim of the
designers is to produce an apparatus that
will resist all corrosive influences
throughout long years of tough service
—even when this means foregoing the
bright, shiny appearance which is so
attractive at first. Every factor in the de
sign of Automatic Electric relays is given
similar attention—resulting in a unique
fund of design data and experience. This
background is the reason why Automatic
Electric relays serve so dependably under
tough conditions.
You can make this experience work
for you—by calling in the Automatic
Electric field engineer. His job is to help
you select the apparatus that will best
meet your need. Call him in next time
you are faced with an electrical control
problem. Write for Catalog 4071.
UTOMATIC

ELECTRIC

SALES

CORPORATION

1033 West Van Buran Strani • Chicago 7, III.

\
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In Canada Automatic Etoctric
(Canada) liw’tad tarant a

JLhese Gammatron tubes are being submitted

to an exhaust process so severe that only tubes

of its coating. This action, termed filament bom
bardment, materially shortens the life of a tube.

made with tantalum elements can withstand it.
They are "cooking” at 3,000° F, running at this

The severity of the Heintz and Kaufman ex
hausting process assures superior protection

temperature from 30 to 40 minutes. At the same

against filament bombardment, and thus adds to

time they are being pumped to create a vacuum

the operating life of all Gammatrons.

equal to one ten-billionth of atmospheric pres
sure ... the best commercial vacuum obtainable.
Heintz and Kaufman Ltd. has perfected such
a rigorous pumping process to protect Gamma

('Practically, hut not precisely true. Even at .000 000 000 of
atmospheric pressure, there are two hillion gas molecules to the abic
centimeter of evacuated space.)

tron tubes from filament bombardment. If many
gas molecules remain in an evacuated tube, elec

HEINTZ
SOUTH

SAN

and

KAUFMAN

FRANCISCO

•

CALIFORNIA.

LTD
U. S

A

trons traveling from the filament to the plate

strike these molecules and ionize them. These
ions, being positive, dart toward the filament,
hitting with such force they strip the filament

FOR VICTORY AND SECURITY BUY WAR BONES
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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ounc
Sound ideasl On the drafting board ... in practical engineer
ing ... in production “know-how". These form a strong union
out of which come many Electro-Voice developments. And the
latest of these is the Model T-45 "Lip Mike” ... a noise-cancell
ing Differential Microphone.
*

The soundness of Electro-Voice design refinements will be even
more effectively demonstrated in peacetime. We have grown
up with the field. We know its needs and its possibilities. You
may be sure that products bom of Electro-Voice ideas will
perform a sound function.
Electro- Voice distributors are giving greater under
standing to your requirements than ever before. It
your limited quantity needs can be filled by any of
our Standard Model Microphones, with or without
minor modifications, we suggest that you contact
your nearest radio parts distributor.

»N'T WA!

•EPAPER . . . TURN IT IN TO FIGI

R SIDE

L

'OUX

MICROPHONES

ELECTRO-VOICE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
1239 South Bend Ave. * South Bend 24, Indiana
EXPMT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th ST.. NEW YOKU. N.Y.—U.S.A. (AKES: AIMS

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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NEW YORK

LONDON

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

Press Wireless Provides

HAVANA

radio

CENTRALS FOR THE WORLD...
Triple diversity receivers made by Press Wireless
Inc. for our allied governments will soon be in service as
radio centrals for national and international communica
tion networks of increasing strategic importance.
The facilities of Press Wireless are peculiarly adapted
to the manufacture of these and other highly specialized
units so urgently needed for the winning of the war.
This is one reason why Press Wireless was selected
as a principal supplier of various type of radio equip
ment now in use on home and battle fronts throughout
the world.

Ite. acy6
Cm o
fs » ' • 0
« ÔÔÔ
• ^00

*

o

im r r v w w

■I
A

—

?

Front Panels of Press Wireless
Triple Diversity Rece ier

Awarded to Our Hlclróll.
Ixrg lihad Huât for Ov*
flooding Achiovomont in
Wai

.«»»Am W«»»*1*1—.

¿Skew««
, BWit► M

PRESS WIRELESS, k
RIO DE JANEIRO

Executive Offices

Sales Office, Manufacturing Division

435 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE. CHICAGO 1475 BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY

MONTEVIDEO

BERNE

SANTIAGO DE CHILE
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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THIS BIG 28 PAGE BROCHURE IS "MUST" READING FOR ENGINEERS
sulation, including many useful charts and graphs.
Here are results of tests, and the official ratings.

Don t fail to get your hands on a copy of this book
of data. It's the "last word" on the subject of
glass-bonded mica, from the history of the prod
uct to its almost-endless applications. It shows
that MYKROY differs in formula from the earlier
glass-bonded mica materials, and states the case
for MYKROY as the perfect dielectric for the more
exacting needs of all high frequency circuits.

This book will show you why we can solve your
insulating problems and help to improve the effi
ciency of your product. It will show why our plant
and facilities hove been increased more than
4000%, and that there is NO SHORTAGE of MYKROY.
Use the coupon to order your copy. But please fill
in firm name and title clearly.

Here is a wealth of information about advanced in-

Clifton Boulevard,
Clifton, New Jersey, U. S. A.
Gentlemen

Yesl I want the book of facts about the advanced

electrical and mechanical properties of MYKROY insulating material.

Name.

iston

Company

C TY

1944

Address

CHICAGO

EXPORT

47

OFFICE

1917

NORTH

89 BROAD

SPRINGFIELD

ST.,

NEW

AVENUE

YORK 4,

N

(IF SKILLED H A MIS

On* of the world « mmterpiec»«
in marble - "The Ki*«", by the cel
ebrated French »culptor, Auguste
Rodm (1840-1917), creator of the
famed and familiar "TheThinker'

leadlines can do almost anything. . . . But it
takes more than machines to create an elec
tronic tul>e.......... \ tube may he brilliantly engineered

for electronic and mechanical advancements. It may
contain the highest, quality components. Yet it will

lie no better in jierformance than the skill and care
of the hands that assembled it. . . . Each tube that
leaves the i nited testing line is an industrial mas
terpiece. Into its manufacture has been wrought the
perfect hand workmanship which is the counterpart
of its jierfect design

Mm
ELECTRONICS COMPANY

NEWARK, 2

Transmitting Tubes EXCLUSIVELY Since 1934

BODY

and

BODY (400)
endlessVariety of cett forms (up to 5 inches in dianv

vailable processed to your specifications within rea
to approximately 6 inches square. • The facilities of Centralab's
engineering and laboratory experience are at your disposal.
Write for Bulletin 720

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Here’s a versatile unit with many electronic control
applications...THE KOLLSMAN CIRCUTROL
CONTROLLED
LOAD

3 PHASE INPUT

ACTUAL SIZE

CIRCUTROL UNIT
used os
Thyratron Phase Control

Typical of the many special applications for which
design engineers have found the Kollsman Circutrol
particularly suited, is phase control of Thyratron type
units. In this application the unit offers accurate linear
control, as shown by the above graph.
When used as a rotatable transformer, the Circutrol
Unit produces a phase voltage which varies sinusoi
dally with the angular position of the
rotor as shown in the graph at right.
Another advantage of the unit as
a rotatable transformer is that it is de
signed to withstand continuous rota
tion at speeds up to 1800 R.P.M.,
although many applications require

nothing more than positioning of the rotor.
Electrically, the Circutrols are motor-like precision
units having high impedance two- or three-phase stator
windings and single-phase rotors. Units arc available
which operate from 32, 115 and 220 volts, 60 cycles,
and 110 volts, 400 cycles.
These units may also be used as single or polyphase
induction regulators, controllable volt
age modulators, single or polyphase
alternators or phase shifters.
For complete information about the
Kollsman Circutrol write to Kollsman
Instrument Division of ->$quare D
Co., 80-12 45th Ave., Elmhurst, N. Y.

SQLIRRE J] COMPANY
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Áhe sadcase
Many an achievement in the war effort is "born to blush
unseen"... at least for the present. The case history, com
plete with photographs and diagrams, cannot now be
revealed.
In many ways General Electronics Industries has been

helping to establish the great war record of electronics,

through cooperative research with industrial organizations
and Army and Navy research agencies. Present conditions
do not permit a full recounting of these achievements.
General Electronics Industries is one of the largest or

ganizations specializing in electronics. And this organiza
tion, which has met the exacting tests of war, has the re
search engineering skill and production facilities that will

best answer your electronics needs when the war is over.
Engineering Department, General Electronics Industries,
342 West Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut.

GENE

INDUSTRIES
GREENWICH

1944
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History of Communications Number Four of a Series

SMOKE SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS
W hile the puffs of our early American smoke Signals were not as compli
cated as the Morse Code, this type of communication was a speedy and
effective means of communication at that time and could be seen for
scores of miles on a clear day. Used for transmitting their battle mes
sages, smoke signals in the days of the early American meant a progres
sive means of communication.

Restricted by climatic conditions this type of communication was lim
ited in its use. Universal microphones in the part they play in modem
electronic voice communication must withstand the climates of the Arc
tic and the Tropics all in a day’s work. Built to accomplish a specific
job, Universal Microphones are “getting the message through” on every
Allied front.
Model T-45, illustrated at left, is the new Lip Micro
MODEL T-45
LIP MICROPHONE

phone being manufactured by Universal for the U. S.
Army Signal Corps. Shortly, these microphones will be
available to priority users through local Radio Jobbers.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA •• CANADIAN DIVISION: SM) RING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1. ONTARIO, ¿ANAOA
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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lELLULOSE XCETATE IS

the ilectrical news

from this extra protection I umarith can su]
Investigai

today. Designers and engineers havek iewr appreciation of its corrosion-resistance prop^ •ties—its high

Lumarith plastics. Write for Celanese electrical

dielectric strength.
Lumarith, in foil and film form.

the safe lin
ig and covering for coils, tubes awd bobbins. It
las no corrosive effect on current-»grry ing copper

wire even in the presence of moisture. It ha»
good resistivity and high dielectric strength.
Electrical equipment, subject to Extreme condi
tions of moisture and humiditA will benefi

booklet. The facts you'll need are available in its
pages. Celanese Celluloid Corporation, The First

Name In Plastics.
tion of America, 180 Madison Avenue, New York
City 16. Representatives: Day ton, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit, Los

\ngeles, \\ ashington, D. C., Leominster, Mon'
treal, Toronto.

LUMARITH PLASTICS IN FILM.. FOIL .. MOLDING MATERIALS AND OTHER FORMS
TUNE I
< dan<‘lw, Hour—
"Great Moments in Music"'*
Columbia Network,
Wednesday», 10 P. M., E. W. I

A CELANESE
•Re«. •
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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PLASTIC

KE N-RAD
ELECTRON

TUBES

KEN-RAD
EXECUTIVE

OFFICES

OWENSBORO EXPORTS

II

MOORE

KENTUCKY

STREET

NEW

YORK

TUBES

TRANSMITTING TUBES

RECEIVING

CATHODE RAT TUBES

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

FLUORESCENT LAMPS
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carnets
RACKS
PANELS

. BUY MORE WAR RONDS
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£ Because it is a

resistor,

Thyrite*

obeys Ohm’s law—but its resistance
varies with change in applied voltage

11 varies as E').

Perhaps you will find Thyrite useful
in solving some of your special circuit
problems. Or perhaps you’ll find the
answer in our wide line of standard
enameled units.
Widely used throughout the elec
trical and electronics industries, G-E
resistors are typical of the great variety
of standard and special G-E compo
nents that are available to manu
facturers of electronic equipment.
★Re». U.

5.

Each type of G-E electronic compo
nent is designed by specialists in that
particular field. Help in selecting those
best suited to your requirements is
readily available from qualified G-E
representatives. Located in principal
cities throughout the United States,
these men can help you co-ordinate
purchasing, and expedite procure
ment.

Before ordering or specifying elec
tronic components, find out what G.E.
has to offer -by calling in the nearest
G-E representative. General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, N.

Y.

Pal. Off.

Capacitors • Sensitive control and time-delay relays • Limit
switches • Motors, dynamotors, amplidynes • Motor-generator
sets • Alnico magnets • Small panel instruments • Formex mag
net wire • Radio transformers • Switchetles • Selsyns • Chokes
also tubes, crystals, plastics products, insulation materials,
and many others
♦
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Tfyifii GET.AROUNDIT?
THYRITE—the G-E nonlinear resistance material
Thyrite is a silicon-carbide ceramic material, dense

and mechanically strong. Its nonlinear resistance
characteristic is stable, and substantially independent
of polarity or frequency. Thyrite has been used for

14 years in many important applications, including
electronic. Thyrite can be produced in various shapes
and sizes (those which can be successfully molded).

Among its countless applications are:

Circuit protection (by limiting voltage surges)
As a stabilizing influence on circuits supplied

by rectifiers
As a potentiometer (making division of voltage

substantially independent of load current)

Typical forms of G-E Thyrite resistors
For controlling voltage-selective circuits

G-E VITREOUS-ENAMEL RESISTORS
strong, high-heat-resisting body
These resistors emi
developed to withstand sudden and extreme changes in tem
perature. Their resistance remains nearly constant through
temperature changes, because of the low temperature coeffi

cient of the resistance wire. The enamel, in which the wire is

embedded, is fused at high temperature to a uniform glassy
structure. It is moistureproof, durable, and forms a mechani

cally air-tight casing.

Made in a wide range of resistance and current values, from
10- to 180-watt units, G-E enameled resistors are available in

a wide variety of constructions, which include the addition of
stranded copper leads, Circular-band terminals, copper leads
and porcelain bushings,

Edison screw bases, etc.
They also are available

in virtually every re

‘n in <l

i'v1-

■i’ >< < . 1 1
of mounting

Typical construction of G-E enameled resistors

"p”'

BUY WAR BONDS
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SHERRON TUBE TEST UNITS

a practical JI
helping to Ass

■Tubes at Iheii Working Best

Miracles are expected from electronics, and miracles are being performed—

where the electron tube is at its working best.
standard.

In short, the ideal must be the

Toward this end, Sherron test units are honored as indispensable

□0 a
’00

Sa»

equipment by many of the nation's most important makers of tubes
diversified electronic applications, Sherron test equipment is safeguarding pro

duction standards and maintaining positive quality controls.

All equipment de

signed to meet specific manufacturing problems.

Sherron Tube Test Units Measure:

Sherron
Electronics

Inter Electrode, Capacitance — Gas Cur
rent. Power Output. Trans-conductance.
Amplification Factor. Oscillation and Fre
quency Cut-off.
Power Rectifier.
Peak
Emission. Pulse Tests. Mechanical Impact
or Sound Impact. Vibration.

Manufacturing Processes:
Aging—Life—Pre-Heat—Bombardment

Cathode Ray:
Life Racks—Persistency—Intensity.

H3 ifflïï

SHERRON METALLIC CORPORATION
1201 FLUSHING AVENUE

BROOKLYN 6, N. Y.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A Dramatic Talking
Motion Picture, in Color
. . . Filled With Ideas
for Production
and Design Engineers

For ten years Micro Switch has been a leader in the
development, throughout industry, of automatic elec
trical control The war program drafted Micro Switches
for use in almost every type of fighting and radiation
equipment on land, on sea, and, most of all, in the
air. It put them into production lines where the im
plements of war are being built.
Fast-moving action, interesting color, and the concise
description of "Uses Unlimited” convey the grippingly romantic story of how Micro
Switches are made. It shows the myriad ways I
this tiny switch serves to control everything
from sensitive, precise instruments and
\V9

office equipment, to ponderous shop machines.

This film is packed with examples of tried and proven ap
plications of Micro Switches which w ill stimulate every
engineer to new conceptions of uses for compact, light
weight, precise, long-lived, trouble-free, electrical
controls.
"Uses Unlimited” is available to industrial groups,
training classes, schools and colleges Size: 16 mm.
Length: thirty minutes. Write us for details.
Micro Switch Corporation, Freeport, Illinois • Branches:
43 East Ohio Street, Chicago (11) * 4900 Euclid Avenue,
Cleveland (3) • 11 Park Place, New York City (7) . 1709
W 8th St, Los Angeles (14) • Sales 5 Engineering OH-cns
Boston • Hartford

LET’S ALL BACK THE ATTACK
BUY EXTRA WAR BONDS
e 1944

MICRO®

SWITCH

Made Only By Micro Switch Corporation
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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NOW HOGARTH, Wi MUSTN'T UNDER
ESTIMATE THE ENEMY - EVEN IF OUR
SIDE IS INGENIOUS ENOUGH TO

"

n0Dua m ECHOPHONE EC-1"

Echophon- Model EC-1
illlusvaled' a e-.:; •

communications receiver

wi’h every necessary feaMre for good reception
J rom ¿S-’’ ;<•• y-

...

H

I

^X I
'

_

SBbS

X

■

:■ Ihrx? t~!. ¿5 E.ec

tr *a. bandspxead or . : b -3s S*v »ubes Sell

contained speaker. 115-125 volts AC or DC.

Echophone Radio Co., 540 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Illinois
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Mhe electronic engineer is one of the hardest-

tually has been doing the work of two men.

working men contributing to the war effort

Raytheon is proud of its engineers and

today. His highly specialized training and

their great contribution to the war effort. ..

knowledge is not easily or quickly acquired.

and Raytheon is proud of its part in fur

His skill calls for many years of constant

nishing electronic tubes and equipment that

application. Because the demand for experi

meet all requirements of stamina, “Pius-

enced engineers and designers jumped so

Extra” quality, and complete dependability

greatly after Pearl Harbor, each one vir

under the most severe wartime demands.

ARMY-NAVY "I"
Awarded All Four Divitioni of Raytheon
for Continued Excellence in Production

EVQTED TO RESEARCH AN

RAYTHEONb
OF TUBES AND

- .......
.
FOR THE NEW IRA OF ELECTRONIC«

.........COMPANY
.... -......... f
r- RAYTHfOH MANUFACTURING
UECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

April. 1944

Facsimile

Wk te tura Macyl

^BUNNELL
DESIGNING

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

INDUSTRIAL

&

AND

MANUFACTURERS

COMMUNICATIONS

OF

EQUIPMENT

GENERAL OFFICES: 215 Fulton St., New York City • FACTORIES at Brooklyn, N. Y
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EXACTING laboratory standards
The reason for our successful interpretation of specialized production problems
is an open secret. ECA has an invaluable supplement to sound experience and
versatile facilities. This is the competitive spirit in our ranks fostered by both
management and labor. Such a challenge to individual effort results in greater
efficiency, greater economy, and a deeper insight into the assignment at hand.
1 he ECA Laboratory Frequency Standard is an excellent example of our work.
This unit is used in our production department for testing and calibrating
equipment. It is a frequency standard providing checking of ultra-high fre
quencies with an accuracy of one hundredth of one percent. It is composed
of crystals and a series of frequency multipliers which multiply each crystal
frequency 64 times. This unit was built in the ECA laboratory since there is
no commercial equipment available that will guarantee the required accuracy
at certain ultra-high frequencies. It has made possible the delivery of specially
needed equipment for the war agencies.

100%

IN WAR WORK . .
OCCASIONALLY,
HOWEVER,
PRODUCTION
SCHEDULES
PERMIT US
TO ACCEPT
ADDITIONAL
ASSIGNMENTS

FIGHT HARD WITH WAR BONDS . . . BUY ALL YOU CAN, AND MORE

ELECTRONIC CORP. OF AMERICA
45 WES1
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18th STREET

• NEW

YORK II. N.Y. • WATKINS 9-1870

TEAM BEHIND THE BOMBER TEAM
Just as seven men fight as a team in a bomber,
seven girls work as a team at a Sylvania Radio Tube
assembly bench.

Sylvania assembly teams compete with each other.
But the champion in accuracy always takes pre
cedence over the champion in speed.

Thousands of fine precision radio tube parts are
assembled into a finished product that must pass
rigorous tests for ruggedness and sensitivity.

This teamwork is just another example of how
Sylvania maintains radio tube production at the

This is work that calls for the feminine touch, pa
tience and sense of detail. Each girl “plays the
position” on the team best suited to her ability.

You can sell Sylvania Radio Tubes with complete

highest standard of quality anywhere known.

confidence.

Quality That Serves the War Shall Serve the Peace

RADIO DIVISION

EMPORIUM, PENNSYLVANIA

SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
RADIO

TUBES, CATHODE

RAY TUBES,

ELECTRONIC

DEVICES, INCAN.

DESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES
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CHEMICa r propfbt„„

Slippery —a Good
Lubricant.
Softer than talc

Conducts
Electricity

Withstands
er ature Extx

Mr. Dag

You get far more than just a smooth, black liquid
concentrate when you use Dag colloidal graphite.
A versatile group of valuable properties is also at
your service. The most important of these properties
are listed here. A color and a number is given io
each for easy reference.
In the typical applications below, trace the record
of some of these properties. You can do this
simply by matching the ribbon colors against the
property chart.

Absorbs, Radiates and

Maximum Purity

Low Coefficient of

2. 6. 14. 13
CITATION: "Excellent
electrical contact is ob
tained between copper
oxide discs and adjacent
metal electrodes in rec
tifiers when dry coat
ings of Dag colloidal
graphite are used on
the crystalline oxide
surfaces."

I. 3. 14. 13. 15
CITATION: "Die and
punch life is increased
and forgings having bet
ter finish are produced
to closer tolerances with
Dag colloidal graphite
treated lubricants."

Particles Bear Like
Electric Charges

Insoluble in
ids and AlkaT

Black and
Opaque

Gas Adsorbent
1, 2. 3. 14, 9
CITATION: "Dag colloidal graphite is
extensively used to impregnate asbestos
packings for pumps handling chemicals
and explosive fluids. It protects the pack
ing against chemical action and provides
safe, dry lubrication."

Little Photoelectric
Effect

Miscible with
Most Fluids

and pick out those properties which XL
y
you can use. Then state your prob__
lem to us and lei our engineers give
you the benefit of their experience. It is quite possible
that they have already studied a parallel application. You'll
pin a medal on yourself for calling in Mr. Dag.
D ig, Oildag. Aquadag, Glydag, Caatordag and Prodag ar« ragiitarad trad« mark«
of Achcaon Colloids Corporation. Copr. 1944 by Ach«son Colloids Corp.

ACHESON

COLLOIDS

PORT

HURON,

CORPORATION

MICHIGAN

Films Adhere
Tenaciously and

Microscopically
Fine Particles.

An Excellent

Army, for their great achievements in the field of military communications,
communications.

On every front, from the development laboratory to the most remote outpost,
they are doing their job superbly well.
1

J

t
r
m
J
Hallicrafters employees are proudi ofr the
part they
are privileged
to

U

IT

i

f

*

take in the design and production of radio equipment for the Signal Corps.

hallicrafters RADIO
BUY MORE BONDS!

THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S.

______

Jmted

HAMMARLUND

SIGN OF 0’

Serving on all our fighting fronts
...the SUPER-PRO“SERIES • 200”
THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC., 460 West 34th Street, New York, N.
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North star
AlSiMag Steatite Insulators are hard
strong
impervious to moisture
resistant to heat and cold.
The stability of AlSiMag steatite
ceramics lends rigidity and permanence to
electronic circuits—affording constancy un
der climatic or other operating conditions.
Our Engineering and Research Staff is

ready at all times to cooperate in develop
ing the most practical design for insulators
and to aid in selecting the most suitable
of the numerous AlSiMag bodies.
Today for our fighting forces. Tomorrow
for the miraculous electronic devices of
Peace... American Lava is pledged to this
Principle: Production to the highest stand
ards. ..Research to find a better product.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA 5, TÍNNÍSSTÍ

wny Haw Eq
Awarded July 27 1942
?cond Award Star FTtjrcary'
13. 1943
riid. Award- Star' Seplvmb*r

OUT OF TODAY S RESEARCH

■TOMORROW IS ENGINEERED

ÍS 1943

STEATITE CERAMIC. INSULATORS
CHdMCTtWSTICS TAILORED TO rOUR

Meeting the Requirements ot Television,
TM, and Critical electronic Tunctions ..

ULT

U-THBUUTNCY

• Aerovox Types 1860 and 1865 capacitors are designed tor ultra-highfrequency applications particularly in television and FM transmitting
equipment, and also for critical electronic functions, operating at high
frequencies. Readily adaptable for use as fixed-tuning, by-pass, block
ing. coupling, neutralizing and antenna-series capacitors.

Losses are extremely low due io highly refined sulphur dielectric
used. Corona losses are avoided by the unique design and construc
tion. grounded case, and insulated terminal.
When your requirements reach up into the higher operating frequen
cies. just bear in mind these two Aerovox U-H-F capacitors.
• WRITE TOR LITERATURE

Type 1860 (see photo and above
drawing) has suitably plated brass
terminal mounted in mica insulat
ing plate. Dimension A is from 2
io 3Vi"
type 1865

10,000 test volts elf. .00001,
.000025 and .00005 mid.; 5000 v..
.00005 mfd.

Huuio,innut
seeuse
draw
ing above)___
differs
the
of
cast-aluminum case and steatite
insulator to support terminal and
withstand higher voltages. Dimen
sion A is from 2-11/16 io 6-11/16".

Catalog lists maximum current in
amperes at operating frequencies
from 1000 KC. to 75 MC. max., for
both types.

•

Tolerance for both types, plus/
minus 10% standard. Available in
closer tolerances. Minimum toler
ance, plus/minus 2 mmf.

AEROVOX CORPORATION. NEW BEDFORD. MASS., U.S.A.
Export: 13 E. 40 St.. New York 16, N. Y

• Cable: ARLAB

¿erovoX

In All ^'ncipal Cities

CANADA LTD _ Hamilton. Ont
R°MIC

industries

.
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Calibration of a Lavoie Precision Frequency Meter,
using a Crystal Calibrator developed in our laboratories

34t e Haiotit 3Itotig ht
in UHF Calibration and
Cli/ital-OpHtiiil dtefhodt
UHF PRECISION

In our particular field of specialization we have
originated methods of calibrating UHF equipment
which require a small fraction of the time formerly
necessary for this high precision work. The same
principles have been applied to crystal-controlled
oscillators and harmonic frequency generators.
As manufacturers we do not limit ourselves to
putting into production standardized ideas. We seek
new lines of thought, which are followed by original
experimentation and development. The results have
produced a method for the génération and identifi
cation of very high harmonic frequencies. We shall
be glad to discuss your specific requirements with you.

FREQUENCY METER

Completely Portable
Battery or AC-Operated
Accuracy 0.1%
Model* available from 100 to 1500
megacycle* with 2 to I frequency
coverage on each model. Available
only on high priority while our
nation is at war.

RECOMMENDED FOR:

• Production testing
• Measurement of oscillator
drift
Independent alignment of
transmitters and receivers
Precise measurements of
frequencies

MORGANVILLE, N. J.

Specialists in the Development of UHF Equipment
fl

NOW AVAILABLE HERMETICALLY SEALED
The UTC Ouncer type transformer is one of the most popular units in military
equipment at the present time.
UTC glass-metal seals have been production proven for over a year. Additional
developments have now made it possible to employ this type of sealing in the
miniature Ouncer unit. . .
diameter.
Should you have limited space requirements, this transformer (the smallest her
metically sealed unit now available) can be supplied to specifications.

INDUSTRIES
O. H. CALDWELL, EDITOR

M CLEMENTS, PUBLISHER

Postwar Plans, Money and Manpower
Engineering management is faced with a puzzling
dilemma when it turns to the problem of postwar de
sign. Today management has enormous funds at its
disposal. But spare engineering talent that can be
deflected Into peacetime design and thinking is scarce
Indeed. Later on, when peacetime rolls around, there
will be plenty of engineers and designers available,
but large operating funds will not be available.
The answer therefore, is that postwar designing has
got to be started now, even on a limited scale. Each
organization's peacetime operations can be outlined
and planned at present, taking advantage of existing
favorable conditions—without interfering with war
work which, of course, must come first!

Re "Two Wavelengths in Every Garage"
Recent developments in transmission using frequen
cies in the centimeter range, have extended our facili
ties for communication. Contemplation of the 3,000,
000 standard 10-kc bands that, mathematically, are
available, in the range above 1-centimeter wavelength,
has caused the “planners” to revel in new-found kilo
cycles, and in what these will do for John Doakes.
“Two wavelengths in every garage” may be a future
political slogan.
However, applying the cold facts of engineering
analysis, and using as a yardstick, the best practices of
the present, with a receiver stability of possibly ± 0.1
per cent, we can actually get only about 2800 bands.
Moreover in the upper end of the range, it would seem
that a wide swath may still belong to the experiment
ers for some time yet, and cut down the availability
of even this number of bands.
It seems that for a while there will still not be

480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y

enough frequencies available, and that people will still
be given names at birth—instead of just assigning
them a frequency!
Means for attaining greater precision and lower
drift in receivers is the most important problem for
the radio engineer to solve, for this one factor is the
limit for the number of services that radio channels
can handle.

Prewar Producers to Get First
Chance Postwar
Charles E. Wilson, executive vice-chairman of the
War Production Board, already has outlined one im
portant principle of reconversion of prime interest to
radio men. This principle would give first chance at
civilian-goods manufacture to those factories which
made such civilian goods prewar.
Significant, therefore, is the new WPB form tha|,
has been put in the hands of the electric-iron manu4
facturers who are now scheduled for limited civiliaii
production. Known as Form WPB 3550.1, this ap
plication will prevent producers who have completed
their war contracts from entering into the manufac
ture of a civilian product they did not make in 1940.
This will be accomplished by setting production quotas
for the 2,076,000 irons on the basis of 1940 output.
Particular significance is also attached to the terms
of the application which safeguard maintenance of
war production through required detail information
on the amount of controlled materials which will be
needed to fulfill quotas and the manner in which
labor requirements will be met. The five questions on
labor can be taken as an official declaration that it is
no longer a question of materials that is holding back
reconversion, but labor.

Supplement to This Issue

BROADCAST NETWORK ENGINEERING T
Covering many phase« of tran«-coutineutal hookup problem« and pre^
a network.

How energy level« are built up to give nationwide coverage.

Compiled by the editors of Electronic Indostriea in collaboration with com^H
neon Involved with the facilities of the principal nationwide broadcasting networks.
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COUPLING METHODS FOR
by WESLEY M. ROBERDS
Engineering Dept, RCA-Victor Division, Camden, N. J

Design principles of output transformers and va
rious types of energy applicators for special jobs

♦ The applications of induction
heating are legion and the special
requirements of each given case
must be considered before one can
state just what are the proper
values of frequency, power, and
time to be used. However, the
various heating jobs fall generally
into two classes: the type of work
that is to be heated more or less
uniformly throughout, and the type

where only a small part of the
whole is to be heated.
The voltage (and hence the pow
er) generated in the work by a
given current in the inductor coil
depends on the mutual reactance
between the work and the inductor
coil. This mutual reactance in
creases with the frequency. But
after a certain frequency is reach
ed other factors may become more

PRIMARY
INDUCTOR COIL

SECONDARY

SECONDARY
PRIMARY

important than mutual reactance.
Among these are over-all efficiency,
depth of layer to be heated, etc.
If a piece of work is to be heated
clear through then the lowest fre
quency which is consistent with
good coupling and efficiency is to
be preferred. The lower the fre
quency the greater is the current
penetration and therefore the more
nearly uniform is the heating. To
further increase the uniformity of
heat distribution, low power con
centrations and long heating times
are also used.
On the other hand, in processes
such as case-hardening of steel,
the highest practicable frequency
makes possible the most precise
control of depth of heated layer.
Because of the rapidity with which
heat flows in a metal, such differ
ential heating must be done with
high power and short heating
times. In fact, the power demands
may be so great with certain tech
nics that in order to use genera
tors of reasonable size every avail
able means must be used to concen
trate the power.
Moreover, while it is not very dif
ficult to design a generator which
is capable of delivering 75 kw of
power at frequencies up to 25 me,
the problem of concentrating that
power in an area of one square inch
is quite a different matter. The
problem involves such factors as
the actual shape of the area to be
heated, frequency, type of coupling
system, and the thermal and elec
trical properties of the work ma
terial.
For
heat-through”, low
power concentration, class of work,
the coupling may be accomplished
by wrapping several turns of in
ductor coil about the work. Such
a coil will have a considerable in
ductance and hence in some cases
can be connected directly to the
terminals of a rotating type gen
erator, although a parallel timing
capacitor is usually also included.
Or in case the generator is a spark
gap or electron tube oscillator, the
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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INDUCTION HEATING
Inductor coil can be made a large
part of the tank circuit inductance.
On the other hand, in those
classes of work where high power
concentrations are necessary, it is
best of course, to limit the applica
tor to a single loop around the
work. But even one turn around
the circumference of a 3-in. rod en
tails the simultaneous heating of so
much area that the most power
ful oscillators have difficulty In
heating it rapidly enough for the
self-quenching technics.
Self-quenching is used in case
hardening problems where very
high powers are applied for times
of the order of one tenth of second.
In such short times, the heating is
confined quite closely to the volume
occupied by the induced currents.
Thus, at the end of the heating
cycle only a small fraction of the
total mass of the work is heated.
Heat is then conducted away to the
cold parts so fast that the tem
perature of the surface drops even
more rapidly than in a deeply heat
ed piece which is immersed in a
quenching medium.

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

Alternate methods

Although this technic requires
power concentrations of 60 to 80
kw per square inch, the accuracy
with which the hardened layer is
controlled and the ease with which
the operation is performed justifies
Its use.
Suppose, for example that a 3-in.
steel rod is to be heated by a single
turn, loop inductor. The loaded in
ductance of the applicator coil is
equivalent to approximately one
tenth microhenry. At a frequency
of 1 me its impedance is only about
6 ohm. Therefore, in order to
couple energy from the plate circuit
of a power oscillator tube to this
load requires either (1) that a tun
ing capacitor be used in parallel
with the inductor, (2) that the fre
quency be several hundred mega
cycles, or (3) that some sort of im
pedance matching transformer be
used.
A tuning capacitor would have to
have a capacity of .1 mf and be
capable of carrying 1000 amperes.
Moreover it ought to be variable
over a wide range. Such a device
is far too bulky and expensive to
be practical.
Very high frequencies cannot be
used, even if it were possible to
generate them at high powers, be
cause at the necessary power levels
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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the voltage drop around the loop
would be so great that arcing would
occur between the coil and the
work. In fact, at powers in the
order of 100 kw the frequency must
be 1 me or less in order to heat the
3-in. rod mentioned before.
In some instances the autotrans
former principle is used That is,

the applicator coil is connected
across one or two turns of the tank
inductance. However, in such cases
the coupling coefficient between
tank circuit and load is low and
unless a high frequency is used the
efficiency is low. Moreover, there
is likely to be considerable radia
tion loss.

WORK

WORK

On the other hand, it has been
found that a properly designed
transformer of the isolated sec
ondary type has very low radiation
losses, can be made compact in
size, and is highly efficient over
wide frequency ranges.
In order to achieve the maximum
amount of coupling between the
oscillator and the work the entire
magnetic flux of the tank circuit
should link the transformer sec
ondary. This can be approximated
by connecting the primary directly
across the tank capacitor and then
making the secondary a single loop
around the primary.
For proper impedance matching,
the transformer’s physical dimen
sions should be such that the sec
ondary’s impedance is of the same
order of magnitude as that of the
loaded applicator coil to be con
nected to it.
Split cylinder secondary

Probably the best general type
of current transformer is the de
sign in which the secondary is a
split cylinder surrounding and
forming an envelope for the pri
mary, (Fig. 1). At power ratings
of 1 kw or more, the primary
should be made of copper tubing
through which water can be passed
for cooling purposes. Usually ten
to twenty turns are desirable' The
split cylinder construction of the
secondary makes it essentially a
one turn coil. It should be mounted
rigidly with respect to the primary
and with as small an annular spac
ing between primary and secondary
as will withstand the voltage ap
plied across the primary. The leads
to the inductor coil are preferably
taken out at the center of the sec
ondary as shown in the figure.
By closing the ends and sealing
the split in the secondary with
some electrical insulating material
the transformer may be filled with
oil or compressed gas, to provide
greater insulation between primary
and secondary. Such a design is
likely to be unsatisfactory mechan
ically, however, because it is almost
impossible to make it oil or gas
tight. Moreover, oil adds greatly
to the weight, offers a fire hazard
and is always messy.

applicator coil is meant the ratio
of the power appearing in the load
to the power input to the coil. Sim
ilarly, the “efficiency” of a trans
former-applicator combination
means the ratio of the power ap
pearing in the load to the power
applied to the input terminals of
the transformer.
Most of these efficiencies were
measured with a Q-meter. How
ever, a few direct measurements of
efficiencies on steel loads were
made by measuring input powers
electrically and the output powers
calorimetrically. The two methods
checked closely. The circuit whose
efficiency is desired is connected
across the “inductance terminals”
of the Q-meter; the capacity is
varied to tune to a given frequency;
and the value of Q is read. This is
designated as Q. The load Is then
inserted in the applicator and the
Spiral type transformer circuit again tuned and the value of
Q noted. This second value is deAnother type of coupling trans
former which is highly efficient (up
to 85 per cent) is a design in which
the primary is a flat spiral and the FIr. 5—KlHcleney eotnpariaon of varioua
secondary is a group of one turn trnnwformrr tip«*.
loops interleaving the turns of the
primary. Some idea of the design
can be obtained from Fig. 2. In
one model built to have a rating of
about 100 kw the primary is made
of slightly flattened, % in. copper
tubing. The secondary leaves are
about 3 in. wide and are connected
in parallel. The device is enclosed
by the outer secondary turn and
by thick bakelite plates at top and
bottom. The case is filled with oil
for insulation.
Difficulties with this type of
transformer are due chiefly to the
inter-winding capacities which, FIr. <1—Kfllclmry with typical m**tal
while being useful as tank capaci loada.
tor, nevertheless make it difficult
to ground the secondary when used
in a Colpitts circuit. Moreover, this
type is mechanically more difficult
to build than is the secondary en
velope type.
A third type of “transformer1
which is especially useful at fre
quencies above 10 me is simply a
coaxial line approximately one
quarter wavelength long. A capaci
tor at the oscillator end allows a
wide range in tuning if desirable.
The applicator coil is connected
between the inner and outer con
ductors as shown in Fig. 3. Such
a “transformer” is useful for heat
ing small objects where very high
frequencies are needed and power
requirements are not great. Efficien
cies of 65 to 75 per cent are com
mon, and the work can be at some
distance from the oscillator.
Before proceeding with quanti
tative results, it may be well to
define terms and to state briefly
how the data were taken. By the
term “coupling efficiency” of an

A better plan for providing high
voltage insulation is to enclose the
whole transformer in a ceramic or
steel envelope and then to fill it
with oil or compressed gas. Leads
can be brought out through insu
lating bushings.
In designing these transformers,
it is generally customary to make
the length about 50 per cent great
er than the diameter, although
there is no need to maintain this
exact ratio. But when such relative
dimensions are used the induct
ance of the secondary is roughly
.02r Mh where r is the radius In
inches. Therefore, the secondary
inductance alone of a transformer
10 in. in diameter and 15 in. long,
is in the order of .1 ^h which ap
proximately equals that of a 3 in.
inductor coil, loaded with a steel
cylinder.
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signaled as Q„. The capacities
necessary to tune the circuit in
the two cases are called Ci and C,
respectively.
The “efficiency of coupling” is
then found from the relation:

FACTORS IN COUPLING HF ENERGY TO WORK

Power, frequency, and stability limitations of oscillator
This expression can be obtained
in several ways. A simple but not
very rigorous derivation is as fol
lows (see Fig. 4):
Let the circuit under test be
represented by an inductance L» a
resistance r* which are connected
in series with a tuning capacitor
C. An emf e of frequency f» is ap
plied and the circuit is tuned by
adjusting the capacitor to a value
C
The resulting current is 1.
Now assume that the load is
added to the circuit. The equivalent
inductance is reduced to Ls and
the resistance is increased to r,. In
order to retune the circuit to the
frequency f, the capacity is increas
ed to Ci. The voltage is then in
creased until the current is again
equal to its original value. This is
necessary to make the losses in the
coupling circuit equal to what they
were in the unloaded condition.
The efficiency is then

Thermal and electrical properties of work material

Lasses and interference due to work coil healing and
radiation

Problem of matching impedance of oscillator to that of
work ....
,

l

at which it is used, and since it is
generally used in conjunction with
some sort of transformer, the ap
plicator and transformer will be
treated as a unit and their effects
distinguished only when it is con
venient to do so.
Outside loop inductors

The simplest type of applicator
or inductor is one or more turns of
tubing (usually copper) looped
around the work to be heated. The
In the unloaded condition the Q efficiency of such a loop varies
with a number of factors, among
of the circuit was
which are: the spacing between
inductor and work, the frequency,
the material of the work, number
of turns in the inductor, size of
the work, the radial width of the
In the loaded condition
inductor, etc.
The efficiency of coupling be
tween applicator and work varies
with the spacing between these
Therefore in the above expression parts. It can be shown that for a
for E the values of r can be re single Inductor with a radius (a)
spaced so that its center is a
placed by equivalent values of Q
distance (h) above an infinite con
ducting plane, the efficiency of
coupling between the inductor and
the plane varies as the ratio

the case of a finite curved surface
the lawr still holds so long as the
radius of curvature is at least eight
times the depth of current penetra
tion. For any given set-up of in
ductor coil and load, at frequencies
high enough that the depth of
current penetration is small com
and noting that
pared to any radius of curvature,
theoretical considerations show that
efficiency should not change with
frequency.
When the current transformer is
Since it is not easy to measure
the coupling efficiency of an ap- Included with the inductor coll
plicator coil alone, at the frequency however, the overall efficiency may

Replacing the ratio
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vary markedly with frequency even
though the radius of the work is
several hundred times the depth
of current penetration. Note for
example, the curves shown in Fig.
5. Each represents the character
istics ot a transformer of the sec
ondary envelope type of different
dimensions. Each transformer was
used with the same inductor coil
and work. The coil was a single
loop of 3/16 in. copper tubing, hav
ing an inside diameter of 2-3/16 in.,
and the work was a steel cylinder
2% in. in diameter. The efficiencies
are measured from transformer
primary to the work. In Curve II
are plotted the efficiencies of a
large oil filled transformer about 12
in. by 22 in. and having a power
rating of over 100 kw. The primary
was
^-in. copper
turns
tubing. It is seen that the effi
ciency is fairly high and constant
from about 100 kc to over 2 me.
It becomes self resonant at about
3 me.
Curve III is a similar plot for a
small, air insulated, unit about 2%
in. in diameter and 7 in. long. The
primary was 20 turns of ^-in.
tubing. It is seen that this trans
former shows a “resonant point”
at about 600 kc, although Its
fundamental frequency is at 9 me.
Curve TV is the frequency-effi
ciency curve for another 2V2 in.
transformer whose length was 3 in.
and whose primary was only 10
turns of Mrin. tubing. The efficiency approximates that of the
other 2^-in. unit. However,
this case the irregularity in the
curve occured at about 2 4 me
rather than at 600 kc.
Experience with the two 2y2-in.
transformers indicated that per
haps one slightly larger and hav
ing a larger tube for the primary
(Continued on page 174)

BEHIND THE
Glimpsing some of the modern research facilities

Development tests being run on
a new type of welding timer
unit involve the use of a large mer
cury vapor rectifler tube

rach Square D plant
product development
laboratory.
General view of the
Detroit laboratory

A special room i* provided for
the spectrograph, which has n
dark room adjoining

3.

4.

Automatic flux graph recording
device developed by the labora
tory. The piece on which the flux
la to be measured Is clamped into
position at left.
Machine untomutIcally records its flux Held contour
on the circular chart

DEVELOPMENT SCENES
afforded by laboratories at Kollsman Instrument Division of Square D Company

Spectrographic denaitometer In uae. Automatic
developing machine provide« the film for annlyaia of apectrograph reaulta ahortly after the picturea are taken

7.

• combustion furnace in nee in trot for free
iron in oxide

FILTER NETWORKS FOR
by GROTE REBER
Stewart Warner Corp., Chicago

Characteristics of transmission line sections
for band pass filters at 160

• Wave filters in the ideal case are
composed of pure reactive linear
elements. Within the pass band
the filter exhibits a pure resistance
at its input terminals and ac
cepts energy from the input de
vice. Since no dissipation is pos
sible within the filter, all accepted
energy must appear at the output
terminals and be transferred to the
output device. For this reason the
termination must be resistive to
absorb the energy. Outside the
pass band an infinite filter exhibits
pure reactance at its input termi
nals and since a reactance cannot
accept energy the filter appears as
a perfect reflector to energy arriv
ing from the input device.
.
The mathematical analysis pre
dicts an instantaneous change
from resistance to reactance as the
frequency goes from the inside of
the pass band to the outside. In
the actual case this transition is
more or less gradual. The quality
of the actual finite filter can be
estimated by the abruptness with
which this change occurs. Avail
able non-dissipative linear ele-

JwCe

Fig. 1—Basic filter components with
lumped C mid L in (A) and (B). (C)
Is upm line section, and (D) shorted
line

ments are capacitances, induct
ances, open and short circuited
lines shown respectively in Fig. 1
as 1A, B, C, D. The current and
voltage relations of these elements
are given in the figure. Crystals
are not included because such me
chanical devices may be represent
ed as composed of electrical equiv
alents in the form of inductance,
capacitance and resistance.

voltage

and the
ratio

transformation

Therefore the input and output
impedances become respectively

The pass band of any filter will
be that range of frequencies where
the network exhibits only a resist
ive component at its terminals.
For this to be realized the value of
cosh 9

Fig. S General representation of a
filter which may combine any or nil
elements of Fig. 1

must stay between plus and minus
unity.
lower cutoff

midband

Any filter may be represented in
the general case as a box with four
terminals as shown in Fig. 2. In
side the box there may be any
combination of the elements shown
in Fig. 1. Using the elementary
voltage and current relations set
out in conjunction with Kirchhoff’s
laws allows the entire system to be
analyzed. Thus the voltage and
current relations1» 2 of any fourterminal symmetrical network can
be stated in the following general
form where subscripts i denote in
put side at left and subscripts o
denote output side at right in all
figures.
•

upper

ifA

- 0

cutoff

Beyond these limits K will be
active. A useful check on the ac
curacy of the analysis may be had
from the relation

For most purposes the filter must
have a constant transformation
ratio over the pass band. Conse
quently $ must be independent of
the frequency. Usually it is desir
able to have K independent of the
frequency also. However this seems
to be impossible of complete reali

The nature of parameters A, B,
C, and D will depend upon what is
inside the box. A and C are di
mensionless while B has the di
mension of ohms and D is in terms
of reciprocal ohms. The charac
teristic impedance of the net
work is
Fig. 3—PI filter using shorted line sec
tions in shunt branches and C; for
roupllnu
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UHF AMPLIFIERS
zation and the best that can be
done is to hold K reasonably con
stant over a major portion of the
band.
Practically all filters are used in
conjunction with vacuum tubes.
Therefore the input and output
capacitances of the tubes must be
considered These are worked into
the filter structure as elements and
remove one very objectionable fea
ture of the system; namely, the
multiple pass bands characteristic
of distributed constant networks.
Network*

However solving for Z» gives
^2 ' ”^1*^3/

Fig. 4—Filter circuit using open line«
at input and output coupled b, section
of aborted line

Cj-Cj-C

are available,
that

and

We then find
a ^«2
Ä3

*2*3

C,

We then find

so, theoretically, it is only possible
to build filters of unity transforma
tion with this structure. Also

«1*2

«2*3

rI

(C^p/Zj,- (C8«C3)/a

— «In

We then find
K • «

3

•»l/«8 = (C8*C3)/(C8+Cp

0

Zi
Cs
02 = _ = _
Z3 Ci

2 ’

*3

2

2-l

The first requires

■rich capacitance*

One simple design consists of a
pair of Imes connected by three
capacitances in a r configuration.
This is shown in Fig. 3. In order
that
may be constant and inde
pendent of frequency let

which is a negative number and
this solution is only a mathemati
cal curiosity since lines of negative
characteristic impedance are not
available. The second solution re
quires that

(12)
2^1
2wC cos--------

(7)

and

In
wu
C»
of

In the usual case w., w., 1, U C are
known leaving Z, Z, as unknowns.
These may be computed from (5)
and (11) to be

the usual case. Ci, Ca. 1, w. and
are known which leaves Zi, Z,,
and & as unknowns. By the use
equations (5) and (7) we obtain
« t,n ül . „

V
tu C (tan^*-* sin

(»1

2w..l
—-—=sln
v
2
v
2w. 1

- Eu..C(t»j»—

A

’

2wl
2W_1
—H-sln —M

- ---------------------------------------------- 1

^Cjd+l/0+Cj/Cptan-^

- I I

Zt and 0 may be had directly from
(7). If C*. 1, <t> w., w.. are known,
leaving Ct, C>, Z>, Zt as unknown,
we have
(10)
Upl

c3- (c^-cp/a-il’)
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Z2
2

- Z|_
2

ÀI

Lz
FIN.

Zi CI

Zi and Zi may be found from (9.)
and (7).
Another configuration of consid
erable importance is shown in Fig.
4. Here the input and output lines
are coupled by a small line at the
base which acts as a type of mutual
inductance. To make 0 independ
ent of frequency, two possibilities

2^1

BALANCED

Z|
2

Z2
2
12

42
*3

¿3
CONCENTRIC

Fig. 5—Tranainisalou line Alter for conversion from balanced line to unbalanced
concentric

two series lines. Fig. 6 shows a
suitable mechanical layout involv
ing this configuration as a trans
fer device between parallel wire
and concentric conductor trans
mission lines.
The scheme of mechanical layout
shown in Fig. 6 can be adapted to
any structure which has a shunt
short circuited element at the base
of an open series element. For in
stance the entire transformation
from concentric low impedance to
parallel wire high impedance can
be performed in one structure as
developed in Figs. 7A, B, C. Un
fortunately since this structure is
unsymmetrical the mathematics
will not show any pass band but
only two additional resonant fre
quencies where the edges of the
band should be. Furthermore since
only four, instead of five, elements
are available the band width and
transformation ratio are inter
related. The two edge frequencies
are given by

balanced

1« must be only a few percent of a
wavelength to give a reasonable Z«
for most practical assemblies. Actu
ally it is possible to build filters
with large transformation ratios
using this structure, by choosing 1
less than an eighth of a wave
length and invoking the approxi
mations

The values of Z and Z, are com
puted on basis of unity transfor
mation from (13) and (14). Z, and
Z» are obtained from (15) and (11)

The rest of the design formulas are

(18)

tan

(16)
tan

Fig. 5 shows how the input and
coupling lines may be split up into

Even with these limitations this
structure is quite useful between
low and high Impedance systems.
A generalized impedance-fre
quency curve over the pass band is
shown in Fig. 8, This is charac
teristic of all filters using two
shunt terminated elements per sec
tion independent of the type of
coupling. Adding more elements
per section or cascading sections
will make the rise at the edges
steeper, producing a relatively flat
ter response over the pass band
when worked into the proper load
resistor.
By going to a really fancy config
uration such as Fig. 9 it will be
possible to obtain a very flat cen
ter portion and equally steep sides
The transition of the filter imped
ance from a resistance to a react
ance as the frequency goes from
within to without the pass band
will be abrupt. If an impedance
frequency curve is computed it
probably will be found to have
three minima instead of one as in
Fig. 8. The impedance-frequency
curve of any chain of sections will
depend almost entirely on the
nature of the section which termi
nates the chain into the load re
sistor. The better this match, the
flatter will be the response curve.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Wheeler3 has shown that the
maximum resistive impedance
which can be built up across any
capacity is

(19)

K = Vnfwyqc“

where fw is bandwidth in cycles per
second and Ci and Co are respect
ively the input and output capaci
ties of the network in farads; or
conversely the output and input
capacities of successive stages.
Since the effective capacitance of
the line (one-half the true capaci
tance between inner and outer
conductors) is included in Ci and
Co it is apparent the lines should
be short and of high characteristic
impedance, so that the line capacity
will be a small part of the total
capacity. To reach the above lim
iting impedance it will be necessary
to work from the simple to the
complex as shown in Fig. 10.
10A and B are simple dead end
filters where all the circuit ca
pacity, input and output voltages
and load resistor are effectively in
parallel. There is little choice be
tween these two. Splitting up the
capacity by putting the input volt
age at one end and taking the out
put voltage off the other end of the
filter produces 10C. The midband
impedance of this combination is
K/2 compared to K/4 for the first
two examples. 10D is not as good
a choice as 10C because an extra
section is required for the same
result.
By adding another section to the
output side and splitting up the
output capacity into two parts,
each of C«/2, then applying onehalf to the output of first section
and the other half to input of sec
ond section we arrive at 10E. This
filter has a first section which
transforms from K/2 to K and a
second section of impedance K.
The net effective impedance of the
combination is \/2K/2. An alter
nate to 10E may be obtained by
adding a second full section to
front of 10C.
Thus in 10F the first section has
an impedance of K and the second
section transforms from K to K/2
which produces the same result as

PERCENT BANDWIDTH

Flu. 8—Filter Impedance variation over
band pana for two shunt ter mina tin*
elements
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Flu. 9—Complex paNR-band Alter with Rood renponae ehiiracterlatica for restive
load nt output terminili» 1.

C|*Co

1

I*
æy 1

jtFcl

Ci*Cq

ex j-r'X fcl

T-l2

2 I T

x-fç[

çi.t x -Hrtçi

T

£

Co I T $7
Co. IX1 ± fço

|°

ço ï-x->R”1

FIr.

HM-Progresslve Alter arrnnKements, from simple at 4 to compier at <1, for
variety of circuit and load conditions

10E. There must not be any re
sistor at open end of first section
or half the power will be dissipated
in it and the net result will be no
better than 10C.
Actually the
energy arriving from the source
splits into two equal halves on the
input side of filter which is the
connection between sections in this
case. One-half travels to the right
and is dissipated in load resistor
R/2. The other half travels to the
left and encountering an open cir
cuit is completely reflected. Then
it travels to the right and is dissi
pated in the load R/2 so that all
the energy of the input circuit
finally appears in the load resistor
which is as it should be.
Fig. 10G shows a three section
filter where both the input and
output capacities are split up. The
operation is the same as 10F. Here
all three sections have an imped

ance K giving a total effective im
pedance of K which is the theoret
ical maximum attainable.
All these filters have been con
sidered with the flow of energy
from left to right. However they
may be turned around by inter
changing et and e« with equal re(Continued on page 192)

THE COVER
This Kodachrome, mad« by th«
US Signal Corp», and showing an
Armored Division corporal op
orating from a half-track r«v«als
th« manner in which combat
forces have been trained to take
every advantage
of natural
camouflage.

IERO ARCASTI AG NETWORK
(See Chart Supplement With This Issuel
s

Problems involved in producing a program and main
taining a high order of fidelity over 70,000 miles of lines
and hundreds of terminals linking broadcast stations

• The chart in colors, included in
this issue, calls attention to some
of the current practices and facili
ties of that parent organization of
all electronic fields of activity—the
radio industry and its associated
branches. It shows graphically how
program transmission is effected
over a typical broadcasting system
network, with a program originat
ing in a Hollywood studio, and be
ing broadcast by a New York sta
tion, one link only in a nationwide
network. The network outlined on
this chart is that of CBS, one of
the four major systems operating
on the regular broadcast frequen
cies. Much of the information deal
ing with terminal facilities on this
chart was obtained through the
courtesy of the engineering group
of this network.
Few of the radio audience listen
ing in New York to a West Coast
network program realize the path
of transmission and the tremendous
number of electronic devices linked
together forming this path before
the program is heard from a loud
speaker. Undoubtedly few radio en
gineers except those who are asso
ciated with such a network, have

kept abreast of all the procedures
that have been built up to take
care of the fidelity of tone and
smoothness of operation that the
broadcast listening public demands.
It is manifestly impossible to
show in one place all of the facili
ties that must be handled by the
operating staff, when the program
must be transferred to the hun
dreds of remote stations that are
to be connected and disconnected
according to the network’s needs.
Many repeater points

The chart shows the program
originating in the CBS Hollywood
studio of KNX where it is handled
by the West Coast Master Control,
and then sent over circuits of the
Long Lines Department of the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. to the CBS Chicago Master Con
trol. From Chicago, Long Lines
bring the program to the Master
Control board in New York and
other facilities shown at the right
hand part of the chart, and then
through a standby studio before it
is sent out over special lines to the
50,000 watt key transmitter WABC,

£

located on an island in Long Island
Sound near New York City.
A single program originating on
the West Coast passes through sev
eral hundred vacuum tubes before
it reaches the loud speaker of a
home receiver. These tubes range
in size from the small type, such as
is used in a receiver, to the 100 kw
water-cooled type used in the
broadcast transmitter.
In any broadcast network there
are many amplifying equipments
installed at all the key stations on
its chain, with duplications of all
important items at all of the other
associated stations as well. The key
stations are capable of handling
several different program transmis
sions simultaneously. Also at the
finger tips of the control engineers,
spare equipment of each item can
be substituted in a matter of sec
onds in case of failure. Possibly 20
program amplifier channels are
available at all times in any of the
larger network stations.
In the lowrer left-hand corner are
pictured some of the facilities asso
ciated with a single program—the
large studio with its numerous mi
crophones connected in and out at
will to give the greatest fidelity of
reproduction.
Each is handled
through its own preamplifier, mix
ers, attenuation controls, and boost
er and channel amplifiers, reach
ing one of the transcontinental
program lines, which ties the net
work together as a unit. The RCA
pre-amplifier and program ampli
fiers illustrate typical applications
of the use of vacuum tube ampli
fiers in program control.
Special facilities

MUTIAll BROADCASTING SYSTEM—Location of bauic and a All la ted sta
tion« and wireline tie-ina of Mutual (MOR New York) with 220 outlet«

90

Other amplifier arrangements
with special characteristics are also
a part of the control engineer’s
stock of trade, together with rever
beration chambers and cueing and
sound effects facilities. His work is
varied and all Important. Branched
lines transfer the program about
the studio and to local transmit
ters. From the studio the program
goes to the telephone Unes.
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BROADCAST NETWORK
Calling attention to tho many phases of transconi
eering a network. How energy levels are buil
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ENGINEERING TECHNIC
nental hookup problems and procedures in engin*
up at various points to give national coverage.
RONIC INDUSTRIES"
t by Caldwell-Clements, Inc., 4*0 Lexington Avo., New York 17, N. V.

ENGINEERING
In spite of the large number of
key stations associated with each
broadcasting network, most of the
area of the country is dependent
on stations that cover local areas.
Because of the networks, local sta
tions are not circumscribed as to
selection of talent and program ma
terial from a single metropolitan
area, but programs from any part
of the country become available to
the system. In both cases the tele
phone company facilities are avail
able with specialized services that
will supply station links with any
degree of quality. For adequate
coverage of an area as large as the
United States with a variety of
programs, by far the most effective
and economical general service at
present is provided by the land
wire networks.
Lines link

DOO stations

This Bell System network now
links into several broadcasting
chains the majority of the country’s 900-odd radio stations. The cir
cuits permanently in use for this
purpose have a total length of about
seventy thousand miles Moreover,
countless thousands of miles of
telegraph, teletype, and telephone
message circuits must be always
ready for the control of quarterhourly switching operations. More
than 2,500 high-quality vacuum
tube amplifiers are available as re
peaters on the network circuits.
About 1,000 Bell System transmis
sion specialists are available for the
constant operation and maintenence of the four major networks
and some thirty regional “webs”.
Most of the open wire and cable
facilities used in providing his net
work service are set up to transmit
to an upper frequency limit of
about 5,000 cycles. However, when
wanted, channels transmitting up
to about 8,000 cycles can be pro
vided.
In designing amplifiers,
cable and open wire installations,
and all associated equipment, this
practical ideal of an 8,000 cycle
range has been kept in mind. It is
appreciated probably only by the
radio engineer that this higher
fidelity has been attained in spite
amplifier
the hundreds
stages that are involved where fre
quency limitations and distortions
normally pile up in such cascaded
systems.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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In addition to considerations of
frequency range, many other fac
tors enter into the design and in
stallation of program transmission
circuits. One of these is the vol
ume range. The maximum volume
range of a large orchestra under
normal conditions may be as much
as 60 db, corresponding to an
energy range of a million to one or
even more. While reproduction of
such a range might be a legitimate
aim
radio broadcasting,
average room where radio listen
ing is done can accommodate only
about 40 db of range. Actually, the
average radio broadcast uses some
kind of volume compression for
better coverage so the volume range
actually heard from the receiver
seldom exceeds 30 db.
In the upper left hand corner of
the chart, photos and circuits show
a few of the many parts of the
radio transmission job handled over
the telephone system. Across the
background of the chart is a brown
tinted information band, pointing
out essential technical facts on the
broadcast system and its intercon
nections—with particular attention
to the energy handling character
istics of the vacuum tube amplifiers
of the system.
It is a basic policy never to let
the program volume reach too low
a level or to get too far out of line
with regard to its quality charac
teristics. Special amplifiers (see
circuits on the background of the

brown strip for basic details of
typical arrangement of amplifier
and characteristic-correction net
works) are installed at 100 to 200
mile intervals on open wire lines,
at more frequent intervals on cable
circuits. They are equipped with
equalizing networks that keep the
low frequency end of the range
at the required level (item L), and
the high frequency end of the range
up to normal (item H) and atten
uation equalizers which compensate
for temperature and other effects.
Fidelity maintained

An unavoidable effect encountered
in long distance wire transi. ission
of voice or music is "delay distor
tion”. The middle range frequen
cies tend to arrive first, while the
arrival of both the high and low
frequency components is delayed
These effects become noticeable
with overall delays greater than
about 8 milliseconds at the upper
limit of the band transmitted and
about 15 milliseconds at 100 cycles,
both referred to time of arrival of
1,000 cycles. Delay distortion is
minimized as much as possible by
careful attention to the design of
amplifiers, lines and cables, loading
coils, and other factors. Residual
delay effects remaining in the cir
cuits may be further reduced by
a “delay equalizer”, one type of
which is shown in schematic form
on the chart as a part of the back-

THE BLVE \ETUORK—Thin network, with key atation WJZ New York, now
atation«, linked together by wire
conipriwew
n total of
INI
affiliated

ground of the brown tinted strip. the program can be transmitted to
The chart does not touch on the the island home of the key sta
elaborate system of cueing, network tion, WABC. Here for the first
intercommunication facilities, test time, the program gets out of the
schedules, time checks and the small current level. As noted in
auxiliary network coverage using the WABC simplified schematic (at
point-to-point radio relay routes the lower right) the signal is built
where programs jump from station up to modulate the pair of giant
to station on ultra-high frequency water-cooled tubes that energize
chains without wireline needs. In the uniquely designed and located
these and in many other facilities, antenna, as shown.
the engineering features are ahead
All of this energy broadcast to
of the needs of present-day pro the world is “spread pretty thin”
cedure, so that no matter what by the time it reaches the outer
happens methods are available to fringe of its listeners, the many
meet future requirements.
kilovolts at the start becoming a
At New York, the signal is de few microvolts at the receiving an
livered to Master Control at the tenna. Here the problem is taken
same level as it was at the start over by the engineers of the broad
(8VU) and can thus be handled cast receiver industry who have
as easily as locally produced pro developed many methods for build
gram material. The block diagram ing the signal up again to the
here again shows only a few of required levels.
the many channel control facilities
The object of all this is repre
available for monitoring, cueing, sented by a typical home scene at
and the switching necessary before the lower center. The networks of

CLOSE-UP of the 12-kv rectifier iaatalled at Statioa WABC, Columbia Inland,
aad manufactured by Federal Telephone & Radio Corp« aa affiliate of IT&T

the country, large and small, all
combine to give the thirty-odd
million receiver equipped homes of
the country an array of talent and
choice of programs that exceed the
wildest plans of those who started
the industry a couple of decades
ago.
The CBS key station WABC trans
mitter, was designed so as to in
crease the primary area coverage by
pushing out, to a greater distance,
any fading area. The station was,
therefore, located on a small island
on Long Island Sound which was
built up by a sea wall and a large
fill-in which provided the foun
dation for the 410 foot mast with its
special “top - hat” construction,
shown on the chart. The Federal
Type 162-A transmitter whose basic
circuit is shown, delivers 50 kw. It
consists of two Federal Type 124-A
water-cooled tubes, operating as a
Class C amplifier. Every provision
has been installed to provide emer
gency service should anything hap
pen to any of the facilities on the
island. The program from the stu
dio control desk reaches the island
over wires by two different routes
and if these should fail, there is the
additional short wave emergency
link operating on a frequency of
330.4 megacycles using the fre
quency modulation system.
Emergency equipment

Should power fail, the station can
be operated from a gasoline engine driven generator. The main trans
mitter, shown in the diagram, will
deliver 50 kw at 100 per cent mod
ulation using high level modulation.
The building at the base of tower
contains not only the transmitting
equipment and the emergency
transmitter, the spare gasoline gen
erator equipment, but also heat ex
changers which absorb the heat
from the distilled water used for
cooling the tubes, and living facili
ties for engineers.
The major networks, shown here
with and on the chart, are supple
mented by numerous other local
systems extending over a single
area or section and provide indi
vidual stations with the best pro
grams of the group. Each network
shown in the maps, the Blue, Co
lumbia, Mutual and National sys
tems, are also linked with certain
stations outside of the boundaries
of the U. S., Canadian and Ha
waiian, etc., are attached at par
ticular times. Since programs can
(and often do) originate at any
point in the country, many auxil
iary signal channels, even to the
standardization of the operating
clocks at all points, become neces
sary. These nationwide networks
enjoy a reputation for regularity
not exceeded anywhere else in the
world.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION
Motor driven recording system reads calibra
tion settings precisely while dial is in motion

with the moving frequency twice, the exact frequencies needed dur
with a 90 deg. phase shift between ing the calibration are at hand. At
them, and recombining them so as B is shown a frequency meter be
to always produce a definite en ing placed on the calibrating
velope pattern. The zone of action stand, where it «.an be rotated conat the zero beat point was further tinously from one end of each
sharpened by the use of “tripler” range to the other, by a motor
circuits after the first mixer.
drive. This motor-drive transfers
By this combination, the zero the dial readings into correspond
beat point was consistently deter ing positions of the rotors of a fivemined well within the space along bank synchronously-driven decade
the dial represented by a single switch C. The beat frequency pulse
vernier unit. The five recorded di that is produced each time the two
gits are thus set up on the thyratron frequencies meet as a zero beat,
bank and the recording mechanism pass through corresponding con
sets to work. While the latter is tacts on the switch and set up in
functioning the wavemeter is rotat dividual tubes in the thyratron tube
ed along toward the next calibrat bank, shown at D.
The heart of system, containing
ing point.
The calibrator is here shown in the above-mentioned heterodyning
use. Here A represents a source of and differentiating circuits, is
Readings memorized standard frequencies, consisting of shown at E, with its circuits kept
precision crystal oscillators with in tune with the output of the
The dial on the wavemeter their associated frequency dividers, frequency meter by geared con(Continued on page 198)
must be read at several points: a calibrated against WWV, so that
slow drum dial (two digit) a fast
moving dial (two digits) and a
vernier attached to the latter ( one
digit) giving a five-place reading
to be noted. The dial of the meter
is continually moving during the
calibration, the exact readings
are caught “on the fly” and mem
orized by a bank of cold-cathode
thyratrons (Type OA4), long
enough to be transferred to auto
matic key-punch solenoids on an
adding machine. The resulting in
strument contains 126 tubes func
tioning in many ways throughout
the circuit.
The equipment makes use of a
number of novel and ingenious
electrical circuits, accompanied by
a precise mechanical set-up, since
five-place mechanical accuracy re
quires the utmost precision, no
matter where it is to be handled,
electrically or mechanically.
The main principle makes use of
the storage of the precise dial read
ing on the bank of the tubes, each
time the emitted frequency passes
through zero beat with the har
monics of a standard frequency.
These harmonics are consecutively
tuned in by synchronously moving
tuning circuits, so that there is no
ambiguity as to which harmonic is
being read.
By a method of applying elec
tronic differentiating circuits, the
normally-broad zero beat signal
The Philco electronic recorder calibrating a Signal Corp«
envelope was sharpened by hetero
frequency meter with completely antomatie operation
dyning the standard frequency

• An electronic means of replacing
mental and manual operations re
quiring many operators was por
trayed in one of its most spectac
ular roles, by Mr. David Sunstein,
Philco engineer, at a meeting of the
Philadelphia section, IRE, on March
2. Mr. Sunstein described an auto
matic calibrating circuit for wave
meters that recorded the dial read
ings for hundreds of calibration
points of a precision wavemeter.
These readings were not only re
corded at a rate of 30 per minute
with an accuracy of 0.01 but the
interpolation constant, or the difference between each two readings
was recorded at the same time, to
permit further subdivision of the
calibration intervals at a later time.
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Process CONTROL METHODS
for INDUSTRIAL USES
by RALPH R. BATCHER
Consulting Editor

Part 111—Reluctanee-variation type concerter unit*
prore useful in many displacement measurements

• Methods have been shown pre
viously in this series whereby small
displacements of either a static or
a vibratory nature could be ampli
fied and measured by electronic
means. These methods were the
use of frequency changes in an
oscillatory circuit and resistance
changes in a special resistor unit.
The use of variations in the re
luctance of a magnetic gap is also
a popular electrical method of
displacement study. It, also, is
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Fig. 1—Reluctance type unit« in five
ba«ic displacement measuring circuiti!

capable of showing static or
dynamic movements. The re
luctance changes may be utilized
(1) as a change in the coupling
between the primary and sec
ondary of a transformer, Fig. la;
change
inductance
measured as such, in a bridge cir
cuit, Fig. lb; (3) as an inductance
change which alters the frequency
of an oscillator, Fig. 1c; (4) in con
junction with a permanent magnet
as a generator of electromotive
forces, Fig. Id; or (5) as phase
shifting device, Fig. Ie.
Most arrangements using the
above methods can be assembled
as low impedance devices, which
permit their connection to elec
tronic devices through rather long
leads, at least when used at low
vibrational speeds. The amplication
circuits shown in Fig. I all use the
above principles as pickup or con
version units and extremely small
movements of the armature can be
made to produce substantial output currents. All of these except
C deliver a voltage variation
which can be measured or further
amplified (if necessary) for control purposes.
is an oscillator
The circuit
which produces a frequency change
that is dependent on the move
ments of the armature. The varia
tion of the frequency of the oscil
lator is not unlike that of the
capacitance variation shown in
Part I of this series, but here there
are additional parameters due to
the magnetic circuit and the freusually
quency change
termined by experiment.
These devices must be carefully
assembled and mounted to permit
a permanent calibration of out
put in terms of movement. The
central or magnetizing coil should
have enough turns to produce
saturation flux in the armature

with no airgas. Any convenient
coil can be used if a variable ac
voltage of a suitable frequency
is at hand to produce a saturation
level found most satisfactory by
test. The armature may be a part
of the machine or device itself or
it may be a separate disk or plate
of steel suitably suspended across
the open ends of the coil assembly
so as to be controlled by the effect
under investigation. In any case,
resonance effects produced by the
mass of the armature and the com
pliance of the spring must be en
tirely out of the range of the vibra
tional frequencies encountered. At
low frequency vibrations, of a few
excursions per second, a 60 cycle
driving frequency may be applied,
but in studying the usual ma
chinery vibrations a higher fre
quency source must be applied. If
a de is applied to the input of sys
tem A, the resulting arrangement
corresponds to that of D.
A variation of the arrangement
shown in Fig. 1 can be made the
basis for a great many industrial

Fig. 2—Magnetic unit» used in pro
duction thickncHM-gagiug application*
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test set-ups by the reversal of one
of the coils on the outer legs of
the magnetic structure, as shown
in Fig. 2a. It is evident that as
long as the airgaps at the ends of
the structure are equal, no voltage
will appear at the terminals MN.
Here assume the faces, a, b and
c are ground perfectly in the same
plane. A few examples of typical
applications follow. At (b) in Fig.
2a, let S be a pin, wire or tube
whose diameter is definitely known.
It can be of magnetic or non
magnetic material but must be
symmetrically placed at the center
of pole b. At either end (such as
at x), are placed the unknown or
test pieces whose diameters are to
be compared with S. These test
pieces must be non-magnetic. As
long as the armature is maintained
in a parallel position with respect
to the pole pieces, no output exists
but with sufficient amplification,
slightest variation in the relative airgaps will cause a substan
tial reading on an instrument of a
suitable type (ac milliammeter or
oscillograph). It is also possible to
place the standard spacer on pole
c instead of pn pole b.
A pivoted armature as shown in
Fig. 2b, has an extension arm
equipped with a roller. The unit is
calibrated so as to continuously
measure the thickness of any sheet
material (paper, cloth, metal) as
it comes from the rolls. The sheet
roller
between
the
passes
and the anvil below it. This magELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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netic unit is not affected by any
factor associated with the sheet be
ing measured except thickness.
For the measurement
the
thickness
non-magnetic ma.
terials (paint, lacquer, etc.) as a
coat on a magnetic base metal, a
variation of the magnetic assembly
is preferred, as in Fig. 4. Here the
airgap of an armature at one end
is compared with that of the mag
netic base for the paint, against
which the core is placed. The sec
ondary coils S and S' should have
identical construction and mount
ed series opposing, so that no
secondary voltage appears with
equal air gap.
In all of these, a small amount
of initial unbalance can be compensated for by a resistance con
trol. Since the phase balance in
the two coils is upset by eddy cur
rents in any non-magnetic ma
terial placed near the poles, all of
these devices can be made to ap
ply to non-magnetic conductors—
brass, copper, aluminum, etc.
It is, of course, possible to mount
the pickup coils anywhere in the
magnetic circuit, if symmetry is
maintained, electrically and mag
netically. This means that the two
equal secondaries can be mounted
on the armatures. Since anything
that upsets this field and shifts the
flux to either coil, (either as to
amplitude or phase) will affect the
voltage balance, the principle can
be extended to many commercial
applications.
A particularly sensitive gage has
been developed that will indicate
small variations in the thickness of
metal foil, even those as small as
twenty-millionths of an inch. This
gage shown in Fig. 3 uses the eddy
current method of shifting the

phase. A magnetic structure such
as in Fig. 4b is used, wherein the
gaps are balanced approximately
against each other. The electrical
balancing arms (with coarse and
fine controls) are adjusted for a
balance of the indicator pointer
when a thin sheet of foil, possibly
only 0.00025 in. thick placed in one
of the airgaps. The sensitivity is
controlled (by altering the 2160
cycle current through the driving
coil) so that a full scale indication
is produced when another sheet of
foil (say 0.00045 in. thick is insert
ed. The so called “armatures” here
do not move and no pressure jaws
are applied to the material. It is of
course necessary that the material
under test be a conductor so that
a phase-shift occurs (with non
magnetic materials) or a voltage
and phase shift is produced (with
magnetic materials).
If dielectric materials are to be
measured, a high-frequency setup can be used, since energy ab
sorption at high frequencies pro
duces an adequate shift. The
problem of stray capacitances and
the body effect of an operator’s
presence in the vicinity requires
careful consideration here.
Although not a measurement of
displacement changes, the eddy
current variations noted in Fig. 4
can be used to compare the re
sistivity, shape, etc., of two non
magnetic elements, by their rela
tive energy absorption from eddy
currents. This is the principle suc
cessfully used In one industrial
metallurgical test system.
A somewhat unusual method of
indicating temperature is provided
by mounting a bimetallic strip
across the poles of a magnetic
(Continued on page 198)
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1ER CURRENT SYSTEM

by GILBERT SONBERGH

block ntntion uf <17 mile hrnnrh line cnnld protide communi-

• Since the first experimental in
stallation of railroad radio equip
ment in 1914, dozens of such equip
ments have been put into service
by almost as many different Amer
ican railroads. Although most of the
installations were for trial and ex
perimentation, a few of them have
been kept in permanent use. If fu
ture acceptance by the railroads
parallels present technological de
velopment of the electron art, some
form of radio train control will be
come standard practice.

Designed and installed by Union
Switch and Signal Co., what many
regard as the last word in train
communications equipment has
been installed and proved on the
Pennsylvania Railroad’s Belvidere
branch,
67-mile stretch from
Trenton, N. J., to Phillipsburg.
The system includes a number of
interesting features: (1) single side
band, suppressed carrier transmis
sion on 5.7 kc; (2) 500 to 2,300 cycle
audio band with pre-emphasis of
the higher voice frequencies for

1,050 cycle
noise reduction
calling signal which also can be
used to operate stop and go signals;
(4) “radiation” confined, where
necessary,
rails and ground
paths.
For transmission from a cabin
car or locomotive, one truck is in
sulated to allow direct coupling of
the output energy into that section
of track between the insulated
truck and the nearest grounded
truck. The two rails may be con
sidered as in parallel. Heavy copELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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HELPS RUN "PENNSY” R. R
Engineering details ol the two-way carrier telephone design using rails as main signal-current path

per pipe from the insulated truck
through the output transformer to
the uninsulated truck forms a
transmitting “loop.” With the rails
between the two trucks representing
the major portion of the impedance
of the loop, about 80 per cent of the
power in the output circuit actu
ally goes into the track itself. The
current in this short length of track
is on the order of one-half to one
ampere with full modulation. Over
90 per cent of the power entering
the track is lost at this point, due
to the impedance mismatch be
tween the short section of track
(considered now as the source) and
the rest of the track and ground
circuit looking in either direction
(considered as the load).
Signal current path

The track in both directions, to
gether
with
the
surrounding
ground, may be considered as an
conductance
Infinite number
paths connected in shunt with the
directly energized track under the
caboose
locomotive
grammed in Fig. 1. Some signal
current therefore can be detected
and measured in any nearby sec
tion of rail. The receiving “an
tenna” consists of two pickup coils
mounted close to and inductively
coupled to the rails.
Useful range of the earth-con
ducted signal energy for voice com
munication depends of course upon
signal-to-noise ratio. In relatively
quiet areas, this comes to about 1^2
miles if no paralleling line wires
are present. Actual signal current
In the track is about one-half
microampere, some four times the
level of background noise in the
band of frequencies capable of in
terfering. When line wires parallel
the track, two way communication
is possible between moving trains
up to ten miles apart, or between
a moving train and a wayside sta
tion 100 miles away.
The circuit diagram of a complete
two-way locomotive equipment is
shown in Fig. 2. In the transmitter
section, operative when the “press
to talk” push-button (PB1) ener
gizes relay DR, the output of a sin
gle button telephone-type carbon
EUCTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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microphone is fed to the grids of
the modulator tubes in push-pull.
At the same time, the 5,700 cycle
carrier from the oscillator tube is
fed to the grids in parallel. In a
theoretically balanced circuit, such
an arrangement produces modula
tion containing both side-bands but
no carrier. The lower side-band
and any remaining carrier are fil
tered out by the band-pass filter
following. The output stage con
sists of four 6L6’s in push-pull par
allel, coupled to the sending loop
and track. The white lamp, mount
ed on the control panel, flickers
with voice modulation to indicate
to the operator that he is “getting
out.” Push button 2 transmits a
calling signal sent as a single fre
quency 1,050 cycles above the car
rier and received as a 1,050 cycle
note.
A received signal is picked up by
the coils af top left in the diagram.
The receiver is normally operative
when the main switch is closed. The
single side-band signal goes through
two stages of tuned carrier
quency amplification to the grids

of the push-pull triode demodula
tor stage. Some of the carrier fre
quency from the oscillator tube is
injected into the grids in parallel.
The following band-pass filter re
moves any undesired carrier from
the demodulated signal. The filter
output drives the output tube, sup
plying a loudspeaker or telephone
type receiver.
The necessarily wide range of
signal voltages encountered de
mands an efficient automatic
volume control. Since there is no
carrier, the AVC moreover must
operate on speech frequency sig
nals integrated over an appreci
able period of time. The twin
triode at the extreme left provides
this delayed AVC action. A por
tion of the demodulated signal is
taken from the band-pass filter
input to feed the grid of the right
half of the tube, connected as a
triode
voltage
amplifier.
The
cathode of the left half of the
tube is maintained at a positive
potential determined by the tap
D on the voltage divider under no
signal conditions. When the peak

t ig. 2.—•Complete circuit diagram of two-way carrier-telephone equipment for use on locomotive or caboose. “Signal 9eprovidea closed circuit “proceed” signal. Way-station equipment similar except for power supply

amplified signal exceeds the value
of this positive voltage at D, the
cathode of the left half of the tube
goes negative with respect to its
plate. Plate current flows, nega
tive bias is applied to the grids of
the carrier frequency amplifiers,
and the RC circuit charge* to pro
vide the necessary time delay.
The peak limiter stage operates
to squelch any short, high-voltage

Freight conductor talks nith block op
erator for train orders.
I.oudspenker
in background provides calling signal

t —

noise or interference peaks higher
than the normal grid voltage swing
allowed on the output tube. A
twin triode tube is connected as
two diodes “back to back” across
the output auto-transformer of
the band-pass filter.
A bias
voltage selected for each tube by
the taps on the cathode resistor
of the output tube, determines the
signal voltage at which the limiter
begins to short circuit the filter
output.

The signal selector is an addi
tional stage of hard-driven, power
amplification, sharply tuned to
1,050 cycles, whose rectified output
operates relay KPR on receipt of
the calling signal. This charges the
condenser in the RC circuit
shunted across relay LR, which
closes. The green signal lamp re
mains lighted as long as the 6,750
cycle signal is being received. When

Signal selector operation

Receiving coil mounted clone to rail.
Receiver and transmitter in box over
drivers, «Imlble at extreme top right

When push button PB2 is closed
at the calling station, relays DR
and DR1 are energized, The
former puts the transmitter into
operation, while relay DR1 increases the carrier oscillator frequency by 1,050 cycles and cuts out
one of the push-pull modulator
tubes, allowing the signal fre
quency of 6,750 cycles to be ampli
fied and transmitted. At the re
ceiving station, this signal is
detected as a 1,050 cycle calling
note.
The signal selector tube, with
its associated apparatus, is some
times included in the carrier tele
phone equipment, particularly
where high ambient noise condi
tions make desirable a calling
gong instead of the 1,050 cycle note
in the loudspeaker or telephone
receiver. It is also useful to pro
vide a continuous proceed or stop
signal to the locomotive engineer.

the calling station releases push
button PB2, relay KPR is de-ener
gized. Relay LR remains ener
gized long enough to complete the
circuit through the bell, which
sounds.
When the shunt condenser dis
charges, the relay opens, the red
lamp lights, and the loudspeaker
circuit is completed for receipt of
voice signals. A tube or com
ponent failure in either calling or
receiving apparatus thus results in
failure to receive the green signal
in this “self-monitored” system, a
vital consideration in any type of
railroad signaling equipment.
The signal selector cannot be
operated accidentally by short
pulses, continuous voice frequency
or by other wide-band interference
because of the combination of tube
saturation, sharp band of response,
and time delay in the relay circuit.

Open equipment ca»e of train-borne set, above, xhnwinK units in place. Out of
cawe, below. are transmitter and receiver (on aame baae at left) and power supply

Design details

In a system using track as the
medium of transmission, theory
and practice show that attenua
tion of track current is roughly
proportional to the square root of
the frequency. Thus, the lower the
frequency the better. However, the
noise level in the track is greater
for lower frequencies. Early ex
periments were directed at using
voice frequencies alone, without
carrier, but were abandoned be
cause of interference with parallel
telephone circuits and because of
the high noise levels prevailing at
low speech frequencies, due to
power frequency harmonics and
commutator “hash.”
The carrier method was then
adopted. The frequency of 5,700

Equipment for truin communication in
block, «tntion nt Frenchtown, N. J.
From top down, receiver, transmitter,
nnd power supply

cycles represents a careful com
promise between attenuation of the
signal and pickup of noise. Im
proving signal-to-noise ratio was
an important factor also in the de
cision to utilize the single side
band, suppressed carrier type of
emission. With a balanced car
rier-suppression circuit, all of the
transmitted power is put into the
single side-band. It is at the same
time possible to reduce the receiver
bandwidth, resulting in consider
ably less noise pickup for a given
signal strength.
The audio channels pass voice
frequencies from 500 to 2,300
cycles, or a band of 1,800 cycles,
which affords practically complete
intelligibility
and
reasonably
natural reproduction of the voice.
A further great improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio is achieved
by pre-emphasis of the higher voice
frequencies in transmission and
de-emphasis in reception. Since
the average acoustic power in the
voice at 500 cycles is several times
greater than at 1,500 cycles and
above, a transmitter adjusted for
complete modulation at the lower
frequencies will be operating at
greatly reduced efficiency in the
higher ranges.
To make all components of the
voice frequencies modulate the
transmitter to the same extent, the
audio circuits are designed to pro
vide about 40 per cent of full
sensitivity at 500 cycles, with the
gain gradually increasing to 100

per cent for 1,400 cycles and above.
At the receiving end, the audio is
designed to amplify the lows and
attenuate the highs, restoring the
normal energy distribution to the
received voice signals. The net re
sult is equivalent to turning down
a heavy tone-control on receiver
noise pickup without affecting the
quality of the voice signal, result
ing in a two to one improvement
in the signal-to-noise ratio.
Operation ot system

The equipment consumes about
150 watts for receiving and 550 for
transmitting. Power at 32 volts
for filament and motor-generator
plate supply on train-carried
equipment is furnished on the
locomotive by the headlight gen
erator and in cabooses by storage
batteries. The way-station equip
ment differs from the train-borne
sets chiefly in that the power sup
ply is designed for 110 volt opera
tion. in the method of mounting,
and in details of the auxiliary
equipment such as speaker, micro
phone, controls, etc.
The Belvidere branch of the
Pennsylvania Railroad is equipped
with ten locomotives and ten
cabin cars carrying the carrier
telephone sets. The block station
at Frenchtown, N. J., about one
third of the way from Phillipsburg
to Trenton, is equipped with a sta
tionary set and is capable of com
munication with trains anywhere
(Continued on page 190)

ARAI Y RADIO PRODUCTION
by MAJOR GENERAL W. H. HARRISON
Chief, Procurement and Distribution Service
Office of the Chief Signal Officer

Great quantities of radio equipment required for
administration and rehabilitation activities abroad

• Down through the ages, commu caused procurements over three
nications have constituted the times as great as contemplated.
nerve system of man’s economic,
The procurement plans were
as well as military life. Periods of based upon the rapid conversion to
national emergency emphasize the military designs and the maximum
tremendous importance placed upon utilization of existing resources,
adequate acquisition and employ composed in the order of impor
ment of communication materiel of tance and use of productive plants,
advanced design.
materials, manpower and money.
In this, the fifth major war of our Based on this conversion, which
national life, the globe-wide extent provided immediate production and
of our military actions has made it the maximum of education, it was
Imperative that our fighting forces planned to expand existing, and
be provided with staggering quan create new, facilities until the pro
tities of equipment and supplies.
ductive capacity was sufficient as
Signal units have been with the to type and quantity to meet the
first waves in each landing, are in projected requirements.
the front lines of each fighting
front, and man a vast communica
*5 and 10** rxpanxion
tion system connecting all parts of
the world.
In the later part of 1940 and the
The communication equipment early months of 1941, the Signal
and supplies, designed and pro Corps used an estimated “yard
duced for, and used by these troops, stick” for the expansion program
are equal to, or better than, that of of “5 and 10.” This is, the initiation
any army in the world. The design, of projects to give a production
production, distribution and much capacity of five times the 1940 caof the operation of this materiel, is
the job of the U. S. Army Signal
Corps. The foot-soldier in the most
advanced outpost, the men in
tanks, planes and jeeps, the com
manders of all echelons, and even
the morale building V-Mail, de
pend upon adequate and timely
production. This involves tons upon
tons of equipment and supplies,
consisting of tens of thousands of
different items, costing from a few
cents to more than a hundred thou
sand dollars each.
The gigantic communications
procurement program, summed up
in the term “logistics,” required
contracts for over three and a half
billions of dollars In calendar year
1943. The load for 1944 threatens to
exceed this value especially regard
ing component or piece parts.
During the peace years of the
twenties and thirties the Signal
Corps prepared for a possible emer
gency through Procurement Plan
ning. This forethought paid high
dividends during the early phases
but the enormous spread and un
precedented tempo of this war has
100

pabilities, but such projects to be so
designed as to permit doubling even
this large rate, to provide a ten
times normal capacity. This two
step policy was adopted on three
principles:

1. Obtain the maximum production
increase in the shortest practical
period.
The base obtained through
peacetime procurement and edu
cational orders could support
only a limited amount of expansion without dangerously water
management, engineering
and production.
The logistics of the portending
conflict would axiomatlcally de
pend upon military strategy and
tactics as yet Indeterminate.
Pearl Harbor found this expan
sion program initiated but far from
consummated. Considerable results
had been achieved through the im
petus of foreign procurement and

supply, but it takes time for the
placement of bricks and mortar,
for the production and installation
of machines and equipment, for the
training of personnel, and the es
tablishment of designs and flow of
required materials. Funds had to
be obtained in unprecedented val
ues. Expansion procedures, includ
ing governmental financing, had to
be established and worked out. De
sign, procurement, production and
inspection organization had to be
expanded over night not only to
care for the ultimate rates, but to
an extent sufficient to obtain the
initial high peak of planning and
production. It was necessary lib
erally to over-expand these units to
provide for initial inexperience and
the peak effect
If the load could have been de
layed and leveled out, the produc
tion capacity required would have
been smaller and the expansion
projects reduced. However, the wag
ing of War is, of necessity, a dicta-

Installed in a Niaaen hut in Iceland, thia combination of an H-338 and
BC-iMO transmitter U capable of a total output of 10 kilowatts

torial action; time was the limiting
factor. It was imperative that large
productions be obtained requiring
that the rates be stepped up and
facilities established without delay
Looking back, we see that these
early plans were sound, considering
the indeterminate factors involved,
The “10 times” projects are now

coming into fruition Across the
board, our condition as to the pro
curement of communications equip
ment and supplies has greatly
eased, and systematized.
By the middle of 1943 we had
passed through the phases of:—
1. Initial, stop-gap procurements.
2. Rushed new designs.
3. Large facility expansions.
4. Radically insufficient material
supplies, requiring rigid control
and allotment; and entered the
period where personnel was a
major factor. It was time, there
fore, to shift the emphasis to full
and efficient utilization of all ca
pabilities, to obtain gigantic pro
ductions, and provide communi
cations materiel on the basis of
“Enough and on Time” not for
defensive but for offensive ac
tion.
To permit obtainment of this vast
new objective, the Signal Corps
started to reorganize in July of
1943, not with the limited viewpoint
of clearing out deadwood and fail
ures, but rather to bring to bear the
full force of shock troops specializ
ing in production, the ammunition
of the day. It was, and is, realized
that the rapid changes in strategy
and tactics, the extension of activi
ties to new corners of the world
and the ever present need to lead
the enemy in design will continue
(Continued on page 206)

MULTIWINDING MOTORS
by EDWARD M. GLASER
Senior Electrical Engineer, Kollsman Instrument Div., Square D Co

Part II—The use of drag cup motors as a component
of control circuits produces many unusual effects

• The vacuum tube has been used
satisfactorily in so many control
problems that it is considered as
being able to handle almost any
kind of a job that comes up. This
is true because the vacuum tube
can work with so many other forms
of equipment. Many prewar novel
ties have found important applica
tions in military equipment and a
large number of other devices have
received attention by application
engineers and precise and accurate
designs have brought out their
greatest possibilities.
Part
(March, 1944, Electronic Indus
tries) a few details of certain small
motor applications, as components
in electronic circuits, were out
lined. A somewhat different ar
rangement, the drag cup motor is

102

shown to add ingenious features to
control problems, and may point
out immediate possibilites in cer
tain problems. Several typical uses
are outlined.
Drag cup motors are low-inertia,
accurately balanced 2-phase induc
tion motors, designed for servo or
follow-up applications where over
shooting or hunting must be kept
at a minimum. The rotor, conse
quently, is very light, consisting of
only a nonmagnetic cup on a shaft.
The cup rotates between a conventional distributed pole 2-phase
stator and a fixed, round lamina
tion stack which is used to complete the magnetic circuit, as shown
in the photograph, Fig. 1.
When run on a single phase sup
ply, a capacitor is used to obtain a
90 deg. phase shift for producing
the 2-phase rotating field. This
field induces voltages in the drag
cup, setting up eddy currents which
react with the air-gap flux to pro
duce motor torque. As many poles
are induced around the cup as
there are poles on the stator. The
Q of standard squirrel-cage induc
tion motor windings changes great
ly between stand-still and full
speed so that it is often necessary
to use one phase shifting condens
er for starting and another for
running. However, in drag cup
motors the Q changes only slightly
with speed so a single condens
er chosen for some intermediate
operating point serves very well for
all speeds. The reason for the small
change in Q is the much greater
air gap required by the drag cup
construction — the actual air gap
on each side of the cup plus the
thickness of the cup.
While the torque/inertia ratio is
the greatest for aluminum cups,
motors with copper cups have a
greater torque although obtained
at the expense of higher inertia.
The increase in torque amounts to
20 or 25 per cent. Fig. 2 shows the
comparison of aluminum and cop-

the tyne 77« drun cup motor. Curve*
a and c for KM» and »SO cycle copper
b
and d for nlnminuin

Fig. .V— Power output curve* for same
motor.
The curve* nre for the *amr
condition* listed in Fig. 2
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FOR ELECTRONIC USES
torque-speed
per cup rotors
curves for both 60-cycle and 400cycle motors of the same size. The
60-cycle motors have 2-pole arma
tures and the 400-cycle motors,
6-pole. Fig 3 shows similar curves
for power output vs. speed. For
a greater output these motors have

200

300

<00

Fig. 4—<Brnking characteristic* of »n
unloaded 400 cycle drag cup motor
running nt 5000 rpm. (a=copper, c=
ilium, cup). Coasting time shown after
opening the high impedance winding

the same frame size but a longer
stack.
Full use may be made of magnet
ic braking with one phase con
tinuously energized, as the motors
will not run single phase. The
braking characteristics of alumi
num and copper rotors for a typi
cal 400-cycle motor are shown in
Fig. 4. Additional braking may be
obtained when necessary by adding
de in series with the ac supply
to one phase. This braking action
is similar to that in rotating eddy
current disks in watt-hour meters.
It was shown in Fig. 2 that the
maximum torque occurs at the
starting point. This fact combined
with the good braking action and
low inertia make it possible for the
motor
reverse very rapidly
Hence, its suitability for plugging
or follow-up service.
In a split-phase circuit, the tem
perature rise at stall is approxi
mately equal to the rise running
free. This allows the motor to be
stalled for long periods with full
•
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speed and direction are controlled
by varying the amount of de in
the reactor windings. Either thy
ratrons or power tubes can be used,
the control characteristics depend
ing upon the saturation curve of
the chokes, type of tubes and their

Control circuit«

5OC

LOW 7 PHASE CUR PE MT -Milliamperes

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

voltage applied. Coolest operation
occurs at the maximum power out
put, but the difference is usually
less than 10 deg. C.
An unusual electronic application
of drag cup motors makes use of
another characteristic. When one
phase is excited from an ac sup
ply and the motor is driven, the ro
tor, in turning, develops a quadrature voltage which is coupled in
to the second phase in proportion
to the speed of rotation. Thus the
variable
motor functions
coupling device or induction gen
erator. The voltage is not quite
zero at stall because of a small
amount of magnetic leakage which
seems to exist in all motors. Also,
the voltage characteristic is not
quite linear, falling off at high
The
speeds as shown in Fig.
copper cup gives more voltage but
less linearity.

A few typical control circuits for
drag cup motors are shown in Figs.
6 to 9. Fig. 6 shows the basic
SPDT reversing circuit. One phase
winding
connected directly
across the power transformer for
constant excitation while the other
phase is switched to the upper or
lower half of the transformer for
phase reversal. The capacitance C
is the phase shifting element for
obtaining a 90 deg. time phase dif
ference in the two motor windings.
In Fig. 7 the manual reversing
switch has been replaced by a pair
of saturating reactors. The motor
30

SPEED-P PM X1000

Fi*. 5—Quadrature voltaee and «peed
relation« in drag cup motors when one
phase 1« energised at 115 ▼.
cycle*,
a refer« to a copper cup. & to aluminum

1 i|r. 7—Electronic circuit using sat
uratine reactor* to provide control of
«peed and direction.
Second phaae
winding 1« connected across primary or
secondary of transformer

operating points and those of the
motor itself. It is important that
feedback of voltage from the mo
tor circuit to the tube circuit be
prevented. This condition may be
satisfied by using special chokes or
by using two equal chokes with one
winding of one choke reversed with
respect to the same winding of the
other choke. Two such pairs are
required.
Fig. 8 shows a bridge type photo
electric control circuit using thyra
trons operating directly from the
ac line. A push-pull class B out
put transformer serves to match
the thyratrons to the motor. Il
lumination of one phototube will
run the motor, the speed varying
in approximate proportion to the
amount of light; illuminating the
other phototube will reverse the
motor.
With both phototubes
equally lighted, or with no light at
aU, the motor receives no voltage
on the controlled phase and so re
mains at stand-still. This assumes
103

2051

929
PHASE

DRAG CUP
ARMATURE.

5 MFD

6MFD
PHASE

2051
200

1300
I AMP

1500

OHMS

TYPE NO.

CbARACTBRISTI C H
Cycles per second
Vol
täte rnase
Pha.e i:
1- Ter-lna
Sourcei E
VI, • Volts
voltage
- Volts
Voltage Phase 2, V2 Volts
Current Phase 1, No Ixiad ma
Current Phase 2, No Load ma
Resistance Phase 1 ohms
ohms
Resistance Phase 2 -

Frequency -

Ia<>edance Phase 1, (Avera^'e) - ohms
Impedance Phase 2, (Average) - ohns
Condenser C,
1 ■fd
Power, Input —
watts
Power Factor (Average)
Nuaber of Poles

Tenperattire Rise Speed, No load -

Degrees c

776
05

776
015

ÌO

60

115
126
115

115
125

115
63

65
42
1100

41
1100

1485

1485

1940
2805
i.O
8.3

2018
2895

.67
2
63

1.0
8.15
.70
2

the phototubes and thyratrons are
enough alike in characteristics to
be satisfactorily balanced by the
2 meg. potentiometer in the grid
return.
The 0.5 mfd. capacitor across the
“B” supply gives correct phasing
of the thyratron control circuit
which is necessary to stop the
Fig. ».
braking.
circuit
utilising
motor phasing capacitor, and C>
tional ) provide« tuning

tubes from firing. The 0.6 mfd
capacitor, in combination with the
other phase shifting circuit ele
ments, provides the 90 deg. time
phase shift for optimum motor
output.
Fig. 9 shows another type of mo
tor control circuit in which a cer
tain amount of motor power is sac
rificed for improved braking char
acteristics. The circuit resembles a
full wave rectifier with a live nega
tive and grounded positive. Either
power tubes or thyratrons may be
used but a phase control system
must be used with the latter.
At zero position on the control
element both tubes are partially
energized, with full wave rectified
ac flowing through phase 2. When
the control element is moved in a
positive direction one power tube
will become more conducting, the
opposite tube less conducting. The
motor will then develop a torque
approximately proportional to the
displacement of the control ele
ment. Moving the control element
in a negative direction will cause
the motor to develop a torque in
the opposite direction. If the con
trol is moved to zero the de com
ponents of both tubes will add to
produce a very effective de (full
wave) braking action. Some motor
power is lost because of the wave
form distortion produced by the
half wave rectifier.

(up-

61
rp« 2930 -•93U
Torque, Stalled Inch Ounces
.50 .156
Mo we nt of Inertia (of weight) -g.CRU1 2.56 6.67
Stopping Time, No Load
Seconds
.2
•4
One Phase Energized Reversing Time Seconds
.12
•2
length (over-all) Inches 2.750 2.750
Diameter, Max« outside Inches 2.730 2.750
Weight, Cnwpleu’ Motor Ounces 11.7 11.8
Weight, Sha Ct Assesfcly Ounces .390 .490

V°Ha
Volts

Voltage Phase 2,
Current Phase 1,

er C, Phase 1

2^________

SIGNAL CORPS HEADQUARTERS EQUIPMENT MEETS TESTS IN SERVICE
Considered the best field radio
equipment at the front in the Med
iterranean theater, the mobile
headquarters radio stations, de
veloped by the Army Signal Corns
—the SCR-299, SCR-399 and SCR499,— have proved the real answer
to long distance communication
and have rendered exceptional
service under the most severe com
bat conditions both in the African
and Italian theaters. In addition,
the SCR-299 stations have formed
vital links in the Pacific theatre
with General MacArthur’s forces.
The SCR-399, which is a new and
improved version of the SCR-299
104

had been developed and tested by
the Signal Corps and was produced
and shipped overseas during the
North African campaign so that
the SCR-399 is now being operated
in the Italian campaign. The SCR499 is a companion set for airborne
transport and includes all the prin
cipal components of the SCR-399
except that none
the radio
equipment
installed! in the
cabin-like shelter and the power
unit is not installed in the trailer.
With canvas cover provided as a
protection for the major radio
parts, the SCR-499 can be trans
ported by air or other means to a

desired destination where this sta
tion then can be quickly set up as
a field radio station either in a
shelter, tent or a vehicle.
The SCR-399 has a frequency
range extended beyond the fre
quency complement of the SCR-299
and its mobility was increased by
the development of the cabin-like
shelter which can be mounted on
the bed of a standard 2%-ton
truck. Previously for the SCR-299
stations, specially-designed panel
trucks were used, which meant
that the SCR-299 was less easily
maneuvered and its vehicle was
(Continued on page 202)
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OSCILLATOR Fundamentals
by J. P. JORDAN
Industrial Heat. & Weld. Eng Div., General Electric Co.

A refresher on the principles governing the generation
of high frequencies for use in industrial applications

• To apply electronic equipment
properly, it is desirable that one
have a mental picture of the theory
of vacuum-tube oscillators. The fol
lowing is an attempt to present
this theory in such a way that it
will aid in the formation of mental
pictures best adapted to this pur
pose without attempting a rigorous
or complete analysis.
The major element in any oscil
lator is not the tube but the reson
ant circuit. The vacuum tube
could be replaced by other elements,
such as the various types of gaps,
and the circuit would still oscillate,
but no oscillator for the services
mentioned could operate without
some form of a resonant circuit.
Now if an inductance and a
capacitor are connected in parallel,
a curious situation exists at some
one frequency at which the Xl
equals the Xc. Since the one varies
directly and the other inversely
with frequency, there must be some
one frequency at which equality
will exist. This frequency is called
the resonant frequency. To deter
mine its value Xl can be equated
to Xo and solved for f as in
equation 1.
With no resistance present at
the resonant frequency, the current
I (Fig 1) in the line feeding the cir
cuit would be zero (Eq. 2), where
as the current flowing in the in
ductor (II) and the capacitor (Ic)
would equal the applied voltage (E)
divided by their Individual imped
ances (XLand Xc) (Eq. 3).
When a resistance is inserted in
either branch, the current (I) no
longer is zero but has a component
in phase with the applied voltage

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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sufficient to supply the energy loss
in the resistance. Eq. 4 is a solu
tion of this circuit (Fig. 2) at the
resonant frequency. In this case,
the circuit could be thought of as
a very high power factor load con
taining a resistance r and an im
pedance x, as in Eq. la and lb. For
small values of R, the input is still
essentially resistive and the voltage

E times the current (I) will ap
proximate the power dissipated in
the resistance due to the current

However, note again that the
current through the inductance (L)
or the capacity (C) is a function
only of the applied voltage (E) and
the impedance, and does not flow
through the external circuit. The
product of this current, Il (or Ic)
times the voltage (E) is termed the
circulating kva which can assume
considerable magnitudes with very
small values of input current (I).
This circuit is sometimes referred
to as a “tank” since it stores energy.

Assume that now a de supply is
connected to this resonant circuit
through a switch which can be
operated very rapidly. If this switch
were operated at the resonant fre
quency of the circuit, it is obvious
from the equations given previously
that high circulating currents would
flow between the capacitor and the
inductance, but the current through
the switch would be only such as
to supply the losses in the circuit.
This scheme has several dis
advantages, among which is the
fact that if the circuit through the
inductance is broken for any rea
son, the inductor will be at full de
potential. However, by shunting
the switch across the de supply and
interposing a capacitor between the
switch and the resonant circuit,
similar results can be obtained.
In Fig. 3, when switch S is open,
the voltage builds up across C,
through L and L». However, for the
first instant of time, the inrush
current causes nearly the full volt(Continued on page 170)

FIr.
the

3—Basic nkcillatinu circuit with
function normally performed by
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AACS-WORLD’S GREATEST
With stations in 52 count
totals over 15,000, Airforce

• Little has been made public
about the Army Airways Commu
nication System. And not all of the
story can be told now'. Yet AACS
is the world’s largest communica
tion system, dwarfing all commer
cial radio communication systems
combined, by comparison. In this
vast global network there are today
more than 15,000 officers and men.
In the United States, AACS
maintains stations In 48 states and
these are tied into a radio network
that includes stations in 52 foreign
countries. Indicating the truly
world-wide character of the system,
AACS divides the globe into oper
ating regions. There are 23 of these
Regions of Operations, located in
every civilized country and some
that are not so civilized.
Army Airways Communications
System operates as an individual
unit under Army Air Forces Com
mand. Air Communications Officer
Brigadier General H. M. McClelland
and his organization perform the
staff functions for AACS. This
means that for equipment and
communications planning, as well
as training and organizational pro
cedures and requirements, the Air
Communications Officer is respon
sible.
The specific function of AACS is to
maintain control over all army air
craft while in motion. This means
clearance for take-off, wreather re
ports, position reports, flying the
AACS directional beams, check-in
at destination and landing operavery considerable
tions. Also

13th
Ferry in«
Squadron
Operation
Control.
1« lorn ted in
Sookeratin«.
Akinm, India

the «round.
llenearch nod
dey clopinent «oea on In the air aw well.
Thin 1« ti Ilyin« research laboratory,
«et up In the cabin of u Fokker C-3
«hip lined for experimental purponea

Lower—Another LACS outpoM ratlin
communicationM Mation. I hi« one work«
re«ulnrly with «iniilarly nrrnn«ed atationN in India
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SYSTEM
personnel that
ries and
network is truly global

amount of point-to-point traffic
having to do with army aircraft is
handled. In other words, AACS
control towers start every ship on
its mission and then watch it
until that mission is completed and
the ship is safely on the ground
again.
Originally, which means before
Pearl Harbor, AACS relied entirely
upon half a dozen powerful inter
continental transmitters, operated
at the time by CAA and function
ing primarily as weather and traffic
stations. They were located in New
York, Honolulu, San Francisco,
New Orleans, Anchorage, Alaska,
and Everett, Washington. Year and
a half ago these stations were
turned over to the Army Air Forces
and tied into the AACS network.
Wherever a new airstrip is estab
lished, or as was the case in Guad
alcanal, taken over from the enemy,
there an AACS station is established
for the guidance and control of
army aircraft. When a New Geor
gia landing field was snatched from
the Japs, an AACS station was in
stalled and operating within a pe
riod of a little over 24 hours.
With personnel ranging from
four to 150 or more, AACS stations
effectively cover the world and the
system is rapidly reaching its goal
which is to supply United States
and Allied pilots with weather in
formation and standard operating
procedure on beams and homing
beacons in every comer of the
globe.
(Continued on page

234)

carriedI

■hip*.
■how*
<'iirtiwH

by A ACS
installation
owed
in
■

portable equipment f* «et up in vehi
cle»! thi* one, showing the operating
position. I* in n jeep

Lower—Thi* US Airforce photo was
made in Grand Rapid*. Mich., nnd Il
lustrates another type of
portable
transmitting nnd receiving equipment
that can he net np in a hurrj nnd pnt
In operation quickly for temporary
communication service
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1.

Abovei Aligning jig for welding mount of 1.4-voit tube

2.

Top lefti Servicing short cut la illustrated by design of

3.

Centert Synthetic made by Resistoflex Corp., Belleville,

a

Left below: Forming pre** for small part* hn* Resisto

to buse lend* In a long arm pivoted at bench to awing
tube into exact position between welder electrodes. De
veloped nt Tung-Sol, Newark, N. J.

amplifier mounting brocket* In North American Philips
35 mm. projector. Flick of thumb allows entire chassis
to rotate, exposing nil component*

N. J., replacing rubber aligning ring In clinching opera
tion nt RCA tube plant, last* 20 times a* long

flex compar cemented to jaws for longer life, better
action

5.

Below: Visiting vet point* out urgency of military need*

to radio-plant worker* nt Snyder Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Many manufacturer* have improved morale and speeded
production by bringing soldier or sailor to tell worker»
their work 1* important to prosecution of wnr

■DEAS AND TECHNICS
X RAY TUBI

STATIONARY
RAY »ROOF ENCLOSURE

* — MOVABLE
RAY PROOF ENCLOSURE

SUPPORTI»* STRUCT UM

X-RAYID »ARTS

BASE

HOUSIN6

Top left« DC welder powered by storage

batteries solves power line shock problem.
Developed by Progressive Welder Company

Burgess Vibro-Tool
faster, giving better
tlon

tub.* trace on electrically symmetrical mo
tor windings, double on defective

Top right: Industrial X-ray unit (Westinghonse) makes radiographs on 35mm. film
for a nickel each instead of fl .50
Right center« One piece c-r tube carton
devised at National Union reduces required
shipping space and cuts labor
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS BY
Slowing up of electrons as they pass through test sped
men measured and made to reveal its atomic structure

• The past decade has seen an ex
ceedingly rapid growth of the devel
opment and use of electronic tools
in all sciences. One of the most
spectacular of these is the electron
microscope which, with its extreme
ly high resolving power, is able to
project man’s vision further than
was ever before possible. Now we

are able to view at tremendous
magnifications many of the previ
ously invisible viruses, structures of
bacteria and chemical particles. See
ing these minute bodies, however,
is by itself, not usually enough for
the solution of the research prob
lems connected with them. Research
workers who have had some ex-

I'ht Nival appearunre of the electron microanuij ser. which rexetnhle* it« prede
cessor, the electron microscope, from which it was developed, and constructed

perience with the electron micro
scope are finding that its greatest
usefulness lies in the guiding of
other experiments and in the rapid
ity with which results of these oth
er experiments can be observed and
checked.
This situation has been a chal
lenge to the scientists developing
the electron microscope for they
have realized that the high resolv
ing power of an electron stream and
the nature of the interaction be
tween electrons and matter might
very well be exploited in new instru
ments to perform some of these
associated experiments.
The electron microanalyzer is
just such an instrument. It was
developed in answer to the scientist
who, on looking at an electron
micrograph, remarks that he can
see the size, shape and structure
of the minute bodies but would like
to know the chemical composition
of the individual structures. The
electron microscope cannot answer
his question and if the bodies have
a complicated structure, there was
—prior to the microanalyzer—no
apparatus which had any possibility
of answering him.
Analyzer construction

It is too early to say how well the
electron microanalyzer answers him
but at least the fundamental pos
sibility is there and interesting re
sults are being obtained with the
experimental instrument which has
been built in the RCA Laboratories
at Princeton by Dr. James Hillier,
one of the pioneers in electron
microscopy.
The electron microanalyzer is an
outgrowth of the electron micro
scope and uses a number of the
same principles. In fact it has in
cluded in its structures an electron
microscope which enables the scien
tist using it to observe the specimen
at high magnification in order that
he may select the particle, structure
or area of which he desires an
analysis. Once the desired area is
selected controls are manipulated
which transform the instrument
into an analyzer to provide the
scientist with the required analysis.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
analyzed is selected and moved to
the center of the field of view.
The point of the probe is then
gradually brought closer to the
plane of the specimen. As this is
done the shadow image is seen to
grow in magnification until as the
probe is brought into coincidence
with the specimen the selected
point which occupied the center of
the field has been magnified until
it covers the entire field. Under this
condition the electron probe is pass
ing through only that area of the
specimen which has been selected
and everything is ready for making
the analysis.
Making the analysis

Diagrammatic croan-aection «hawing
inner construction of microanalyaer

The electron microanalyzer con
sists of a large vacuum tube con
structed similarly to an electron
microscope. In fact many of the
parts used were salvaged from elec
tron microscope developmnet work.
The control panel can be seen be
hind it thongh the power supplies
which operate it are not shown. Il
lustrated diagrammatically, is a
cross-section of the electron micro
analyzer. S Is a small intense
source of electrons which is reduc
ed several thousand times by means
of the magnetic electron lenses 1
and 2 thus forming a finely pointed
electron probe or needle close to
the specimen

Taro purpose probe
In the operation of the Instru
ment the probe is used for two
purposes. The first of these is for
the observation of the specimen
by what is known as the shadow
type electron microscope. In this
mode of operation the point of the
probe is adjusted so that it is
slightly below the specimen so that
an enlarged shadow of the speci
men is projected on the screen at
the top of the instrument.
The shadow image produced in
this way displays surprisingly good
definition and is quite practical for
high magnification viewing of the
specimen. By means of the shadow
image the part of the image to be
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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In any type of analysis it is ne
cessary to use some characteristic
property of the material as a means
of identifying its components. In
the electron microanalyzer that
characteristic property is the slow
ing up of the electrons which takes
place when they pass through the
specimen. Physicists have known
for a long time that each chemical
element should slow some of the
electrons by a very definite amount
characteristic of the element. That
is, if we send a lot of electrons, all
traveling at one speed, through the
specimen, we should find on mea
suring the speeds of all the elec
trons after they have left the specimenthat there are groups which
have been slowed up by definite
amounts characteristic of the ele
ments present. The magnetic lens 3
and analyzer head H of the micro
analyzer perform this function.
The electrons leaving the speci
men are collected by the third lens
and passed into a chamber which is
transversed by a uniform magnetic
field. This magnetic field bends the
paths of the electrons into large
circles; the size of the circle de
pending on the speed of the elec
trons. The fast electrons travel in
large circles and vice versa. Thus,
the magnetic field is really a gadget
for sorting the electrons according
to their speed.
Electron speed

Now, if a photographic plate P
is placed half way around the circle
the groups of electrons traveling
with different speeds will hit the
emulsion and make exposures in
different places. This produces what
the scientist calls an “electron ve-

locity distribution.” By measuring
the positions of the lines on the
photographic plate they can tell
how much the electrons have been
slowed up in each group and hence,
what elements in the specimen were
responsible for the slowing up.
Thus, by using the modern tech
nic of electron microscopy and
electron optics, an instrument has
been devised which will enable sci
entists to add one more bit of in
formation to that which they are
obtaining from the electron micro
scope. In other words, they will be
able to add chemical symbols to
their electron micrographs, giving
a new significance to the size, shape
and structure they see with their
eyes.
In describing his microanalyzer
to the Electron Microscope Society
of America in New York last month,
Dr. Hillier was careful to point out
that the experimental unit was be
ing used first to test the physical
theories on which its operation
depends and that at this early stage
in its development one must be very
careful in predicting the value of
his new instrument. The fact re
mains, however, that results of real
physical significance have already
been obtained and that any new
instrument which has yielded in
formation regarding the submicroscopic world of the past has quickly
found use in the practical world.

Sketch showing the principle on
which the mlcroanulyaer operatea

TUBES

In detrrmlnlnp tempera
in metal« rimi mineral«

Fig. 1—Photoelectric
balancing circuit

Fig

• This article is concerned pri
marily with applications of elec
tronic devices that have been found
useful in metallurgical research in
ore dressing, hydrometallurgy, pyro
metallurgy, electrometallurgy, and
physical metallurgy. The first four
fields do not lend themselves to such
diverse applications as does physical
metallurgy, but such apparatus as
electrostatic separators, automatic
furnace controllers, induction fur
naces, rectifiers, microscopes, and
X-ray diffraction units are used
widely and involve electronic de
vices. Also in the associated chem
ical work, titrimeters, conductivity
bridges, colorimeters, pH meters,
and polarographs employing elec
tron tubes find extensive applica
tions. In physical metallurgy, es
pecially in studying many special
and unusual problems, electronic
devices are very usefid; some of
these instruments and those men
tioned above will be described.
Probably the most important
factor in metallurgical work is the
measurement and control of tem
perature, and the range to be cov
ered is wide. Measurements in
volving temperatures from 0 deg.
to 1200 deg. C. are common, while
some problems require the measure
ment of temperature differentials in
the order of 0.1 deg.
Direct
measurements of these tempera
tures can be made readily by re
sistance thermometers or thermo
couples, but a self-balancing pho
toelectric potentiometer has been
found convenient for these meas
urements. It requires no manipula
tion and can be used for recording
the temperatures on oscillographs,
recording milliammeters,
any
type of recording mechanism re
quiring not more than 10 milliam
peres of energizing current.
The circuit diagram of such i
potentiometer is shown in Fig. 1

The plate current from tube V»
passes through a standard resistor
R., and the potential drop in R. is
used to buck the unknown poten
tial e. The plate current 1» is con
trolled by the bias on the grid of V»,
this bias being in turn controlled
by the relative amounts of light
falling on photoelectric tubes Vi and
Vs. The galvanometer, G, is con
nected between the unknown po
tential e and the standard resistor
R.; light from lamp, L, is reflect
ed from the galvanometer mirror
the photoelectric
onto each
tubes.
Thus, if the potential drop in R,
is less than the unknown potential
e, the galvanometer will deflect so
as to reflect more light onto Vi
The grid bias of V» will become
more positive and the plate cur
rent iP will increase until a point
is reached where the potential
drop across R. will balance the po
tential e. The current through R.
and meter Mi is then proportional
to the potential e.
Automatic operation

This whole operation is com
pletely automatic and very rapid.
The damping circuit Ci, R. damps
out oscillations of the galvanom
eter. The plate current through
Vs will range from 3 to 13 milliam
peres, of which 3 milliamperes pass
through R, and 0 to 10 milliam
peres through R.. By varying the
value of R„ the instrument can be
made to measure potentials from
less than 1 millivolt to more than
1 volt.
The effect of the restoring force
of the galvanometer has been neg
lected. Actually, exact balance be
tween e and the potential drop
across R. is not possible because
some current must flow through
the galvanometer to maintain the
necessary deflection. In an actual
instrument, the galvanometer de
flection required to change the
plate current from 3 to 13 milliam
peres was only 1 millimeter at a
meter distance corresponding to a
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in Metallurgical Research
by E. V. POTTER
U. S Bureau of Mines1

Describing electronic devices in laboratory
work and control applications in industry

voltage across the galvanometer of
14 microvolts. Thus the error introduced in the measurement of e
is a maximum of 1.4x10“° volts and
is less than 0.1 per cent for ranges
of potential of 1 millivolt or more
The error in reading the current in
meter Mi is thus the controlling
factor.
This instrument has been used
for measuring and recording fur
nace temperatures up to 1200 deg.
C and for measuring temperature
differentials from 1 deg. to 25 deg.
C. when used with chromel-alumel
thermocouples.. The instrument
has one definite advantage over
regular potentiometers in that the
current through R. can actually re
verse polarity. Thus, if voltage e
should change polarity, plate cur
rent iP will become less than 3 mil
liamperes and the current through
R, will reverse direction. The range
of the instrument is limited in this
direction, however, but can be ex
tended to meet the requirements
of special cases.
These instruments have been
found useful for determining tem
peratures at which structural and
chemical changes occur in metals
and minerals. The proper tempera
tures for heat-treating metals can
be determined and unknown min
erals can be identified by the tran
sition temperatures. Fig. 2 shows
the apparatus used for making
these determinations; a laboratory
model of a photoelectric potenti
ometer is show at the upper left.

Furnace control
The accurate control and regula
tion of furnace temperatures is
very important in all metallurgical
processes and research, and a wide
variety of instruments has been
developed to maintain constant
temperatures or to vary tempera
tures automatically according to a
predetermined time schedule. These
Instruments generally utilize the
expansion of metals, generation of
an emf by a thermocouple, or the
«LECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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change in resistance of an elec
trical conductor to actuate the con
trolling mechanism. All these ac
tuating methods can be used with
electronic devices, but electron
tubes are most generally used in
conjunction with thermocouples or
resistance thermometers.
A common type of controller
uses a thermocouple, a millivolt
meter with a metal vane mounted
on the pointer, and a vacuum-tube
oscillator. The tuning and feed
back coils of the oscillator are so
arranged that the vane moves be
tween them and the change in the
oscillator plate current from the
oscillating to non-oscillating con
dition or the change in plate cur
rent with change in frequency is
used to actuate a relay and regu
late the power to the furnace.
A typical circuit diagram is
shown in Fig. 3. The oscillator circuit
arranged that the
coupling between Li and I* pre
vents the circuit from oscillating
when the vane is not between the
coils. At low temperatures, the
plate current through Mx is high
and the heat is turned on

Fl*. 7—Pullout evrrent curve*
for frequency shift Indicator

soon as the vane enters the space
between coils Li and L2 and the
coupling between Li and L2 is de
creased sufficiently, the tube will
begin to oscillate; this causes the
plate current through Mi to decrease suddenly, opening the relay
and turning off the power. An
other arrangement is to have the
tube normally oscillating with a
low plate current, so that the os
cillations cease when the vane re
duces the coupling between Li and
L2; the sudden increases in plate
current operate a relay which
turns off the power.
Another variation of this general
type depends upon frequency
change caused by change in cap
acitance when the vane changes
position; the change in plate cur
rent associated with the change in
frequency activates the power
relay.

Automatic variation
The potentiometer type of con
troller is accurate and has found
very wide use. The emf of a
thermocouple is balanced against
the voltage drop in an adjustable
slide-wire resistor, any difference
between the two potentials being
used to activate the control mech
anism. These controllers can be
sub-divided into two groups, one
in which a galvanometer is used
to detect the unbalance between
the potentials and activate the
controls, and another in which
the unbalanced potential itself is
used to activate the controls. The
first group includes instruments
mechanically activated by the
galvanometer as well as those in

Fig V—Flexual damping apparatus

ELECTRONIC
APPLICATIONS
IN METALLURGY
1—High-voltage, low-current rec
tifiers for use with electrostatic
separators. X-ray diffraction units,
and
electrostatic
precipitation
equipment.
2—Low-voltage, high-current rec
tifiers to replace motor generator
sets in electrolytic processes.
3—Electron microscopes.

4—X-ray tubes for both hard and
soft radiation for radiography and
diffraction analysis.

5—Photoelectric cells for colori
meters for chemical analyses, den
sitometers for spectrographic and
X-ray measurements, color analyses,
and smoke detectors.

6—Cathode ray tubes for use os
oscillographs and visual detectors.
7—Stroboscopes for observing
the behavior of structures and ma
terials under dynamic conditons.

potentiometer to actuate the con
trols without a galvanometer. One
of these types is shown in Fig. 5.
The direct-current unbalance po
tential between the thermocouple
and the potentiometer is convert
ed to an alternating-current volt
age by means of a carbon micro
phone alternately compressed and
released at 60 cycles per second
The converted voltage is fed
through a step-up transformer to
the voltage amplifier and then to
the grids of two thyratrons. De
pending on the polarity of the
direct-current unbalance voltage,
one thyratron or the other will fire
and activate a relay to turn the
heating power on or off.
Another type accomplishes the
same result by using a 60-cycleoperated vibrator to apply the un
balance voltage alternately to one
of two windings on a transformer.
An alternating-current voltage is
produced in the secondary, which
after amplification can be used to
activate two thyratrons just as in
the circuit discussed above.
For recording temperatures

Another type of controller uses
the variation in resistance of a re
8—Furnace controllers using vac
sistance thermometer to operate
the control circuit. The thermome
uum tubes and photoelectric cells,
ter is one arm of a Wheatstone
and many other appliations using
bridge, the bridge being in balance
combinations <f various types of
at the desired temperature. Any
electronic circuits and devices to
deviation of the temperature from
perform special operations.
this value will unbalance the
bridge, producing a
potential
across the detector junctions of
which a light beam reflected from the bridge. This potential is ampli
the galvanometer mirror activates fied and used to excite the grids of
the controller.
two thyratrons as in the control
A typical diagram of the latter lers described. Unbalance in one
type is shown in Fig. 4. When no direction will cause one thyratron
light is shining on the photocell, to conduct plate current while un
the grid bias on the vacuum tube balance in the other direction will
is sufficiently negative to prevent cause the other thyratron to con
any appreciable flow of plate cur duct plate current and operate a
rent through the relay. When the relay.
galvanometer deflects enough to
Each of these three types of
reflect the light beam onto the controllers is also used for record
photocell, the grid bias becomes ing temperatures. In the first two,
more positive, and the plate cur the relays are replaced by a motor
rent in the vacuum tube increases that rotates the slide on the
suddenly to 15 milliamperes or potentiometer slide wire so as to
more, activating the relay.
restore balance. A pen attached
The light beam is in the form of to the slide arm can then be used
a rectangle, about 2 millimeters to record the temperature. In the
wide and 15 millimeters high, and Wheatstone-bridge type the motor
a shield over the photocell pro is used to vary a resistor in the
vides a sharp edge so that a mo bridge circuit and restore balance;
tion of the galvanometer sufficient a pen attached to the resistor or
to shift the beam less than its motor records the temperature.
width will cause the relay to open
All the instruments described so
or close. This type of controller Is far have been intended for use in
sufficiently sensitive to operate in recording or measuring tempera
a temperature range of 1 de tures or maintaining temperatures
gree C.
at fixed values. With little change
There are two controllers that they can be adapted readily for
use the unbalance in voltage be operation on predetermined timetween the thermocouple and a
(Continued on page 216)
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FM FOR WAR WORKERS
• Industrial music usually means
in addition to the amplifiers and
speakers, one soundproof room for
turntables and mike and a girl to
run it. A somewhat different sys
tem is currently used with com
plete success by over forty Chicago
manufacturers.
FM station WWZR, owned by
Zenith Radio Corporation, replaces
the girl and the turntables. Six
times daily, WWZR broadcasts spe
cial programs for war workers on
45.1 me.
Industry in general, although
convinced of the value of musicwhile-you-work, seems to operate
on the hit-or-miss method in
choosing selections to be played.
Violet Kmety, program director,
claims that the best production
increase resulting from such ran
dom selection of music amounts to
about eight per cent.
In fact, she says, some types of
music, such as vocals and boogiewoogie, make workers nervous and
reduce output.
Scientifically planned music
schedules have proved themselves
to be nearly twice as effective,
chalking up increases in produc
tion of fifteen per cent or more in
the Chicago plants using the series.
Chief advantage of FM over AM
for this service is better recep
tion under static and interference
conditions from motors, fluorescent
lights and other sources which
might make ordinary radio an im
possibility.
Ordinarily, the plant music is re
ceived during lunch hour and
Control deNk and tranxeriptlon
turntable«
nt
'4 44 7.H
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Modulation equipment and 1 to 5 kw rf amplifier atagea of FM Station 4V4VZR

fatigue periods. Selections are
keyed to the idea of reducing
fatigue, particularly during those
times of the working day when
production normally falls off as
much as forty per cent. Varia
tions in workers’ reactions result
in the fact that music which is
ideal during certain hours of the
day may actually be harmful at
others.
Favorites with the workers are
dance tunes of the “hit parade”
type. Patriotic selections, waltzes,
View of iOS kw 11.000 volt
three plume power «uppl?

and marches are also on the pre
ferred list.
The War Production Board re
cently asked 76 war plants employ
ing over a half-million workers,
“Does music increase your produc
tion?” Only one negative reply re
sulted. Now that the “music idea”
is generally accepted, advantages
of the “FM idea” originated by
WWZR may supply the answer to
technical and economic problems
of many small plants in congested
areas.
Front view of the fifty
kw amplifier atage

SCORING STAGE RESIGN
Cylindrical splays control reverberation time and an unusual
mixer permits recording three sound tracks simultaneously

♦ Columbia Pictures built a scoring
stage in 1935 engineered to incor
porate the latest principles of
acoustic design known at that time.
The volume of this stage was ap
proximately 75,000 cu. ft. and was
enough for a maximum of 25 musi
cians, employing the rule-of-thumb
figure of 3000 cu. ft. per musician.
Although highly satisfactory, par
ticularly for orchestras of 15 to 20
pieces, this stage later proved inad-

crease the reverberation time which
had been still further reduced by
this treatment, wooden columns of
various diameters were stationed
around the walls of the orchestra
shell. These columns ranged from
2 ft. to 3 ft. in diameter and from
10 to 20 ft. in height and were
placed at a distance of from 3 to
5 feet from the walls of the stage.
This treatment improved the
acoustics of the studio considerably

and made it possible to record or
chestras up to 35 pieces with
reasonable satisfaction. Simultane
ously, the beneficial effects result
ing from the introduction of the
columns in the room were discussed
with both ERPI and RCA acoustic
engineers and it was generally
agreed that the idea had merit.
Soon after, in 1938, Paul E. Sabine1
wrote a paper entitled “Effects of
Cylindrical Pillars in a Reverbera
tion Chamber” which theoretically
and experimentally supported the
idea of using cylindrical pillars for
the improvement of sound decay
characteristics in a room. However,
due to the fact that the columns
reduced the volume of the room
and were seriously interfering with
the seating capacity of the orches
tra, this arrangement was consid
ered only a temporary remedy.
Between 1939 and 1940, Walt Dis
ney studios, in conjunction with
RCA acoustic engineers,2 built two
scoring stages using cylindrical
splays in the bandshell. These
stages, probably the first local mu
sic recording studios utilizing
curved wood surfaces in the orches
tra shell, employed two different

Front lew of the xcoriug Mtagr showing the u»e of curved »plays nf different
diameter» aronml walls, designed to control reverberation and sound decay

FIr.

2—Schematic of the •«pechi 1 mixer paael wltli which three «epurate *oun«l
track» may be recorded »imnltnneoualy• nnd an> «ne later replaced vvith another

equate when orchestras of 35 to 50
men were to be accommodated. Un
til space could be found to construct
a larger scoring stage, the Columbia
Sound Department was compelled
to adopt temporary measures to
minimize the undesirable quality of
sound resulting from overcrowding
the stage and to seek means for in
creasing its reverberation time, par
ticularly in the mid range and at
the high frequencies, since these
periods were considerably lowered
by the presence of a large group of
people in the room.
To reduce the somewhat unde
sirable effects of the low’ frequency
reflections in the studio, the back
wall and one third of each of the
adjacent walls were considerably
deadened by covering these surfaces
with 4 in. of mineral wool. To in116
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S TH FIBERBOARD
LAG SCREW THRU —INTO STUO

by JOHN P. LIVARDY/

and M. RETTINGER**

constructions for the convex splays.
While plywood was used for both
types, the curved surfaces in the
first stage consisted of two % in.
sheets nailed securely to so-called
saddles or horizontal planks of
wood cut to the cross sectional
shape of the splay. The second type
of splay consisted of a single sheet
of 38 in. plywood sprung into 2 by
3 in. upright wood studs containing
a % in. groove as shown on Fig. 1.
In 1940, the space limitations of
the Columbia scoring stage neces
sitated the conversion of an exist
ing small production stage into a
scoring stage to allow the record
ing of larger sized orchestras. The
volume of this room was about 110,
000 cu. ft. thus offering facilities
for the recording of orchestras of
about 35 pieces. For the acoustic
treatment of this stage, the use of
curved splays as used in the two
Disney stages was considered de
sirable.
While at the Disney Studio both
the walls and the ceiling of the
convex
bandshells consisted
splays, due to the low ceiling of the
♦Sound Department, Columbia Picture Corp.
♦♦RCA Victor Division, Hollywood, California.

production stage, it was not found
practical to supply a splayed can
opy for the orchestra shell of this
second Columbia scoring stage. The
curved flats were therefore installed
on the walls only, in clusters of 16
ft. x 16 ft., each made up of indi
vidual units 4 ft. x 8 ft. at right
angles to each other.

Construction advantages
While the advantages of curved
splays have lately been discussed in
some detail in two articles,2 it may
be well to summarize the outstand
ing qualities of this construction.

1. More uniform distribution of
sound pressure due to the longer
wave front of the reflected sound,
a factor of particular importance in
connection with high frequencies.
As is well known, the wave front of
a beam of sound reflected from a
convex surface
considerably
longer than that from an equally
large flat surface provided that the
wavelength of the incident sound
is small compared to the dimensions
of the reflecting surface. Depend
ing on the frequency, an increase in
wave front length of from 2 to 3
times over that from a flat surface
can be realized in this manner, as
suming, of course, that the source
of sound is at that same distance
from both surfaces.
2. Creation of surface sources of
sound. The increase of diffusion of
sound in the room obtained in this
manner is of importance for the low
frequencies and is of special help in
not making the microphone position
critical for optimal pickup. It
should be noted that the creation of
surface sources can be obtained
only when the splays are able to
vibrate, as otherwise they would act
as pure reflectors. It should further
be observed that wood represents
the preferred material for this pur(Continued on page 210)
Paul E. Sabine "Effects of Cylindrical Pil
lars in a Reverberation Chamber'* Journal
of the Acoustical Society of America, July
1938.

John E. Volkmann "Polycylindrical Dif
fusers in Room Acoustic Design" Journal
of the Acoustical Society of America,
June 1942, Volume 13, No. 3.
M. Rettinger "A Modern Music Recording
Studio" Journal of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, September 1942, Volume
39, Pages 186-194.
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TUBES ON THE JOB
Electronic Divining Rods

Lowers Chicken Mortality

A boon to municipalities and
public utilities, various types of
tube-operated finders and locators
enjoy ever increasing use. When a
water or sewer pipe or electrical
conduit
buried underground
everyone seems to think it’s buried
for good. Over the years, engineers
change jobs, memories fade, and
maps have a way of disappearing.
Several electronic principles con
tribute to these various types of
underground research. Most usual
is the high frequency magnetic field
common to military mine-detectors.
When the field coil passes over
buried metal of any kind, the oscil
lator is unbalanced and the ampli
fied indication noted as a variation
in audio tone, in tube plate-current,
or both. The instrument illus
trated, made by Fisher Research
Laboratory, Palo Alto, California,
locates ferrous and non-ferrous
metal pipes or objects at walking
speed, and is commonly used for
finding curb, street, meter, and
drip boxes.
When a buried water or oil pipe
develops a large leak, surface indi
cations usually appear. Such indi
cations, however, may be whole
blocks from the actual points of
leakage. Exploratory excavation is
expensive, especially when offend

A year-long study in 400 chicken,
duck and turkey hatcheries has
demonstrated that ultra-violet rays
reduce poultry mortality as much
as 68 per cent. Dr. Harvey C. Rent
schler, director of the Westinghouse
Lamp Division Research Labora
tories, reports:
“Sixty per cent of chick mortality
occurs within the first sixteen days.
Germ-killing rays of short wave
ultraviolet are helping to reduce
these losses. In addition, the small
amount of Vitamin D wavelengths
generated by bactericidal lamps re
duce the growing time of young
birds—an important factor today
when feed is so scarce.”
In a carefully controlled test of
two brooding houses, identical ex
cept that one contained the bac
tericidal ultraviolet Sterilamps,
Rucker’s Imperial Breeding Farm
and Hatchery, Ottumwa, Iowa, re
ported 68 per cent lower mortality
and 50 per cent fewer culls and
runts—or discards—in the house
employing the lamps. Birds in the
irradiated unit grew to range size
in five weeks, compared with eight
weeks for the unirradiated birds.
Rucker’s found it possible to raise
1,000 pullets per brooder in the ir
radiated buildings, as against 750
in the brooders without lamps.
Otherwise, the same sanitary meas
ures were employed in both houses.
The test involved 11,000 chickens.

raping
receiver type equipment
buried pipe» and cable*

for

tindinic

ing mains are beneath eight inch
concrete highways. Many leaks give
no surface indication at all, result
ing in a 24-hour “unmetered user”
from the utility’s point of view. For
such work, a high gain audio am
plifier and a flat crystal pickup
come to the rescue. Spotting the
exact location of a suspected leak
is accomplished by placing the
pickup on the ground or pavement
above the pipe at a number of suc
cessive intervals, to find the point
of maximum leak-sound output. A
ten position filter allows tuning of
the amplifier to the leak for noise
reduction.
Called the “M-Scope,” a special
transmitter and receiver combination finds wide application to the
locating of buried pipes, cables, pipe
bends, dead ends, valves, etc., and
is useful for detecting unknown
metallic hazards in the path of
excavating machinery. Operation
is based on the fact that the trans
mitted signal reaches the receiver
a short distance away with a given
volume and plate current meter
reading. When a buried pipe or
other metallic path intervenes, the
signal strength at the receiver is
markedly increased. The units may
be mounted on parallel “handles,”
closely coupled for use by one
operator in certain kinds of work.
“Electronic location” has saved
countless man-hours in the service
of utilities, government, industrial
plants, and construction contractors.

New Electronic
De-Icer System
Successful operation of the famil
iar rubber “boots” installed along
the leading edges of military and
commercial aircraft for ice removal
depends upon very careful timing
of the inflation cycle. Standard
practice has fixed the cycle at ap
proximately 40 seconds, assuming a
uniform accumulation of ice.
However, neither the rate of
formation nor the type of ice
formed is a fixed quantity. Best
ice removal is accomplished if at
least one-eighth of an inch of ice
is allowed to form before inflation
of the de-icer boots. If the inflaearly, tensile
tion occurs
strength of the ice layer is not suf
ficient to keep it intact while the
expanding rubber breaks loose from
adhesion
the ice, and little
“islands”
“crazed” ice remain.
Further accumulation of ice builds
on the islands a flexible layer which
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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is impossible to dislodge. Subse programs from a BBC main station,
quent cycles of inflation of the boot to which they would be linked
are ineffective because the stretch either by land line or radio.
of the rubber localizes in the areas
A member of the Television Com
between the islands without dis mercial and Development Commit
turbing their adhesion. A new sys tee reports: “We aim to give em
tem of ice removal, developed by ployment to all those in the indus
Eclipse-Pioneer division of Bendix try and in the Services who have
Aviation Corp, and the B, F. Good been working on radio and televi
rich Co., incorporates a number of sion devices during the war.
interesting improvements, one of
“An improvement in circuit de
which is an adjustable electronic sign is enabling us to give a much
livelier picture than was possible
timing control.
Basically, the electronic timer previously. It won’t be a bigger
consists of a single 2050 thyratron, picture. It is now possible to get
resistance - capacitance combina in a small room practically the
tions to .control firing time, and the same impression as in the circle at
associated relays and switches a first-class cinema. There is no
which allow selective operation of question of flicker now. The range
different sections of the solenoid will be the same, about 35 miles,
controlled pneumatic system. The but with rediffusion stations it will
condenser is charged at each oper be possible to get first-class recep
ation of the boot or boots selected tion practically anywhere in the
and holds the grid of the thyratron country. The price we aim at for
negative for a length of time vari a television receiver is approxi
able between zero and 60 seconds mately $125 plus a further $40 if
by switching to any one of six dif ordinary radio reception is desired
ferent resistors in the R-C timing as well.”
circuit.

Steel that Rings the Bell
Radio Controlled
Crewless Tanks
Another more or less “secret”
weapon has been turned loose by
the Germans on the beachhead be
low Rome, reports the “New York
Times.” It is a ground-hugging,
remote - controlled tank carrying
1,000 pounds of high explosive to
its target, where it can be exploded
at will.
It is reported that at least four
teen of the crewless machines—
which the Russians call “beetles”—
have been knocked out by Allied
artillery before they reached our
lines.
Each of the tanks carries an an
tenna which links it to human con
trol. Unlike the glider bomb, it
does not explode on impact but de
pends on the pushing of a button.
The Allies’ command on the
beachhead has learned that the
309th Armored Grenadier Regiment,
formerly stationed around Berlin
and Spandau, brought these tanks
to Italy. This regiment had been
on demonstration duty, showing
various types of new equipment and
tactics.

British Television Network
A scheme for television, covering
85 per cent of Britain’s homes,
which could operate nine months
after the war, has been drawn up
by the radio industry and put be
fore the Government Committee on
Television
the scheme goes
through it would mean that, in
stead of one television diffusion
station at Alexandra Palace there
would be about 13, each relaying
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A properly made cast or ma
chined steel part will have a char
acteristic “ringing” frequency when
struck or dropped on an anvil, as
reliable a guide to its quality as the
sound of a coin “bounced” on the
counter. With vacuum tube ampli
fication combined with sharp filter
ing designed to operate a relay con
trolling a green “okay” lamp, the
idea has been developed into a
production line test set-up for
20mm. high explosive shells before

loading. Shells with any imperfec
tion might be liable to the danger
of exploding prematurely inside or
just outside the barrel of the gun,
ruining it and the crew. A micro
phone near the anvil on which the
shell is dropped picks up the “sig
nal”. If the shell is good, its sound
will be of the correct frequency and
duration to light the green lamp.

More Efficient Turbines
More power from less fuel is the
objective of this calculating machine, shown with T,
Berry,
General Electric Co.
Turbine nozzles must be super
streamlined for maximum efficien
cy. Steam races through the nozzles
at 1200 miles an hour, 12 times the
speed of a hurricane. In this test
compressed air, substituted for
steam, is blown at various pressures
through a sample nozzle and the
machine measures, records and
adds up energies at various points
on the nozzle.
The turntable center turns, and
the varying pressures move the
small upright wheels back and
forth on it. The rotation of these
wheels is conveyed by rotating
shafts of polarized light to two
photoelectric tubes. The tubes con
trol a series of cams and gears
known as a servo-mechanism which
operates the printer immediately
above Mr. Berry’s head. The printer
energies and indicates
adds
over-all energy loss, data which
becomes the basis of turbine de
sign improvements leading to
greater efficiency.

SURVEY of WIDE READING
Electronic news in the world's press. Review of engineer'
ing, scientific and industrial journals, here and abroad

On Quartz Crystals

R. Bechmann (Hochfrequenztechnik
and Elektroakustik, Leipzig, Ger
many, Vol. 61/1, 1943)
A systematic account of data on
longitudinal oscillations of X and Y
cut quartz crystal plates and rods is
given for the frequency range of
from 50 kc to 300 kc. Frequency as
a function of the characterizing an
gle, temperature dependence of fre
quency, equivalent inductance and
resistance for thin rods and plates
are shown in graphs and tables;
computed and measured values are
compared. The influence of the
crystal mounting and of the thick
ness of the electrode layers is dis
cussed.

Conventional phase discriminator

The Phase Discriminator

K. R. Sturley (Wireless Engineer,
London, February, 1944)
Linearity of output voltage with
change in input frequency and fre
quency- to-amplitude conversion ef
ficiency of the phase converter cir
cuit in an FM receiver are studied.
The formulas indicate that the
primary voltage E! must increase as
the applied frequency departs from
the center frequency F, if a linear
response characteristic is to be se
cured. This entails a coupling co
efficient k = M(LiLi)'*, greater than
the critical, between primary and
secondary.
The greatest linear
range, covering frequency devia
tions of from 0 to 0.5 F/Q, is ob
tained for k = 2/Q, Ei/Ei = 2, L»/In
=1, where Q is the magnification of
the primary and secondary circuits.
Maximum frequency-to-amplitude
120

conversion efficiency, however, is
obtained for couplings less than
the critical, i.e., k=l/Q, and a suit
able compromise between the two
incompatible requirements has to
be found, sacrificing some of the
maximum efficiency and some of
the linear range. For optimum de
sign, it is recommended a choice of
k = 1.5/Q, Et/Ei = 2, and L,/L» = 1.77.
Processing of Glass for Tubes

R. L. Breadner and C. H. Simms
(General Electric Co. Journal, Lon
don, Vol. XII, No. 4, 1943)
Radio tubes, cathode ray tubes,
electric lamps and other electronic
devices are characterized by the
sealing
metallic conductors
through the glass wall of an en
velope to produce a vacuum-tight
joint. Essential properties of dif
ferent types of glass at various
temperatures are given; particular
ly, the thermal expansion coefficient
which is of great importance in
strain considerations at the adja
cent surfaces.
It is pointed out that the most
satisfactory joints are obtained by
so selecting the thermal expansion
coefficients of metal and glass that
when the joint is cooled, the glass
in the vicinity of the metal is un
der slight compression. If the two
coefficients vary widely, it is still
possible to join glass and metal suc
cessfully, provided the metal is suf
ficiently ductile to be deformed by
stresses smaller than the yield

point of the glass, Copper, when
suitably shaped, is a metal which
fills this role admirably. Examples
of matched combinations are given
in the table.
The formation of metal oxides
during the glass-to-metal sealing
process and its consequences are
discussed. The color indicates the
thickness of the film, and the per
missible color range is stated in the
table. The shapes of and the strains
in the three main types of joints,
rod, cylinder, and disk, are dis
cussed in detail. Methods for the
treatment of glass and the conse
quent design of glass working ma
chinery are explained.
Measuring Color Response

of Photocells
G. N. Patchett (Electronic Engi
neering, London, February, 1944)
Among several applications of the
cathode ray oscillograph described
in the article, one deals with the
determination of the color response
of a photoelectric cell.
A disk-shaped color filter corre
sponding to the spectrum is rotated
between a mask and a photocell so
that at any given instant only light
of one color from a lamp impinges
on the cell. The time base of an
oscillograph, to the vertical plates
of which the output of the photo
cell is connected, is synchronized
with the rotation of the filter.
Small, dark, radial sectors on
the filter, which cut off the light

Glass

Metal
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Expansion
per Deg. C.
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Tungsten
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Molybdenum

4 4 X 10-4

Colour of
Cold Seal

Type

Coeff. of
Expansion
per Deg. C.

Pyrex
W.l

3.5 x 10-4
3.9 x 10-»
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[
Straw

H H

4.5 x 10-4
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L 1 (Matched Seal)
Almost ill glasses il
Platinum specially
shaped

9.1 x IO-»

Bright Metal

9.4 x 10-4

1.1

9.1 X lO-o

Medium to Light
Grey

25% Chrome-iron

10.5 x 10-4

X4 or X8

9.6 x 10-0

Medium to i .ight
Grey-Brown

Copper

lb 7 x 10-s

Almost any standard
glass il metal speci
ally shaped

Platinum

5.5 x IQ-«

50% Nickel-iron

.

..........................

8 9 x

IO-«

Bright Red to Gold
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"I understand, Colonel, that you9re interested in performance!"

There is a time
and place for
everything.
Oscar's single
minded enthusiasm might have been bet
ter timed. On the other hand, his point is
well taken.

In manufacturing electronic tubes, per
formance is the ultimate goal. To assure
uniform reliability, Hytron tubes are
painstakingly produced to standard fac
tory test specifications tighter than cus
tomer tolerances. Then for the final ver

diet on actual performance, we turn to
you who design, build, and operate the
intricate electronic tools of war.
Those using Hytron tubes such as the
1616, OC3/VR-105, and OD3/VR-150, will
not be surprised to discover that these
tubes have earned the reputation of be
ing the best in the industry.

You owe it to yourself to become fa
miliar with these and other popular
Hytron tubes, many of which appear on
the Army-Navy Preferred List.

„ - p O » 1 '
BUY

ANOTHER

WAR BONO
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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beam completely, are used for the
calibration of the time axis.
If quantitative results are re
quired as distinct from comparative
results, a correction must be ap
plied for the color distribution of
the lamp, unless this has been al
lowed for in the construction of the
filter disk. Alternatively, the color
distribution of the light source may
be determined if the response of
the photoelectric cell is known.

WW

Response of Rectifier to
Signal and Moise

W. K. Bennet (Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America, Jan
uary, 1944)
The output of a linear half wave
rectifier is computed when the in
put contains both a sinusoidal sig
nal voltage and random noise volt
age amplitudes. To derive the
average value of the current output
amplitude or the de response, the
probability functions, i.e., an ex
pression for the frequency of occur
rence, for signal and noise input
voltage amplitudes are computed.
From these expressions, the prob
ability function for the amplitude
of the combined signal plus noise
input voltage is obtained. The as
sumption that the rectifier is linear
then leads to an integral which
yields the de output current;
series expansions for the evaluation
of this integral are given, provided
either signal or noise voltages are
comparatively small.

c »
8
8'0

IgureM I. 2 and 3

Nralr «■onnected to capacitor f in OKcillator of inductance meter in no calibrated
that unknown inductance I* Khvn by difference of two reading*

In Fig. 1, the ordinate is the ratio
of the average output current for
signal plus noise input to the aver
age output current for signal input
only; the abscissa is the ratio of the
rms noise input to the rms signal
input. In Fig. 2, the ordinate is the
ratio of the average output current
for signal plus noise input to the
average output current for noise
input only; the abscissa is the ratio
of the rms signal input to the rms
noise input. Fig. 3 shows the in
crease in combined output power
with increase in noise input power
expressed in decibels below or above
signal input; the two curves corre
spond to the output of a linear half
wave rectifier and to simple power
addition of the inputs, respectively.
By a different mathematical pro
cedure and assuming an input rep
resented by a finite Fourier series
with arbitrary amplitudes and arbi
trary but incommensurable fre
quencies, the spectral distribution
of the sinusoidal components in the
rectifier output is studied. Curves
are shown illustrating the noise
power resulting from the beat fre
quencies between signal frequency
and noise frequencies, and between
different noise frequencies.

plate circuit of the oscillator pentode so as to change the range of
the oscillator frequencies, A variable capacitor C provides for continuous variation within the frequency ranges. The output from
the variable frequency oscillator is
fed into a parallel tuned circuit
consisting of the unknown coil and
either of two known capacitors
Ci, Cs switched across the coil in
turns. Two pairs of known capaci
tors covering two ranges are pro- ,
vided. Ci and C2 have values of 40
and 20 mmF respectively for coils
from 1 to 100 mH, and 400 and 200
mmF for coils from 100 to 1000 mH;
stray capacitances and diode input
capacitance are included in these
values.
The frequency of the oscillator is
varied until resonance, as indicated
by the tube voltmeter, is obtained
in each case, and two readings, X
and Y, are taken on the specially
calibrated scale of capacitor C. It
is shown that if Ci and C» are
chosen so that
c, = 2C„ then

Pleasuring Small Inductances

provided the scale of the oscillator
capacitor C is so calibrated that an
inductance of value X or Y mH con
nected in parallel with a capaci
tance of Ca mmF would have a reso
nant frequency equal to the oscilla
tor frequency. It will be seen that
the unknown inductance is given
by the difference of two readings.
The dimensions of the apparatus,
its performance and calibration
procedure are described in detail.
(Continued on page 204)

R. F. Blackwell and D. J. Becker
(Wireless World, London, Feb., 1944)
An instrument for the rapid
measurement of the inductance L
in mH and self-capacitance C„ in
mmF of coils from 1 to 1000 mH has
been designed. The largest observed
error in the inductance measure
ment was 0.5 per cent.
Switch S permits any of six coils
to be connected into the tuned

and

_ C,(2Y - X)
o — v
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Pzoducto fot tAt botici of Stecttoaico
STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA<
COIL FORMS

TRANSMISSION
LINE PARTS

TUBE PARTS

in«*
M*t)
CONDENSER

PARTS

RESISTOR CASES
TUBES, SPOOLS AND *
CONDENSER SHAFTS

(
C
STUPAKOFF produces a
complete line of preci- I • \-r
sion made, "radio grade’’
I J, J, J
insulators, made of Steatite
-----and other ceramic materials.
Stupakoff insulators are subjected to
the most severe laboratory and field
tests, to assure their unfailing per
formance in actual service.
The dependability of Stupakoff
Ceramic Insulators is the result of a

”
||
w

combination of important
factors. They include the
absolute control over raw

--------- materials, modern manufac
turing facilities equipped
with precision tools, correct engineer
ing, and most important of all, the
invaluable experience and knowledge
gained through years of producing
ceramic insulators. This experience is
available to you upon request.

Let's All Back The Attack—Buy More War Bonds

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA
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WHAT’S NEW
Devices, products and materials the manufacturers offer

Fluxed Wire Solder

A new type of fluxed wire solder, which
contains flux in longitudinal grooves on
the surface rather than
the conven
tional core, has just been placed on the
market. The new material, called Flux
rite is put out by National Lead Co., Ill
Broadway, New York. Since the flux is
outside rather than inside, it liquefies and
flows onto the work before the solder
melts. This insures thorough and com
plete fluxing and results in stronger and
better solder joints.
SOLDER

addition
pre-fluxing, the
solder provides an unbroken flow of flux.
An additional advantage comes from the
fact that the flux supply being outside
the
is always visible. The
product, which contains a recently de
veloped special flux, comes in the same
diameters as regular cored solder. It is
available in two compositions designated
as Red Stripe and Green Stripe. These
designations refer to the color of the flux
which has been specially dyed in each
case for easy identification.

Dual Coil Delay

To meet the demand for n small power
relay with sensitive (% watt) operation,
Allied Control
East -End Ave.,
New York, has developed
dual
coil unit, model BOY. Through the use of
double coil construction, the power con
sumption required for satisfactory opera
tion has been reduced over single coil
relays of equal load capacity, thus mak
ing this type of unit suitable for use in
plate circuit applications where the lim
ited amount of current is insufficient to
operate a single coil power relay directly.
The two coils may be connected in series
for operation at one voltage and in paral
lel for a second voltage: or one coil can
be used for operation while the other is

used for holding. The relay has a semi
balanced armature construction and ii
built to withstand 10 G’s. Coils are cel
lulose acetate sealed to withstand salt
spray and high humidity. Dimensions are
l-% x l-% x l-% in., and the weight Is
five oz.

Tube Voltmeter
A new probe designed for greater con
venience and efficiency especially at high
frequencies such us those encountered in
frequency modulation and television de
sign and test work is being supplied by Al
fred W. Barber Laboratories, 34-02 Francis Lewis Blvd., Flushing,
unit of their wide range vacuum tube
voltmeter. This probe is cone shaped
with the “high” terminal in its nose.
This permits extremely close connection
to be made to the circuit under test
which is very important at high fre-

Cable Clamp
A new cable clamp, a compression type
with all parts mounted or ringed on the
cable axis for faster assembly time, is
being manufactured by the Oxford-Tartak Radio Corp., 3911 S. Michigan Ave..
locked by
Chicago. All parts
simple push-together and turning motion
The finished unit is twist-proof, rupture
proof and waterproof. The clamp may be
used for all wiring systems—single or
multiple conductors with flexible or rigid
coverings.

Wiring System

quencies. The probe is molded from lowloss material, thereby reducing loading
on the circuit under test to a minimum.
The probe being attached to a four-foot
cable permits the voltmeter proper to be
placed in the most convenient position on
the test bench. The voltmeter measures
voltages from 0.1 to 100 volts at de, ac
and rf frequencies to over 100 megacycles.

isolating Transformer

Pierceway wiring system rapidly sup
plies electrical outlets so that production
changes can be made in a fraction of the
time formerly required. When additional
benches are set up and outlets are need
ed, the feed section is connected to the
line, the plastic duct sections are joined
and mounted by means of strap hangers
and the bench is ready with outlets at
intervals of 8 in. Should further produc
tion changes occur, the sectional nature
permits quick dismantling and 100
cent salvaging of parts. This system
be used for supplying current
fluorescent lighting. Manufactured
Walker-Jimieson, Inc. 311
Avenue, Chicago 12, Ill.

The isolating transformer which was
designed for use in connection with the
testing
radio and communication
equipment has a secondary that is com
pletely enclosed In a copper shield. Sec
ondary terminal connections are provided
by means of u lead shielded cable, the
sheath of w’hich is integrally Joined to the
copper enclosing shield of the secondary
winding. Normally rated at 2 kva, the
unit is capable of handling an over-load
of 50 per cent or a total load of 3 kva.
The regulation of the transformer is 1
per cent at 1 kva. The lighting in the
shielded test-room, the use of soldering
irons, instruments and various types of
test equipment may be operated from the
shielded secondary of the transformer
without causing objectionable voltage
equipment
drop. The instruments
used
the need requires.
the load being switched on and off with
out affecting the relatively constant volt
age. Acme type T-4.173 weighs approxi
mately 123 lb.; the unit is 18% in. in
length x 9% in. ht. and an overall
width of 10 7/16 in. with mounting cen
ters of 6 15/16 in. x 9% in. Manufac
tured by Acme Electric A- Mfg. Oo..
Cuba, New York.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Send for complete data giving
physical properties of Acadia
Polystyrol e, plus a table of
specifications on its electrical
properties.

Acadia Styraloy
Flexible at-100°F and has
many of the electrical prop
erties of Polystyrene. Ideal
tor numerous electrical appli
cations. Write for information
on forms now available, and
data on physical and electrical
properties.

♦ Offering an unusual combination of
highly desirable electrical properties, Acadia
Polystyrene compares favorably with mica and
ceramics. Its dielectric constant, strength, and
power factor make Polystyrene electrically
superior to any other commercial plastic.

Consider also the values: zero water ab
sorption; relative freedom from adverse effects
by acids, alkalies, alcohol, stack gases, weather,
etc;
excellent dielectric constant valueand high tensile strength of 3500 to 5000
per sq
Add to these Acadia's wide
experience in the plastics field, and you have
the reasons why Acadia Polystyrene merits
your investigation.

Processors of Synthetic
Rubber and Plastics • Sheen
« Extrusion* • Molded Ports

Chicago XS. »»nefs

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

ELECTRICAL

REQUIREMENTS

Complete details are available on request
for quick reference
of Polystrene's out
standing values are given here*
Dielectric Constant
__ _________ 2.5 to 2.6 at frequencies 10<
Power Factor, 60 cycles
.0001 to .0003
103 cycles
.0001 to .0003
106 cycles
0001 to .0008
Dielectric Strength, Volts Mil ’/a" thickness
Short time 500 to 700
Step by step 450 to 600
Volume Resistivity, ohms
... 10*7 to 10”
Heat Resistance_________
150°F to 175°F
Softening Point________
190°F to 250°F
Specific Gravity ______
1.05

ODUCTS
Branch Offices in Ait Principal Citie»
125

DC Motor

An aircraft type direct current serie»
motor is now being manufactured by the
Alliance Mfg. Company, Alliance, Ohio.
The unit operates continuous duty on 13
volt de source at 7.4 amperes delivering a
full 1/12 hp at 7,500 rpm. The motor is
light weight with sturdy, totally enclosed,
ball bearing construction. It measures
overall less the % in. diameter shaft ex
tension, 4-5/16 in. in length by 2% in.
diameter and weighs but 3% lbs. Low
temperature rise permits operation under
high ambient temperatures.
“Hi-Strexs” Speed \ut

A new "Hi-Stress” speed nut, conform
ing to AAF specification No. 25531, has
been developed by Tinnerman Product*.
Inc., 2111 Fulton Road, Cleveland 13, Ohio.

★ No need to crystal gaze into the
future of electronics.

For, as we at

National Scientific Products Company
engage in secret wartime electronic
developments, many peacetime appli

cations of these very same electronic
principles are revealed daily.

New, cost-saving electronic designs which are applicable to

post-war products ranging from radios, lighting units, thermal

devices, timing and measuring instruments, electrical-therapy
machines and door openers, to a host of other peacetime

items, are everyday occurrences in National laboratories.
If your post-war product incorporates a tube, singly or in

combination with an electrical control, or other electronic or
electrical unit, we are prepared to make specific recom

It is a light weight, one-piece integral
unit with low installation torque that al
lows speedier insertion of screws and
bolts. It is interchangeable with nut plate
AN362, for high temperature application*
in all structures. Retains its self-locking
torque even after many removals.

HF Motor Generator
A new line of high frequency motor
generators is being developed by the Kato
Engineering Co., Mankato, Minn. The
machine shown is u motor and a generator with frames cast integral. The cores
of the motor and generator are two distinct armatures but are mounted on one
common shaft. A great many combinations of ac voltages and frequencies can
be had in this unit such as either 400 or
SOO cycles. Also motor winding may be
tapped to deliver 60 or 120 cycles at eith« •
1800 or 3600 rpm. Voltages from 60 volts
on the tapped winding to 250 on the 8*11
cycle winding, Capacities up to 1000 watts

mendations to bring it to maximum efficiency.

Write today. Your inquiry will receive prompt attention.

NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
Designers

and Manufacturers of Electrical and Mechanical Devices

5011-25
126

NORTH KEDZIE AVE., CHICAGO 25, ILLINOIS
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INSULATED IRON CORES

.„eW, keeping

scre^ ... "Q” 30 points or better*
be«
‘nC

u red copocitY ol «ii.

' Reduces distri u
z
u-nd capacity eWec
' Reduce* bond c P
i, not Rtoundeo-

__________ —

Stackpole Insulated Iron Cores mean

MOLDED IRON
TRANSFORMER CORES
I

• • • another Stackpole development

I

in powder metallurgy. Designed for
transformers and chokes where con*
sunt inductance is required over a
given frequency range—also where
constant inductance, limited only by
the saturation point of the core, is

needed for various currents. This
saturation point can be predetermined
to meet specific conditions

new standards of efficiency for applications such as antenna
or oscillator coils; I-F transformers of either top and bottomtuned or top-tuned types; permeability tuning (either audio
modulation or frequency modulation): transmitting tuning
and others. The insulation is bonded to the core to form
an integral unit, and may be any length from 14" up to 1".
Core diameters of .198". .250", and .365" are produced
as "standard”, although other diameters are available.
STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PENNA.

EVERYTHING IN CARBON BUT DIAMONDS

— BRUSHES (all types for all rotating machines) — CONTACTS (all carbon,

graphite ©nd composition types •— also molded rare metal contacts) — ANODES — ELECTRODES — BRAZING BLOCKS — BEARINGS — WELDING
RODS. ELECTRODES AND PLATtS
PIPE — PACKING PISTON AND SEAL RINGS - RHEOSTAT PlAHS AND DISCS — BRAKE LINING, etc

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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«•»¿s aui«
cont'nU sch«du

may be furnished. Motor can be wound
for de voltages 110 or 220 volts de input.
This can also be furnished at three phase
at slightly lower capacities. Voltage reg
ulation is approximately 6 per cent at Ko
cycles and 24 per cent at 720 cycles. Fr quency regulation is 1.6 per cent at 10 >o
volt-amperes. This unit is light weig)
compact, being approximately 16% i
long, 8% in. wide, 13% in. high a' 1
weighs approximately 110 lbs.

H

I

.Ill Frequency Receiver
The new Harvey-Wells Model AR-10- \
all-frequency receiver features beac*n
band coverage from 195 to 425 kc wi h
"spot tuning” on 278 and 271 or any ot)
er two specific frequencies, communi« ,■
tions band coverage from 2500 to 4500 i.
and from 4500 to 8000 kc with pre-tun* i
circuits for twelve crystal controlled fr*
quencies anywhere in the 2500 to 10,0"0
kc band, two rf channels obtaining f •
day frequencies from 4.5 to 10 me a» 1
night from 2.5 to 4.5 me, image attenua
tion greater than 65 db and sensitivi’
such that an input of two microvolts
modulated 30 per cent at 400 cycles pr
duces an output of 50 milliwatts at a sig
nal to noise ratio of 6 db. The receiver

KINNEY

COMPOUND DRY VACUUM PUMP
KINNEY Compound Dry Vacuum Pump, using the
well-known mechanism of the time-tested Single
Stage Dry Vacuum Pump, maintains low absolute
pressures in the production of lamps and tubes,
and for many other operations requiring absolute
pressures down to 0.5 microns.

For the next higher range of absolute pressures, as
backing diffusion pumps, etc., KINNEY Single
Stage Pumps are available.
Bulletin 18 includes complete descriptions of
KINNEY Pumps with capacity and dimension
tables, and efficiency curves. Send today for your
copy.

KINNEY MANUFACTURING CO.
b 3595 Washington St,

Boston 30. Mass,

Branch Offices:
i
New York. Chicago, Los Angelos, Philadelphia, San Francisco 4

128

weighs 24 lb. Other characteristics incluil*
a single tuned circuit between antenna
and grid of frequency amplifier; three antenna input terminals, the low frequence
antenna Input circuit designed for 10<>
mmf—10 mmf, high frequency antenna in
put circuit connected through a select, r
switch and associated circuits, and he
input on beacon band, its circuit consist
ing of coupling transformer and trimmer
designed to operate on Sperry or similar loop; tuned loop amplifier between
coupling transformer and rf amplifier of
the receiver; two stages of rf amplifica
tion with six tuned circuits operating at
4.55 kc; automatic volume control main
taining audio level output constant—6 do
for input voltages from 5 to 100,600 m
crovolts, and is used on communication
frequencies as well as on the two ‘‘quick
shift” beacon frequencies. Manufacture
is Harvey-Wells Communications, Inc
Southbridge, Mass.
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Transmission Line Calculator
A useful calculator for solving radii
transmission line problems has just been
placed on the market by the Emeloid Co
Inc., Arlington, N. J. It is fundamental!
a special kind of impedance coordinate
system mechanically arranged with re
spect to a set of movable scales to por
tray the relationship of impedance at any
point along a uniform open wire or coaxial transmission line to the impedanc e
at any other point as well as to the sex
eral other electrical parameters. Thes*
other parameters are plotted as scale i
along a radial arm and around the rim of
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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FOR ACCURATE
AUTOMATIC FURNACE CONTROL
The answer\o fluctuating temperatures in resistance-type electrical
furnaces is provided by the new Westinghouse-developed electronic
device—Furnatrdp*. This regulator operates to provide accurate
control of the alternating current reaching the furnace, and is equally
adaptable for singlet-phase or three-phase systems.

SATURARLE CORE if ACTOR

ANODE
ANSE ORMER

»urgh, Pennsylvania.

J-60546

CONTICI
circuir
FURNATRON
REGULATOR

CONTROLLING
PYROMETER

HOW THE
FURNATRON WORKS
Fundamentally, the Furnatron regu

lator automatically controls the satura
tion current of a saturable core reactor

connected in the furnace element
supply line. The Furnatron functions
as an electric rectifier, to supply d-c
power to reactor core, and thereby

adjust the line voltage to the furnace.
The flow of current is adjusted auto

matically, in accordance with the indi

cations of a controlling pyrometer
which operates in conjunction with a

Wèstingjwuse

thermocouple in the furnace.

ELECTR
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the calculator, both of which are arranged
to be Independently adjustable with e
spect to the main Impedance coordinat s.
All of the parameters are related to one
another and specific solutions to a gh -n
problem are obtainable through the i
of an adjustable cross-hair index.
The more important parameters wh 1:
are plotted on the calculator include
impedance and reflection coefficient at
any point along the line, (b) length of
line between any two points in wavlengths, (c) attenuation between any two
voltage
decibels and
current standing wave ratio.
This calculator is 9 in. in diameter, and
Is made by emeloid tempered fabricati. v
methods.
Acetate tírommets

Spun acetate grommets are being pi
duced by Precision Paper Tube Co., 20
W. Charleston St., Chicago 47, Ill. Man
factured of acetate film, spirally wont ;
and laminated for strength, these gronmets provide good insulating properties

DPI Vatwm Coating Unit, Model LC2 SOO

manv uses for Distillation Product
acuum Coating Unit Lt
500
two-chamber, high-capacity production machine for the
deposition of thin films. It produces coatings of great uniformity
and purity on a variety of materials, including glass, metals, and
plastics.
I his is one of several complete coating units available for war
purposes. If your production involves treatment of materials by
aporation of metals or salts. Distillation Product
vise you on the machine best suited to your needs, and assist in the
design of auxiliary equipment. Submit your problem today.
1 win chambers and pumps completely
isolated, assuring simplicity of operati
•auges and meters held
to a minimum by use of switching dev
Standard accessories inelude Metal Diffi
PG-12; Ionization Gauge DP-100; complete electrical equipment for
the control of pumps ami auxiliary devices.

Features of Model IC2 SOO

DISTILLATION PRODUCTS, INC.
Molly owned by EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY and GENERAL MILLS. INC.
HIGH-

VACUUM

HEADQUARTERS

ROCHESTER,

N.

Y.

combined with the non-shatterable tough
ness of the material. Light weight, re
sistance to oil and moisture, the grom
mets are supplied with one end spun, in
serted in place, and subsequently spun
standard drill press equipment.
Black Light
Black light
if invisible ultra-violet
rajs that light up instrument dials h
the cockpit of airplanes will now b.
e. The development
generallj
a plastic
ible ultra-violet light rays, from a viible white light fluorescent lamp ami
filtering out of the visible light, is the
achievement of I Jon Mfg. Corp., 135 S«'

Chicago,

111.

The

filter
used with any size
cent tubular style 1lamp or circular type
also available for the two ami four
HP 12 fluor.escent airplane lamps
rich lamps.

Control Instruments

ing are built around
established line
of pyrometers, potentiometers, thermo
meters and resistance thermometers, all of
which employ
electronic principle of
effecting temperature control. They pro
vide automatic temperature regulation.
The temperature cycle desired is cut on
a disk, and its rotation by a synchronous
motor
the temperature• setting
lever of the control instrument Chrono
trols are offered in 25 models. including
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Work Miracles?

। r sometimes seems that way, but plastics are not expected

to replace older materials in all industry. Instead, these synthetic products

will be used where their specific properties give them an advantage in the
final product.
The possibilities of increased sales from the correct use of plastics cannot

be overlooked, but these possibilities will be realized only through a
knowledge of the properties of each material — its limitations as well as

its advantages—its physical makeup and record in service.
Plastics Institute offers a comprehensive, up-to-date source of informa

tion through its Home Study Course in plastics... composed of forty-four

lesson assignments, complete with detailed, modern illustrations and
samples of plastics materials.

II1DU5TRIE5 TECHniCHL IHSTITUTE
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

1220 Chanin Bldg

172 S. Alvarado St.

626 la Salle-Wacker Bldg

Div. 4

Div. 4

Div. 4

AMERICA'S

ORIGINAL

PLASTICS>

SCHOOL

John Del monte. Technical Director

Francis A. Gudger, President

ADVISORY BOARD
E. E Lougee, Chairman
Dr. Gordon M. Kline
Spencer E. Palmer

Donald Dew
Diemolding Corporation
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Tennessee Eastman Corp.

Louis M. Rossi
Bakelite Corporation

ten for proportioning control ana otnerg
for two-position on-ott and three-positi. n
on-intermediate-off control for high- and
low-temperature applications. Thermo
meter models are available in recording $
well as indicating types. Absence of m- chanical linkage between the measuring
and control sections makes possible in
stant response of the instrument’s contj .l
unit to changes in temperature noted by
its sensing unit. The frequency of oscil
lating current flowing between pick
coils, mounted on the temperature contr 1
setting index, is changed when n contr I
flag mounted on the pointer or pen arm
is moved between the coils by a temper ture rise, or is moved from between the
coils by a temperature drop. This fre
quency change in the control circuit gov
erns the output current of a vacuum
tube, acting to open relay contacts which,
in turn, operate fuel valves or switches.
Manufacturer is Wheelco Instruments C ,
Harrison and Peoria Streets, Chicago.

Cycle Timers

Haydon Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.
producing
complete line (No. 5800
Series) of continuous running repeat cycl*
timers with either ac or de operation.
These timers are available with from one
through eight switches. The appropriate
motor speed is selected (most popular
speeds from 8 rpm down to 1 revolution
per month), according
the timing
cycles desired. Precision snap switches
are used, single or double throw, ten am?
capacity at 110 volts ac. Specially cut
cams are available for various combinaand “Oft” cycles covering
tions of
a range of from more than one actuation
one per month.
per second down
Timers are available on various commer
cial ac voltages and frequencies as well
as on de, the wide range of speeds being
secured through Haydon sealed-in, lubricated gear trains. They arc designed t >
meet any desired pattern of electrical impulses in virtually any overall interval
for radio keying, industrial timing. etc

High Voltage Capacitor
This newly designed capacitor for high
voltage applications, has a value of 0:01
mfd. at 40,000 v de. It was built for a
special application of the electron inicrothis unusual
scope. Other features

IMPORTANT!
Found
fighting men warned, informed and
directed, are chokes.
Chicago Transformer has contrib
uted many features of importance
an
improvement

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER

capacitor are its capability of continuous
operation at 80 deg. C. and of withstand
ing total submersion and heavy surges
welded steel measuring
The
4 11/16 x 5% x 7 in. high with a stand
off insulator 8% in. high, of the Solder
Seal type. Manufactured by Industrial
Specialty Co., 1725 West North Ave
Chicago 22, Ill.
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High frequency heating may he “something new'* to manufac
turers who have recently entered this field. But we have been
pioneering in design and manufacture of high frequency heaters
for 23 years.

| 40 Kw 1 RHASB
HIGH FREQUENCY
J
UNIT

However, because so many users are new users, unfortunate
ERRORS are being made, both in choice of equipment and in
application. Poo many users are operating costly, power-wasting
"misfit” units ... machines NOT designed for their particular needs.

Our equipment is the result of 23 years of specialized knowledge and pioneering. Our machines afford advancements which
overcome widely prevalent errors in design and construction.
Compare our experience with that of others. A on can benefit by
what it has taken us almost a quarter of a century to learn.

Don't buy high frequency (induction or dielectric) heating
equipment until you have investigated the production economics
and other advantages offered by our wider range of units —
designed for YOUR specific applications.
Write for details today. It will pay!

on«/

öewignprw and Builder* of high frequency converter# wince 1921
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efficient of contraction. It becomes < xtremely hard and will stand the strain of
rapid temperature changes. Because it is
both oil and waterproof, it will prev nt
oil leakage and water seepage. The ement is homogeneous and retains its uni
formity during melting, thereby eliminat
ing the possibility of caking during ’
melting process. The material will ot
foam when it is heated. The melting
point is 265 deg. F. (Ball and Ring) and
it has a pouring temperature ot 400 d g.
F. It is made by John C. Dolph Co., 16S
Emmett St., Newark 5, N. J.

READY
for the
CALL!

High Quality Amplifier

Tab H ire Markers
Oflicial
U. S.
Navy
Photo

Spectacular strides — as spec
tacular as the mosquito boat's
record — have been made in ap
plying electronics to war needs.
But it wasn't an overnight job!
Years of work, study, research
and experiment came first.
That's why Bell Sound Systems
were so quick to contribute so
much to wartime needs — Bell
was among the first to probe the
future of electronics by applying
its principles to practical jobs . . .
by pressing ahead with new ideas
and improvements. Bell techni
cians gained years of priceless
experience, and were ready to
meet the new demands.
The electronic wonders that
BELL Sound Systems are per
forming in war, promise even
greater advances in sound
amplification, transmission and
recording for tomorrow. And
BELL Sound Equipment will
play as aggressive a part in
peacetime progress as it has in
furthering electronics' contribu
tion to Victory!

BELfone inter communication
systems offer every type of
service for instant speaking
contact between all executives
in any business firm or manu
facturing plant—or between
individual executives and any
number of subordinate sta
tions. Write for details.

nri I
D LLL

High Voltage Resistors
Meg-O-Max resistors are formed of a
series of pressed and sintered ring-shaped
segments electrically joined in such a
way as to cause the units to be noninductive. Finished units are encased in
an hermetically sealed, rugged glass en
velope provided with ferrule terminals.
The result is a rugged construction capa
ble of withstanding aircraft vibration
tests, salt water immersion tests, and
mechanical shocks produced by rapid ac

Sealed Transformer

A new hermetically sealed transformer.
designated "Type S,” has been developed
by engineers of the Peerless Electrical
Products Co., 6920 McKinley Ave., Los
Angeles. The new transformer is of
rugged construction having a case of
cold drawn copper cadmium plated steel.
It uses a terminal molded into a plastic
block which has a metal flange molded
into its periphery. This flange is then
soldered into the ease. This new construction offers great flexibility in number and arrangement of terminals. "Vacsealing" impregnation process is used,
insuring impregnation without solvents
or other deleterious material present inside the coil.

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
1
I
I
1

celeration. The resistors are used as high
voltage bleeders, and us coarse-accuracy
meter multipliers for voltage indicators.
Other present applications include use in
high-voltage networks, measuring equip
ment. rectifier systems, high-voltage volt
age dividers, and as broad accuracy meter
multipliers. Available in two lengths: Type
1, 5-9/32 in. long and having a range of
from 3600 ohms to 100 megohms: and Type
2, 9-25/32 in. long, having a range from
6800 ohms to 100 megohms. Made by
Sprague Specialties Co., North Adams,
Mass.

Bushing Cement

SOUND SYSTEMS,

1189 ESSEX AVE.

UnctyipioAxiied
COLUMIUS, OHIO

Export Office:
5761 EUCLID AVE. CLEVELAND, OHIO
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This tab or apron type electrical con
ductor identification marker was created
to fill the need for sufficient area on which
to imprint adequate identification mark
ings, in those cases of very fine or small
diameter conductors, such as sizes smaller
than No. 10. It provides accommodation
for any required imprinting, while in all
other respects possessing the resistant
properties of standard varnished cotton
tubing. Manufacturer is Wm. Brand &
Co., 276 Fourth Ave., New York.

The Langevin Co., Inc., 37 West 6ith
St., New YorK has just developed a new
amplifier styled Type 101-A. A feature
is good low-frequency waveform at high
output levels. Inherent noise level is 6S
db unweighted below full output of plus
47 vu at 2 per cent rms harmonic distor
tion. With an input impedance of 600
uhms, the gain is 60 db. Using bridging
input, the gain is 46 db. Output im
pedance is adjustable 1 to 1000 ohms.

Dolph’s No. 16-A bushing cement was
originally designed to cement transformer
leads into porcelain bushings. Because
of its unusual properties, it is well adapt
ed for use as a permanent sealer for
cable joints, boxes, instruments and for
other similar applications. It is a black
compound, having excellent adhesion to
metal and porcelain and has a low coELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Sheet metal
Illustrated are a few of the many fabri
cated sheet metal products we have made
for leading manufacturers; some charac
terized by extreme precision, others held
to gauge limits.

Cole engineers are also pioneers in
converting from castings to sheet metal.
Cole offers all facilities of a complete
manufacturing and tool-making organi
zation; completely equipped for mass
production.

Whatever your problem — instrument
housings, boxes, chassis — Cole can
help you.
INQUIRIES INVITED

COLE STEEL EQUIPMENT CO., 349 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 13, N. Y
FACTORY
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
A1EE at Boston
April 19-20
A two-day technical meeting of
the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, North Eastern District,
will
held
Boston, Mass.
Wednesday, April 19 and Thursday,
April 20. Meeting headquarters will
be at the Hotel Statler.
Electronic topics scheduled are
as follows:
Wednesday, April 19, 10:00 a.m.
High-Frequency Cable Design
and Testing.
D. Kenney,
P. W. Ware, Simplex Wire and
Cable Company
Design of Variac Transformers.
Edward Karplus, General Ra
dio Company
Thursday, April 20, 9:30 a.m.
Electronic Session
S Gray.
presiding
Development of Excitron-Type
Receiver. H. Winograd, AllisChalmers Manufacturing Com
pany
Ignitrons, Their Development and
Uses. J. C. Cox, Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Com
pany
Operation of Rectifiers Under
Unbalanced Conditions. M. M.
Morack, General Electric Com
pany
A Graphical Analysis of the Volt
age and Current Wave Forms
of Controlled-Rectifier Circuits.
P. T. Chin, E. E. Moyer, Gen
eral Electric Company
Electronic Control for de motors.
B. J. Dalton, General Electric
Company
Broad-Band Carrier System for
Telephone Cables. J. P. Thur
ber, New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

facts, human interest and statis
tical, about the industry—its prod
ucts, history of its growth, wartime
activities and future. A photograph
library and an index of industry
motion pictures also are being or
ganized.
Background material and special
sources of information will be pro
vided, on request, to writers, edi
tors and other qualified individuals
and groups. Periodical releases will
be issued. John M. Moorhead, for
merly of The New York Herald
Tribune and The Kansas City Jour
nal, is in charge of the Center,
which is sponsored by the National
Electrical Manufacturers Associa
tion.

Electronic
Show Corporation
The National Electrical and Elec
tronic Show Corporation is the new
name of the former National Electrical Radio
Television Show'
Company, 480 Lexington Ave., New
York.
according to Ralph
Neumuller who is secretary and ac
tive head of the company, as well
as executive director of the Elec-

Radar Queen

Conventions and
Meetings Ahead
National Association of Broadcast
ers (535 Fifth Avenue, New York).
April 10-13. Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.

Electrochemical Society (Colin G
Fink, Columbia University, New
York), Spring Convention Meet
ing, April 13-15, Milwaukee.
Society of Motion Picture EngiHotel
neers (Harry Smith.
Pennsylvania, New’ York, N. Y).
April 17-19, Hotel Pennsylvania
New' York.
Society for Measurement and Con
trol (New’ York Section Meeting).
April 25, New York.
National Electrical Manufacturers’
Donald,
Association
East 44th Street, New York)
April 23-27, Chicago.

American Physical Society (Karl K
Darrow’, Columbia University
New York), New York. April 27
29, Pittsburgh.
American Mathematical Society,
April 28-29, New York, Chicago,
Berkeley, Calif.

American Institute of Electrical En
gineers (H. H. Henline, 29 West
39th Street, New York); North
Eastern District Meeting, April.
Boston; Summer Technical Meet
ing, June 26-30, St. Louis, Mo.:
Pacific Coast Technical Meeting
Aug. 29-Sept. 1, Los Angeles.

Thursday, April 20, 2:00 p.m.
Electronic Heating. H. M. Chatto,
General Electric Company

NEMA Establishes
Information Bureau
The nation’s electrical manufac
turers established a new type of
public information center for the
industry March 15. The scope of
the bureau, known as the Electrical
Manufacturers Public Information
Center, 155 East 44th St., was de
fined by Leonard Kebler, president
of NEMA, and by W. J. Donald,
managing director of NEMA. The
Center has assembled all available

trical and Gas Association of New
was under
York City.
auspices of Mr. Neumuller’s show
organization that many of the
highly successful electrical and ra
dio shows were put on in Grand
Central Palace and elsewhere, prior
to 1936 Rumor around New York
electrical circles is that a big elec
tronic exposition is being planned
for the postwar period, although no
announcement concerning such a
show is obtainable from Showman
Neumuller at this time.

Institute of Radio Engineers (330
West 42nd Street, New York).
May 3, New’ York.

Acoustical Society of America (Wal
lace Waterfan, 120 South LaSalle
Street, Chicago), May 12-13, New
York.
Chicago Radio A Radar Manufacturer,«
A«nn. held u “Radar Week” and n
“Radar Queen” content. Hack factory
elected ita own Radar Queen, und from
■ome fifty of these factory queens, this
All-Chicago Radar Queen was chosen

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (Ernest Hartford, 29
West 39th Street, New York),
Semi-Annual Meeting, June 19
20, Pittsburgh.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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FRANKLIN’S

CATALOG
of electronic components

Illustrated and detailed in this new catalog are the products
of 2 years development to meet the rigid requirements of war
time necessity ... newly designed and patented Sockets, Plugs,
Switches, Contacts, Terminal Boards and Assemblies for war
time electronic use.
When the armed services demanded new designs Franklin
engineers were ready with a specialized background of many
years experience with Radio and Electronic Components and a
full understanding of operating conditions under wartime use.
The products shown in this new catalog are war-tested proof
of Franklin's ability to develop and produce the goods...today
for the armed services . . . tomorrow, the moment Victory is
ours, for the Radio and Electronic Industries Peacetime Products.

LW. FRANKLIN

Design Engineers will find the New Franklin
Catalog of inestimable value . . .
Write for your copy on your company letterhead.

MANUFACTURING CORP.
SOCKETS

TERMINAL STRIPS •

PLUGS • SWITCHES

175 VARICK ST., NEW YORK 14, N. Y.

•

PLASTIC FABRICATION

METAL STAMPINGS • ASSEMBLIES

pend on supporting fire
Iso prov ing their other adv an

>111

get intoaetion. By radio communication the Navy's

fire is brought instantly to bear on enemy strong

Mtiall size and high efficiency
They are products of the most extensive research

points holding up the advance.

in vibrator power supplies ami circuits ever known.

When the Marines carry out tlie tough landing

That research has extended the scope and use
fulness of vibrator tvpe power supplies beyond all

previous conception. Certainly, in the electronic

era of peace to come E’L Power Supplies will contribute new advances anti economies

mam

lectric current

Power Supply using recharge
able, non-spill storage battery

'nr operation of Walkie-Talkie

radio equipment. Input Voltage:

4 Volts DC.; Output: Numerous
Voltages, supplying
filament

plate and

requirements of

the

equipment. Width. 34", Length,

„ .

EL

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS — Vibrator Power
Supplie« for Communication« .. . lighting . .. Electric
Motor Operation
Electric, Electronic and other

INDIANAPOLIS
........

6%'; Height, 4’«".

must be

MODEL J31A

MODEL J31

(for high ombient temperahirei)

(for general applications)

400 Cycles, 115 Volts.
1/100 H.P. Weight 15
oz. Diameter l1^*.
Length 2%*.

400 Cycles, 115 Volts,
1/50 H.P. Weight 15 oz.
Diameter
Length
2%*.

MODELS J36
AND J36A

MODEL J31B
400

to

1200

Cycles

variable frequency 1)5
Volts. 15 oz. Diameter
Length 2%".

Voltage Generator,
Weight 20 oz. Length
3”. Diameter 2 W". Out
put voltage is linear
with speed to within
±1% and voltages are
equal with ±1% of
rotation.

MODELS J49
AND J49A
115 Volts, 1/250 H.P.
Weight 16 oz. Diameter
1%". length 2%".

J36- From Zero to 5000 R.P.M.
J36A—under 200 IT M

J49—60 Cycle*
J49A—400 Cycle*

MODEL J61
28 Volts D.C. Torque
unit. Developes 5 oz. in.
throughout 90° swing.
Diameter 1%". Length

ffs k ^oo

¿

*Oo„

°“

'1i'-

0

* c,

eastern
air
_i Tko Fred

CM..........

DEVICES, INC
Goaf Co., Inc

i»■*

” °'-

'
"•*

Est. 1893

585 DEAN STREET,
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NEW PATENTS
ISSUED
HF DEVICES
BF Compensating Network
The bridge network shown in heavy
lines is provided to eliminate the effect
of induced radio frequency voltages V
at high frequencies so that the screen
grids are maintained at zero radio fre
quency potential for all frequencies. This
network is used in addition to conven

t/i£ Roifaf

i

THE GREATEST THING IN SNAP ACTION SWITCHES

M idget Switch illustrated one-fourth larger
than actual size.

tional neutralizing condensers C
pentodes are used, a further capacity
bridge, balancing the radio frequency
voltages caused by the effective induct
ance of the suppressor grid leads, is
added. H. Romander, Federal Telephone
and Radio Corp., (F) Aug. 24, 1942, (I)
Jan. 4, 1944, No. 2,339,54,2.

•The rapidly ns

I HF Oscillator

ing

To generate uhf oscillations, electrons
emitted by cathode 4 are caused to
vibrate backwards and forwards past a
gap in cavity resonator 28. Grid 8 i?
positive with respect to cathodes 4 and 7
(which may be a negative plate) and ex
tends across the entire cross-section of
tube 2. Consequently electrons having
passed grid 8 are slowed up and pulled
back through the grid, and by their oscil
lations inductively excite resonator 28:
and are made to oscillate at the reson
ant frequency of the cavity resonator 28.
A high-frequency high-power output is
thereby produced. Frequency control by
comparison with a crystal oscillator may
be provided. Modulating voltages can
be applied to the grid 8; by suitably con
trolling the modulating voltages, the out
put of the oscillator will be frequen» y

preference

for ACRO-SNAP
148^.005

SWITCHES is due
to

the

rolling

spring principle of actuation. Two beryllium springs are

locked together in a manner which compels one spring to
“Trigger” the other. The contact break is more nearly
instantaneous than with a conventional type snap-action
switch. Friction is eliminated, and firmer contact pressure

maintained. When built into relays, smaller coils may be

used as less operating pressure

is

required.

ACRO

SWITCHES have been approved by the U. S. Army Air

Forces after Winterization tests and adopted by both

prime, and sub-contractors on all types of war equipment.
Write for special bulletin on Model G Midget

ACRO ELECTRIC COMPANY
1308 SUPERIOR AVENUE, CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, BUFFALO, DETROIT, DALLAS, OMAHA, ST. PAUL,
KANSAS CITY, MEMPHIS, TAMPA, BALTIMORE, NEW ORLEANS,

PHEONIX, LOS ANGELES, DAYTON, TORONTO, CANADA.
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..is making
BLOCK-BUSTERS
A design problem holding up some war

critical limits on distributed capacity, im

project in electronics is no less important

munity to surges, special shielding and

than a strategic enemy stronghold which

regulation requirements find speedy solu

must be blasted out of action. Immediate

tions under constant testing, devising and

and skillful handling is essential.

experimentation.

Seemingly insuperable difficulties, such as

Electronic “block-busters” will be needed

climate, weight, shock, vibration, moisture,

in the post-war period, too.

etc., assume an almost routine status at

N-Y-T.

Unusual frequency characteristics,

The N-Y-T

Sample Department will be available for

such assignments.

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER COMPANY
22-26 WAVERLY PLACE
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If We Were

i.

vi

Transformer
For You ...

modulated and substantially free of am
plitude modulation. The cavity reson
ator may be arranged so that the gap r
unsymmetrical to the grid or entirely o ,
either side thereof. H. Tunick, RCA.
(F), April 17, 1941. (I) Dec. 21, 1943, N<
2,337,214.
Modulating Cavity
Resonators

To vary the resonant frequency of a
cavity resonator, the dielectric constat t
within part of the cavity is varied by a
changing space charge in the form of .
modulated electron beam which is pr<
vided by cathode 20, accelerating and
signal electrode 21, concentrating ele<

trode 22 and plate 23. In the case of a
single resonator, modulation of the auxiliary beam will result in frequency modu
lation of the high frequency output, while
in a double resonator it will give an am
plitude modulation owing to the detuning
of one resonator with respect to the other,
probably combined with some degree oi
frequency modulation. J. H. Fremlin, In
ternational Standard Electric Corp. (F)
Dec. 10, 1940, (1) Jan. 4, 1944, No. 2,338,23:

. . . our first objective would be to
create a unit that would serve you in
a completely satisfactory way. It would
therefore be important that you provide us with as much detailed
information as possible.
For an Audio Transformer this data would include — impedance
ratio, primary and secondary load impedances, value of direct cur
rent involved in any windings, operating voltages and frequency
range with degree of uniformity over entire range. In some in
stances it might be necessary to specify phase angle, accurate
impedance in one direction or the other, perhaps insertion loss,
size and type of mounting. To aid in supplying the information,
especially for units approaching the limits of practicability, it
would be helpful to send us a statement or sketch outlining the
actual operating conditions. In designing Power Transformers or
Inductors, it would be important to have similarly complete data.

In endeavoring to secure optimum transformer performance, ADC
takes all of these involved factors into consideration before a
single unit is approved for production.

FM AND PHASE
MODULATION
Frequency Modulator

In frequency modulation transmitters
where the average frequency is variable
over a substantial range, it is undesirable
to have the modulating effect of the re
actance circuit vary widely with ad
justment of the frequency of the master
oscillator circuit. The modulating effect
depends upon the ratio of the effective
capacitance of the reactance circuit 12
to that of the master oscillator tuned
circuit 11. To adjust the effective cap
acitance of reactance circuit capacitor
28, or any of the contact arms 31, 37, 3H
is varied. Either one or several of these
possible control elements are mechanicaiy linked with capacitor 20 to maintain
the amount of modulation constant over
the entire frequency range of capitor 20
A. Alvira, General Electric Company
(F) Aug. 17, 1942, (I) Jan. 18, 1944, No
2.339,008.
(Turn page)

New ADC Catalog Available!
Our new Catalog covering the specialized line of
ADC Transformers, Filters, Equalizers, Key Switch
es, Jacks, Plugs and other electronic components
is now ready. Write for ADC Catalog No. 10.

* /e
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For Economical, Efficient Battery
Charging— In Building, Testing and
Repairing Equipment Wherever
DC Power is Required,

Back the Attack

Buy B <tr Bond»

High Current Low Voltage
Mallory General Utility DC Power Supply
This General Utility DC Power Supply is designed to replace
batteries, battery carts and motor generators on assembly

lines, in laboratories, maintenance departments, or wherever
DC power is required. Though built for heavy duty, it
requires no foundations for installation—you merely roll it

to the desired location, and plug into a 230 volt 3 phase AC

outlet (460 volt models available on special quotation).

The General Utility unit provides adequate, dependable DC
power for manufacturing, testing and repairing electrical

communications and electronic equipment in aircraft and
other mobile units employ ing 12 or 24 volt systems. In fact,

circuits are arranged to deliver 12 and 24 volts simultaneously .
Mallory

’’Time-Tried

and

Proven"

magnesium

copper

sulphide rectifiers provide noiseless operation with no moving

parts. For further information, see your Mallory distributor
or write direct.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

* n camm-iA7mna\>
|\A A I I A Q Y
iTlAlibVll I

u___________________________
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magnesium copper sulphide rectifiersSTATIONARY AND PORTABLE D. C. POWER SUPPLIESBATTERY CHARGERS AND AVIATION RECTOSTARTERS*

JOOfjA

OUTPUT-

FM Monitor
Two quarter wave concentric-line re
senators 2, 4 act as discriminators; they
are tuned an equal amount off reson
ance, one above and the other below the
mean frequency of the modulated wave.
Both resonators may be tuned simul
taneously by control 9. Diode rectifiers
40 and 48 provide amplitude modulated
outputs across resistors 66 and 68. One
of the following amplifiers has an extra
stage to invert the relative phase of the
voltages. The outputs derived from the
plate 100 of amplifier 90 and plate 102
of amplifier 72 are combined in resistor
104 and fed to further amplifier stages.
A kinescope monitor or oscilloscope may
be used at output 124 to determine if the
signal is being transmitted through the
relay station properly. Amplitude varia
tions are in push-push on the amplifier
stages 70 and 72 as well ns on rectifier
stages 40 and 48 and are cancelled out.
By operating switches 131 and 133, ampli
tude modulation present on the transmit
ter may be detected. The diode output
can be used for automatic frequency con
trol. H. E. Goldstine, RCA, (F) June 18,
1940, (I) Nov,
1943,
2,334,190.

THE 37212 PLUG
Designed

for

Application!

Compact,

easy to use. Made in black and red

regular bakelite os well as low loss

Reducing Degree of Frequency
Or Phase Modulation

Intermediate frequency is fed to both
converter tubes 1' and 2' and the output
of each tube is fed to the other; their
resonant circuits 3' (4Mc) and 4' (17Mc)

are adjusted to provide a re-entrant sys
tem
the intermediate frequency
(13Mc) so that oscillations will be sus
tained. The conversion gain of the con
verter tubes is assumed to be gr ater
than unity. The low-frequency t med
circuit 3' will have the higher selectivity
and a change in frequency of the in< oming signal will cause a larger frequency
change in circuit 4< In both circuits, th»
frequency deviation of the input signal
will be reduced more than the ac mpanylng reduction in carrier frequency
The amplitude of the oscillations is in
sensitive to amplitude variations of thG. Crosby, RCA
carrier input.
Dec. 14, 1943, N<
Feb. 11, 1942,
336,926.

Discriminator Circuit
Electrode 11 functions as the plate
,■
local Hartley oscillator producing carried
frequency oscillations of constant ampli
tude. At the grid 6, these local oscillation
voltages combine with the FM input
voltages, Their vector sum will depend'
on their phase difference, and being the
effective grid voltage it controls the <nrrent to plate 5; the phase or frequency
variation of the input will be converted
into amplitude modulation. It is state!
that tlie amplitude-frequency eharacb rix
tic is linear over a band of 500 kc at 42
me. Super-regenerative detection is pro
duced by network 7-10 having a long time
constant to quench the local oscillations

brown mica filled bakelite for R.F. uses.
Small circular depression
'color coding'

top for

polarity indication

Designed primarily for use with our No.

37222 captive head posts and No

37202 plates.

' Con. ft th

( Standard %” spacing )

76nc

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO INC

rwin

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN

MASSACHUSETTS

/7Uc
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rate. If a separate
the time constant of
the network 7-10 is made considerably
shorter. S. Hunt, RCA, (F) June 19, 1941,
il) Dec. 21, 1943, No. 2,337,392.
,t a super audible
rectifier is provided,

Phase Modulator

A large phase modulation is obtained
without any accompanying amplitude
modulation. The system introduces the
same amount of phase deviation regard
less of the carrier wave frequency. The
voltage from constant carrier frequency
source 1 Is split by phase splitter 10 to
produce a four phase output to the first
grids of amplifier tubes Tr Tr Tr T4.
The amplification factor of these tubes is
controlled by the voltages on their sec
ond grids depending on the modulating
voltage E as indicated. Provided only
T, conducts, the other tubes being biased
beyond cut off, the current Induced in
the output LC circuit will have a definite
phase, provided only Tt conducts the out
put current phase will be shifted 90 deg.
Assuming both tubes are conducting, the
output current phase will depend on the

AMtRICAN PHtNOLIC CORPORATION

amplification of the two tubes;
by suitably varying the amplification fac
tors, the output amplitude may be main
tained constant while the phase of the
output current continuosly shifts through
90 deg. In general, if the amplification
factor of any two tubes is kept at zero,
a suitable variation of the amplification
factors of the two active tubes will result
in swinging the output voltage through
one quadrant.
It can be shown that a
linear variation of the phase angle with
modulating voltage E and constant am
plitude is obtained if the second grid
voltages have the form indicated on the
diagram, a and K being constants and
C the initial bias which is equal to the
cut off bias. The amplification factor is
assumed to change linearly with the volt
age applied to the second grids.
The four phase displaced voltages may
be obtained by photocell-moving mirror
arrangements. The mirror is moved by
the modulating voltage and its reflecting
surface has an approximately sinusoidal
shape Alternatively, a cathode ray tube
with several plates may be used for the
production of these voltages. W. van B.
Roberts, RCA, (F March 10, 1939, (D
Dec. 21, 1943, No. 2,337,272.

•

CHICAGO

relative

Cathode Ray Tube

In cathode ray tubes Including an elec
trostatic shield between two deflector
plates to split the electron beam, the de
lector plates collect secondary electrons
emitted from the electrostatic shield. To
-void this it Is proposed to carbonize the
surface of the metallic electrostatic shield
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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FOR EFFICIENCY’S SAKE KNOW YOUR
SOURCE OF SUPPLY

Even Amphenol's biggest customers
scarcely know all we make. The breadth of
our 7 lines covers practically every means of
electric connection outside the light and
power field. Items already marketed under
the Amphenol name are only an index to what
we could make.
Charts like the above serve as useful check
lists when posted on the wall in the engineer
ing department. Save time in drafting, speci
fying and ordering. Let us send you this Cable
Chart. How many?
H E N O L I C
C<
Chicago SO# Illinois
• Amphenol Limited

and or to extend it towards the cathode
beyond the entrance edges of the deflec
tor plates. Also an apertured disk elec
trode may be mounted normally to the
axis and close to the edge of the electro
static shield; the disk Is at the same po
tential as the shield. As many as possible
of the conductors which are connected to
either deflector plate are electrostatically
shielded from the electrostatic shield. A
tube embodying the features of the in
vention is shown and described. E. E ShelCossar Limited,
ton and H.
(F) July 22, 1941, (I) Dec.
1943,
2,336,895.

be taken of the three wave types. If one
embodiment, transmission line T'L' is
coupled to another cavity resonator by i
dipole arranged at equal angles to all
three axes so as to excite all types of
vaves.
Three loads are selectively
•oupled to this resonator, 1. e. with their
•oupling dipoles parallel to the three
ixes, and are each excited by a different
wave length. Again, no appreciable interference between
le three load clr
cults takes place.
Carter, RCA,
(F) Jan,
1941, (I) Dec. 21, 1943, No.
2,337,184.

Voice Frequency Signal Control

PACKAGED

Coupling Circuit

ELECTRONIC

TIMERS FOR

Several sources of oscillation of differ
ent frequencies are to be coupled to i
load
such
manner that there
negligible interaction between the different sources. The invention is shown ap

The device Includes rectifying high and
low voltages separately and applying
them to the control grid of a vacuum tube
in opposing relation. With no input the
tube has high plate current. A C. Dickieson Bell Telephone Labs (F) Oct. 31,
1941, (1) May 18, 1943, No. 2,319,308.

METER CIRCUITS

MACHINES

Telemeter System

To make easy the application
of Electronic timing with its
greater accuracy and flexibil
ity to machines and processes,
Weltronic has made available
self-contained "packaged”
units for easy installation.
The timers are applicable to
both new designs of machine
tools, industrial processes,
photography, X-Ray, blue
printing, etc., and to equip
ment already in operation.

Wide range of flexibility—
from Yy sec. to 15 minutes—
is provided through simple
dial controls for time setting.

Units may be "ganged” for
multiple time processes, if
desired. Long, trouble - free
life and low unit cost are
further features.

plied to a transmitters-antenna system.
It is possible to excite three independent
different types of waves to simultaneous
ly exist in a cavity resonator; their fre
quencies depend upon the dimensions of
the resonator, a, b, c. Input dipoles
q, s, t, are arranged at right -angles to
one another and parallel to axes x, y, z,
respectively, they each excite standing
electromagnetic waves having an electric
field parallel to the dipole. The resonator
is so designed that the wave whose elecparallel
the
Irie fields
axes have fundamental modes of oscilla
tions whose frequencies correspond t<
the frequencies of transmitters 1, 2, 3
The standing waves produced in the re
sonator will be Independent of one an
other and will not interact so that there
will be no coupling between the three
dipoles. The output energy is derived
from the dipole u which is so positioned
that its axis makes equal angles with the
three coordinate axes x
equal ex
citation from all three types ot waves
will then
fed to dipole
It the
angle is changed, differing amounts

The apparatus is designed to transmit
meter reading to a distant recorder
showing Arabic numerals. The meter
reading may refer
consumption
electricity, gas or water or to some other
magnitude to be relayed to
central
station. The amplitude of oscillator 12
is modulated according to the position
of meter pointer 22 to be transmitted,
while oscillator circuit 30 provides a constant-amplitude wave of a slightly differ
ent frequency. Consequently, oscillator
50 will tend to oscillate at a frequency
intermediate those of oscillators 10 and
according
their relative ampli
tudes; its frequency will therefore be t
function of the position of pointer 22.
Coil 58 of oscillator 50 Is connected to
the output of ten fixed frequency oscilla
tors which serve to exert a pulling effect
to bring it to any one of ten definite
frequencies, so that its frequency varies
in 10 steps, corresponding to the ten
digits, and not continuously. The output
of oscillator 50 is fed to ten buffer stages,
the output circuits of which are con
nected to ten power stages through selective filters passing the ten frequencies
of the ten oscillators, respectively. The
power stages control ten relays, which
in turn operate to selectively close ten
reading or recording circuits correspond
ing to the ten digits. R. Muniz and J
Haddad, International Business Machines
Corporation, (F) Oct. 15, 1942, (I) Jan.
1944, No. 2,338,866.

Ask for
Bulletin
No. 52

COMPANY
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In addition to our standard type tubular
capacitors Centralab is prepared to fur
nish SPECIAL PURPOSE Capacitors for
radio frequencies (high and ultra-high fre
quencies) for both transmitter and re
ceiver circuits.
Our extensive laboratory and engineer
ing facilities make possible the produc
tion of special types some of which are
illustrated here ... to meet the need of
circuits that cannot be serviced through
our standard tubular capacitors.
We invite correspondence where
special capacitors are indicated.

Calibrating Oscillator«

METAL SPECIALTIES
of STEEL, ALUMINUM OR BRASS

any size, any gauge and any finish

Rectifier
Chassis

To calibrate an oscillator
two
more widely spaced definite frequencies,
a quartz crystal 48 is used which is anti
resonant at these frequencies. The fre
quency dial indication of a variable fre
quency oscillator may be checked for the
antiresonant frequencies ot the crystal
by applying its output to terminals 38.
The crystal impedance for its anti-reson
ant frequencies is very high, and the

negative bias on grid 14 will therefore
increase considerably as the frequency of
the input wave approaches any of thes<
values. This will result in a visual in
dication on target 30 of indicating tube
18. A circuit built operates at 150 kc and
2,500 kc.
Smith, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, (F) July 11,, 1940, (I) Jan
11, 1944, No. 2,339,198.

In«trum«n1
Recorder

Q-Meter

Panel, Chassis and Cabinet
Assembly

38 years of leadership in the
fabrication of precision-built
sheet metal products for lead
ing manufacturers of Instruments Communications
Equipment Signaling Equip
ment Air Devices, etc.
SPARE PARTS BOXES
(Electrical and Mechanical)
TYPE M (Metal)
With and Without Internal Framing
Partitions

A circuit is described which permits to
measure directly the Q of coils, condensers
and reactive circuits. Two readings are
required. W. D. Loughlin, Boonton Radio
Corporation, (F) Aug. 15, 1941, (I) Dec. 28.
1943, No. 2,337,759.

MISCELLANEOUS
Push-Pull

Amplifier

To increase the gain of conventional
push-pull amplifiers, large resistances 15,
16 and rectifiers 17, 18 are inserted in
the cathode-grid circuits. During the
half cycle of the signal current in which
the terminal 19 of the transformer is
positive with respect to the terminal 20.
substantially the full signal voltage is ap
plied across resistor 16, while during the
next half cycle substantially the full
signal voltage is applied across resistor
15. Approximately twice the change in
grid voltage than with the conventional

Fabricated and finished in strict accord
ance with Bureau ol Ships Ad Interim
spec. 42 B9 (INT) Dec.
1942. and
amendments.

Above are illustrated some of our manufactured specialties,
Our designing and engineering facilities will fulfill your
most precise requirements for cabinets, chassis, racks.
panels, and formed metal shapes of every description.
You. are cordially invited to submit blueprints
samples for quotation without obligation.

Columbia Metal Box Co
260 East 143rd Street

New York 51, N. Y.

push-pull connection is obtained. In the
particular circuit shown the grids are
negative with
alternately driven
respect
the associated cathodes so
that the initial grid bias, if any, will
ordinarily be very small. However, the
rectifiers may be poled in the opposite
direction so that the grids will be mad<
more positive during the active period
of the tube. H. C. Duft, Western Elec
tric Company, (F) May 13. 1942, (I) Jan
18, 1944, No. 2,339,466.

Variable Filter
With the filter circuit shown, it is pos
sible to Independently adjust the width
of the transmitted frequency band and
its position in the frequency spectrum
The sources SC may supply any band of
frequencies but only a selected band will
ILECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Intelin Ultra High Frequency Transmission Line
When the war began there was no Ultra High Frequency Transmission Cable available
to meet military needs for special radio applications.
Federal, with its unsurpassed research and production facilities, enlisted to fill the
breach. Chemists and engineers, working day and night, developed the first dielectric
that would fully meet the severe electrical and physical specifications of tough military
requirements. Result: INTELIN Ultra High Frequency Coaxial Transmission Line ... a major
contribution to the science of radio communication.
Federal, from the beginning of its cable manufacturing activity, has made research and
development the keystone for the establishment of Federal technical leadership in the
high frequency cable field.
Precision workmanship and inten
sive step-by-stap inspection insura
tho perfection of Federal Crystals —
now flowing in an endless stream
to vital military and other redie
applications.

This outstanding technical ability has been applied to the solution of any and every
cable problem submitted—and is now a focal point for the development of high frequency
cables for the military and for industry.

Again Federal leads the way I

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation

be transmitted to load circuit LC. In the
example illustrated, band pass Alters 1, J
Th« clrhave equal band width f,
cuit between modulator 3 and demodu
lator 4 may be considered as a Alter hav
ing a pass band f, - f, - - - - fb - fv it»
width being equal to the width 1 of Alter
1 and its position in the frequency spec
trum being determined by the frequency
f of oscillator O.. The circuit between
modulator 5 and demodulator 6 may be
considered as a Alter having a pass band

°A quau1

CONDENSERS and
CAPACITORS . . . .
or BBACKFTS OF ALL
KINDS

CANS >

On time! Ready for the assembly bench!
GREAT METAL

PRODUCTS

ARE NOW BEING

SUPPLIED TO
THE FOREMOST

MANUFACTURERS

IN THE
RADIO-ELECTRONIC
FIELD

Great Metal offers you the ideal source of
supply for stampings and deep drawings,
pierced and hot-tinned as required, in any
quantity and when you need them.
When it comes to cans and brackets, we
are bottleneck busters. You can bank on
Great Metal to keep your production
going.
We have the finest types of automatic
equipment. We use electronic control of
production and high frequency heat in
soldering. We are tooled up for con
tinuous service, now and in the postwar
period. We have ample capacity and
experience to meet your needs.

fb-f,. The two Alters being
connected in series, only the overlapping
frequencies fb-fb ------ fB-fj will be trans
mitted. Lines e, d refer to Alters passing
bands in the range of the upper side
bands resulting from modulation, lines
e', d' to lower side band ranges. As the
oscillator frequencies fj, f, are varied
without altering the difference between
them, a frequency band of constant width
1' but of varying position in the fre
quency spectrum will be transmitted
However, if the spacing between
the oscillator frequencies is increased or
decreased, the transmitted frequency
band will be narrowed or widened, respectively. The widening of the band is limited
by the width of the narrowest Alter; the
Altera used may have different pass
A mechanical coupling for conbands.
denser« Cx and Cr controlling the oscilla
tor frequencies f, and
is shown, mak
ing it possible separately to adjust the
frequency difference between the two
oscillators to chose the width of the pass
band, and then to simultaneously change
the oscillator frequencies by equal
amounts to select the desired position
in the frequency spectrum. G. W. Gilman, Bell Telephone Laboratories, (F)
March 28, 1942, (I) Jan. 18, 1944, No.
2,339,633.
ft

»

d'

fa

Î fa-fi

fafe

—

For your next order, get in touch with

GREAT METAL
as the leading electronic plants have
don ■to their complete satisfaction
3 SALES OFFICES FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

ftfculator

—

Igniter

Gas discharge tube e acts as a switch
for the ignition of an internal combus
tion engine by controlling the current
through primary b of an ignition trans
former b, i, which in turn induces a
voltage in the secondary I connected to

G¡REAT METAL MANUFACTURING CORP
Main Office—Brooklyn 6, 9-15 Wyckoff Ave.

EVergreen 7-8590

Manager—Irving Friedman

Sales Office—-Chicago, 612 N. Michigan Ave.

Superior 0923

-h------

Manager—Rust Diethert

Safes Office—Pittsburgh, 5730 Melvin St.

JAckson 2720

Manager—Harold Friedman
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What is this menace to flying men and
their equipment which our scientists
call “G’s”? And why are N. U. engineers
who design tubes for airborne radio
and electronic devices taking so much pains
these days, to know their “G’s”?
In a mild form, most of us have felt “G’s” at
work on a roller-coaster, when we take the
turns and hit the dips. However, in high speed
flight, with its shifting, twisting, turning, aboutface maneuvers—“G’s” really shake your in
sides. Think of a dive bomber pilot as he pulls
out of a high vertical power dive. That’s when

“G’s” can become dangerously high. And when
there are too many “G’s”—look out!
Research into the effects of “G’s” on the
delicate, indeed flimsy filaments and other parts
of tubes, has enabled N. U. engineers to pro
vide our armed forces with tubes individually
tested to withstand many more “G’s” than a
pilot or a plane ever has survived. Here again,
science makes sure that N. U. Tubes deliver
the goods. Where tubes must perform depend
ably— count on National Union.

NATIONA

UNION

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. J.
Factories: Newark and Maplewood, N. J., Lansdale and Robesonia, Pa.

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES
Traasmütiat, Cathode Ras, Receiving, Spacial Purpose Tuhet • Condensers • Volume Controls • Photo Electric Calls • Panel Lamps • Flashlight Bulks
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ANNOUNCING t

cwt ßW

spark plugs 1 through a distributor „
An alternating current generator h pro
vides the controlling grid voltage im
pulses Eh having a. very steep wave
front and a frequency corresponding to
the ignition frequency. The generator h
consists of a permanent magnet m fixedly
mounted on a shaft m' which rotates in
synchronism with the crank shaft of
the internal combustion engine. F. DauaInger, Alien Property Custodian, (F)
March 5, 1940, (I) Jan. 11, 1944, No. 2
338,906.

Compensating Circuit

Twenty-five and
cycle voltages
picked up by coaxial cable 1 extending
between transmitter 2 and receiver 3 are
to be eliminated. The disturbing volt
age is separated from the signal, without
providing an opportunity for cross modu
lation to take place, and applied to bal
ancing circuit 5. Tube 6 has little gain
and acts as a phase inverter of exactly
180 deg.; while the output, of tube 7
taken off the cathode resistor 17 will be
in phase with its input. By taking the

0003«^

Stops Motion Within Range
of GOO to GOO,OOO RPM!
Far in excess of ordinary requirements, the upper limit permits study
of a moving object at a number of points in its path with extremely
good definition, Reliable repetitive flashing rate of the neon light
source is derived from an audio oscillator of the R-C type. CML 1200
coven six ranges from 10 to 10,000 CPS, allowing accurate setting of
the repetition rate. The audio oscillator actuates a pulse generator
which in turn acts as the trigger control of an R.F. oscillator. This
oscillator puts out pulses of approximately 10 microseconds duration
throughout the frequency range.

signal from the center point of resistor
18, the disturbing voltage to ground a1
the receiver end will be zero at all times,
provided suitable amplification or reduc
tion in compensating circuit 15. Another
embodiment with only one tube in circuit
15 is also shown and described Satis
factory operation of the circuit is re
ported for disturbing voltages of 10-20
times the signal voltage, F. J. Bingley.
Philco Radio and Television Corporation,
(F) Feb.
1942, (I) Jan. 4. 1944,
2,338,399.

Multivibrator Circuits

In CML 1200, the accurately-timed radio frequency pulses break down
the neon tube. As the breakdown occurs, a condenser also discharges
through the tube. While the illumination obtained from
ingle RF.
pulse is negligible at low frequencies, the peak power obtained from
the condenser is considerable. Means are provided to prevent the condenser from discharging until the gas
broken down by the radio
frequency pulse. Thus accurate timing is secured from the pulse gen
erator and adequate illumination from the condenser discharge. Both
combine to generate uniform illumination throughout the frequency range.

Small objects may be examined at close range since CML 1200’s light
source is in a probe at the end of a flexible cable. Unit operates from
a 115 volt 50-60 cycle power source

COMMUNICATION MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY
Rotobridge

Electronic Generators

114-118 GREENWICH STREET

It is proposed to apply positive bias to
the multivibrator and to provide negative
feedback. For positive grid bias, the
exponential condenser discharge from the
definite, initial, negative, blocking poten
tial has u much steeper slope at the cut
off potential, because the difference b<
tween this initial negative voltage an I
the final positive grid bias is consider
able greater than for unbiased grids. Tbisteep characteristic makes the system
less sensitive to spurious undesired volt
ages at the multivibrator grids. Further,
the pulse width varies less with frequency
positive biased multi
vibrator than for an unbiased one. It i!
stated that the oscillation frequency is a
linear function of the positive bias over
a wide range of frequencies and the d<
vice may therefore be used as frequent
modulator. Low pass filter 51 is insert« l
to filter out the harmonics in the fre
quency modulator shown in the figur» :
it may be varied through a range of ap
proximately 75 per cent of the averag
carrier frequency. Other applications of

Power Supply Unit«

NEW YORK 6
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Struthers Dunn
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5,288
TYPES OF

i RELAYS
Each available in

countless coil combinations
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.

. 1321 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
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the positively biased multivibrator is dtBartelink, General
scribed.
Electric Company, (F) June 25, 1940,
1944, No. 2,338,395.
Jan.

Television Sy»tem

FOR PRECISION PROCESSING
• 'Shotgun Coverage" or precision processing? Manufacturers who put
their production programs on "cost based on efficiency" schedules never
hesitate in THEIR selection of sub
testing and processing equipment
They know that Kold-Hold equipment is productioneered* to insure
the capacity and temperature best suited to fit specific
processing
application.
They know that "shotgun coverage” gives them extra
and excess refrigerant (which they can’t utilize) at a higher initial cost
.. Kold-Hold1 precision processing, obtainable with Kold-Hold Sub
Zero machines, as ires you efficient handling of the job for which the unit
was intended .
Here
Standard lines.

2.0 & 4.0 Cu. Ft. capacities at —45° & —60’
F. Kold-Hold’s most popular models. High
efficiency, low cost maintenance and port
ability have established their acceptance in
rivet storing, aging of steel and steel parts,
chemical processing and pitch removal from
optical lens. Designed for heavy duty.
IOOT 15

5.4 & 11.0 Cu. Ft. Capacities at —45" &
—60° F. Virtually every application utiliz
ing sub-zero processing can use these units
to good advantage. Wherever —45° to
—60° F. temperatures in these capacities is
specified for cold processing, Kold-Hold units
in this series are selected. In expansion fit
ting, aging of metals, aluminum alloy storage
and numerous other applications, these ma
chines provide reliable, fast, efficient low
temperature performance.

5.0 & 11.0 Cu. Ft. Capacities as —75° A.
—90 ° F. For real "bottleneck-breakers” these
Kold-Hold machines are unequalled in pro
cessing and testing of materials (including ex
pansion fits, stabilizing steel and hardening
of metals). Portability of these machines plus
convenient working height makes them adaptable for
production lines.

The subject is scanned in a vertical di
rection (arrow) at frame frequency by a
moving line of light, and the resulting
image is focused onto a semitransparent
photocathcde 12 the curvature of which
in conjunction with the following cylindri
cal electron lenses causes all electron?
from a vertical arc to impinge at one
particular element of the one-dimensional
photosensitive mosaic 21 so that horizontal
lines of the image are projected in auc-

cession. The individual horizontally ar
ranged elements of the mosaic 21 are
scanned at line frequency from cathode
ray gun 50,
53 and the signal 1«
taken off the condenser plate 29. Essen
tially, the conventional two-dimensional
scanning is split into the moving line of
light and the scanning of the one-dimen
sional photosensitive mosaic. The moving
line of light may be produced by a cathod«
ray tube device. G. K. Teal, Bell Tele
phone Laboratories, Inc., (F) July 31, 1941,
(I) Dec. 28, 1943, No. 2,337,578.

Antenna
An FM or television antenna is adapted
to be used as cooling system for the house
and to provide Are and lightning protec
tion. It is made of a hollow rod and has
small holes arranged therealong to act •«
a sprinkler system. The water supply is
regulated by a valve according to the re
quirements; it improves reception, cools
the roof and diminishes Are hazards. A
lightning arrester is mounted on the anL Cowan, RCA,
tenna support.
Nov. 1, 1941,
Dec. 28, 1943,
2,337,710.

Tube Oscillator
The tube oscillator, shown in connec
tlon with a phonograph, operates without
plate voltage supply. It has been estab
lished by experiments that the current
provided by Initial velocity and contact
potential of the electrons emitted front
the cathode suffices to set up and main
tain oscillations. An Indirectly heated
cathode is used so that all parts of it?
electron emitting surface are of the same
potential. The modulated oscillations ra
diated by antenna 19 are of sufficient in
tensity to be intercepted by an ordinary
broadcast receiver situated within a rang*
of 50 ft. To increase the intensity of th«
oscillations produced, another electron
tube may be connected into the plate cir
cuit of tube 1. G. W. Fyler, General Elec
tric Company, (F) Dec. 7, 1942, (I) D«c.
14, 1943, No. 2,336,855.

595T75

Let Kold-Hold engineers help
temperature is best suited to

determine which capacity and
r cold processing application.

Engineered for Production
454 NORTH GRAND AVENUE

LANSING 4, MICHIGAN
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THE FAITA.1ÆÆ

divided the land... united the world

i

ms famoi s waifrwai opened a short and safe

navigation route from the \dantit to the Pacific
—and led the way to the development of inter

To this may be attributed the careful craftsman

national commerce.

ship and attention to minute detail which has

Long before the Canal teas completed, Foote,
Pierson telegraph and signaling apparatus was in

distinguished our mass production during the
present period.

use by the Panama Railroad —the railway which

Fins background of knowledge and experience-

had a vital role in the construction of the Canal.

can be applied, in coo|XTation with your Product

For nearly a half century, Foote, Pierson 8c Co.,

I ngineers. to the design and manufacture of your

have specialized in the manufacture of communi
cations equipment and precision instruments.

MANUFACTURERS

15
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Hudson Stmt

post war produc ts.
Don't wait for V-day, write to us now!

SPARE PARTS BOXES
24 STOCK SIZES

No. ’<025-1

12"x6"xó'

Made as per specification
—42 B 9 (Int) for shipboard
use. Electrical and Mechan
ical. Navy grey finish,
immediate Delivery.

In the great production
boom of the past 20 months, new

Numbor
1025-1
1025-2
1025-3
1025-4
1025-5
1025-6
1025-7
1025-8
1025-9
1025-10
1025-11
1025-12
1025-13
1025-15
1025-16
1025-17
1025-18
1025-19
1025-20
1025-23
1025-14
1025-22
1025-21
1025-24

length

Width

WRITE FOR PRICE USI

developed. Such data can be
anged, for the national good,
artime.
nphenol has collected data and
ires oh many such improved
ods within the broad fields of
ion manufacture, electronics
modern shop practice in gen. The first booklet of "OK
tods" is offered freely for its
ntages in your work. Write for
es. Use the convenient coupon.

PNo.

1025-11
18"x15"xl2"

(ParriHoni extra)

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
Chicago SO, IllinaU
la Canada • Amphsnol Limitad • Toronto

Title

Company
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USE THE

RH" TRANSTAT
FOR ANY COMMERCIAL OR AIRCRAFT

FREQUENCY, VOLTAGES UP TO 480

The type **RH” Transtat was developed

for electronic applications where voltage must
be continuously adjustable in minute fractional*

tions in the core, coil and commutator con«

volt increments, or line fluctuations must have

struction.

instant and accurate compensation. In achiev

compactness.

If you wish improved efficiency and wider latr«
tude in designing your electrical apparatus,
consider the advantages of the compact, light
weight *'RH” Transtat as a component. Write

Like other Transtats, this is a highly efficient

for Bulletin 51-2E.

transformer type regulator that does not distort
wave form or interfere with radio reception.

THE AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY

The velvety smooth Transtat system that con-

178 EMMET STREET

ing such results, these regulators sacrifice

neither high electrical efficiency nor extreme

Pioneer Manufacturers

of Transformers, Reactors
and Rectifiers for Electronics

and Power Transmission
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

trols without circuit interruption is further re«
fined by Vernier type actuation and innova*
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NEWARK 5, N. J.
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NEW BOOKS

Don’t Spare the Horses!

Encyclopedia of
Substitutes and Synthetics

when using

Edited by Morris D. Schoengold, [
published by Philosophical Library,
Inc. New York City, 1943, 382 pages,
$10.00,

TURNER

This reference book contains an
alphabetic listing of materials and
products, their most important
properties, their uses in industry,
and substitutes for specific applica
tions or what other materials they
may substitute.
The encyclopedia has been “pre
pared with the cooperation of the
foremost chemical and industrial
laboratories of the United States.
It covers products which have been
recently developed in order to re
place critical materials.”
For anybody concerned with the
choice of materials either in the
development of new products or in
replacing substances no longer
available, the book should be of
great value. For a particular pur
pose, it will be possible to find
immediately probable substances as
well as their properties so that it
can be decided which of them is |
most likely to be satisfactory.

They're Built
to “Take It"!
Indoors or oof — under any
climatic or acoustic condition,
the rugged dependability oi
Turner Microphones is some
thing you can always depend
upon. That's why Turnon are
in such great demand for vital
war communications.

‘

ja Turner Microphone the stiffest test you can
devise. Use it in any spot, from the finest broad
ing studio to the jungles of the South Pacific,
nd you'll still be completely satisfied with the beauifuUy «dear, concise and intelligible transmission.
Sound Engineering'’ combined with rugged con
struction and stream-lined modern beauty make
Turner Microphones first choice of the most critical

Bibliography,
with Abstracts,
on Electrical Contacts

an*.
J U9-S, illustrated, is typical of the dependy and versatility of Turner Microphones. A
twist of the switch at the back of C9-S lets you work
at your choic«' of 50 or 200 ohms, 500 ohms or hianc< 1 or full information and prices, write

I

I

E. I. Shobert, II, assisted by George
Durst. S. G. Eskin and F. R. Hansel,
published 1944 by the American
Society for Testing Materials, 260
Broad St., Philadelphia 2, Pa. 160
pages, G by 9 in., cloth binding.
Price S5.00.
A compilation of references to the
literature on electrical contacts,
with abstracts in English on most
of the material cited. The subjects
covered include the following: Contacts — General, Materials, Circuit
Breaker Design & Testing, Relays,
Stationary Contacts, Sliding Contacts, Miscellaneous Contact Applications, Contact Resistance & Temperature, Electric Arc as Applied to
Contacts, Electric Arc in General,
Spark Discharge, Glow’ Discharge,
Low Voltage Arc, Contact Wear,
Circuit & Circuit Parameters as Applied to Contact Operation. This
compilation resulted from the work
of a committee of the American
Society for Testing Materials, B-4
on Electrical-Heating, ElectricalResistance and Electric-Furnace
Alloys, in developing standard
methods of evaluating electrical
contact materials and determining
effect of variables upon their performance. It covers references
from years 1835 to 1943.
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METALLIC
RECTIFIERS

HE KEY to many a new industrial de
Are you working on any ideas involving DC
velopment is frequently the right appli
Power Supplies, Metallic Rectifiers, or Conver
cation of AC to DC Power Conversion. At thesion Assemblies9 Our Engineers' experience in
heart of many of today's electrical marvels is
solving many such problems is at your service.
a BL Metallic Rectifier. Equipment designs once
Use it! There is no obligation.
believed impossible or impractical are now in
common daily operation rendering efficient
dependable service.

7
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A.S.T.M. Standards on
Electrical Insulating
Materials (With Related
Information)
Prepared by A.S.T.M. Committee
D-9, Published by the American
Society for Testing Materials, Phil
adelphia 2, Pa., 1944. 515 Pages.
Price $2.75

EICOR

Far in advance of today’s production schedules and in antici*
pation of tomorrow’s needs, EICOR engineers are preparing
to meet the inevitable demand for rotary electrical
equipment designed for new applications. During recent
years their store of knowledge has been used to direct our
activities and those of others in the manufacture of
more and better motors and dynamotors for war service.
The breadth of experience gained in this effort fits
them, and our entire organization, for an
important future in this field.

An exceptional range of designs and frame sizes facilitates
the development of equipment to meet your exact
__
specifications—from tiny direct current motors to
dynamotors ind generators for every conceivable
output or purpose. Our facilities are equally
adaptable to the engineering of a single
experimental unit or to production runs.
v Years of patient research, the "spadework'
chit improves existing products or creates
new designs, are represented in every
EICOR part. If you use—or expect
to use—motors, dynamotors, or jdP
generators, submit your re
quirements to us; our engineers '*<
may have something smaller
or lighter or better to
recommend.
zOHM

En©©ia Drj©.

X

!

j

isoi w. Congress St., Chicago, U.S.A.

DYNAMOTORS • D. C. MOTORS • POWER PLANTS • CONVERTERS
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This publication gives, in their
latest form, more than seventyfive A.S.T.M. standards specifica
tions and test methods covering
electrical insulating materials and
related products. In addition to
the fifty-six specifications devel
oped by the Society’s Committee
D-9, there are eighteen other
standards included to make the
book complete pertaining to certain
plastics, rubber, textiles, and paper
products, etc. It contains new ma
terial giving requirements for phe
nolic molding compounds; lami
nated thermosetting materials; vul
canized fiber sheets, rods, and
tubes, measuring dimensions of
rigid rods; natural block mica and
mica films suitable for use in fixed
mica-dielectric capacitors; orange
shellac and other lacs; low and
medium-voltage pin-type lime glass
insulators; and tensile properties
of plastics

Radio Receiver Design
By K. R. Sturley, Part No. 1. Pub
lished by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Price $4.50. 1943.
435 pages.

This reference book is a treat
ment of the radio frequency ampli
fication and detector systems for
receivers of amplitude modulated
waves. The author is English and
the conventional English terms are
used throughout. The general in
troduction contains a discussion of
amplitude modulation, frequency
and phase modulation and general
characteristics of AM receivers.
Tubes are treated in Chapter 2.
and the general relations for the
input admittance due to inter
electrode capacities and the transit
time action are developed.
The general features of aerials
and aerial coupling systems for re
ceivers are given in Chapter 3
This section includes a treatment
of noise reducing antennas and
coupling systems. The use of con
ventional mesh network equations
gives simplified results.
In Chapter 4, radio frequency
amplifiers are treated both from
the characteristics of the coupling
networks, and from the effects of
thermal and shot noise. Also in
cluded is a treatment of short and
ultra short wave amplifiers. Fre
quency conversion and oscillators
for receivers are treated in separate
chapters. In oscillators considerable
attention is given to choice of com
(Continued on page 164)
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t If

that may suggest short cuts on your circuits
VACUUM OR ELEC-

TRONIC SWITCH I

Simplified circuit of

ELECTRONIC PHOTOLIGHT
for superspeed photography

ON-OFF

SWITCH
2MFD—2000 VOLTS

RECTIFIED POWER SUPPLY

IN THREE SECONDS

this small Pyranol capacitor

accumulates enough energy to discharge 4,000,000 watts
instantaneously, through a mercury lamp. This produces

a four-microsecond flash which, at its peak, is one-fifth
as bright as the sun’s surface.

FEATURES THAT MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU
TO DESIGN WITH PYRANOL CAPACITORS
COMPACTNESS—High capacitance per cubic inch, because of
the unusual dielectric properties of Pyranol. f

SPACE-SAVING SHAPES—Many of the ratings are available in
oval, cylindrical, or rectangular cases to make your design
problems easier.
CONVENIENCE—They will work equally well mounted in any
position.
DEPENDABILITY—Hermetically sealed for permanence and
uniformity of characteristics.
Eh« G-E photo
light lot very
high-speed pho
tography I* pri
marily of Interest
In research work.
It illuminates SO
•quart feat.

They have long life because of the superior materials used,
supervised manufacture, and individual testing. Write for our
time-saving catalogs on a-c (GEA-2027) or d-c (GEA-2621) types.
They cover our complete line. General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
tPyranol is the G-E trade name for asharet. the synthetic, noninflammable liquid used
in treating G-E capacitors.

I * First in a series of
• odi that will outline
I neu jobs being done
I unh Pyranol capacI ‘tori
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WASHIN
Latest Electronic Nows Development» Summarized
by Electronic Indnstries* Washington Bareau

NO EARLY PROSPECTS FOR CIVILIAN PRODUCTION—Based on current information which may be
upset at any time by an unexpected turn in military
events, the WPB sees no early prospects for the pro
duction of radios (as well as a number of other heavy
durable consumers’ goods» because plant facilities as
well as certain component parts and raw materials
are required to make these items continue to be
needed for war productions.

RESTRICTIONS ON “NEW” RADIO PRODUCERS—
WPB Chairman Donald M. Nelson, in his letter to
Senator Maloney of Connecticut, laid down a most
significant principle for the electronic-radio industry,
grown to such tremendous size for the war effort, that
restrictions on “new” companies, which want to enter
an industry for the first time after the war, will be
needed until critical components and materials are
in easy supply. So long as wartime controls are re
tained, materials and components, should not be al
located to these new firms until the already established
concerns in the industry are in a position to resume
civilian production of their former products.
CIVILIAN RADIO TUBES—The number of radio
tubes for civilian use will continue to be inadequate
for all needs because military requirements for combat
electronic equipment are increasing. However, at least
18,000,000 “MR” tubes for civilians (for maintenance,
repair or operating supplies» are anticipated for
civilian production this year—and probably more be
cause manufacturers are to be permitted “over-runs”
above their quotas if military orders are completed
and facilities and labor are available.
LESS THAN HALF OF NORMAL REPLACEMENTS—
The 18,000,000 tubes constitute less than half of nor
mal replacements—because of the backlog of demand
for tubes, longer radio listening hours and use of old
or repaired radios WPB estimates the tube replace
ment need in 1944 at more than 41.000,000. Frank H.
McIntosh, Chief of the Foreign and Domestic Branch
of the WPB Radio-Radar Division, as a result of his
recent inspection at the tube plants found the pro
duction situation satisfactory and through his direc
tive to manufacturers of trading among themselves
the various types of tubes a more equitable distribution
of tubes to civilians will be possible.

U. S. EQUIPMENT STANDS UP IN JUNGLES—Due
to the genius of the American electronic-radio indus
try, the communications and radar apparatus in the
Southwest Pacific theater of war received such thor
ough preparation and protection from moisture and
fungus damage that it withstands the destructive
climatic effects of the tropical jungles. Very little in
jury occurs in the Army and Navy radio and radar
stations’ equipment, Major General Ingles, Chief
Signal Officer, reported to the War Department upon
his return after a recent four-weeks inspection tour in
the Pacific combat area.
162

LAST LINK ROUND GLOBE COMPLETED—The
Army Airways Communications System has con.pleted the final link of its radio network around the
world so that American planes now can encircle the
globe maintaining constant communications in flight
with the AACS ground stations and with the AAF rad
range beacons. The AACS utilizes more than 2500
transmitters and 5600 receivers at over 600 locations
in every state of the United States and in 52 foreigi
countries and territories; it has divided the world in >
23 operating regions. Latest development of AAF
which cannot be revealed in any detail, is blind land
ing system without special radio apparatus in the
airplanes.

NOW ON PLATEAU—The Army Signal Corps in
1943 increased its purchases of communications electronic equipment in monthly rate of output by 83
per cent as contrasted with 1942 This high rate of
production has not only been maintained but ever,
exceeded slightly in 1944. But the rate of production
is slated to level off and remain on a plateau for remainder of year—at least so long as present war requirements keep up.
CONFERENCE ON SCHEDULES—A most important
conference on scheduling programs was held with
Signal Corps prime contractors in New York during
the latter part of March by Major General William H
Harrison, Chief of Signal Corps Procurement & Dis
tribution Service. Incidentally, General Harrison and
his force came through in 1943 to attain the goals set
for them by the Army high command. The Signal
Corps recorded the largest gain in output last year of
any procurement branch of the Army Service Forces

BIG AIRWAYS - RADIO PLANS READY —Civil
Aeronautics Administration is planning postwar
procurement program for radio range-radio communi
cations stations and instrument landing systems
that equipment can be put into production immedi
ately after military requirements start to slacken off
instrument landing systems projected at more thaï
100 airports; to convert entire airways radio station^
to VHF frequency ranges: 500,000 private airplanes li
next decade to be major radio market.
MISCELLANY—Congress chopped down FCC fund;
by over 25 per cent or total of over $2,000,000, mainly af
fecting its war agencies, Radio Intelligence and Foreigi
Broadcast Intelligence Services; for industry mos’
injurious slash was cutting out of a few desired new
radio engineers for allocations work. . . . Chicago’s 51
electronic - radio - radar manufacturers engage in
“guinea pig” test on establishing industry wage
bracket to secure labor and cut down turnover.
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.

ROLAND C. DAVIES
Washington Editor
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Electronic hooter* with inductor coilt connected to terminal t
of Oscillator Type Tubes, are used for brazing, soldering,
hardening, ond bonding of small diameter parts, thin sec
tions and low resistance materials.

by

GUARDIAN

Induction heating costs less, is more dependable and easier by the elec
tronic method Safer, too, even with inexperienced hands, when pro
tected from improper operation by quality relays such as the Guard
ian Series 90 Interlock Relay and the Series L-500 Overload Relay
Series 90 Interlock Relay locks mechanically from an electrical
impulse and unlatches or resets from another such impulse. Com
binations up to DPDT available with 12’/i amp. contacts rated at
110 v , 60 cycles, non-inductive load Coil resistances up to 10,000
ohms. For AC or DC operation

Series L-500 Overload Relay, manual reset, protects DC circuits
against abnormal current surges where current conditions are con
stant. Contacts can take severe overloads undamaged, cannot be
reset during overload. Rated for 1500 watts on 110 v., 60 cycle,
non-inductivr AC.

Consult Guardian wherever a tub« it
used—however

Relays by Guard

ian are NOT limited to tube applica

tions but may be used

wherever

automatic control is desired for

making, breaking, or changing the
characteristics of electrical circuits.

1622-D W WALNUT STREET
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(Continued from page 160)
ponent parts and circuits for fre
quency stability over various ranges
of temperature and voltage and ala
the desirable circuits for minimum
parasitic oscillations.
The final chapter covers d ode
detectors, plate detectors and grid
leak detectors. The detector effi.
ciency and distortion charact. ristics are developed mathematical;}
and graphically. The appe ..dix
section covers the fundamental s o!
the Fourier series analysis of com
plex waves.
At the end of each chapter are a
number of selected reference to
pertinent articles. The book is veil
written and presents a consider .bit
amount of useful and practical in
formation on the subject of re
ceiver design. A second volume B
planned to cover audio amplifiers,
power supplies, measurements, etc

THE ROLE OF THE X-^AY

IN WINNING THE WAÍ

an,

ALLING Battery F! Calling Battery F! Enemy in force on right
flank. Range 3000!"
Accurate information on enemy formations and strength is vitally
important for a successful attack.
American inventive genius has equipped our advance units with
"walkie-talkie” sets, by which on-the-spot information can be flashed
to the attacking forces, the artillery and air support.
These walkie-talkie sets and other two-way radio units are kept
accurately on their own private wave-lengths, avoiding interception
or jamming by the enemy, by means of quartz crystals which must
lie cut in a highly precise manner. Such precision is made possible by
use of an X-Ray method of determining crystal plane alignment.
After the war. similar applications of x-ray techniques will point
the way to many new and improved processes in the production of a
wide variety of products. Savings in cost, improvement in quality,
elimination of the "ignorance factor” from design considerations,
will give every advantage to the industrial enterprise which is alert
enough to utilize the remarkable possibilities of this tool of modern
science,

C

THE X-RAY TUBE IS THE HEART
OF THE X-RAY MACHINE...
The majority of leading makes of X-Ray ap
paratus are equipped with Machlett Tubes

MACHLETT

Radio Procedure Manual
A procedure manual for aircraft
radiotelephone communication ha*,
just been published by Electronic
Specialty Co., 3456 Glendale Blvd
Los Angeles 26, Calif. It is offered
to all Civil Air Patrol members
The 16-page manual is a reproduc
tion of the Civil Air Patrol training
directive on the use of two-way
radio equipment and was published
in collaboration with the C AP
Distribution is by authority of the
C.A.P. national headquarters to
members of all Wings, Groups
Squadrons and Flights.

inspection Handbook
“Quality Control” is the title oi a
new pocket size handbook on sci< ntific inspection by Continental Ma
chines, Inc., 1301 Washington Ave
South, Minneapolis 4, Minn. The
handbook is unusual in its brief but
concise explanation of the entire
subject of precision measureme:.t
The use of dozens of photographs
diagrams, charts and tables makes
the explanation of scientific Insp«tion interesting, and informative
The booklet is dedicated to Eli
Whitney, the father of mass pro
duction, whose invention of inter
changeability of parts has becoi ie
highly developed through the t se
of precision measuring instrume! :s
to interpret fine dimensions. These
measuring instruments are p tured, showing their use in ever day production, safeguarding tl it
production from rejects by estab
lishing uniform control throughout
the whole production set-up. Ga e
blocks, a host of gage instrumerts
and accessories are described, in
cluding presentation of the new
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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mobile inspection unit which brings
the inspection department righ to
the point of work.
Of interest are the many tables
and data pertaining to gating
methods used in precision measure
ment.
One
section
highlights
twenty-four subjects vital to preci
sion measuring and explains the
use of many precision instruments
such as the sine bar, vernier gage
optical flats, etc. At the end of the
book fifty-three key questions are
given with their answers, serving
both as a check and test of the
knowledge gained by the reader in
studying this handbook. Also of
fered is a group of films, charts and
illustrated booklets as further train
ing aids on scientific inspection
which can be secured from Con
tinental Machines, Inc.

Franklin Products

will be as large

The Franklin line of sockets,
switches, plugs, locking rings, ter
minal strips, metal and plastic fab
rications, etc., is illustrated and de
scribed in the new catalog just re
leased by this company.
Illustrations are in blueprint and
photographic style and each socket
plug, switch, etc., is given individual
detailed description.
Copies of this catalog may be ob
tained by writing A. W. Franklin
Mfg. Corp., 177 Varick St„ New
York 14, N. Y.

as the television hook-up that will telecast the game

Allied News

, . • on a beam of electrons.
Invisible to these millions, but essential to television, will be
transformers: regulators of electronic energy ... The intimate ex
perience gained from war communication musts, will be applied
by Stancor engineers to electronic controls of the future — an in
calculable plus value... Refinement in transformers spells Stancor.

1 500 NORTH

HALSTED STREET

Allied Radio Corp., 833 West
Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill., is
now publishing the “Allied Radio

and Electronic News” a monthly
bulletin of developments in the
electronic field, distributed
throughout the country to engi
neers, purchasing agents, depart
ment heads, etc., who are inter
ested in the maintenance and de
velopment of electronic equipment
Engineers desiring to be placed on
the mailing list for this bulletin
should address requests on com
pany letterheads.

SEND FOR
NEW

C0MHE1E
CATALOG

Magnetic Chuck
New* D o a 11 electro-magnetic
chucks, and the Selectron, a cur
rent recifying, demagnetizing and
power varying unit, manufactured
by Continental Machines, Inc., 1301
Washington Ave., S. Minneapolis 4.
Minn., are described and pictured
in a four-page bulletin. This bulle
tin shows how the Selectron, an
electronic device, furnishes de
power, gives the operator control
over the magnetic pull of the
chuck and also demagnetizes the
chuck. The Selectron has a capac
ity of 175 watts, operating on 220 or
440 volts to produce 220 volt de and
will operate any chuck drawing up
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.• • in Resistance to
Corrosion and Moisture
This is a standard test at Shure Brothers. The microphone

is connected to the air pressure line and submerged. No
bubbles

insides” are protected against rain and ocean

spray. More than that, Shure engineers have successfully defeated
corrosion of iron, steel, brass and aluminum microphone parts —and they

were the first to moisture-proof, successfully, Rochelle Salt Crystal
Microphones. You may well look to Shure engineers to provide you with better
microphones and headphones.

SHURE BROTHERS, 225 WeM

Street, < hir*Mo

Designers and Manufacturers of Microphones and Acoustic Devices
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to 175 watts. Descriptions of the
Doall electro-magnetic chuck c ver
two sizes, 6x18 in. and 8x24 in

Resins and Plastic
Description of the unique group
of polyvinyl resins and plastics
which it has recently developed
and offered for distribution to in
dustrial users under the trade
name Geon is contained in an ittractive four-page folder just issued by the Chemical Division of
the B. F. Goodrich Co., Akrjn.
Ohio.

Stock Record
A stock record in folder form haj
been issued by Manufacturers Screw
Products, 216-222 W, Hubbard St,
Chicago (10), Ill. It is a periodical
record of “in-stock” aviation and
commercial fasteners of every type
and description, and keeps buyers
abreast of the firm’s stock condi
tion. Millions of regular and spe
cial items are listed in the record,
including screws, washers, rivets,
studs, nuts, bolts, aluminum washers, drilled screws and similar
items.

•ene mankind.

i. Inc. has been

Control Bulletin
r Sperti is more than the manufacturer of
l \ LAMPS. IRRADIATION LAMPS. FLUO
RESCENT LIGHTING, MEAT TEN DERIZERS and
the much-publicized BIO-DYNE OINTMENT.
It is more than the maker of SPERTFS ELEC
TRONIC DEVICES and NAVIGATION INSTRU
MENTS.

Beyond Sperti there are laboratories devoted
to pure scientific research, staffed by scientists
wholly devoted to exploring new fields o
know ledge.
Uany of their studies yield results which ha
immediate practical application.

Sperli. Inc. exists Io inaki
discoveries available.

radical

Even now. though almost wholly occupied
with war work, Sperti may have an advance
ment applicable io your business.
vital importance to you.

It will pay you to consult Sperti now
plan your postwar products.

Centralab’s bulletin 697 on Controis has been revised and the new
version contains eight pages of in
formative data on Standard, Mid
get, Sub-Midget and Elf Radiohms
as well as switch covers, shafts and
bushings that apply to these con
trols. There are photographs of
the parts, detailed engineering
drawings, specifications and resist
ance curves that will be valuable
to research men and purchasing
departments. Manufacturer is Centralab, Division of Globe-Union
Inc., 900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwauk- e.
Wb.

Burner Equipment
A new 46-page catalog has been
released by Haydu Bros., Plainfie d.
New Jersey, which describes and .
lustrates their glass-forming burn
er equipment. The equipment shown
includes cross fires, sealing torches,
bunsen burners (adjustable and
heavy duty), blast burners, oxyg- n
blow pipes, ribbon burners, mani
folds, burner tips of all types, e*c

Symposium on Plastics
A report of the extensive sy iposium on plastics held in Phila
delphia on February 22 and 23,1944
can be found in the January, 1944
issue of the Bulletin of the Amer
ican Society for Testing Materials
Short abstracts of the technical
papers dealing with the testing
methods and results of essential
mechanical, electrical, and chem
ical properties of plastics are given
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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California

Q—Why a California Issue?
A—«Because of California's rapidly increasing impor
tance as a center of radio production and war
strategy.
Q—What typo of information will be publiihtd?
A — In addition to a well-balanced issue covering all
phases of electronics, the June issue will have fea
ture articles on engineering and production facili
ties, written by California authors in California
plants. Also a summary of West Coast manufactur
ing and a list of West Coast representatives han
dling radio-electronic parts, components and sup
plies.

FOR
MARKETING
EXECUTIVES

Q—Why

is the California story Important to
Eastern manufacturers?

A — West Coast plants are largo buyers of radio mate
rials, parts, accessories and instruments. Al
though engaged 100% in war work at present, Cali
fornia will bo a largo postwar producer of radio
and electronic products. The West Coast has a
greater per-capita use of radio equipment than any
other section of the country and Its population Is
increasing faster. San Francisco and Los Angelos
will be key ports for the exportation of radio to
tho Far East.

Q—Why

should an Eastern manufacturer adver
tise In the California Issue?

HIGHSPOTTING

the California Issue of
ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

TO BE PUBLISHED IN

June 44
WRIT IM A SERIES OF REGIONAL
EDITORIAL SURVEYS

A — To get better established in the California market.
Eastern concerns skould capitalize California's un
usual interest In tho June issue and advertise on tho
basis that California will be a permanent and sub
stantial market. In future, few Eastern manufac
turers can afford to overlook the West Coast.

manufacturers ad
vertise in the California issue?

Q—Why should West Coast

A —Because West Coast manufacturers have tho same
problems of selling and distribution as Eastern man
ufacturers. Their markets also are the same. Ex
cept for government business, their selling Is largely
intra-industry selling. They make Items for other
manufacturers and also for the final user. Western
and Eastern manufacturers alike need the service of
a magazine such as ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES,
whoso paid circulation is almost exactly In propor
tion to tho market and population.

and West Coast manu
facturers accomplish by advertising In
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES?

Q—What can East Coast

CALIWELL-CLEMENTS, IRC.
Pobllthert ol

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

RADAR
RADIO RETAILING TODAY
Editorie! and Executive O«cei

480 Lexington Ave., Now York 17, N. Y.
Telephone PLaza 3-1340
Chicago Office
201 N Well* Street, Chicago A, III.

Telephone RAndolph 9225

A — They can roach tho top-ranking engineers and execu
tives of the entire industry, including a complete
covtFfiflt
of uuuenwneu
imMrfaRt
In • moonfocfiirloo
ood
wvm
wwuvv wo
uwo■■ u factors
v cue uwewo^ew
wow • uno cueva wu^uvo
communications on tho West Coast. They can got
immediate business and lay tho groundwork for
postwar selling. They can save valuable time by
reducing the traveling of executives and engineers.
They can bock up their sales agencies.

Q—When will

the June advertising forms be

closed?
A — May 10 for complete plates; May S for composition

without proofs; May 1 if composition and proofs
arc required.

OSCILLATORS

HE greatest single factor in the wide acceptance

T

of Jefferson Electric Transformers, is the ability to

insure "quality” while producing in great quantities.

If you need a few or a million, Jefferson Electric

facilities, experience and manufacturing control insure
like quality for all.

Reports from all over the world emphasize the value

of Jefferson Electric Transformer reliability under all
manner of conditions,—from the Arctic to the Equator

—from the moisture-laden coastal regions to the arid
desert areas.
With all factors—engineering, designing, research,

manufacture of all components under one control, in

(Continued from page 105)
age to appear across the circuit
L-C, and C charges.
at thia
point, switch S were closed, the ap
plied voltage would drop and C
would discharge building up a
magnetic field in L.
Meanwhile, the full de voltage
would build up across Lt. 1When S
is reopened, L would discharge into
C and the process repeats. All that
is needed is to have switch S operate
the resonant frequency
Capacitor C acts to block any
steady flow of de through induc
tance L but presents a very low
impedance to the flow of the pulses
of current feeding the resonant
circuit. Li is a choke which serves
to absorb the short current pulses
and prevents them from affecting
other elements in the circuit. A
spark gap could be used as this
switch
speeds below 200,000
cycles per second but for the higher
frequencies, the only satisfactory
element is the vacuum tube.
The vacuum tube can be thought
of as a contactor capable of oper
ating at very high speeds. The
tubes used for this application have
three elements, an anode (or plate),
a cathode and a grid, all within an
evacuated envelope.
Before the vacuum tube will
operate to maintain oscillation in
the circuit the proper grid voltage
must be determined and a means
found to create it. The voltages
existent across the tube during
oscillation will appear as in Fig 4
The plate-to-cathode voltage con
sists of two parts—the de voltage
(a) plus or minus the rf voltage
(b). At point c, the voltage is at
a maximum while at (d) it is at
a minimum. The tube must con
duct at that point during the cycle
at which oscillation would be
aided If this occurred at point c,

te nJ

sun
met I

surance of "quality” with quantity is secured. You can
bring your particular requirements to “transformer

headquarters" with full confidence that recommenda

tions and suggestionswill help you save time—and the
transformers furnished whether in small or large quan
tities will be alike in quality.... JEFFERSON ELECTRIC
COMPANY, Bellwood (Suburb of Chicago), Illinois.

Canadian Factory: 60-64 Osler Ave., W. Toronto, Ont.

Fin. •— Inode potrntlal
curve when oacillatinK

it would tend to reduce the rf
voltage at that point and increase
it during the other half of the
cycle. Thus, the tube must be
made to conduct at point d.
Also, since the vacuum tube
always presents a certain resistance
to the flow of current, the power
loss within it will equal the sum
mation of the products of the
Instantaneous voltage times the
current. It is obvious that since
the voltage is at a minimum at
point d and increases at all other
points, it would be very advantage
ous to limit the period of conduc
tion to a small fraction of a cycle
centered at that point.
(Turn page)
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^^hen something seems rotten in Denmark...
T

i re is j strange quality in us all—
c ¿n in fact-minded engineers. We
tc J to suspect ourselves first when

v rc face to face with failure. We
forget that human beings have no
corner on error.
Ikhind an apparent failure, for ins( nee, may be the innocent face of a
merer that failed to tell the truth

From there, calculations went hope
less awry and ended in a wad of
paper held in an angry fist.
We do not suggest that you mis
trust your tools. We do say—insist on
sustained accuracy* in your metering,
measuring, and testing instruments.
Use instruments that through their life
time never waver from the truth

* SUSTAINED ACCURACY is not an easy
quality to achieve. It must take into account
all factors of use—must then employ the de
sign, the alloys, the construction that infalli

bly protect an instrument against all threats
to its reliable performance

Such instruments,

ob lously, must be built with performance—

not price—tn mind. We invite the inquiries of

those who are interested in such standards

instruments
jor Measuring, Metering & Testing Equipment ☆ The IT W. Boes Co. Dayton, Ohio
tUCTRONIC INDUSTRIES

To do this, it is necessary that
the grid be sufficiently negative to
prevent the flow of current at all
other points, thus the grid voltage
must consist of a sine wave 180 deg.
out of phase with the plate voltage,
superimposed on a negative de
voltage as in Fig. 5. With a voltage
of this type applied to the grid, the
conduction period will be only
slightly longer than “h” and the
tube efficiency will be at a maxi
mum.
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AS TOMORROW”
The old phrase—"as modern as tomorrow"—has taken on new
meaning in these times. Research and development have be-

come a feverish activity in the laboratories of American industry,
which will result in new peace-time products.
Webster Electric's skill in engineering and long years of ex-

perience in building magnetic reproducers and crystal pickups

are now a part of the effort toward winning the war. And the
search for improvements, to meet the constant demand for even
finer products, goes on in these laboratories, too.

Even now homes that enjoy radio-phonograph combination sets
know the pleasure and entertainment that brings relaxation in

the midst of crowded, hectic days. Webster Electric Pickups are
standard on many of these sets.

When new sets can be built again, Webster Electric will be
ready to serve the industry with new developments designed
for the modern world of tomorrow.

Krld

*oltiiK«-a
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The rf component of the grid
voltage could logically be obtained
directly from the resonant circuit
while the de component is applied
from an external source. But since
this requires adjustment of the de
potential whenever the magnitude
of the rf component changes, a
scheme for automatically providing
the correct de voltage is normally
used.
Several methods are used to ob-;
tain the rf voltage from the reson
ant circuit for the grid—and thia
is the main point of difference in
the oscillator circuits now being
used by the various manufacturers
of induction heating equipment
This 180 deg. phasing between
grid and plate voltages can be ob
tained in several ways. In the
coupled grid circuit, Fig. 7, the
voltage is developed across a coil
inductively coupled to a portion of
the resonant circuit. By proper
connections this voltage can be
phased nearly 180 deg., but due to
the resistance inherent in any inductance, this phasing must be
corrected in many cases by the
addition of a phase-correcting
capacitor.
In the Colpitts circuit used in
G-E circuits (Fig. 8) the grid volt
age is obtained by direct connec
tion to the resonant circuit by
splitting the capacitor into two
series sections. If the plate-tccathode voltage is impressed on
one section (Ep in Fig. 6), the volt
age across the other section Ef will

WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY. Racine. Wi.con.in, U. S. A.
Established 1909 Export Dept.: 13 E. 4Oth St., New York 16). N. Y.
Cable Address: "ARLAB" New York City

WEBSTER

ELECTRIC

"Whare Quality io a Responsibility and Fair Dealing an Obligation"'

LET'S ALL BACK THE ATTACK- BUY MORE WAR BONDS!
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get
THIS!

Reading time only two minutes, yet

for a controlled power supply.

this boiled-down bulletin on the HARVEY

It’s yours for the asking. Just jot down

Regulated Power Supply gives you all

your name, position and company ad

the answers on a dependable source of

dress and say, "Send me the bulletin on

D. C. power. You’ll want it for reference

the HARVEY Regulated Power Supply.”

whether or not you have immediate use

Write to

HARVEY

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
441

CONCORD AVENUE
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CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS

Fl«.;. 7—Oscillator circuit with couphd Krld coil for feedback pur poses
----------- S-------------- *

rut

COLPITTS

CIRCUIT

Fix. H—Oscillator circuit with divided tank capacitor ici» Ins proper'y pham d fed.

back voltaites

û
INSULATING
VARNISHES
to meet all
coil requirements
No matter what type of coil you
manufacture, you will find a
DOLPH Insulating Varnish to
meet your requirements. Through
bur vast experience we have de
veloped several hundred different
varnishes and each grade is for
mulated to do a specific job.
Perhaps you do not know just
what varnish to specify for treat
ment of your new units. As we
maintain laboratory service, we
are confident that we can help you
with your problem. There is no
obligation, so why not let us
assist you?

JOHN C. DOLPH COMPANY

always be of opposite polarity, thus
giving a 180 deg. phase angle.
Section “M” (Fig. 7 and 8) repre
sents schematically the mercury
tube rectifier commonly used to
convert the 60-cycle voltage output
of the high-voltage transformer T
to the de utilized by the oscillator
circuit S. The Colpitts circuit, (Fig.
8). has the advantage of greater
stability, since the capacitance
ratio which determines EP/E, is
always fixed, thus providing a
“stiffer” voltage source, as well as
better efficiency because the phas
ing is more exact. However, the
coupled grid circuit (Fig. 7) affords
a ready means of adjusting the
amplitude of the grid voltage which
is in some cases advantageous.
It will be noted that since no
effort is made to smooth out or
filter the de output of the rectifier,
the voltage applied to the oscillator
is actually a series of half sine
waves. However, this in no way
affects the previous analysis since
for the duration of any one rf cycle
the voltage could be assumed con
stant.
To conclude this theoretical dis
cussion of the oscillator circuit, it
is important that several points be
understood thoroughly because of
their Importance in the application
of this circuit to induction and
dielectric heating. These are:
1. Voltage and current in the
resonant circuit have no relation to
power output, being solely a func
tion of voltage, frequency, and cir
cuit constants. This current does
not flow through the tubes.
2. All direct current from the
rectifier flows through the oscillator
tubes. Since the direct current
times the voltage equals the power
output of the rectifier, this current
is proportional to the power input
to the oscillator circuit at any
fixed voltage.
3. The serviceable life of all
oscillator tubes is determined by
the life of filaments; this in turn

is determined by their operating
temperature. With thoriated tui sten fllaments, temperatures either
too low or too high will seriously
shorten their life. With pure tun li
sten filaments, the lower the tem
perature the longer the tube life
However, at reduced temperatures
fewer electrons are emitted, thus
limiting the permissable power out
put.

★
★

One

COUPLING METHODS
(Continued from page 83)

might have high efficiency and al>o
be good at high frequencies. Con
sequently, a transformer was built
having 15 turns of %-in. copper
tubing for a primary. The over
all dimensions were: diameter, 4’2
in.; length 8 in. The efficiency
curve for this unit is shown in
Curve I. With the exception of a
drop in efficiency at frequent < s
less than 500 kc, it had excellent
characteristics out as far as 7.5 me
The efficiency of coupling varies

as the ratio — where «« and 6. are
s.
the electrical conductivities of the
inductor coil and of the work. respectively. Therefore, the indue r
coil should be made of copper or
silver and should be kept as c >d
as possible. Even refrigeration of
the coolant may be worthwhile in
some instances. When heating
materials of high electrical c< iductivity such as copper, alu
minum, or brass, the coupl ng
efficiencies will be relatively 1 v
The curves of Fig. 6 show the «ificiencies of a transformer and in
ductor loop when coupling to 1
in. rods of steel, copper aid
aluminum?
(Turn page)
•The efficiencies shown for copper and
minum are unbelievably high. Certainly th«
method of measuring efficiency is not ap. c
able to loads having high electrical conducties since the current distributions must M
quite different when measuring Q and Q
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A NEW

JNIVERSAL
BRIDGE ;
WIDE »ANGE

%% ACCURACY

K BRIDGES IN ONE
MEASURES INBUCTANCE

Model
IOIO

One of several instruments designed to meet the requirements of our military development program

made available for general sale.

The Universal Bridge permits measurement of :

RESISTANCE

• CAPACITANCE —

Range
Accuracy

10‘4 to 101® ohms.
1 ohm to 1 megohm, within
below 1 ohm and from 1 megohm to 100 megohm, within 1%
above 100 megohms the error increases to 5%.

Range
Accuracy

10"® to 100 microfarads.
100 nnf to 1 >*f within */2%
other ranges, within 2%.

• INDUCTANCE --- With no D. C. flou ing
Range:
Accuracy:

I0~*to 100 henrys
100 mH to 1 h, within 1%,
other ranges, within 2%.

With superimposed D. C.
Range:
Accuracy:

F ’ A TURES—Inductance

.1 to 100 henrys
Within 2%

of iron cored chokes and transformers can be measured with up to 500 m.a. of I). C. flowing.

Facilities for measurement of frequency, Q and power factor are included in the Bridge.

The bridge contains a 1 megohm resistance decade in steps of one ohm — this is brought out to terminals so that it
can be used externally.
Complete and self-contained unit ... in addition, provision has been made to plug in external facilities such as
outside standards, oscillators, null indicators, etc., to extend the usefulness of the bridge.
Y"ur inquiry will receive prompt attention, as will mqui
industrial control, inspection or instrumentation problems.

ing the application of uur engineering facilities to the solution of your

INDUSTRIAL PHYSTCS — INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
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BOSTON

15,
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do your ENGINEERS

^B^power

Are you engineers having trouble finding an exactly

correct electrical power supply for today's war
products? Are you planning the power supply for
your future products? Then let Wincharger Engineers

help you. They can save you lots of time and worries

if you need:

MOTORS
♦ Built in and shell type motors
• Adjustable speed motors

• Syncronous Motors
• Rotary Electrical aviation equipment
• Dynamotors and Inverters

• Motor Generator sets
♦ Railroad Car Lighting Generators

To show the effect of increasing
the number of inductor turns,
some data were taken on %-in
rods of steel and copper using one
inductor having a single turn and
another having two turns. Th^se
data are plotted in the curves of
Fig. 7. For the %-in. work a two
turn coil more nearly matches the
impedance of the transformer
than does a one turn inductor
Transformers approximately io
in. in diameter by 15 in. in lent th
and with suitable turn ratios of 1
to 10 or 20 have secondary im
pedances which match the im
pedance of a cylindrical piece of
work two to three inches in
diameter. If such a transformer is
then used on a piece of work of
less diameter the efficiency drops
due principally to mis-matching
Therefore, one can expect the effi
ciency of the type described to
decrease with the radius of work,
when less than three inches in
diameter. The curves of Fig s
show directly how the efficiency

falls with decrease in radius. In
all four curves the inductor was a
single loop of 3/16-in. copper
tubing which fitted the work with
spacings of less than 1/32 in. As a
matter of fact the spacing for the
smaller diameters was less than for
the larger which would tend to
raise the efficiency values for the
small sizes.
When an inductor surrounds the
work the inductor current travels
along its inner surface. Moreover,
the path of the magnetic field on
the outside of the inductor is
practically unlimited. Therefore,
the radial width of an external in
ductor has little effect on the ef
ficiency. To illustrate this effect,
data were taken on two inductors,
both having the same inside
diameter, (1 3/16 in.) but having i
widely differing widths. Both were
made from %-in. copper plate
No. 1 had a radial thickness of
’a in. No. 2 was a large irregular
plate with an average width of
more than 2 in. These two induc
tors are shown in Fig. 9. The effl-

BONDS for
VICTORY
M™«! EQUIPMENT
WINCHARGER CORPORATION
SIOUX CITY, IOWA

of coi»d«ic-

17«
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EXCELLENCE

ODAY, the entire output of Bliley Crystal Units is directed to vital
communications equipment for war purposes. When th« United Nations
wm the last battle, as they most certainly will, the fruits of increased engi
neering knowledge, expanded facilities and improved production technique,
will be available to a peace time world . . a new world of greater human
comfort through applied engineering and science.

T

In this new world, Bliley Crystals will take their rightful place with their
pre-war record of dependability, accuracy and user acceptance Not counting
applications covered by war time secrecy necessities, there will be Bliley
Precision-made Crystals for diathermy, ultrasonic generators, pressure
gauges, carrier-current communications systems, radio frequency filters, and
precision interval timers. And, of course, in greater quantities than ever be
fore, frequency controlling crystal units for all radio communication necessi
ties, F M or A M., fixed, portable, mobile or air borne. As always, Bliley
Engineers are ready to extend their assistance to you . . . call on them freely.

All Back The ittack- Bl 1 MORE II AR BONDS

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

DEAFENING ROAR^

Noise Meets Its
Master with Permoflux
Acoustical Devices
Permoflux Dynamic Acoustical
Devices, operating under extreme :
noise conditions, have proved the 4
essentiallity of uniform, wide fre- i
quency response. No other single
factor contributes more to the
intelligible transmission of vital
war messages. With the coming of
Peace,there will be many Permoflux
engineered products to improve
the efficiency and operation of
speech transmission equipment.
BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

YRADC

17S
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ciency vs. frequency for each in
ductor is plotted in the curves. The
work was 1%-in. steel rod in each
case.
For the purpose of heating an
inside surface, again the simplest
type of applicator is merely a 1 »op
of copper tubing which fits ins de
the work with as small a spac;ng
as possible between coil and work
All of the effects mentioned in
connection with outside inductors
hold good for inside inductors, w th
one exception: for inside induct rs
the radial width is very important
To show how efficiency var.es
with “width” of inductor, several
applicators were made having the
same external diameters but hav
ing various inside diameters. The
thickness of each, axially was 1 a
in. and the common outside di
ameter was 2.0 in. The inside
diameters varied from 1.75 in. to
.75 in. Each was connected to the
V/a-in. hf transformer and the
over-all efficiencies were measured
at a number of different frequen
cies. In each case the work was a
heavy-wall, steel pipe with an in
side diameter of 2 1/16 in. The ef
ficiency drops rapidly with an
increase in radial width of induc
tor, as shown by Fig. 10.
It becomes very difficult physi
cally, to build an inside inductor
coil for bores less than one inch
in diameter. If small tubing is
used the difficulty is to get enough
water through it for cooling pur
poses. Moreover, it is very hard to
form a uniformly round coil fr< m
tubing with the close tolerances
necessary in this case. To over
come these difficulties a special de
sign of inside applicator was de
veloped to work in bores of

Fir. 1«»—Effect of rad Hi I
width

of

coll

turn

diameters between iy2 in- and 4
in. It is shown in Fig. 11.
The device is completely machine
made so that close tolerances can
be maintained. The “inductor co
is a thin copper ring R mounted < n
the end of a bakelite block B. T ie
ring is split and fed with current
by the conductors C and C' whi h
form two halves of a split conical
rod. Cooling water enters the tu be
T, passes through the annular spa e
between CC' and the bakelite wal s
and is sprayed against the ring at
a high velocity.
The bakelite block fits closely the
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Custer’. Last Stand
1876•

Major General Custer’s forces
were isolated from reinforcements through
lack of communications, which might hate
successfully averted disastrous defeat.

1944»

Todas each military unit, regard
less of site ot location, even the individual
soldier can have instantaneous communica
tion through the miracle of modern radio.

.Sentinel
The part played by Sentinel’s radio-electronic equipment in this war,

cannot be told in detail now—except that Sentinel facilities have gone
all out for victory. Production for military needs has been enormous.

From a civilian standpoint this means new equipment has been
added, new skills and methods developed, all of which will be

reflected in better, more saleable, more profitable Sentinel products

for Sentinel dealers.
SENTINEL
2020
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RADIO
RIDOE

AVENUE

CORP ORATION
EVANSTON,

Maintenance
and Servicing
of Electrical
JAMES SPENCER

In charge of Instrument and
Relay Department, Meter Division,
Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co., Newark, N. J.

REPRINTS
AVAILABLE
I'his reprint should be of great
value to all those whose problem it
is to keep in operation the electrical
instruments on vital war production
as well as those on planes, signal
equipment, tanks, ships, guns and
other armament.
The electrical instrument industry
has expanded more than 30 times its
normal production, but its service
facilities in general have not kept
up with this pace. Some electrical
instrument manufacturers do prac
tically no servicing and cannot
promise early return of the few in
struments they accept for repairs.
This reprint should be useful to
all instrument
switchboard at
tendants, testing engineers, and in
strument service men, as the ac
curacy and efficient life of instru
ments depend to a large extent 01
competent handling.
Durable fabrikoid binding,
25é pagne, 5 x 8% ¡”chn»
274 Illustration*.
Prica $2.00 postpaid.

CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH
MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

HIGH
FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

bore of the work W and acts as a
guide for the inductor. The work
is moved to the right as the heat
ing progresses. By slightly varying
the shape of the ring, the cooling
water can either be thrown against
the hot work or not, as desired.
An interesting type of applicator
is the nose piece of the explosive
rivet detonator. The appearance of
the apparatus can be seen in the
photograph. Fig 12. The secondary
of the transformer is a split cylin
der type, as described, with the
“nose” loop attached at one end.
This nose piece is made from copper
strap which is folded and bent into
a flattened conical shape A saw-cut
down the top from the broad end
to within *4 in. of the tip forces
the current to flow in a single loop
at the tip.
The device
most useful
forming an isolated concentration
of electro-magnetic energy. The
current frequency is generally less
than 500 kc, which makes practi-

dam
illusi
ingei

HMtlI

cable the use of a powdered iron
core at the tip. Such a core % to
Vi in. in diameter and Vi in. long,
increases the efficiency of the whole
head assembly from about 20 to 40
per cent. Although a great number
of different designs of nose pieces
have been tried, no other type was
found which had so high an effi
ciency. The relatively high effi-

MULTITURN
INDUCTOR
COIL
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CONCENTRATOR
1131 Wolfendale St., Pittsburgh 12, Pa

Enclosed is $............ to cover the cost
(|2.00 each) of .......................... copies of

SPENCER — MAINTENANCE AND
SERVICING OF ELECTRICAL IN
STRUMENTS.
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How we make Cathode Ray Tubes

This non-stop rotating oxen enables North
American Philips to produce cathode ray
tubes in assembly line quantities despite the
complex heat treatment required for uniionnlx high quality.
In baking out and rendering inert the binders
in the ’ Aquadag" and fluorescent coating on
the innersurfaccsofthebulb.heat must be gradu-

damaging i
illustrated,
ingenuity,

rami

•ough zones of increasing
dd leasing temperatures within the oxen from
room temperature to 150 C, then down to 200C.

This is but one of the main innovations in engi-

NORI-1 CO Cathode Ray Tubes a uniformlx high
lex el of performance.
stri» ing for improv
ties of North A me
and manufacture of NORELCO electronic

jiment
oducts.

\ arious types of cathode rav, transmitting and
amplifying tubes are now being produced for our
armed forces, together with quartz crystals for land,
»< a and air-l»orne communication equipment.
for our uar industries we make Searchray <\-Rax)
Apparatus for industrial and research appli» alion»; N-Rav
I hlTract
Udirò»

Mori

II ar l!ond\

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS by
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, IN
/VOreiCO

Executive Offices: 100 East 12nd Street
lactone* in I lobb* Ferrx, New ) ork;
(Metalix I bx i»ion); lx-wi«ion, Mai
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

FOR EVERVIHIRG

One call to Allied . . . and your pro
curement job is done! There’s no lost
time — no waste motion. Today’s
largest and most complete stocks are
concentrated here under one roof...
Over 10,000 electronic and radio

items

the Armed Forces, Government, In
dustry and Research Laboratories.
What’s more . . . close contact with
all leading manufacturers enables us
to simplify and speed procurement
of many diversified needs. You deal
with one source, instead of many. You
send one order for everything. Whether
you need one item or a hundred . . .
save time and work . . . Call Allied
First. Thousands do.
Write, Wire, oi Phone Haymarket 6800

ALLIED RADIO CORP.

FREE
Today's Most
Complete
Helpful
BUYING
GUIDE

833 W JACKSON BLVD., Dept. 32-D-4, Chicago 7, HL

NEW Rapid R-F Resonance and Cail Winding Calcalatar
New, dual-purpose Calculator devised by Allied for fast
1 and accurate determination of resonance factors and
3 coil winding data. Simple, easy to use. Send for it now.
No. 37-955. Price net, only

OVER 10,000 ITEMS—sut* as
Tub«»
Condensait
Capacitors
Resistors
Rheostats
Colls
Sockets
Photo Cells
Batteries
Cher gers

Transformers
Relays
Switches
Rectifiers
Wiro * Cable
Crystals
Speakers
Receivers
Training Kits
Code Equip.

Microphones
Headphones
Public Address
Meters
Test Equip
Intercom.
Power Suppiles
Converters
Generators
Tools

ciency is thought to be due to the
particular arrangement oi the le -d$
to the inductor loop.
The so called “current concent: a
tor” is really a type of transforn r.
or rather a coupling link, wh ch
takes the place of a transformer
secondary, and inductor coil. T its
device is used most frequently a a
current transformer to couple he
tank circuit inductance direr Uy
to the work. It is not nearly so c< ivenient to use, however, as some of
the designs of transformers de
scribed above. It can also be u d
as a further matching device ■ e
tween a multi-turn inductor r >11
and the work. Used in this fash: m
its function is to intercept the flax
of the inductor coil and to concen
trate it at a given plane.
The heating of the work in that
plane is therefore greatly enhanc- d
A sketch of such a device is sho vn
in Fig. 13. The magnetic flux of the
inductor coil links the concent itor and develops an emf around its
periphery. The resultant current
follows this periphery because of
the skin effect. And also because
of the same effect the current con
centrates axially, in the plane of
minimum radius (shown at X in
(a) of the figure). Thus, although
the inductor coll may have several
turns and a rather large impedance,
to match that of the transformer,
the resultant heating in the work
is not spread over a large area but
is confined to a narrow band.
In some Instances at very high
powers there may be a tendency
to arc across the split in the con
centrator. The remedy of course is
to make the cut wider. However,
this may leave a cool strip on the
work opposite this cut. It is well in
such a case to break the concentra
tor up into two or more sections so
Ithat the split between any two sec
tions can be much narrower than
if the concentrator is all in one
part.
It is also possible, and often nec
essary, to water-cool the concentra
tor. This can be done quite easily
even though it is in two or more
sections.
Until recently, the “convenience
factor" of rf heating is the charac
teristic that has been most exploitIed and little attention has been
paid to the fact that the skin ef
fect may be utilized for differen
tial heating by conduction as well
as by Induction. In other words,
there are many applications where
differenitial heating is desirable
but where it is convenient and m< re
efficient to make electrical connetlon to the work. The idea is rot
new. It was pointed out as an ef
fective means of differential he ing by Edward Bennett in an art
icle in Electrical Engineering )f
August 1932, For some reason, ho vever, it has not been used exten
sively in industrial work.
(Trim page}
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in Tanks, guns ablaze spewing forth in face
YANKS
of fire on enemy beachheads . . . that’s the 1944

war saga of the sea.
The role of the LST (Landing Ship Tank) the modern
whale, is to put men, equipment and supplies on the
beach in the right order for successful invasion. The
right order in which the LSTs, the tanks, and a great
amount of our fighting equipment operate in turn, is
dependent upon thousands of pans made of plastics,
like National Vulcanized Fibre and Phenolite, laminated
Bakelite.
We salute America’s designing engineers who have
developed our highly effective landing craft.

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO
WILMINGTON
Offices in

DELAWAR E
Principal Cities

SOLDERING DANGERS VOIDED
WITH “COPROX” RECTIFIERS

A combination of conduction with
induction is used in the co-ax u
type of applicator. By its use, sma:.
bores
in. to Mj in- in diameter
may be hardened internally pro
viding they are only a few inches
in length. Such a device is show?,
in Fig. 14 E and B are heavy co; -

OK

# Assembly is simplified, and
overheating virtually eliminated, by lead wires
soldered in advance to contacts on the three “Coprox”
(copper oxide) rectifiers shown at the bottom of the
panel below. BX-22.3 contacts are solder-filled in
advance. The BX-100 has a nut-and-bolt contact.
Other “Coprox” features include gold coating on
the positive contact surface of standard copper oxide
pellets
high leakage and low forward resistance
adaptable mountings
conservative ratings
and high test standards.
Broad experience with rectifier applications, and
with circuit design and manufacturing problems,
prepares Bradley to accept and meet unusual spe
cifications for “Coprox” rectifiers. Ask for details.

22 J Double lirulge rectifier
with current and temperature-cur
rent characteristic» («lanced to
better than 1', over a range of
— 40°Cto 4-70‘,C. Rated up to 4.5
volts A.C., 3 volt» D.C.. 5 milli
amperes D.C.
8X

BX-100 Center tap. full wave rwUfier. Completely enclosed in Bake
lite. Low capacitance. Rectifies
high frequency current. Rated up to
4 5 volt» A.C., 3.0 vi.lt» D.C.. 500
microamperes D.C.

Single half-wave rectifier
rated up to 4.5 volt* A.C., 3.0 volte
D.C., 2 5 milliampere» D.C.
BX-22.S

BX-Z2 7 Full wave rectifier rated
up to 4.5 volta A.C., 3 0 volt* P C,
5 milliampere» D.C.

WO»*

WATER

per block electrodes which are
pressed tightly to the ends of the
work. The electrode E', a water
cooled copper tube, and E, are con
nected to a high frequency power
source. Current flows along the
outer surface of E' into B and
thence back along the inner sur
face of the work and out at E. The
length of work which it is possible
to heat in this manner, is limited
by the power of the oscillator, since
such a method does not lend it
self to progressive heating. When
using the self-quenching technic
the power requirements are 60 to
75 kw per sq. in. for heating times
up to a half second.
A variation of the above method
has been used to surface harden
gears by the tooth-at-a-time pro
cedure. The gear is firmly gripped
between the heavy copper blocks
B-B' as shown in Fig. 15. Current
is led in through E, between a pair
of adjacent teeth, to the block B.
thence back along the faces of the
teeth and bottom of the groove be
tween them, to the other block B
(Turn page)

Double half-wave rectifier
rated up to 4.5 volta A.C., 3.0 volt»
D.C., 2.5 milliampere» D.C.
BX-22 4

Luxtron* photocells ore another Bradley achievement.

•Trail Mark Reg. V.S. Pat. Off.

G€a8

OSGUATOP

BRADLEY
82 MEADOW STREET, NEW
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

[CORDING DISCS

PRESTO HAS IT... the smoothest cutting disc

you ever used, easier on your cutting needles,
simpler for your less experienced personnel
to handle because it doesn’t require fussy
adjustments of the cutting needle to make
a noiseless recording.
PRESTO HAS A DISC FOR EVERY PURPOSE ...

the GREEN LABEI DISC, glass base, for
your finest recordings . . . the RED LABFL
DISC, glass base, same as the green label
but lower priced because it has some tiny
imperfection, somewhere, that prevents its
being passed as a Presto "first” . . . the
MONOGRAM DISC, composition base,
for reference recordings, economical both
because it costs less and because it’s coated
with the same high grade recording medi
um used on the Presto glass base discs.
MONOGRAMS won’t cause the needle
wear experienced with other low priced
discs.

available but only in limited quantity and
only for military, government and commer
cial uses. Broadcasting stations and record
ing studios may use aluminum discs for
recording commercial transcriptions that
must be mailed or which must be protected
from breakage because of their importance.
But it is our prime responsibility to make
these discs for the armed forces and release
only the excess for commercial use during
wartime.
KINDLY ORDER IN ADVANCE OF YOUR RE
QUIREMENTS. We regret that we are no

longer able to clear all disc orders daily.
No serious delays but no shipment within
the hour on telegraphed orders.

PRESTO ALUMINUM BASE DISCS are again

V.’orW» largest Manufacturer» cf ‘nt'antaneout Sound (»cording Equipment and D^a
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Probably the most important single factor in modern
warfare is complete, dependable communications. De
pendable communications require a dependable power
supply. Pincor is proud of its part in furnishing portable
gasoline-driven and other electrical power supply units
to the fighting front as well as to the home front.
Look to Pincor for your postwar needs in power plants,
motors, converters and battery
DYNAMOTORS . . . CONVERTERS
GENERATORS ....DC MOTORS
POWER PLANTS...GEN-E-MOTORS

BUY WAR BONDS!

This procedure of heating oppo ite I
sides of adjacent teeth simulta- ■
neously, allows the heated surfaces I
to be backed with a maximum of
cold metal for self-quenching.
Electrode E is water cooled and
is shaped to conform roughly to
the space between the teeth as
shown at (b>. It is necessary to
have closer spacing at the root of
the teeth than near the tops, if ‘he
ideal heating pattern is to be i roduced, as at (C).
Several limiting factors must be
taken into consideration in des: /ning applicator coils for induct.on
heating. One such factor is the rf lationship between size of the work
and frequency. In order for a rod
of non-magnetic material to absorb
99 per cent of the energy of the
hf magnetic flux which threads it,
the diameter of the rod should be
at least five times the depth of cur
rent penetration.
According to this rule, the mini
mum diameter of steel rod which
can be heated efficiently above 300
deg. C (where it is no longer mag
netic) is 400 mils at a frequency of
100 kc.
At 1 me the diameter is 140 mils;
at 10 me, 40 mils; and at 100 me
14 mils. For copper wires the mini
mum diameter at 100 kc is 40 mils:
at 1 me, 13 mils; at 10 me, 4 mils
and at 100 me, 1.3 mils.
It should be remembered, how
ever, that such figures do not tell
the whole story. If an infinite power
can be put into the inductor coil,
then any size can be heated to any
temperature. On the other hand
there are many practical physical
limitations such as the problem of
cooling an inductor coil wound on
a 1/16 in. radius. Moreover, the
matter of persuading 100 me energy
to confine itself to such a coil is
no mean feat. Again, the rate of
heat radiation per unit volume of
the work increases rapidly with de
creasing size.
The net result is that it is ex
ceedingly hard to heat wires or ob
jects less than 1/16 in. in diameter
and when it is possible, the effi
ciencies are ridiculously low. There
is this exception however: when a
magnetic material is to be heated
to some temperature less than its
Curie point, hysteresis effects make
the heating relatively easy.
Work and frequency

PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR
5841 W. DICKENS AVE.
CHICAGO 3 9, ILLINOIS
EXPORT ADDRESS: 3S WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7, U. $ A
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• CABLE ADDRESS SIMONTRICE. NEW YORK

Just as the size of the work determines the minimum practa al
frequency so also does the size of
the work determine the maximum
practical frequency. The limiting
factor is the break-down voltage
between inductor coil and wo k
For example, if a 3-in. shaft is to
be heated and a spacing of ab< ut
1/16 in. is maintained between the
work and a single turn induct >r.
the loaded inductance of the coil
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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itirawt
of Quality...
When our transformer plant was organized 22 months ago,
four

MUST

rules were laid down. In order, they were:
Make the best product possible
Buy only the finest in raw materials

Use a polymerization vacuum-varnish im
pregnation process combined with pressure

4. Guarantee unconditionally every unit
manufactured.

Today, when you have a Langevin Transformer, you have
all these plus rigid manufacturing control and inspection.

Your inquiries for quality transformer products are
solicited. Capacity to 5 KVA.

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

Working at
1 me and at a power level sufficient
to case-harden the work by the
self-quenching technique, the cur
rent in the inductor coil is in the
order of 1000 amperes. Therefore,
the voltage drop around the induc
tor loop is approximately 600 volts.
When the iron gets hot this voltage
Is likely to cause arcing between
coil and work If the spacing is
Increased the coupling between
work and coil is of course decreased
and the equivalent inductance of
the coil is increased. Thus nothing
is gained by an increase in spacing.
Therefore, at a frequency of 1 me
it is not possible to heat pieces
much larger than 3 in. in diameter
at power levels necessary for the
self-quenching technic. This indi
cates that in order to heat larger
pieces, lower frequencies are neces
sary. However, before definite rela
tions between size of work, power
and frequency can be worked out,
more will have to be known about
the laws governing the hf break
down potentials between hot elec
trodes.
The shape factor enters the prob
lem since in order to achieve good
coupling a complete, low impedance
path must be provided for the in
duced currents. For example, sup
pose a long steel bar of T cross sec
tion is to be hardened on only one
face, (S of Fig. 16). One design of
Inductor is shown at I. Because of
the close spacing between the in
ductor and S, the Induced currents
will be concentrated on this face,
but coupling will be very loose.
Another scheme is illustrated in
(b) of the figure. While the in
ductor will show better over-all
coupling in this case, the fraction
of the energy which is put Into 8
is so small that the net efficiency
is no greater than in the case of
(a). A third method is illustrated
in (C). There are several objections
to this scheme. The return paths
of the Induced curents will be along
the edges of S where they are high
ly concentrated. Thus, the edges
will be much overheated. Moreover,
there are two heated areas (one
under each limb of the coil). As
the work Is heated progressively
each point is heated, cooled, and
heated a second time. Under such
conditions self-quenching technics
are almost impossible.
A fourth method and one which
yields by far the best results is to
is on the order of .1 ^h

(Turn page)
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Few Radio Batteries
The War Production Board has
stated the possibility of an appreciable increase in dry-cell batteries for radio, flashlights and
other battery-powered electrical
equipment for civilian use is “re
mote” and that heavier military de
mands will virtually erase an in
crease over last year in civilian
supplies. In fact, the production of
some types of batteries used by ci
vilians may be lower in this year
than in 1943, the WPB added, but
in 1943 the distribution of tele
phone batteries in rural areas was
the same as in 1940.

Limitations Lifted on
South American Exports
In a move to expedite the proc
essing and approval of main
tenance and repair programs of
communications
equipment
for
Latin American countries, the For
eign Economic Administration in
mid-March removed “Import Recommfendation” controls from cer
tain specified radio equipment.
Previously, before the FEA Com
munications Division could process
“MRO” programs submitted by
American communications com
panies operating in Latin America,
it had to await an Import Recom
mendation from an FEA official in
the particular country destined to
receive the equipment. In January,
these controls had been removed
from telephone and telegraph
equipment, and as a result of the
further decentralization procedure,
almost all forms of communications
apparatus which has been proc
essed and approved by the FEA
and the War Production Board,
may be exported Immediately.

Standard for Porcelain
Insulators

help design engineers not only in
the radio manufacturing industry
but also in the insulation industry,
itself.
All four insulator standards out
line tests intended to determine
the ability of the completed in
sulators to stand up in service
under any of the conditions en
countered by the various branches
of our Armed Services, and supply
data on the basic electrical char
acteristics of these components.
The Radio Division, Bureau of
Ships, Navy Department and the
Signal Corps of the United States
Army have adopted these new
standards for procurement pur
poses. It is anticipated that they
will be used in the design of new
equipment and, where practicable
in existing equipment, and for re
placement purposes.
Approval of this standard brings
to a conclusion the work of this
committee on Insulation Material
Specifications for the Military
Services which has been function
ing under the chairmanship of Dr
Alfred N. Goldsmith, representing
the Institute of Radio Engineers.
The American War Standard for
Porcelain Radio Insulators (C75.141944) may be obtained for 50 cents
from the American Standards As
sociation, 29 West 39th Street, New
York 18, N. Y., and from the gov
ernment agency concerned, free of
charge, for procurement purposes
only.

Ranovia to Altec-Lansing
Hanovia Chemical & Mfg. Co.,
manufacturers of high-pressure
mercury vapor lamps for use in ul
tra-violet applications, has appoint
ed Altec-Lansing Corp., Hollywood,
Calif., exclusive western distribu
tors. The Chicago and Detroit
territories are also under exclusive
direction of Altec-Lansing.

A new standard for porcelain Resistance Strain
radio insulators, just approved by Gage Capabilities
the American Standards Associa
Supplementing the report on re
tion, is now available to Industry
and the Armed Forces. This stand sistance strain gage capabilities
ard completes a series of American given in our March 1944 issue, it
War Standards covering the broad has been noted by C. H. Gibbons
field of ceramic insulation for com (Baldwin Southwark) that the lim
munication and electronic purposes. it of the usefulness of these gages
The standard on porcelain in in measuring small displacements
sulators extends the work on is greater than that reported and
ceramic insulators. It follows the that linear displacements as low as
pattern of the preceding specifica 0.025 micron have been indicated
tions covering insulators made of with certain styles. With this sen
steatite, glass-bonded mica, and sitivity the process may be usefully
glass. Definite requirements for applied to many more stress analy
dimensional tolerances and finishes sis problems.
Incidentally Fig. 4A on Page 368
have been included in this stand
ard as in the earlier ones. In- of that issue should have shown
eluded also is an appendix on one terminal of the voltage E con
design criteria recommended by nected to the upper terminal of
leading manufacturers in each oscillograph instead of the lower
field. This appendix is intended to one shown there.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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How RAYTHEON VOLTAGE STABILIZERS
Assure Dependable Operation of

Precision Equipment
* CONSTANT AC OUTPUT VOLTAGE
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers control fluctu
ating input voltages and hold constant
output voltage to

• WIDE AC INPUT VOLTAGE LIMITS
Raytheon voltage Stabilizers will stabilize
input voltages varying from 95 to 130 volts.

• QUICK RESPONSE
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers stabilize the
varying input voltage within 2 cycles Varia
tions cannot be observed on an ordinary
volt meter.

ENTIRELY AUTOMATIC
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers are entirely
automatic in operation. They require no
adjustments or maintenance.

NO MOVING PARTS
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers have no mov
ing parts . . . Nothing to wear out, thus
assuring long life.
gr

ENDBILl MODEL

un*!”!

SEND FOR THIS NEW‘BULLETIN
It contain* a complete description of how
the stabilizer operates, its advantages, per

/

formance curves, dimensions and other pertinent
facts Simply request Bulletin DL 48-537 and

your copy will be promptly mailed

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING
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cover those parts which are not to
be heated with copper and then to
use an inductor similar to that in
(b) but which closely fits the work.
Such a procedure is of course not
convenient or economical for most
applications. If, however, a copper
“return path” for the induced cur
rents can be provided this method
will be most satisfactory.
As a further example, a gear
shifter rail is to be hardened on the
inside surface of the notch between
M and N of Fig.
best method for heating this piece
is to clamp a copper yoke Y, over
the top of the notch as shown at
(b) and then to heat it progressive
ly with an inside inductor coil I.
Very likely the steel will not
harden ciear up to the point of
contact with the copper because of
heat conduction. Therefore, such
copper yokes should be kept back
about 1/16 in. from the nearest
point it is desired to harden.

PORTABLE POWER

PROBLEMS

ShmI Ctrft

------- i

Pktt,

• DIVINING

of
our expert military
mine crews is this
battery-powered mine detector. Its sensi
tive electronic circuit unerringly locates
enemy mines so they can be harmlessly
removed, thus saving many lives. This
is only one of the many essential war uses
to which “portable power” is put.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE BATTERIES have always
been a specialty of Burgess engineers.
Puzzling problems of size and operating
characteristics dissolve in their expert
hands ... your problem will be welcomed.

“PENNSY" R.R.
(Continued from page 99)
on the Belvidere branch. A sec
ond sei
being installed
Trenton
For the most satisfactory opera
was found desirable to
tion,
bond all joints of one rail and to
install resistance shunts around
all insulated joints. In practice,
the average range of reliable com
munication between two trains
using this system is about four
miles, Neither safety nor efficiency
would be served by increasing this
range under most conditions of
railroad operation. Moreover, since
the block station can communicate
with trains anywhere on the
branch, messages may be relayed,
where traln-to-train contact must
be established at distances of more
than four miles.

FREE.. ENGINEERING HANDBOOK
80-page manual of basic data and char
acteristics of dry batteries for all electronic
applications. Tabbed for ready reference.
Write Dept. 8 for free copy. Burgess
Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois.

the thickness of
Just tell
the terminal boards on which
you wish to use them, and in
short order these fine, precision '
made Turret Lugs will be on
their way to you.
You'll like these Lugs. Just
slip ’em into the hole, swage ’em
and you have good firm Turret
■ Terminals that
are convenient
fo r soldering
and that make
lasting, de
pendable con
tacts. Order
them by mail,
phone or wire
from
CAMBRIDGE Thermionic CORP
441 Concord Avoooo
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

OU1KT

BURGESS BATTERIES
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FAST CAPACITORS

Like others in the industry, we too are confronted with
the postwar problem... BUT, we are fully conscious that
VICTORY must come first! The important task of "get
ting there fustest with the mostest" is far from finished.
We are making our contribution with not too much
emphasis on postwar planning ... concentrating on the
production of vital parts to help win the war.

Nevertheless, we face the postwar era with confidence
... secure in the knowledge that no job is too formidable
for American ingenuity. The solution of today’s problems
renders tomorrow’s insignificant by comparison.
The Capacitors we manufacture are critical components
of numerous Radio and Electronic devices urgently
needed now by our Armed Forces. Tomorrow, FAST
Capacitors will be ready again for peacetime pursuits and
postwar realities. May we suggest you consult us on your
future requirements... we are certain our Quarter-Cen
tury experience will prove helpful.
"When you Think of Capacitors... Think FAST*

Standard or Special Units to Meet Every Need

FAST Condensers and Capacitors are produced in
many typesand sizes, in standard and special designs,
for a great variety of electronic and electrical appli
cations tn industry. Paper Capacitors—Oil or Wax
impregnated—Rectangular or Tubular—in sizesfrom
the smallest to the largest. Units specially engineered.
FLICTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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3129 North Crawford Avenue, Chicago 41
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FILTER NETWORKS

war
This armored or enclosed type
Clarostat power rheostat is now
standard equipment in many
planes, mainly for panel lighting
control Available in 25- and 50watt sizes. Tough, both mechani
cally and electrically. Handles se
vere overloads without flinching.
Minimizes maintenance. Note these
features;
WB
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Writ® for bulletin on Claroatat power
rheoatata and other reaiatora, controla
and reaiatance devicea required in
your work. Submit your problema

C1AR0STAT MFG. CO . Ik. * 285-7 N. Gib St., Brooklyn, N.T.
19?

[Continued from page 89)
suits. In such case a few more re
flections may be necessary before
the energy finally finds its way to
the load resistor. The important
points to remember are that for
maximum impedance the circuit
capacities must be split up among
the greatest number of sections
and that the load resistor must be
concentrated all at one place, pre
ferably disassociated from the cir
cuit capacity.
What configuration is chosen de
pends upon the associated equip
ment. If the filter Is to be used
as an interstage coupler between
two tubes whose output and input
impedances are pure capacities (or
at least the output and input
resistances are very high com
pared to the filter Impedance),
then any one of Fig. 10 may be
chosen. By adding sections 12DB,
more gain can be obtained from
Fig. 10G than from Fig. 10A for
any given band width and total
circuit capacity. If by chance the
plate resistance of the first tube is
very low and the Input resistance
of the succeeding tube is high, then
Fig. 10A, C, F, working backward
will be satisfactory.
If the tube input resistance is
low due to electron transit time or
cathode lead effects so that the
tube input resistance forms the
load on the filter, or if the filter
is to work between a transmitter
tube and antenna, either 10A, C,
F may be used. In the latter case
the output is taken from the road
resistor which is now replaced by
a transmission line to the antenna.
The energy supplied by the
source is dissipated in electromag
netic radiation by the radiation re
sistance of the antenna instead of
dissipated in heat by the static re
sistance of the load. As previously
explained, all the damping on the
filter must be at one place which
in this case is the antenna. There
fore the plate impedance of tubes
driving the filter must be very
large compared to the filter char
acteristic impedance. Consequent
ly tetrode or pentode tubes are
preferable to triodes in the output
stage of such a transmitter.
Likewise, for receiver input cir
cuits from antenna to first grid
Fig. 10A, C, F working backward
again are appropriate. It Is desir
able that input resistance of the
first tube be very high compared
to filter Impedance.
Otherwise
considerable performance will be
sacrificed. Llewellyn4 has shown
that an indefinite mismatch will
give 3 db greater signal to noise
ratio than the matched condition
where the filter has equal resistive
loads at each end. The unsymmetrical section of Fig. 7 can some
times be used to advantage as an
antenna coupler.

ORDINARY FUSE

m.

2

Easily loosonad.
No

reiaforco-

LITTELFUSE

1 LOCKED CAP
ASSEMBLY (Pat ).
No eement.
2 Element-» twist
ed at tO against
severe vibration.

3 Macban¡catty
polarised Responds
ta vibration.

depolarised against

♦lon and espanvion

Hon and erpansion

vibration

ENGINEERED FOR TODAY'S
NEW CIRCUIT PROTECTION!
“Quicker than a short circuit."
Extraordinary circuit protection is
now imperative in ever-widening
fields of electrical products. Littelfuse engineering meets and antici
pates these demands.
Every Littelfuse is thoroughly pretested before delivery.
II your problem is circuit protec
tion Littelfuse can help you.

LITTELFUSE Inc.
263 Ong St El Monte, Californio
4793 Ravenswood Ave Chicago 40 111.

(Turn page)
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QUICK, ECONOMICAL POWER
FACTOR CORRECTION
.. ai Uve. Sau/vce.
POWER CURRENT

sox
UNiT

MAGNETIZING
CURRENT

In many cases, it is simpler, cheaper,
and more practical to solve power fac
tor correction problems at the source
i.e., at the motor or other equipment
itself, rather than at the transformer
bank—a fact that Sprague Box-Type
Capacitors have proved throughout in
dustry. These Capacitors are available
in 230, 460, and 475 volts, for 1-, 2-,
or 3-phase systems, and in sizes from
1 to 10 Kva in single units, or grouped
into nearly any size or capacity. Thus,
one standard, economical design can be
applied universally to cover an extremely
wide range of applications. Write for
details, including a copy of the helpful
booklet "Sprague Capacitors for Power
Factor Correction".
SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES CO.
NORTH ADAMS. MASS.

SPRAGUE
K

O

O

L

O

H

M

TECHNICAL
NOTES
Excerpti from New Home
Lessons Being Prepared
the Direction of the
Director of Engineering

Study
under
CREI
Tette

A five stage amplifier using the
configuration of Fig. 4 has been
constructed and is shown in Figs.
11-A, B, C. Type 954 acorn tubes
are used as amplifiers and a spe
cial R6048 diode is at the output.
The midband frequency is about

The Ilse of
Thevenin’s Theorem
In Circuit Analysis
Many engineers have a reason
able knowledge of Ohm’s Law, t
bowing acquaintance with com
plex algebra (j operators), and .
transient
faint recollection
analysis and circuit theorems. In
keeping with the purpose of the
series of little articles appearing
in the Institute’s monthly magazine, the CREI NEWS,
publishing a short article on the
use of Thevenin’s theorem in cir
cuit analysis. We think it will
interest the engineer because it en
ables him to analyze complicated
circuits in terms of simpler, more
fundamental ones, and obtain an
swers with a minimum of matheThe increased
matical analy
use of Thevenin’s theorem is evi
dent from a comparison of radio
text books of a few years ago, and
those being currently published.
We hope to continue the discus
sion of the use of circuit theorems
in future issues of the CREI
NEWS, and also to take up topics,
such as active perameters, that are
seldom more than mentioned in

etLoncjer oLife
DUE TO ITS
CONSTRUCTION
The Egyptian Pyramids stand
majestically, through the ages
as mute witnesses to the ahi
and rugged craftsmanship of
the thousands of slaves wh<
toiled to erect them. . . . TO

creative engineering skill ana
willing hands achieved the
tame result with the new DU
MONT TYPE PC2 Oil Pape
an oil impreg
nated oil sealed capacitor that
gives assured ‘‘LONGER
LIFE” for continuous opera
tion. ... Its special features
and construction are exclusive
features with Dumont.

radio texts.

Your comments and suggestions
will be very welcome. This im
plies that you are reading the
articles as they appear in the
CREI NEWS. If not, all you have
to do is to write to us in order to
be placed on our mailing list. We
shall be glad tu send yen
article
T/¡evenin' Them
in the March issue of the CREI
NEWS without cost, and without
your
incurring any obligation
whatsoever.

The subject of "Thevcnin's
Theorem’
is
but
one of
many that are being constant
ly revised and added to CREI
lessons by A. Prehman, Di
rector of Engineering Texts,
under the personal supervision
of CREI Preaident. E. H.
Rietske.
CREI home studv
courses are of college calibre
for the professional engineer
and technician who recognizes
CREI training as a proven
pro. ram for personal advance
ment in the field of Radio
Electronics. Complete details
f the home study courses
tent on request.

Sultablo for Oporation Up to
300 F.

Oll Soalod

F Ik. Ill*—“Ide view off fise a tn«» nm
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taholltn Camant Ends
fOH Fronti
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BUY
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36-pe^e booklet.

Pat. Pending

ENGINEERING

1INSTITUTE

E. H. RIETZKE, Preaident

Home Study Courses■ « Practical
Radio-Electronics Engineering for
Professional Self-Improvement
Depl. El < 3224 — 16th Street, N. W.

WASHINGTON 10 D.C

DUMONT
ELECTRIC CO.;
M»* S r»
CAPACITO»! *O« !V|ir 8 ( O L | A t

Contractors lu the U.S. Navy—U.S.
Coast Gvrd—Canadian Broadcasting
Corp
Producers
Well-trained
Technical Radiomen for Industry.
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AUF VON
PULLING, AAK.W?
AH Wt/
'
SHOVING, MR.B?

Dropped 35 feet to a cement
sidewalk, this B & W Air In
ductor was immediately put
back in perfect operating con
dition without tools of any
kind. Actually, the only dam
age was a bent “banana" plug,
and a cracked support bar.

This indent feature illustrates
the versatility of B & W “Air
Wound” design. Every turn of
the wire is indented on alter
nating sides of the coil. This
means that the windings on
both sides of the turn you
want to tap are indented out
of the way. No matter how
small the wire, or how close
it is wound, taps can easily be
made anywhere an the inductor.

“Air Wound” Inductors—pioneered and perfected by B & W
hold many advantages for many applications:
• They weigh much less. Con
ventional winding forms are
eliminated.

• They are readily adaptable to
almost any mounting arrangement.
♦ They are far less likely to be
damaged if dropped. There is little
about them to break—and, even if
bent completely out of shape, they
can easily be repaired.

• They can be protected for
rough service with bumper rings
Wound" construction is
just as desirable for mammoth
inductors as it is for small
ones. Here you see a B A W
No. 1591 Air Inductor, only
2“ in diameter by 3* long, in
a size comparison with a B A W
high power (10 KW.) coil.

• They offer greater design adapt
ability tn such valuable features as
indented turns which make it easy
to tap any turn on a small coil.
• They have exceptionally low
dielectric loss.
• They are wound to uniform
pitch.
• They lend themselves readily to
mechanical and electrical revisions
in the circuit.

For other uses B & W offers
form coils. Whatever your coil problem, come to coil headquarters

BARKER & WILLIAMSON

IONI«
nínts
HUGE STOCKS!

Everything

from a condenser to a piece
of laboratory test equipment.

RAPID DELIVERIES! Trained

expediters rush your orders,

and help "break" priority
problems.
TECHNICAL ADVISERS will act
as a "right hand" to your

own production staff.
17 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE are
behind our competent, com
plete wartime service. We
know the field from the "knee-

160 megacycles for wm = IO9 radi
ans per second.
accomplished
changing the inductive reactance
of the filter lines. If the response
curve is asymmetrically high on
the low frequency side it may be
straightened up and moved to a
slightly higher frequency by de
creasing the inductive reactance of
may
the Input line
straightened and moved to a
slightly lower frequency by increas
ing the inductive reactance of the
output line. If the response curve
is asymetrically high on the high
frequency side it may be corrected
by operating on the lines in reverse
fashion.
Slightly more gain and a bit flat
ter response may be had by in
creasing the load resistor a few
percent over the value of midband
impedance. If the load resistor is
several times this value the char
acteristic double hump response of
over coupled circuits will be had.
The effect of changing Z» on the
whole amplifier is shown in Fig. 12.
Curve A shows the over-all gain of
five stages when Z, is large and
7,500 ohm loading resistors were
used in parallel with input resist
ance of tubes from grid to ground.
Removing these resistors gave
curve B which is a very poor shape.
By decreasing Z, and thereby nar
rowing the band width the filter
impedance was built up to more
nearly that of the tube input re
sistance and curve C was produced.
Curve D is the over-all response
from the antenna with a single
tuned first grid circuit adjusted for
maximum gain at the center of the
band and coupled rather tightly
to the antenna to broaden its re
sponse.

high" stage.

100% GUARANTEE of satis
faction. You know it will "per

form” when you buy it from
Harvey.

BRAND
SEMI-INSULATED
CERAMIC RESISTORS

• Low ohmic values are made in
body type "CX” only whereas
type "A body is offered in a wide
range of resistance values.

Globar Brand Resistors are unusu.
gged as your tests
prove. Those illustrated are stand
ardized sizes and resistance values
In case you require resistors hating
special characteristics we can fur
nish them. Larger units or special
sizes can be provided.
Write us outlining your resistor
problem, it will receive prompt
and careful consideration.
PHYSICAL AND ElECTRICAl SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE "A" RESISTORS
PART

WATT

RESISTANCE

OVERALL

OVERALL

trJMMR

RATING

RANGE

LENGTH

INA Mint

W-A

'A

ISOOIamtG
4 j Mrgohmi

«4«'

7M-A

%

47 Ohm to
IS Mt^ahm

%

759 A

'A

31 Ohm to
IS Mt;»hn

7*^A

i

47 Ohm to
IS Mtfohm

ms

i

11 Ohm, to
'$0 000 04m.

iv

174 A

$

>1 Ohm to
IM.000 Ohm

w

«7 a

%

1 *« ISO Okan

761X1

'A
i

1 te 4* Otewn

1 to 11 Ohm.

*

1 to 47 Ohm

7*7X1

>
4

774X1

6

1 to 11 Ohm

1’A
sh
1%

TYPE

TELEPHONE
ORDERS TO
Y ANT 9-1946

T T T*l T T TT TT
ffiKHI

fr'lK. 1~—Frequency r<'*|>on«r rhurncteristlca of umpliiiei of Fig. 11 NhoMlns
effect« of n<ljui«ting conplinK Impedance
7 in FIk. 4. See leit

Low inductive reactance by-pass
condensers are used at the tube
sockets and where power supply
leads come into the line cavities.
Special care is taken to see that no
loops occur where the power leads
enter, thereby coupling the flux in
side to the space outside. Separate
cover plates thoroughly bolted
down to the frame prevent any
other leaks of flux. By these meas-

7MXX

766X1

1 ta

’44

In
%

nt

%

%

RESISTORS

ti Ohm

*'44-

’4* I
hi I
’A

1

•Vk

I

ORDER IT HIT NUM»* RESISTANCE VALUE ANO TOLERANCE

Globar Division

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
NIAGARA

FALLS, N

Y.

and (U«d»ar are registered trade
and indirai«» manufacture by The C.arborun<
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F’S not easy to find a source
ipply for chassis, chassis
mounting assemblies, panels, transformer housings or cabinets IF
and
. QUICK
DELIVERY!
To save your time, come to Corry-Jamestown first / We’re
specialists in steel, stainless steel and aluminum. We enjoy an
enviable reputation for precision.
You’ll find our quotations in line and our deliveries on time.
Quite a number of the leaders in electronics have learned to
think of Corry-Jamestown in terms of “action and “satisfaction”.
YOUR
you want a practical demonstration, send
rations . . . TODAY.

CORRY-JAMESTOWN
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, CORRY, PENNA
SPEED VICTORY * BUY WAR BONDS
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ures all difficulty with feedback
was overcome so that the de output
and feed wires could be brought
into close proximity with the an
tenna leads and no perceptible re
action occur.
References
"Transmission Lines in Radio Filters,"
Mason and Sykes, Bell Technical Journal,
July 1937, page 286
"Communication Networks," E A Guillemin, page 139
"Wide Band Amplifiers," H. A Wheeler,
Proc. IRE, July 1939, page 429
"Limits to Amplification," J. B Johnson
and F. B. Llewellyn, Bell Technical Jour
nal, Jan. 1935, page 85

You can hit the
iron core
performance
with

AUTOMATIC
CALIBRATION
93)
densers driven by the same main
motordrive. A relay type sequence
control G operates the adding
machine at the precise instant, by
magnetic controls with solenoids
operating in accordance with the
operated thyratrons. This adding
machine is shown with its special
controls at the center of the front
rack, at H. The paper tape on
which the calibration readings and
the interpolation factors are re
corded, is shown. The record on
this tape is later transcribed (with
nine additional intermediate inter
polated readings) into the calibra
tion books.
Each dial position record and the
time taken by the adding-machine
to compute the difference between
and
preceding reading
(which represents the interpolation
factor) requires two seconds each,
so that the motor speed can be
selected accordingly.
(Continued from page

Customers—nol in ones or twos, but in
hundreds.

If

not

in

person,

then

they're represented by letter or tele
phone And they're in early every day
... before breakfast, so it seems...

with requests for urgent radio and

electronic components and equipment.
Some are needed for the Armed Forces

... others for industry and dealers...
still others for laboratory projects, and

schools We're doing our best to fill

orders and speed deliveries. We're do
ing our best to help you cut through

red tape and solve vexing technical
problems. And our best, as you must

know, is just about the best there is.

Far Non-Criticol
Consumer Application*
Lafayette Radio Corp, carries

a
supply of all standard radio re
placement parts in addition to a
wide variety of useful parts and
equipment!

PROCESS CONTROL
METHODS
(Continued from page 95)

... Corp- 4

’hO M?of o" '"frEE coP*
bon«»«
oUr
Se?icou’>oS

■ LAFAYETTE RADIO CORP.
Dept J-4
•»0» W JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO 7. ILL.,
Z Pleat* tend me a FREE copy of
new Lafa,«H*
Z Radio Corporation Catalog No. W

■name .
■ADDRESS

■OCITY....

balance as in Fig. 5. One layer of
this strip must be magnetic so that
its curvature is at once indicated
by an experimentally calibrated ac
instrument connected through am
plifiers to the series opposing con
nected pickup coils.
Armature operated units are not
the only magnetic pickup instru
ments used for vibration studies.
A moving coil, inertia-operated
unit consists of a light wire wound
coil on a cylindrical tube support
ed by springs so as to permit
movement in an axial direction. It
is damped magnetically at critical
mechanical frequency by eddy cur
rents generated in the drum on

CARBONYL
IRON
POWDER

Available in
three types
High effective
permeability
Highest Q value

Other G. A.W.
powders being
developed
G. A. W. Carbonyl Iron Pow
der is vital to the leading man
ufacturers of iron cores who
supply the carrier and high
frequency fields and must have
the highest attainable effi
ciency.

We will be glad to furnish fur
ther information and will ap
preciate knowing your require
ments. Address :

GENERAL ANILINE WORKS
A DIVISION OF

General Aniline and Film Corp.
435 Hudson St.

New York, N. Y

Manufacturers ** Sole Distributore
901 W. Jackson Blvd

765 Peathlree Street

CHICAGO 7. ILLINOIS

ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA
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Right at your own desk, alone and in your own way, you can
appraise the value of this modern clutch head Screw in terms
of speed, safety, and low cost on the assembly lines.

With the assortment of clutch head Screws and sample Center
mailed to you on request
Pivot Type “A” Bit
you can
check the fact that clutch head has everything offered by any
other screw, plus definite features found in no other screw on the
market today. In a word, we are content to let you discover that
CLUTCH head is a screw that sells itself, on sight, and by any
basis of comparison.
On the score of dependable production, you may
place reliance on the resources of this organization and on those of responsible Licensees
Consider the economy of
time and money in this
Center Pivot Type “A”
Bit. It serves through a
longer continuous “spell.”
Full reconditioning is
merely a matter of a brief
application of the end sur
face to a grinding wheel.

For field maintenance and re
pair, it is important to note
that this is the only modern
screw operative with the ordi
nary type screwdriver... even
with a piece of flattened steel
rod in emergency. This fea
ture has proved its value in
many phases of the war effort.

UNITED SCREW AND BOLT CORPORATION
CLEVELAND

CHICAGO
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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NEW YORK

AVAILABLE
^IMMEDIATELY!^

Gould-Moody
GLASS BASE
INSTANTANEOUS

>

RECORDING

BLANKS

Broadcasting stations!
Recording
studios!
Schools! “Block Seal"
Recording Blanks may
be obtained without de
lay on an AA-2X rating
which is automatically
available to you.
Send us your priority
rating, and we'll ship
these famous, bettersounding. longer-wear
ing. more satisfying
blanks immediately. Two
weights — thin, flexible,
interchangeable with
aluminum, or medium
weight. Four holes. Cen
ter-flow thread action.
Won’t age, harden, dry
out or deteriorate.
Old Aluminum Blank» Kecoated »¡th
HacA Seal Formula on Short Notire

\

the

GOULD-MOODY

which the coil is wound. The coil
moves through a radial field from
permanent magnets.
The inertia-type magnetic pickup
unit delivers a voltage when sub
jected to vibration that is propor
tional to acceleration of motion,
which in turn is proportional to the
displacement multiplied by the
square of the frequency.
This is not exactly the best out
put characteristic for many studies
since high frequency components
of the vibrational wave are unduly
exaggerated. Ordinarily the whole
vibration unit, as a whole, is at
tached to the device that is vi
brating and moves in its entirety,
except for a coil which lags behind
the rest of the device on account
of its own mass. The relative dif
ference of position between the two
parts produces a cutting of mag
netic flux and hence a voltage.
Another type of vibration unit Is
the velocity type. Here, for exam
ple, the coil is moved back and
forth through a magnetic field by
a connecting bar, or prod, touching
the machine being tested. The
voltage generated depends upon
the rate of change of the displace
ment, or in other words upon the
velocity. This is equivalent to a
reading indicating the product of
displacement and frequency, so
here again high frequency vibra
tion components are over em
phasized, although not to so great
an extent.
In machine design work, it hap
pens that each of these output
characteristics is of value. Fur
ther it is possible to apply “in
tegrating” networks to an accelera
tion type unit to produce either of
the other forms of output.
In mechanics the force expended
“or lost” in producing vibrations is
equal to the mass times accelera
tion, so that an acceleration unit
will give an Indication of this force
directly. In other tests either
velocity or displacement may be
necessary.
Referring to Fig. 1, the arrange
ments A, B, and C, might be con
sidered displacement indicating
units, item D is a velocity unit,
unless the armature is spring
mounted and moves back and forth
by its own inertia as the whole
magnetic structure is vibrated, in
which case it gives acceleration
values.
The so-called “integrating” net
work, as in Fig. 6 used in vibration
tests for conversion of acceleration

O—MVWWY
R

Recording Blank Division V

JONES
BARRIER STRIPS
SOLVE MOST TERMINAL
PROBLEMS

No 151

A compact, sturdy terminal strip with
Bakelite Barriers that provide maxi
mum metal to metal spacing and prsvent direct shorts frsm frayed wires
at terminals.
6 SIZES
cover every requirement.
From
wide and 13/32" high with 5-40 screws
tc 2y," wide and 1ft” high with
ft"-28 screws.
Jones Barrier Strips will Improve as
well as simplify your electrical intraconnectlng problems. Write today for
catalog and prices.

HOWARD B. JONES
2460 WEST GEORGE STREET
CHICAGO, 18
ILLINOIS

We are prepared to
supply etched metal

DIALS • PANELS
PLATES
made to your precise
engineering specifi
cations in all metals
and finishes.

THIRTY YEARS OF SERVICE

TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY

Premier Metal Etching Co.
21-03 44TH AVENUE

395 Broadway

LONG ISLAND CITY. NEW YORK

New York 13. N. Y. J
Fig. U—Electrical integrating network
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VIBRATION in this Heavy Engine
Located and Analyzed with General Radio Vibration Meters
VIBRATION in this sugar-cane grinding tandem in the Florida Everglades was sufficiently serious to cause
uneven settling of the heavy concrete foundation. The magnitude of the vibration depended upon the speed of one
of the three Corliss engines driving the tandem, increasing as the speed increased.
MEASUREMENTS with the General Radio Vibration Meter and \nalyzer showed that the frequency of
the main component of the vibration corresponded to the single-mesh frequency of the main pinion on the engine.
\ speed-vibration characteristic, taken over the complete range of operating speeds, shower! a pronounced resonance
peak at 68 rpm. near top speed. Calculations confirmed the fact that the concrete foundation was in resonance at
the gear mesh frequency corresponding to this speed.
ELIMINATION of the vibration was simple, once its nature and source were completely known. The cause
was found to be poor gear alignment, resulting in worn gear teeth.
Most vibration problems encountered in industry are simple — when you know the answer.
General Radio noise and vibration-measuring instruments are designed to get that answer for
you quickly and accurately. Their theory and operation are completely described in “THE
NOISE PRIMER.” Write for your copy today. Ask for Bulletin No. 870.
Because all of our facilities are devoted to war projects,
this equipment

is

at present available only for war work.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY'.^=
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NEW..
"ONE-INCH

PILOT LIGHT
ASSEMBLIES
by DIALCO
To regulate the intensity of light,
this new Dialco unit has a superior
mechanical shutter built into the
knurled head. This Vari-Dim Jewel

Head assembly can also be readily
applied to any of the CS series of
Pilot Lights listed in our 24-page
Catalogue No. 43. Write for a copy.

Plus LAMPS...
help speed production. Dialco offers
T. Pilot Lights completely assembled with
‘' G.E. or Westinghouse Lamps—any type or
voltage. Samples submitted on request

DIHL LIGHT LD.^^
NEW YORK 3, N Y

900 BROADWAY •

Telephone Algonquin 4-5 I 80-1-2-3

immediate
Q

R

QUARTZ
CRYSTALS
•
awd

DEPENDABLE

We are equipped to handle any type or
size order. May we quote you on your
future requirements? Immediate delivery.

R-9 CRYSTAL COMPANY, INC
W-W PENH AVENUE
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SCR’S MEET TESTS
(Continued from page 104)
rendered more susceptible to en
emy identification because oi
its distinguishing characteristics.
However, the SCR-299 has ren
dered yeoman service and was the
main means of radio communica
tion between the American forces
in North Africa, having covered
ranges up to 2300 miles with satis
factory performance.
In the operation of the SCR-399
remote control is provided in the
equipment so that the operating
position can be separated from the
station as far as a mile away. Like
the SCR-299, the improved equip
ment may be operated while m
motion. Camouflaging is more
easily accomplished as the shelter 1
and installed radio equipment may I
be removed and set up on the I
ground as a complete field radio
station with all the communica
tions facilities intact.

Separate generator

M FREQUENCY CONTROL
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

ACCURATE

to velocity or even to displacement
(by using a double stage integra
tor) is only approximately accurate
from a mathematical standpoint.
It is theoretically impossible to
have mathematically true integra
tion with this circuit and have any
output voltage left. Since R and E
must both be extremely large, and
at low frequencies especially, the
unusually large time constant that
must be provided, results in such a
low output voltage, that carefully
designed amplifiers are necessary,

PITTSBURGH, PEHHA.

The detachable trailer which
transports a gasoline-driven pow
er generator can be separated from
the shelter housing the radio
equipment as much as 200 yards
away through extension cables.
The transmitter and its accessories,
together with two standard Signal
Corps receivers, operate the chests,
spare parts chests and all other I
equipment necessary to make up a I
complete mobile radio station, are I
securely fastened in the shelter.
The radio components are placed
on shock-proof mountings to ab
sorb vibrations and throat or lip
microphones may be used to per
mit voice modulations if gas masks
must be worn. Two operators sit at
the operating chests inside the
shelter with all receiving and
transmitting controls within easy
reach. For the operators moderate
temperatures
are
maintained
through the use of an electric
heater in cold weather and fans
during hot spells.
The SCR-299 helped pave the
way for Allied victories in the Me
diterranean from El Alamein to
Italy. In Africa alone it operat' d
on five networks, including circuits
from Oran to England, Gibraltar,
Casablanca, Algiers and Accra.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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G-E MYCALEX
The development of G-E mycalex, the superior insulator
possessing low dielectric power losses at high temperature,
is of particular interest to the radio, electronic, industrial
control and heating industries.
G-E mycalex has superior electrical characteristics and good
mechanical strength. It has a low power factor, high arc re
sistance, chemical and dimensional stability and a low coeffi
cient of thermal expansion. It is impervious to water, oil and
gas and is unaffected by sudden temperature changes. Metallic
inserts can be readily molded into the parts.
General Electric is molding mycalex for rectifier seals, brush
holder studs, tube bases, switch insulation, structural parts in
radio transmitters, arc chutes, relay insulators, terminal in
sulators and as inserts in die castings and organic plastics.
For further information write Section 0-249, Plastics
Divisions, General Electric Company, 1 Plastics Avenue,
Pittsfield, Mass.
Hoar the General Electric radio program»: "The G-E All-girl Orchestra"
Sunday 10 P.M EWT, NBC. "The World Today" news, every weekday
6 45 P.M. EWT, CBS

YEARS

IN

THE

PLASTICS

INDUSTRY

GENERAL © ELECTRIC
PD-249

BUY WAR BONDS
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WIDE READING
(Continued from page 122)

Dimout

Diatance Meaaurementa

Total Blackout
—This GOTHARD Shutter-type—
PILOT LIGHT
Is

available Either Way!

Model No. 1114 Shutter-type Pilot Light provides range
of light gradation from bright light, thru intermediate
glows, to a dim glow—or total dark—within 90° rota
tion of the shutter. Practical for such vibration applica
tions as aircraft, ships, tanks, signal, etc. Mounts in 11/16"
hole—Jewel and may be had to take either long or
round bulb. Also available with polarized lens. Jewel
colors; red, green, amber, blue, opal and clear. Write for
catalog giving complete information on this and a wide
range of other Gothard Lights.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1315 N. NINTH STREET

SPRINGFIELD, ILL

PLASTIC PARTS

C. D. Tuska (Journal of the Frank
lin Institute, January, 1944)
The historical development of
the determination of distances by
radio waves is traced through tech
nical publications and U.S. patents.
The different methods and appara
tus are described and explained.

Single Tube Frequency Divider
P. F. Cundy (Wireless World, Lon
don, November, 1943)
With control grid Gi connected
to the cathode, a constant electron
current will be set up in the pen
tode; the potential at the sup
pressor grid G3 will determine how
this limited cathode current is di
vided between plate and screen
grid G2. It will be noted that
within a certain range of suppres
sor grid voltage, the plate current
increases and the screen grid cur
rent decreases, their sum being
constant, when the suppressor grid
voltage is made more positive; i.e.
plate and screen grid have a nor
mal or inverse characteristic re
spectively. A potential in phase
with the screen grid voltage may
therefore be derived from the sup
pressor grid, providing a source for
positive feedback voltages that do
not need any phase reversal,
A tube was connected as Indi- .
cated in the diagram, and the

large or small quantities. Produced to your specif!

cations. Precision machining, stamping and forming

all plastics. No molds required. Send your blueprint,
or write for bulletin.

PBINTLOIU,^
93 Mener Sireet

New \urk 12. N. Y.

Muffle tube frequency divider
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range SELECTOR

CONTINUOUS COVERAGE-100 KC

TO 120 MC

• ALL FREQUENCIES FUNDAMENTALS

A complete wide-range Signal Generator in keeping with the
broader requirements of today’s testing. Model 1632 offers accu
racy and stability, beyond anything heretofore demanded in the
test field, plus the new high frequencies for frequency modulated
and television receivers, required for post-war servicing. Top
quality engineering and construction throughout in keeping with
the pledge of satisfaction represented by the familiar Triplett
trademark.
Of course today’s production of this and other models go for
war needs, but you will find the complete Triplett line the answer
to your problems when you add to your post-war equipment.

• triple shielding throughout. Steel
outer case, steel inner case, plus
copper plating.

■ All coils permeability tuned. Litz
wire wound impregnated against

humidity with "high-Q” cement.

Tri idei t

ELECTRICAL

STANDARDS AW SET BY

BLUFFTON
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INSTRUMENT CO.

• '¡ore sections individually shielded
with pure copper. Entire unit en
cased in aluminum shield.

OF RADIO-ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS!
As reflected in our new 48-pagc Catalog,
the expanded Insuline plant is producing an
enlarged line of high-quality Radio, Sound,
and Electronic Products. These include:—

• Metal Cabinets, Chassis, Panek •
• Plugs and Jacks • Clips • Tools •
Metal Stampings • Screw-Machine
Products • Antennas • Hardware
and Essentials.
Send specifications for estimates Write for
your copy of our Catalog — now!

nSULIRE
INSULINE BUILDING

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y
What is the status of YOUR post-war
plans? ARE YOU READY will you be
among the first to hit the market between
the eyes with a product that fits the fu
ture? Will YOU survive the new compe
tition in your field, created by reconver
sion of vast war plants to producing the
products of peace?

HILE it would he a mistake to put
aside important war work, yet even
as with the governments of our
country and our allies,
necessary
NOW to spend some time on post-war
plans and products. Industry must be
ready when the time comes to absorb
millions of our returning heroes.
SINKO TOOL

S

' • >U<S

m

• -OF'!» * DUG*'- NQ

RADIO PRODUCTION
(Continued from page 101 »

to require fluid, flexible production
schedules and the establishment of
new capacities through integrated
conversion or expansion projects.

Emphaxix on production

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 351 NO. CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILIINOIS

WmANTAWH. 4 D MOOSf 40Î-1 .«OUTfSu •-!
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Sinko plastic engineers are eminenth
fitted with ingenuity, skill and long expe
rience to lend you effective aid in apply
ing all the beauty, color and strength of
economical THERMOPLASTICS to your
products, Let them study your post-war
plans, help you NOW through the draw
ing board stage. Be ready to act quickly. .
to get the jump on competition the moment we get the signal to GO AHEAD

waveforms shown were obtained
with an oscillograph.
Starting
from a high negative value of E
for sometime all electrons will go
to G2 and none to the plate. As
the charge on G( leaks away and it
becomes more positive, plate cur
rent I. sets in and Ig2 rapidly de
creases, causing an increase in
Ec2 and a further increase in E...
For the resulting considerably posi
tive value of Eg3 all electrons pass
ing through G2 are accelerated on
wards and no further variation in
I. and Ig2 occurs. E«» is held posi
tive by the condenser charge; this
leaks away more rapidly than when
the grid was negative because, in
addition
the current flow
through the grid leak, there is also
an electron current to the grid
When this charge has fallen to a
value causing some of the electrons
that have passed through G2 to be
turned back, there will be an in
crease in laa, a fall in Eg2, and G
will be driven negative again; plate
current will decrease during this
period.
Synchronizing signals may be in
jected either at Gi or at G,;
G is preferred. Output can be
taken from G2 or Q , but since
G is already in use for the syn
chronizing signal, G2 is the only
available electrode.
The usual
buffer stage is necessary to prevent
variation in the output circuit con
stants from upsetting the oscilla
tion frequency or waveform
The analogy of this frequency
divider to the multivibrator and
the relationship to the oscillators
corresponding to these two circuits
is stressed. A three-tube crystal
controlled frequency substandard
has been constructed. The first
tube is a 1000 kc/s-100 kc/s dual
crystal oscillator, the second tube
is a 5:1 divider which may be
switched into the 100 kc/s circuit,
and the last tube is a harmonic
amplifier.

J .■

SON 1 ’

lu“*. : N

MASON, 25» ««

. /f ROC*

:»NT

The emphasis must now be
placed, however, on production. We
must not pause to boast of our
past miraculous accomplishments,
but raise our sights and fully meet
the 1944 Production Objectives.
Our Army needs radio and tele
phone equipment, highly special
ized electronic equipment, wire and
cable, batteries and electronic
tubes. As the invasion of Europe
and the real offensive in the Pacif
ic take place, the Communications
Production Team must be able to
say “We have produced and delivELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA

leads the way in
radio — television —
electronics

TUNE IN! . . . RCA's great new show, 7:30-8:00 P.M. EWT, over the Blue Network, every Saturday *

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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BUY WAR BONDS EVERY PAY DAY ★

New

Time Delay Relay
Type TD6 and 7
This type Time Delay Relay has been designed to give visual
indication when

number of valu

transmitter tubes

able new features

are ready for op

Ask for Bulletin 710

eration

Elapsed
Time Meters

These new instru

ments include c

Ask for Bulletin 3500

R.W CRAMER COM PA NY

Pointing
the w.
WITH UNERRING ACCURACY
Today, as a result of American en
gineering skill ingeniously applying
amplification principles to highly
specialized instruments, thousands
of amplifiers by “Eastern” help to
guide our army and navy bombers
unerring accuracy in success-

RACK THE ATTACK
BUY WAR BONDS
208

missions,

Our engineering staff invites your
inquiry—large and small production

usual prompt attention. Il rite for
Bulletin 1-98.

★* FARTFRN
UHO I Lilli AMPLIPIER C0RP'
794E UOthSt.

HtwTorkM.M.Y,

ered in time, sufficient communlca- I
tions materiel to meet the needs of
our fighting forces on land and sea 1
and in the air.”
In retrospect, the Signal Corps
Industry Team can be proud of the
last six months. We now produce
communication equipment and sup
plies for the Army at a monthly
rate approximately two times as
great as during the last six months
of 1942 and over twenty times that
of 1941. Comparing the production
of the vastly more complicated and
critical military designs to the com
mercial items of peace years, Amer
ican “know-how”, resourcefulness
and mass production methods have
literally resulted in miracles. Yet
even greater results must be ob
tained to meet the 1944 require
ments. Nothing must be allowed to
interfere with achieving this new
objective.
In the interest of permanent na
tional economy, it behooves both
the Government and industry to
establish detailed plans for the co
lossal task of reconversion to nor
mal production when peace may
again come to the world. Basic and
concrete actions in this regard are
being and will continue to be taken
to provide prompt and proper solu
tions. Industrial mobilization and
timely production must, however,
remain the supreme job until such
capacity is not required for our
current or contemplated military
actions. No thinking or planning
for reconversion can be tolerated if
such interferes in the least with
our supreme effort of producing and
delivering enough communications
materiel of the types and quality
needed at the times and places re
quired by our gallant fighting
forces.
No person or group of persons can
tell the future, with or without the
rumored Washington Crystal Ball.
It is pointed out, however, that
communication equipment produc
tion will not be affected in the
manner and to the extent to be ex
pected of other munitions having
no peacetime employment. When
Allied success is attained in Europe,
we will still require great quantities
of communications equipment for
administration and rehabilitation
activities. We must still supply vast
quantities of such materiel to the
Pacific and Far East Theaters. Af
ter the war, we will need worldwide
communications systems and a
great deal more domestically.
The Signal Corps has depended
on its Team-mate, “Industry.” This
confidence has not been misplaced.
The 1944 production objectives can
and will be obtained through the
untiring cooperation of all Govern
ment agencies, and the industrial
personnel of Plant Managements,
Engineering, Production, Inspection
and the associated suppliers. Our
therefore.
united watch-word
"Production.”
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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ENGINEERING AND PRODUCTION
The gadget above is a junction box for a co-axial gasfilled transmission line. It is one of a series of cou
pling units, end seals and other fittings for highfrequency transmission—designed and built by Lapp.

1 o this type of construction. Lapp brings several
innovations and improvements. For example, such a
line from Lapp parts is genuinely leak-proof. Every
gasket is under spring loading, so there's no leakage
created by vibration or thermal change.
Whether or not you’re interested
filled
transmission lines, you ought to know about Lapp.
Here is an organization of engineers and manufac
turers w’ith broad basic knowledge of ceramics and
their application. With experience in hundreds upon
hundreds of special-purpose electronic parts, we
have been able countless times to improve perform
ance, or reduce costs, or cut production time through
IUCTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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the application of our specialized skills to design and
manufacture of parts involving porcelain or steatite
and associated metal parts.

For quick and efficient assistance on a war produc
tion subcontract—or for the competitive advantage
Lapp-designed and Lapp-built parts will give to you
in the postwar battle—an inquiry to Lapp now may
pay you dividends. Lapp InsulatorCo.. Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.

Lapp
209

SCORING STAGE DESIGN

Illustrated above is a thirteen channel instantaneous direct re
cording oscillograph built to solve a specific recording problem.
Ii you have a recording problem, it would pay you to consult
with our engineers.
We specialize in inkless, instantaneous, wide range, direct
recording oscillographs. Available in any number of channels.
Write for Bulletin

RAHM INSTRUMENTS. Inc.
47 WEST 54H STREET. NEW YORK I», N. T.

WANTED
Electronic Engineers
A well established company of excellent repu
tation located in the East, offers permanent
position to a few engineers who have educa
tional training and background in Electronic
Engineering or Physics. Unusual opportuni
ties offered men who possess originality and
initiative in connection with research and de
velopments relating to television, radio, sound
reproduction and other applications. Write full
particulars relative to education and experi
ence, so that we can arrange an interview
for you.

BOX NO. P-100
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
480 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
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(Continued from page 117)
pose since it is able to vibrate over
a wide range of musical pitch, un
like a panel of plaster or fiber
board The energy employed to set
the sheet of wood into vibration is
partly re-radiated in a manner
which need not follow the regular
law of equal angle of incidence and
reflection. A vibrating surface of
this type, because of its size and
shape, may therefore emit plain or
cylindrical waves even though ex
cited by spherical ones.
3. Provision of a wall or ceiling
section which is more absorptive for
the low than for the high frequen
cies. The fact that work is done on
the panel in moving it and that
sound is radiated from the back as
well as from the front describes the
splay as a relatively efficient low
frequency absorbent.
A search
through a list of available commercial acoustical materials will readily indicate that practically all of
them show higher absorptivities for
the mid-range than for the low frequencies. Where it is important
therefore to reduce the low fre
quency reverberation in a room to
a minimum, the use of vibrating
membranes represents practically
the only satisfactory solution.
4. Reduction of interference effeet between direct and reflected
sound. This effect may be directly
ascribed to the longer wave front
of the reflected sound from a con
vex splay, since the energy of a
propagating wave front varies in
versely with the square of its length.
5. Production of a relatively
smooth sound decay curve. This
condition can only be attributed to
greater diffusion of sound in the
room occasioned by surface sources,
extended wave fronts and irregular
wall contours in general.
6. Erection of reflective surfaces
which minimize echo. Next to non
parallel walls, the most economical
solution for avoiding echoes in a
room consists in the provision of an
irregular wall contour, as long as
this wall is meant to be kept re
flective. Parallel walls can of course
be treated acoustically to eliminate
echo effects between the surfaces,
an expedient which does not readily
lend itself to the construction of
bandshells which should contain
sufficient localized reverberation to
allow the musicians to play with
appropriate intensity.
In the construction of the band
shell for the second Columbia scor
ing stage, the effect of the resonant
frequencies of the wood splays was
carefully considered, and was not
held at all detrimental. Splays of
this type have many resonant frequencies. These frequencies are not
harmonically related, and their
amplitude distribution is made up
of various modes of vibration.
Moreover, modes are not sharply
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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In peacetime, Waters Conley is America’s oldest and

of the famous Phonola line. Today, our engineers
and craftsmen are building equipment that links our

armed forces—communications devices, code signal

converters.
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Tomorrow, when a whole new world of

electronic wonders stands revealed . . .
Waters Conley will be ready to serve
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enrichment of life in peace.
WATERS CONLEY COMPANY
ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA
17 E. 42nd St., New York • 224 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
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CRYSTAL HOLDERS
★ Bakelite Case and Cover
►

it Improved, slotted groove

★ Neoprene Gasket, positive
seal... waterproof
+ Phosphorus bronze contact
plates

★ Better electrical characteris
tics

ir Easier to assemb

★ Designed to conserve

Separate vocalist*» room

precious metals
Wnle for samples and pnces

prompt

delivery on quantity orders

GUILFORD AVENUE,

INDIANAPOLIS 5,

INDIANA

TEST SET
Now available

cuits.

V rapid means of determining maximum

and minimum limit

use i n megacy cle range.

BOONTO

defined owing to the presence of
more than one mode. The only pronounced resonance
which
splay of this type is subject is that
produced by the air chamber in
back of it. Care was therefore
taken to place the curved wood
splay against an absorbent wail
surface to avoid a so-called “hang
over” effect or prolonged reverbera
tion in the space between wall and
splay.
As time went on, it developed
that in the recording of a vocalist
accompanied by a large orchestra,
this second stage proved too small
to provide sufficient acoustic sep
aration between the vocalist’s and
the orchestra’s microphone. As a
result thereof, it was decided dur
ing the latter part of 1938 to build
within the scoring stage a separate
all-enclosed vocalist’s room similar
to that in a broadcasting station.

ADIO

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
THE "Q" METER . . . QX-CHECKER| . . . FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL GENERATOR
BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR. . . AND OTHER tIRECT READING TEST INSTRUMENTS

The dimensions of this room
were approximately 15 ft. x 18 ft.
x 20 ft. It was so constructed that
no two opposite walls were parallel
to each other, including the ceiling
and the floor. In this way echoes
and standing waves were eliminat
ed, the reverberation of the room
having been adjusted to about .45
seconds as against the reverbera
tion time of the scoring stage it
self of .95 seconds. This vocalist’s
room was set up adjoining the or
chestra shell, and monitoring for
the vocalist was secured through
an adjustable window in the wall
between this room and the band
shell.
By the use of un-directional mi
crophones facing away from this
monitor window, the vocalist’s
voice could be recorded with an or
chestra level at the ears of the
vocalist of about 15 db below the
level on the scoring stage, while
the orchestra level picked up at the
vocalist’s microphone was 10 db
lower still, or about 25 dt below the
recorded orchestra level on the
scoring stage.
This innovation provided some
very interesting features insofar
as it permitted the recording of a
singer and the orchestra on inde
pendent channels with practically
complete acoustic separation to the
point where either the vocalist’s
voice or the orchestration could lat
er be replaced by another, if ncessary. This development led to the
evolution of a multi-channel scor
ing setup by means of which three
sound tracks can be recorded si
multaneously by one mixer in the
following manner: As shown on
the schematic of Fig. 2, the micro
phones in the vocalist’s room are
brought into a mixer panel from
where the output goes directly into
the vocalist’s recording channel to
be properly equalized and amplified
before delivery to the film recordELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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TROUBLE FREE

FASTENINGS
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MANUFACTURERS
SCREW PRODUCTS

winning the war, just as it will be in the post-war
world. New and better ideas—production economies
—speed—all depend upon inherent skill and high

precision . . . For many years our flexible organi
zation has taken pride in doing a good job for pur
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chasers of small motors. And we can help in creating

and designing, when such service is needed.

Please

make a note of Alliance and get in touch with us.
ALLIANCE

Ctronghold fasteners are TOUGH,
W clean, accurately formed and threaded, made to precision tolerances. The
’L
quality is rigidly controlled by uncompromising inspections at every stage of production —
from raw materials to shipping room.
These are FIGHTING FASTENERS that stand up under
shock vibration and stress —for war or peacetime
production. Tell us what you use and we'll send you
samples.

DYNAMOTORS

Built with greatest precision and
•‘know how” for low ripple, high
efficiency—low drain and a mini

mum of commutation transients.
High production retaina
highest degree all the
"critical*” which are
so important in air
borne power sources

ALUMINUM
WASHERS
Delivered From Stock In
All Popular Sizes
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ALLIANCE

D.C.

MOTORS

Incorporate precision tolerance*
throughout. Light weight—high
efficiency — compactness — con
tinuous duty. An achievement in
small size for continuous duty
and in power-to-weight ratio.
Careful attention has been given
to distribution of losses as well
as their reduction to a minimum

Ask for Samples

Fast Deliveries On

MACHINE SCREWS
METALS, heads,
threads, points and
platings. Clean — no burrs
on slots. No undersize or
oversize screws. Correct
tolerances to AN or com
mercial specifications.

ALL

Remember Alliance!
•YOUR ALLY IN WAR AS IN PEACE
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Prompt quotations on
"Specials." All supplement
ary operations such as drill
ing, multiple drilling, knurl
ing, slotting, etc.
Samples on Request
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nel to
I bed
,1

No delay on aluminum or alumi
num alloy washers from standard
dies. Prompt service on "specials"
— also brass and steel in any
plating—A N or commercial
specifications.

It's Faster to Telephone—Calf W Hite hall 4680

MANUFACTURERS SCREW PRODUCTS
268 West Hubbard Street

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Peerless Transformers are quality trans
formers ... quality through and through!
Peerless facilities permit the production
of quality transformers at low cost . . .
Peerless
that’s why, when peace
should be first on your transformer list.
• IM W«if » Ltrgtrt Plant Do voted intlolivtly la tho budutbon of finte Troniformon

LE55

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CO.

ing machine. Similarly, the various
orchestra microphones are fed into
an adjacent mixer panel, the cor
responding outputs of lyhich are
similarly routed to the music chan
nel for proper equalization and am
plification before delivery to the
recording machine.
Two volume indicators bridged at
the bridging bus of the vocalist and
orchestra are carried back to the
mixing panel for indication of recorded signal strength
each
channel. A bridging amplifier from
the music channel feeds back the
output at the music bus to the mix
er where the gain of this bridging
amplifier is neutralized and where
its output can be reduced by a sub
dial installed alongside the inelusive volume dial of the music
mixer panel.
The output of this special dial is
delivered to the amplifier room
where it is combined with the out
put of a bridging amplifier from
the vocal channel. This combined
output feeds a third bridging bus
adjusted to a level of 2 db lower
than the buses of the vocal and the
orchestral channels. The third
bridging bus supplies monitoring
level for the mixer, feeds the bridg
ing amplifier of a third recording
machine in which the combination
of vocalist’s and orchestra’s output
is recorded, and also provides signal
level for an acetate playback ma
chine.
Music level reduced

OPPORTUNITY TODAY
FOR POSTWAR
If you want to become a permanent member of our engineering
staff, and if you have the following qualifications, please write

• A degree in electrical engineering or an equivalent
knowledge obtained through direct experience in radio,

acoustics or electronics.
♦ Ability to do experimental uork on small electro

mechanical devices.

Familiarity with mass production

practices preferred.
Position is with fast growing company now engaged in war
work but with an 18 year peacetime record in electronics and
electro-acoustics.

SHURE BROTHERS
Designers and Manufacturers of Microphones and Acoustic Det

225 WEST HURON STREET

CHICAGO 10

Examination
this arrange
ment shows that the mixer may
reduce the music level to the barest
accompaniment requirements for
the vocalist’s voice, while simul
taneously he can provide a level in
the orchestra channel which is sat
isfactory for re-recording purposes
later. This scheme, in addition to
providing separate sound tracks for
the vocalist and the band, also se
cures a sound track containing a
combination of the two which is
approved by the musical director
but does not bind the Music De
partment to retain the balance ob
tained during the scoring session
as it permits the re-interpretation
of the musical rendition at a later
date during re-recording. This is
quite important because at the
time of pre-scoring it is frequently
very difficult to know how a musi
cal sequence will be handled later
since it is almost impossible to an
ticipate the requirements for pic
torial perspective.
It is also evident that one mixer
actually serves the purpose of
three, resulting in economy of pro
duction. Furthermore, the vocalists
booth saves considerable scoring
time by providing fixed conditions
under which the vocalist is record
ed. In addition to the above, by
the ability of establishing the deELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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WE HAVE GONE TO WAR!

DIAMOND WIRE & CABLE CO
Manufacturers of electrical flexible cord, cables, and

Instrument wires for radio and appliances.

Every Type Ready for FAST Deliveries

OU don’t need tools to replace the
lamp in this new DRAKE No. 85
Jewel Light Assembly. For the jewel
holder or bezel can be removed and
replaced with the fingers. A simple
locking device makes the unit vibra
tion and shock-proof. 3 fibre washers
compensate
various panel thicknesses. Washers can be eliminated on
*4" panels, thereby making the lamp
as accessible as when the unit is used
on 1/16" panels. Other big features
are: 1. Complete, uniform illumina
tion over the entire jewel area; 2.
Complete blackout, not a pinpoint of
light showing. A simple, easy quarter
turn to left and right produces these
changes. Our newest catalog is just
off the press!

Y
ion
ion

NEW NO. 85
SHUTTER

xer

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES
ons

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO.
1713 W. HUBBARD ST. • CHICAGO, U.S.A
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(T?1 “’HE surface has scarcely been scratched in de
veloping industrial applications for electronic
tubes! Yet, today's war plants are using vast quan
tities of new and replacement tubes, .most of which
perforin vital functions in connection with heating,
measurement, test, power, control, inspection, and
special research.
Radio Group, .comprising the
three distributors below..have perfected a unique
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL EMERGENCY SERVICE
by which Electronic Tl BES and Supplies of ever?
description are made £
liable
■ed heretofore
considered impossible
and technical
staff* are constantly read to render this speedy new
-. Send along your order*
or write on company stationery for free reference
book and buyer’s guide.
WRITE OR PHONE YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR

TERMINAL RADIO CORP.
85 Cortlandt St., Phone WOrth 2-4416

NEW YORK 7

WALKER-JIMIESON, INC.
311 S. Western AveM Phone Cinal 2525

CHICAGO 1 2

RADIO SPECIALTIES CO.
20th & Figueroa. Phone Prospect 7271

LOS ANGELES 7

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL EMERGENCY SERVICE

CABinETS
PAnELS

CHASSIS
RACKS

sired reverberation time in the vo
calist’s booth, it is possible to pre
serve the speaking characteristic
of the vocalist’s voice and not to
cause an undesirable difference be
tween his recorded speech on the
production stage and his singi.ig
voice on the scoring stage.

METALLURGICAL
RESEARCH
(Continued from page

Serving the

Write for
Catalogue
Ne 41-A

Electronics
Field
Exclusively

Though manufactured by modern high-speed methods.
Par-Metal products have a definite quality of
craftsmanship - that hand-made quality which is
born of years of specialization

PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

Talk About
PRODUCTION
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temperature schedules or pro
grams. With the controllers using
milliammeters to activate the con
troller circuits, the arm carryrig
the oscillator coils is coupled to a
shaft activated by a motor-driven
cam The cam can be cut to pro
duce any desired motion of the
arm in the milliammeter; thus the
controller will operate to maintain
the furnace temperature at a
value determined by the cut of the
cam.
In the potentiometer-type con
troller a similar cam arrangement
is used to rotate the slide on the
potentiometer slide wire, the volt
age being varied to correspond to
the desired temperature. With the
resistance-type controller, one arm
of the bridge circuit is varied so
that balance will occur at the de
sired temperature.
In the apparatus illustrated in
Fig. 2, the unit shown on the lower
left side of the picture is a tem
perature controller of the type il
lustrated in Fig. 4. The unit above
it contains the program controls
In this apparatus, a motor-driven
auto-transformer and the tem
perature controller and program
controller are used to maintain a
temperature rise in a small furnace
of 5 deg. or 10 deg. C. per minute
throughout a temperature range of
100 to 1000 deg. C.
Displacement measurements

In metallurgical work, the meas
urement of changes in length and
displacements frequently is more
4,000 Parts Per Day
important than the exact measure
ment of absolute lengths. Examwith DI-ACRO Bender
this are dilatometer
pies
Here is an example of “DIE-LESS DUPLI
measurements, stress-strain curves,
CATING’* typical of a great variety of
“Enclosed pictures in our plant prove the
modulus measurements, vibration
formed parts readily made with DI-ACRO
DI-AC RO Bender will do a real production job.
measurements, and damping-ca
Precision Machines,—Benders, Brakes,
We are making 4,000 completed parts per day
pacity measurements. Mechanical
which is competitive
most Power Presses.'
Shears. Picture below shows an acute right
(Name on request)
gages are available for making
angle bend and photograph above shows the
these measurements and are suffi
finished part formed to die precision. Women
ciently
accurate
where
large
operating DI-ACRO units
changes or amplitudes are in
maintain a high out-put on
volved, but for small changes elec
production work.
tronic methods are very useful.
Send for CATALOG
Changes in length have been
showing DI-ACRO Precision
measured by a special circuit2 for
Machines and many examples
converting the capacity changes
of parts made with "DIE
into corresponding electrical cur
LESS DUPLICATING."
rents suitable for measurement
and recording. The basic circuit of
this converter is shown In Fig 6
It consists of two oscillators, A and
B very well isolated and shielded
348 EIGHTH AVENUE SOUTH . MINNEAPOLIS 15, MINNESOTA from each other, and a coupling

O'nEIL-IHlUin mm. co
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circuit by means of which energy
can be transferred from one oscil
lator to another. The oscillators
are of the ordinary tickler feed
back type and operate at a fre
quency of approximately 1,000
kilocycles. The coupling circuit
consists of two coils Lt and L*
closely coupled to the oscillator
tuning coils, a rectifier tube V, and
a direct-current milliammeter Mx.
The rectified direct current is inand the stray
dicated
capacity in Vi and Mx (Cx) serves
as a path for the high-frequency
current.
These oscillators operate very
much like two alternating-current
generators in parallel.’ If both are
timed to exactly the same fre
quency and the couplings between
the oscillators and the coupling
circuit sure equal, no current will
flow in Mx. If the normal fre
quency of either oscillator is
changed slightly by changing its
tuning capacity, energy’ will be
transferred from one oscillator to
keep them syn
the other
chronized, and current will flow
through Mx. Thus over a consider
able range of capacity above and
below the value corresponding to
identical normal frequencies for
the two oscillators, they will con
tinue to oscillate at the same fre
quency and the current in Mx will
vary approximately in proportion
to the deviation of the capacity
from its normal value.

With units like this, current
ranges from 5 to 50 milliammeters
can be obtained with a sensitivity
of 2 milliamperes per micro
microfarad with the normal synchronizing circuit and
mil
liamperes per micromicrofarad with
a 1000-ohm resistor in the syn
chronizing circuit. This unit has
several important advantages:
1. The shape of the current
capacity curves and the sensitivity
can be readily controlled.
2. It is simple to operate.
3. It will respond to changes in
capacity having frequencies from
zero to several hundred kilocycles
per second

4. It has low background vol
tage, the internal noise being ap
proximately 0.003 volt across 1000
ohms.
5. It is free from interference by
local magnetic and electrostatic
fields as long as their frequencies
differ appreciably from the reso
nant frequency of the oscillator
circuits.
Instruments using the converter
circuit described above have been
made for both direct-current and
alternating-current operation and
used for dilatometric and strain
measurements, but the advantages
of the electronic circuit are most
pronounced where vibration, modu-

Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will
prove interesting and useful to you.

Current-capacity method

The actual variation of current
with tuning capacity is shown in
Fig. 7. The current rises rapidly
on each side of a minimum value,
and for values of capacity below or
above the limits shown the oscil
lators will not remain synchronized
and the current will drop suddenly.
The minimum current is not zero,
as it theoretically could be because
the oscillator circuits and their
coupling to the synchronizing cir
cuit are not identical and some un
balance is always present.
It can be seen that the portion
of the curve on the high-capacity
side of the minimum current point
is essentially a straight line for a
wide range in current and capacity
values
operating
this
range, we can obtain a current
that is proportional to capacity.
In studying any phenomenon that
can
reduced to a capacity
change, It is only necessary to con
nect this changing capacity in
parallel with one of the oscillator
tuning condensers, and the current
in Mx will change in proportion to
the changes in capacity. If a
changing voltage is desired rather
than a current, a series resistor
can be placed in the synchronizing
circuit without changing operation
of the converter, if the resistance
is not too high.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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to Machine Shop Operations
Th® Center Scope is an optical centering and
locating tool that can be easily and quickly used on
any machine to center work reference lines to a
spindle axis. It permits accuracy to a degree never
before obtainable, as the optical beam or line of
sight is absolutely inflexible and cannot be distorted.
Th* (.enter Scope's easy accuracy eliminates many
human errors, as the operator can see just what the
cutting tool will do before it is actually fed into the
work. It increases production, improves efficiency
and prevents spoilage. There is no pressure on the
work piece nor is it subject to wear or changes in
temperature—for the Center Scope never touches
the layout.
Tha Center Scope enables the operator to easily
and quickly locate edges to a spindle axis, set-up
faster and compensate for run-out. It saves vital
hours in checking, inspecting xnd measuring when
mechanical methods and tools are impossible to
use Its 45 x magnification allows operator to see
OOI” and requires no technical knowledge or
training to operate.
Whil® there is nothing particularly new or in(tenious about Wrigley’s Spearmint gum, it is pros
ing useful to millions of people in many new ways.
Workers in war plants everywhere have found it
helps keep them alert and relieves nervous tension
and dry mouth while they are on the job.
To* can get complete information from the Center Scope In
strument Company, 351 S. LaBrea Aw., Los Angeles, Calif,
or Kearney & Trecker Products Corporation, Milu aukee, Vis

ON A VERTICAL MILL—locat

ing and centering height gauge
or «¡bo block layout«. Permit»
jig borer accuracy on mare
machine*.

ON A HORIZONTAL MILL—th*
ability to cantor a layout. *dg*
block or rotary tabi® plug whil®
»pindl® i* running. Permit*
quick and easy set-up far high
precision work.

EXCEL
3

advanced production methods

VIPOWERS that a..ure conaiatent high quabt'.
(^n„al„ insertion control, »»er material., parts
from
and .„b-a..embKe. gn.r.ntee perfect operat.on

each finished product.

„ece^ar' no* for n>uch
Such perfection is doubl?
is for our Vmed Forces.
of our present production
KADI ART VIBRATORS and VIPOWERS just* ?
XXL
* ,hei:
¿XZnX ...... er «.ere.. b.Ule eond....-

Radiart Corporation
3571 W. 62nd. St.

CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

ironic Equipment
ok Efficiency...

RADIO and Electronic equipment \
operates most efficiently when
excess tube heat is reduced. This
is where PILOT BLOWERS enter
picture. Compact, efficient, quiet —these Blowers keep tube
generated heat on the move. Available in five standard sizes
with output ranging from 49 to 106 C.F.M. With custom-built
F.H.P. Motors—15 to 120 C.F.M. Write for detailed information.
F. A. SMITH MFG. CO., 901 Davis St., Rochester 5, N.Y.

BLOWERS
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS PILOT FRACTIONAL H

P

MOTORS

lus, and damping-capacity meas
urements are involved.
Damping capacity or the rate at
which vibrational energy in a body
is converted into heat is a charac
teristic of the material. It can be
expressed quantitatively in a num
ber of ways, but the term “specific
damping capacity”3 is the only one
we will discuss here. This term is
defined as the ratio of the energy
lost in a body as heat, when it is
subjected to a cycle of stress, to
the potential energy stored in the
body at maximum stress, and it
is usually expressed in percentage.
On this basis, lead will have a
“specific damping capacity” of 10
to 20 per cent, while steel and
brass have values of approximate
ly 0.01 per cent.
One type of apparatus used for
making damping-capacity meas
urements at high stresses (greater
than 100 p.s.i.) is shown in Fig. 8.
In this apparatus, a specimen with
square ends and a round center
portion is clamped at its lower end
in a metal frame securely fastened
to a large cement block. The frame
and specimen can be seen to the
right in Fig. 8. A metal bar also
visible is clamped to the upper end
of the bar. The bar is twisted
enough to stress the specimen to
any desired value by two electro
magnets and released suddenly
The motion of the bar is recorded,
and the rate of decay of the oscil
lations is determined. From these
data the damping capacity can be
calculated.
The motion of the bar and speci
men is recorded by means of the
converter circuit described. Two
triangular electrodes are mounted
from the rigid frame by insulators
and adjusted so that they are close
to the top of the bar. Any motion
of the bar changes the capacity be
tween the bar and the electrodes,
and this capacity change is con
verted into a current in the con
verter and recorded on an oscillo
graph. An alternating-current-op
erated converter is seen in the up
per center of Fig. 8, and the re
cording oscillograph is in the lower
center of the picture. A cathode-ray
oscillograph shown in the left of the
picture is sometimes used for re
cording and measuring the motion.
A type of instrument used for
measuring damping capacities at
low stresses (below 100 p.s.i.) is
shown in Fig. 9. In this case, the
specimen is bent Sexually by the
electrostatic force between itself
and the driver electrode. The pick
up electrode and the specimen are
connected to the converter and
hanging current or potential pro
duced by the motion of the speci
men is measured on a cathode-ray
oscillograph. Sometimes it is nec
essary to amplify this output as
much as 50,000 times before it can
be readily measured.
(Turn page )
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Suppose you said

"Let there be No Red Cross!"
UPPOSE you turned your face
away . . . suppose you said. “I
have done enough." . . .

S

Suppose there were no blood cen*
lers ... no plasma for the wounded
. . . suppose there were no Red Cross
rest homes ... no bed for your boy
when he is furloughed from the
front. . . .
No “coffee and" at the end of a
long march, no cigarettes, no maga*
zines, no books in the hospitals be
hind the lines... .
Suppose our men in enemy hands
received no weekly food packages . . .
suppose they were left to scrape along,
living on alien bread. . . .

Suppose there were no Red Cross
to march beside our men in every
land . . . no helping hand to do a
mother's work. . . .

Then could you sleep at night?

You, with a son in the service?

When you say, “Thank God for the
Red Cross!" remember this ... It is
your Red Cross . . . your bandage and

your blood.
Yes, and your money, too!
Of course, you have given before,
generously and from your heart. Of
course, you will give again . . . you

who have always given for others.

But this year, when the need is
greater than ever before . . . When it
is your own sons we serve . . . This

year, when you figure how much to
give, think first, “Suppose there were
no Red Cross?"

Then dig deep and be glad.

Fo>

wherever he is
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The RED CROSS is at his side
and the Red Cross is YOU !
THIS
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SPEAKERS
DESIGNED
WAR

USE
HIGH

EFFICIENCY

r

RUGGED

,

CONSTRUCTION

HIGH

•Published by permission of the Director,
Bureau of Mines, II. S. Department of the In
terior.
Potter, E. V , "An Electrical Transducer Cir
cuit for Use with Capacity Pick-Up Devices":
Bureau of Mines R. I. 3685, 1943, 7 pp. Rev.
i. Inst., Vol. 14, No. 5,
130.
•Dean, R S., Anderson
and Potter,
E. V, "Alloys of Mn and Cu, Vibration Damp
ing Capacity," A. S. M., June 1941, pp. 1-14.

POWER
UNIFORM

RESPONSE
r

HIGH

The advantage of the oscillator
converter circuit is well shown in
this application. The potential be
tween the driver electrode and the
specimen may be 300 to 400 volts,
but the pickup circuit connected
to the pickup electrode is so insen
sitive to external fields that no in
terference is obtained, even when
the output of the converter circuit
is amplified as much as 50,000 times
In making these low-stress
damping measurements, the speci
men is usually driven at its reso
nant frequency, making it possible
to determine the modulus of elas
ticity. The formula for calculating
the resonant frequencies of bars of
regular section is well-known, so it
is only necessary to know the den
sity, dimensions, and resonant fre
quency of the specimen in order to
calculate the modulus of elasticity.
The use
such electrostatic
pickups and the converter circuit
in many other problems involving
vibration measurements can be
readily visualized but no further
discussion of these uses will be
given here.

Offered excellent oppor
tunity with one of Ameri

ca’s foremost electronic
laboratories.

tronic

Some elec-

experience

re

quired. Essential workers

need release.

HAZELTINE
ELECTIONICS CORP
SB-25 LITTLE NECK PARKWAY

LITTLE NECK. L. I.

Free transportation from Little Neck
station. Northern Boulevard & Jericho
Turnpike.

1

INTELLIGIBILITY

WEATHER
PROOF

REFLEX

SPEAKERS
ARE THE

ACCEPTED

STANDARD

Hardwick Joins IRC
International
Resistance
Co..
Philadelphia, has added A. H. Hard
wick to its executive sales staff. Mr
Hardwick is well known through
out the radio and electronic fields,
having been directly associated in
the resistor industry for the past 16
years with Hardwick. Hindle, Inc.,
Newark, N. J., whose presidency he
new
relinquishes to assume
duties.

FOR ALL
WAR

USE

(very high ef
ficiency speak
er in Universi
ty's extensive
line of speech
power repro
ducers hes a
vital part In
the WAR pro
gram
Submit your »pe
el .1 i loudspeaker
problem direct to
our engineering
department.

Army-Nary
E Awards
Automatic Electric Company, 1033
W. Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.
(fourth time).

BUD & CO

GLASS
INSTRUMENT
BEARINGS
BEARINGS
GLASS
made to your specifications

Admiral Corp., 3800 W. Cortland St.,
Chicago 47, Ill.

Henry L. Crowley & Co., Inc., 1 Cen
tral Ave., West Orange, N. J

We welcome your inquiries

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.,
2 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. (3
plants), the Loring Avenue, the
Boston St., Salem, Mass., and
Danvers, Mass., plants.
Tung-Sol Lamp Works. Inc., 95 8th
Ave., Newark, N. J.
United Electronics Co., 42 Spring
St., Newark, N. J. (star added).
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DRAFTSMEN

RICHARD H. BIRD
Manufacturer of Jewel Bearing»
for thirty years

23 MOODI STREET
WALTHAM, MASS.
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Dr. Burnstan Head»
Lawrance Aeronautical

Bendix Promotes Hilliard

upon the production of electronic
tube “mounts” (completed assem
blies of internal parts). This plant
will serve as a “feeder” for the
Salem factory.

W. P Hilliard has been appointed
general manager of the Radio Di
vision of the Bendix Aviation Corp
with plants at Baltimore and Red
Bank, N J. He succeeds Hugh Ben
et who is assuming a special as
signment.

Lawrance Aeronautical Corpora
tion, Linden, N. J., manufacturer
of auxiliary electric power supply
for aircraft and surface craft (for
merly Lawrance Engineering and
Research Corp.) announces as its
new president Dr. Rowland Burn- Hytron Adds Plant
stan who joined Lawrance Aero
Hytron Corp., Salem, Mass., has
nautical in 1943 as executive vice
increased its output more than five
president and general manager. He
times since June, 1942, and has re
started in the exporting business cently acquired a feeder plant at
with Lee and Vlllela (South Amer Beverly, Mass.
ica) but in 1927 he was appointed
The new plant will employ sev
research economist with the New eral
hundred persons, concentrating
York State Commission for Revis
ion of the Tax Law. In 1930 he
went to the University of Heidel
berg as a lecturer on economics. A
year later he returned to become
economist with the U. S. Depart
ment of Commerce. In 1931 he
went with Armour & Company as
director of marketing research, and
later served as business manager
of the Chicago Times and as pro
fessor of economics of Carleton
College, Northfield, Minn. From
1941 to 1943, Dr. Burnstan was Di
rector of Aeronautical Division,
Minneapolis - Honeywell Regulator
Company. In 1942, he served with
the 8th U. S. Air Force and the
RA.F., as technical consultant on
the automatic pilot.
If you work with pulses in
Charles L. Lawrance, organizer
and president of the company since
any form, could you use a
1930, has become Chairman of the
pulse generator? A wartime
Board.

n

“E" Award to Erco
Erco Laboratories, Hempstead,
N. Y., was awarded the Army-Navy
E, first of March, marking the first
time the U. S. Coast Guard has so
honored any manufacturer. The
company manufactures a variety of
communications and other equip
ment for the Coast Guard and the
Army

u

ir

PULSE GENERATOR

Universal Re-christined
Universal Microphone Co. is the
new name of Universal Microphone
Co. Ltd . Inglewood, Calif, The pres
ident and vice-president of the cor
poration, James L Fouch and Ce
cil L. Sly, who were also principal
stockholders, have organized a
partnership and taken over the as
sets and liabilities of the (1928)
Universal Microphone Co. Ltd.
Durwood D, Allen is secretary

Whitmore to Kold-Hold

iD
ng»

II, 1944

H. W. Whitmore has been ap
pointed chief engineer of the KoldHold Mfg. Co. of Lansing, Mich.,
according to a recent announce
ment by James R. Tranter, presi
dent. He succeeds R. H. Swart.
Mr. Whitmore comes to KoldHold from the Automatic Products
Co. of Milwaukee, where he was
for two years. Prior to that time
he was associated for ten years
with General Refrigeration Divi
sion of Yates American Machine
Co., Beloit, Wis.
Kold-Hold Mfg. Co. makes sub
zero and dual temperature pro
cessing and testing equipment as
well as cold plates and lowsides for
transportation of perishables.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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development is now availa
ble on a priority or directive
orders.
SPECIFICATIONS:

Pulse Characteristics. D.C. pulses, positiye or negative,
suitable for many direct engineering measurements and ob
servations, and for pulse modulating an R.F. signal generator.

Pulse Duration. Continuously adjustable (direct dial cali
bration) from 0.4 to 14.0 micro-seconds.
Pulse Amplitude. Continuously
from 0.03 to 20.0 volts

adjustable

(attenuator)

Repetition Rate. Two rates, 500 and 5000 per second, on an
internal oscillator, 50 to 20,000 per second with external
audio oscillator.

Pulse Form. The leading and trailing edges of the pulse each
consume about 0.15 micro-seconds.

Output Impedance. 100 ohm termination on 3 foot cable.
Other Features. Sine sweep and expandedI sweep voltages
available for oscilloscopes.
Synchronizing
pi
_
iy nchronizing pulses
for oscillo
scopes with slave sweeps. Marker circuit for calibration
check. For 115-125 volts 60 cycle supply .

Price. $800. complete, FOB Buffalo, N. Y.
(Exclusive of Sales and I se taxes.)
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One great characteristic of the successful American merchant w
that he is never satisfied.

Never satisfied with his sales figures

. . . never satisfied with his merchandise. Always on the search
for more desirable merchandise .

ThE

.

.

and for greater sales.

greatest piece of merchandise on the market

lines—exclusively to pushing the sale of War Bonds.
Mounting War Bond sales will bring this war to a
today is the War Bond. And American merchants
victorious close just that much the sooner! But there's
have done a magnificent job in selling them! A na
another side to the picture, too. Stable, profitable
tional 5^-10ff chain store company sold $53,464,389
trade after the war demands a stable buying public.
in War Bonds and Stamps in 1943. A New York Depart
'Flash-in-the-pan' buying harms everybody—the
ment store with a volume in excess of $10,000,000 sold
buyer, the merchant, and our country! But a solvent,
War Bonds in 1943 eguivalent to 40.6% of their total
thrifty, bond holding, buying public that fills its actual
merchandise sales.
needs—and keeps on filling them year in and year
Your War Bond sales figures may not rank with these
out in ever greater volume—is the soundest possible
in amount. But there's no reason why you can't top
foundation for successful
these figures percentage-wise!
commercial enterprise.
It's just the old story of getting
How Many Bonds Are You Selling?
How much gross business
behind the merchandise—
If your bond tatet approach, or oxcood, 250 piece* a month,
COULD you do?—In War
and selling harder! A shrewd
and you are not already an Ittuing Agent for United States
War Bonds, wo suggest that you discuss tho matter with your
Bonds, we mean?
merchandiser in Kentucky
Federal Reserve Bank. If your bond sales are running at o
WAR BONDS TO HAVE
devoted his entire 1943 ad
lower rate, your own bank can probably arrange to have you
AND TO HOLD!
vertising lineage — 348,000
appointed a sub-issuing agent

LET’S ALL BACK
THE ATTACK...
WITH WAR BONDSI

The Treasury Department acknowledges with appreciation the publication of this message by

INDUSTRIES

This is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement—prepared under auspices of Treasury Department and IF at Advertising Council
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ELECTRICITY
For Any Job . . . Anywhere
For a dependable source of electricity for elec
tronic and radio applications remote from commer
cial power, Onan Electric Plants are proven leaders in
the field. More than half of the armed Forces* total
requirements for Power Plants are built by Onan.

„{nyder

Gasoline-driven. . . . Single-unit, compact design. . . .
... Suitable for mobile, stationary or emergency service.
Over 65 models, ranging in sizes from 350 to 35,000
watts. 50 to 800 cycles, 110 to 660 volts, A.C.—6 to
4000 volts, D.C. — Also dual A.C.-D.C. output types.

When days of Peace return, our
increased facilities and manpow

er will not only continue in the

production of better Radio and
Automotive equipment, but will
also turn to pioneering other de-

Descriptive literature sent
promptly on request.

D. W. ONAN A SONS
3211 Royalston Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn

OMAN

velopmenfs to make the postwar period worth while fighting

for—Patience—please.

ANTENNAE and Associated

Products

WANTED
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Development and design work in trans
former applications for radar, lighting,
power, etc. Also junior engineers for draft
ing and layout. 100% war work. Excellent
post-war potential in research laboratory or
sales engineering department. If you are
not utilizing maximum skill at present posi
tion apply by letter at once.

ids.

co

a

re's

tble
jlic.

the

A warded tn
each of the
four Onan manu
lecturing plants

4 NEW SERIES OF

NEON PILOT LIGHTS
(INCORPORATING G E OR WESTINGHOUSE NEON LAMPS)

ASSEMBLIES
COMPLETE WITH

ent

'ea:

LAMPS:

SOLA ELECTRIC COMPANY

tual

CHICAGO 14, ILL.

2525 CLYBOURN AVENUE

We can supply any
G.E. or Westinghouse
Lamp together with

nt le

the required Pilot
Assembly, thus sav

sful

n

ing time in your pro
duction schedule . . .
Write for samples.

f

War

AVI

DIE-CUT ELECTRONIC SPECIALTIES
by

Illustrated: IA) Neon
Pilot Light with full
view plastic head IB)
Neon Pilot Light with
dome lens Lamps re
movable

from

front

INSULATORS • CAN-LINERS • CONDENSER BOXES • GASKETS, Etc.
MADE TO
fam

BLUE-PRINT SPECIFICATIONS

FISH PAP« • VARNISHED PAPER • SPECIAL ACME TREATED STOCKS, [tc.

ACME

FOLDING

141 E 25th St.
, 19* ‘

We manufacture a complete line of Pilot
Light Assemblies for every possible use in
Aircraft, Marine, Radio, Electronic and
Electrical apparatus. Send sketch for
prompt estimates and suggestions.
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894 BROADWAY. ., . NEW YORK 3, N

Y.

Telephon« ALgonquin 4-4770
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Philips Opposed
Argentinian “Radar”

Ae^ INLAY PROCESS
Eliminates Name Plates on Front Panels
Here are a few advantages of our new inlay process—
a proven method for marking front panels and chassis.

1. Inlaid baked enamel characters, protected by back
ground finish; resistant to abrasions and salt
spray; guaranteed to pass 50 hour salt spray test.
2. Front panel will match finish of cabinets.

3. Recommended and endorsed by scores of manufacturers of electronic, sound and communication
equipment.
Send ua the bare ateel fabricated and within two week»
PROMPT
DELIVERIES we will return it finished and marked to your complete
aatiafaction.

Screenmakers
64 FULTON STREET

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

Telephone: Rector 2-9867

See our “Silk Screening” Announcement on Page 231

Interphone Equipment

and Component Parts

An attempt has been made
Argentina by two individuals (Ju
del Valle and Salvador Smilovitc
to register "Radar” as a tradema
for radio sets and radio tubes. I
asmuch as this is a descript
word in common use, oppositi
was filed by Philips Argentina S
de Lamparas Eléctricas y Rad
and it is expected that the reg
tration will not be granted. Phi
acted in the general interest of t
whole radio industry, and was t
only company to file such a pi
test, it is to be noted.
Philips Argentina has also fi]
opposition in cases where attem]
were made to trademark combir
tion words including “radar.”

Lip-Mike in Submarine
Broadcast
CBS’ traveling interview progri
provided an innovation, March
when Parks Johnson took “V
Pop” to Groton, Conn.
Mr. Johnson used the Arm
new lip microphone while int
viewing submarine builders at 1
Elco plant in Groton. He and
interviewees over-rode the r<
and din of the shipyard throu
use of the lip microphone wh
fits on the user’s lips like a mo
tache and has won the servi<
man’s sobriquet: “Little Shick
gruber,” because of its effect up
the wearer’s appearance.
In war, the lip-microphone
ready has been used in tanks, ar
artillery fire and near any no
centers of operation. It fits un<
a gas mask and weighs less th
2 ounces.

Electronic Renting
Standards

JACK JK-48

COKO CD-318-A

■■MM

NOW IN PRODUCTION
CD-318-A
CD-307-A
CO-874
JK-26
PE-86
JB-47

JK-48
PL-68
PL-47
"A” Plug
PL-54
BC-366
PL-55
BC-347-C
SW-141
TO-3

TRAVIN KaRENOLA
RADIO AND TELEVISION CORPORATION

1032 W. VAN BUREN ST., CHICAGO 7, ILL.

Electronics Section of Natioi
Electrical Manufacturers Assoc
tion has adopted some standa
for electronic equipment used
induction and dielectric heat!
The following output ratings
equipment are to be preferred:
kw, 1 kw, 2 kw, 5 kw, 10 kw, 20 kw
kw, 100 kw, 200 kw. Tubes and otl
component parts are to be u.
within the manufacturers’ rating
is recommended that equipment
arranged to minimize radio int
ference; that equipment be bi
to include protection for the op
ating personnel, as well as a*
quate protection in the form
fuses, circuit breakers, etc. Ind,
tive heating, it is set forth, “is '
heating of a nominally conduct
material due to its own I2R loss
dielectric heating is the heating
a nominally insulating material <
to its own dielectric losses.’’
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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SOLDERING

SPOT

SOLDERING

MACHINE

designed for tread Io operation for ad
vancement of iron and solder, leaving
operator's hands free for handling of
product.

National
Assoc iatandards
used in
heating.
Xings of
;rred: 0 5
20 kw, 50
md other
be used
rating. It
ament be
[io inter
be built
;he oper-

form of
. Induc
i, “is the
inducting
R losses;
eating of
terial due

IRON

prevent ¿verheating of soldering
irons between soldering opera
tions.
Irens de not deteriorate
when being used. The Hie period
causes oxidation and shortens life.

program
[arch 13,

tione al
iks, amid
ny noisy
ts under
ess than

SOLDERING

TEMPERATURE CONTROLS

itie

Army’s
e inter
s at the
and his
he roar
through
le which
a m^usserviceShickelect upon

IRONS

are widely used .n industrial plants throughout
the country They are designed to withstand the
strain of continuous service required of factory
tools

SOLDER

¿I

POTS

FABRICATING

ruggedly constructed pots of
various sizes designed for
continuous operation and so
constructed that they are
easily and quickly serviced.
should elments

GLASS BONDED MICA

replaced.

IFnir

COLONIAL
KOLONITE COMPANY

for

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO., INC.
214 WEST ELM STREET,

1111W AE MITAGE AVE., CHICAGO, III.

DEEP RIVER, CONN

AND

ELECTRONIC
DEVIC

LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
1012-1014 McGee St.

Kansas City. Missouri

WANTED
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR
? “““’TO "J

CHIEF ENGINEER
Capable of designing and supervising installation of equip
ment. To take complete charge of laboratory .»nd supervise
production quality control. Must have previous experience
with etching and formation processes. Write stating expe
rience. education, diaft status, present and previous earn
ings and salary requirements. All replies will be held in
strictest confidence. Excellent post
volving inclusion in owner-management group of young, ag
gressive capacitor manufacturer.

’vies

devices.

ADDRESS BOX N

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
480 Lexington Ave.
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New York 17, N. Y.
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QUICKLY APPLIED LABELS ENABLE YOU TO

WIRES ON ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
EFFICIENTLY, EFFECTIVELY, INEXPENSIVELY
There is an E-Z Code Label for every elec
trical and electronic assembly; for maintenance
and repairs. They speed production, save man
hours, reduce costs. Of flexible, durable mate
rial, with transparent coating. Ready to apply
— no moistening necessary. In standard code
numbers or "tailor made" with special symbols
or colors for specific requirements. Used by the
biggest names in the electrical world.
Give
Send for sam
price
ority, whether under MRO or numbered war con
tract and whether for assembly or maintenance.

WESTERN

LITHOGRAPH

READY TO USE

FEEL OFF STRIF

COMPANY

600 E. Second St., Los Angeles 54, Calif.
Bayside, L. I., N. Y., Chicago
Kansas City, Mo., Marion, Ohio

QUICK

SIMPLE AS

WRAF AROUND WIRE

EASY TO APPLY AND READ

EACH WIRE CODED

Availability of
Beryllium-Copper

A memorandum from Major R A
Walker, office of the Chief Signal
Officer, Signal Corps, indicates be
ryllium has become freer during
the past year. The supply of beryl
lium-copper is now adequate for all
essential Signal Corps requirements
This does not mean that beryllium copper sheet and rod may not at
times be difficult to obtain in thin
sections because of fabrication de
lays. It should be used in all appli
cations, in manufacturing commu
nications equipment, where its par
ticular properties make it the best
material for the use.
Where nickel-silver
bronze
have been used in lieu of beryllium
copper to the detriment of the
optimum performance of the equip
ment, reversion to beryllium-copper
should be considered by the manu
facturer. It should not be used
where the performance of less
scarce material would be entirely
satisfactory.
It is requested that each new or
increased use of beryllium-copper,
including reversions, be reported to
the Resources Branch, Production
Division, Office of the Chief Signal
Officer, Washington 25, D. C. in
order that the necessary coordina
tion and evaluation may be ef
fected.

A. A. Philips Executives

0^^
Ulllll'1

BUTTON TYPE. FLAT OR STEPPED TYPE

SQUARE, OBLONG AND ROUND

CLOSEST TOLERANCES
EXCELLENT FINISH

MINIMUM LAPPING
GREAT SAVINGS IN MAN HOURS
AND COSTS

PROMPT DELIVERIES
Send for full information

emeae
UNION, NEW JERSEY
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Left, Pieter vnn den Herg, xiee-pren
dent and general manager, nnd righ
O. VI. E. Loupart. executive vice-pre*
dent, before a symbolic mural in Phil
Ips Company’s uew whew room, 100 Eni
12nd St., Sew York 17, N. Y.
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WANTED
Variable Condenser Engineers
FOR

Mechanical Design

Electrical Design

Development Work
Tool Design
Manufacturing

Procedures
if you are experienced in one
more of the above, anti are not
now using jour highest skill
war
interested in
hearing from you. Give full details of your experience and qual
ifications. These are permanent
positions and salary will be com
mensurate with ability.

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
WASECA.

MINNESOTA

URGENT EQUIPMENT
^Te specialize
fabricating

in

building and

Because of the mushroom growth
of the electronic-radio industry to
meet the tremendous war produc
tion requirements of the past two
years, many authoritative sources
in Washington feel that the indus
try will have to be realigned sharp
ly in the postwar period. This is felt
to be particularly true in the case
of manufacturing companies which
were enrolled from other fields of
industry
make standardized
components and parts and in many
such cases it is felt that these com
panies will voluntarily return to
their former sphere of production
or be forced back into it.
Another view was given recently
by one of the top executives of a
leading electronic manufacturing
company who felt that integrations
and mergers of concerns in the
electronic field along vertical lines
will have to result after the war and
that programs of smaller companies
joining together for common pur
chasing of raw materials and a
combined distributing organization
should be evolved.
To prevent companies which are
released from war production ahead
of their competitors from re
entering civilian lines with an ad
vantage, the War Production Board
is now studying a program under
which such companies as are al
lowed to return to civilian pro
duction will be limited in output
to the amount of goods they sold
in 1939 or 1940. This limitation
would be brought about through
the allocation of raw materials and
metals to these reconverted com
panies.

Machinery
Special Machine Parts.

Testing and Experimental Equip
ment for the following American
industries:

caeeTd
» NEW

JUST

1944

EDITION
FREE/

OUT /
—

>
r

800 Page
Buying
Guide

RADIO PARTS
RADIO TUBES
and INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
— IN A HURRY
FROM OUR LARGE STOCK!

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG!

New 1944 Edition — Just Out!
Write today on your company letterhead for this
massive 800 page, bound volumo containing
everything in radio and electronic equipment
Address Box L. A.

—Telephone BArclay 7*1840—

SUN RADIO

& ELECTRONICS CO.
212 Fulton Street. New York 7. N.

V.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FIXED MOULDED BAKELITE

MICA-DIELECTRIC
CAPACITORS
All Orders Bearing
Army & Navy
Inspection at Source
Will Be Filled
Within 10 Days
From Date of Order.

Incandescent Lamp
Radio
Electronic — Telephone —
Aeroplane—Metal and Chemical.

All R.M.A. or A.S.A. color coded.
A complete stock is ready for immediate ship
ment of quantities, ranging from 500 to 5,000
of each capacity in regular MICA CAPACITORS
in 5%, 10% and 20% tolerance and silvered
MICA CAPACITORS in 2%
tolerances.

☆ ☆ ☆
25 Tears Experience means

Notice to Manufacturers: Besides our reg
ular stock of all capacities we have in
stock ready for immediate delivery at all

"KNOW HOW"

times:

10,000 OF EACH
.005
.002
.006
.0005
.00025
.0008
.00005
.0001
.0002
in regular mica foil capacitors,, 5 A 10%
manufactured
accordance
Tolerance,
with American War Standards to meet
Army and Navy Specifications.

.001

DALY MACHINE
& TOOL WORKS
923 FRELINGHUYSEN AVENUE

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Bigelow 3-0234 and 0235
EUCTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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J. S. Jammer iia* been appointed aeneral commercial director of Federal Tel
ephone A. Radio Corp., ITAT munufacturing affiliate.
Mr. Jammer created
by hand the Arst telephone carrier aya-

Write for price sheets and
complete information

ALBERT ROTHENSTEIN
135 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y.

TNT Television Now
and Tomorrow”

"MERIT”

Under the above title, Allen
DuMo
DuMont, president
Laboratories and recently electpresident of the new Televisi
Association,
wa
Broadcasters
scneauied to address the March
Radio-in-Wartime luncheon of t
American Marketing Association
the Murray Hill Hotel, Park Ave. .
41st St., New York.
With him on the program v.
scheduled Miller McClintock, pre.
dent of the Mutual Broadcasts
System.

Hadto Panto
.. . PARTS manufactured ex
actly to the most precise
specifications.
Long manufacturers of com
ponent radio parts, MERIT
entered the war program as
a complete, co-ordinated
manufacturing unit of skilled
radio engineers, experienced
precision workmen and
skilled operators with the
most modern equipment.
MERIT quickly established
its ability to understand
difficult requirements, quote
intelligently and produce in
quantity to the most exact
ing specifications.
Transformers—Coils—Re
actors—Electrical Windings
of All Types for the Radio
and Radar Trade and other
Electronic Applications.

Baltin Joins TBA

Since 1924

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP

Board of Directors of Televisk
Broadcasters Association has a,
pointed Will Baltin its secretar;
treasurer. He has been progra
manager of the DuMont Telev
sion Station, W2XWV, New Yor
since 1940 and has resigned th
post to accept his new duties. I
will devote himself to handlii
the business affairs of the assoc i
tion and will coordinate the acth
ties of member television cor
panies for the advancement
television during wartime and
the postwar period.

New Signal Corps
Assignments

^eere(

anc*3,

—.itti a®4

M»*'. ,
Ma*^
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•
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ROGERS RADIO TUBES LIMITED
TORONTO •
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CANADA

The designation of Lieutena
Colonel Sterling C. Bush, Chief
the Equipment Branch of t
Procurement & Distribution Servi
as the Signal Corps represent
tive on the Procurement Assig
ment Board of the Army Servi
Forces was among several rece
important assignments of Sigr
Corps officers.
Lt. Col. Bush, who was a servi
the Southe
representative
California Telephone Co. before r
turning to active duty as a Reser
Officer July 10, 1941, succeeds 1
Col. Albert E. Brundage, form
Chief
the Program Conti
Branch, on the ASF Board whi
will have an important function
the scheduling programming of t
Army during the remainder of t
war.
Other new assignments ha
been: Lt. Col. Joseph Piner, form
commanding officer of the Sacr
mento, Calif., Signal Depot to t
Distribution Division of the Office
the Chief Signal Officer under C
George I. Back; Lt. Col. George
Kahler, chief of the Intemation
Branch, Office of the Chief Sigr
Officer, and Capt. Russell C. Co
of the Production Control Brane
designated Signal Corps memb
of the Radio Allocation Su
committee of the War Departmer.
Joint Aircraft Committee w
EUCTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Capt. Theodore Heian, Interna
tional Branch as alternate; and
Col. Victor A. Conrad, former Wire
Officer of the Allied Force Head
quarters in North Africa, has re
turned to the United States and
been assigned to the Signal Corps
Ground Signal Agency at Bradley
Beach, N. J.

Fisher President of FCC
Bar Association
Ben S. Fisher, a leading Wash
ington radio lawyer, is the new
president of the Federal Com
munications Bar Association. Carl
I. Wheat, who represents leading
Independent telephone interests
and formerly was FCC Telephone
Rate Counsel and also California
Railroad Commission General Coun
sel, is second vice-president. Both
are formerly from the Pacific
Coast.
Other officers are: Eliot C Lovett,
first vice-president, and W. Theo
dore Pierson, secretary, and new
Executive Committee members, re
tiring president Horace Lohnes and
Lester Cohen—all lawyers mainly
in the broadcasting field. Kenneth
L. Yourd was reelected treasurer
and holdover Executive Committee
members are former FCC Chair
man E. O. Sykes, Press Wireless
Counsel Reed
Rollo, former
president Herbert Bingham, and
Ralph Van Orsdel — vice-president
and general counsel of the Chesa
peake & Potomac Telephone Co.

FINISHED

ELECTRODESFOR CRYSTALS

Size and types mode to your specification with

gap tolerance held within

5 microns

Hiobbshec «926

HEYMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Ä
(Electronic Div. I ), KENILWORTH, N.J.

GRADUATE

CAA Converting to
VHF for Navigation
Despite the obstacles of military
production needs, the Civil Aeronautics Administration has been
endeavoring to convert its radio
navigation
system
to the
_
.
....
very
high frequency” bands and request
ed Congress to allot $3,000,000 for
this project during the next (1945)
fiscal year. The plans for the con
struction of 97 radio range stations,
in addition to the 170 vhf stations
already authorized, were described
to the House Appropriations Committee
CAA Administrator
Charles I. Stanton in the executive
hearings on the Commerce Depart
ment funds for next year, whose
testimony was made public when
the House passed and sent the bill
to the Senate.

ELECTRICAL

For Tomorrow s
Broadcasting

ENGINEERS
or men with equivalent industrial
experience, lor the development

and design of pocket size radio
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LOOK 10

snd audio frequency equipment,
We

are especially interested in

qualified engineers looking to the

postwar period who, at present,

are not being used in their high
est skill or capacity.

The Com

pany is well established in the

electronic

field,

located

in

Far advancedde<i»n and
superior performance in

VERTICAL TUBULAR
STEEL RADIATORS

the

suburbs oi a large metropolitan
city in New England.

PATENTED FM
TURNSTILE RADIATORS
.

all out” for Vic*

but our engineer»
tory
are ready to

97 stations planned

Mr. Stanton pointed out that the
CAA had wished both to complete
the 170 radio range stations already
commenced but was seeking to
build 97 more stations. Because of
the military radio requirements, the
original request for $5,866,000 for
the installation of the 97 additional
stations was shaved down by the

<

Reply Box Y-7

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

you on

JOHN E. LINGO » IOS. I«

4S0 Lexington Avenue
New York 17. N. Y.
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CURRENT VOLTAGE
FLUCTUATION
REDUCED
ho

WITH

IMPERITE
VOLTAGE OE 24V
BATTERY 6 CHARGER
VARIES APPROX

REGULATORS

WITH AMFERITI
ITA J. VARIES

J
1. Ampentes cut battery voltage fluctua
tion from approximately 50% to 2%.
2. Hermetically sealed — not affected by
altitude, ambient temperature, humidity.
3 Compact, light, and inexpensive
Used by U S. Anny, Navy, and Air Corps.

DELAY RELAYS:

For delays from 1 to 100 seconds

Hermetically sealed. Una fleeted by altitude.

..

Send lor catalogue sheet

ENJC' IKJEEDC. This 4 page folder will help you »o|ve
ErVUHVEEKO. Current and Voltage Problems. contami
Midi valuable data in practical torniWrite for your copy now
AMPERITE

CO

561 Broadway. New York (12). N Y.

In Canada Atlas Radio Corp . Ltd., 560 King St W Toronto

WANTED

ENGINEERS

TECHNICIANS

Radio, Electrical and Mechanical Design Engineers,
Draftsmen and Technicians for war and postwar design
work.
Engineering degree, or, actual design experience in
Communication Radio, Broadcast Receivers, Television
and other Electronic Fields is required.
Write, giving full details, education, experience, draft
status and salary desired. Essential workers need release
statement and U.S.E.S. consent. All inquiries confidential.

Budget Bureau to $3,000,000. TI
latter fund is to be used for t
completion of the 170 already-a
thorized stations. The unit pr
per installation would be $44,000
station, including $30,000 per trar.
mitter and a standby transmit
with the additional amounts beii
for the antenna, standby gener
tors, remote control equipme’
building construction and install
tion costs.

ERAC Making Own
Re-Allocation Study

Although no progress in aett
and tangible radio frequency all
made until
cations can
“lid” is lifted on the secret milita
radio developments, the Indepai
ment Radio Advisory Committee
the Federal government, whi
recommends frequency requii
ments of the armed services a
government agencies to the Pre
dent, is canvassing various un
and individuals in the electron
radio industry for their postu
spectrum space needs.
Under the leadership of IR,
Chairman, Commissioner T. A.
Craven, this governmental ager
has been engaged in continue
engineering studies on allocatic
of a preliminary nature so as
gain a full picture of the nee
of the civilian radio - electroi
services-to-come, including tele
sion, FM, aviation, etc. These stud
through conferences with the
dustry have given IRAC a mu
greater knowledge than ever befo
it is recognized. FCC Chief Eni
neer Adair, meanwhile, is dost
cooperating with the RTPB stud
and panel sections.

Television Seers

Chief Engineer,

Electrical Research Laboratories, Inc.
Evanston, Illinois

TO INCREASE OUR SERVICE
We now have new and larger quarters for our laboratory
and production facilities.
• TRANSFORMERS (audio and power)
• CHOKES
• RESONANT FILTERS
• COILS

ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMER COMPANY
207 WEST 25th STREET, NEW YORK 1, N. Y.
Telephone: PEnn. 6-4106-7-8
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Wen Dumont. prrnldent Dumont L
oratorie*. und Thoma* F. Joyce, li

meeting. March 14, when Joyce |
•tented figure« to »hois spat rmpl
meut and prosperity bound to follow
wake of postwar television developm
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Those 40,000 "Lend-Lease
Radios to England

ENGINEER

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

I
I

I
|
1
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
।
I

I

To design electronic de
vices» transformers» fil
ters» etc.—mostly Audio
frequency. Working
knowledge of trigonom
etry and LC circuits nec
essary. Also some expe
rience on communica
tions equipment or me
chanical manufacturing.
Salary open. Draft ex
empt or deferrable by
reason of education or
experience. Excellent
post-war prospects.
USES referral card will
be required. Audio De
velopment Co.» 2833 13th
Avenue South» Minnea polis» Minnesota.

KIRKLAND Piene«
INDICATING

LAMPS

(N.À.F. 47940)
No. 555
High archod lent In chro
mium plated »crow mounted
cap; for double-contact can
delabra bayonet bulb;
diameter mounting hole.
KIRKLAND
HEAVY
DUTY
UNITS,
standard since 1931 on the products
of America's finest manufacturers.
All
units feature: single hole mounting: easy
lamp removal from the front: screw
terminals
in
husky
sockets:
longer
threaded area for thicker panels; and
most
important:
NON-TURN
lug
to
prevent the unit from turning in the
mounting hole.

Write

for

New

Catalogue

Distributed Nationally fly
noni Lab-

GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO..

yce, RCAtlve« Club

oyce prei employ» follov in
velopm<»t
April, 1944

THE H. R. KIRKLAND CO.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Since the manufacture of civilian
radio sets was curtailed by the War
Production Board in April, 1942.
approximately
40,000 standard
band broadcast receivers have been
assembled from balanced sets of
components left over from produc
tion of the civilian items, and have
been sent to the British on a “cash
purchase” basis. Manufacture of
these sets began about March,
1943.
These radio sets, primarily in
tended for use by troops stationed
in England for morale and recrea
tional purposes, were made by a
group of manufacturers selected
because of their ability to assemble
the units without affecting their
regular
military
production
schedules.
No new parta used

Although manufacture of these
receiving sets for the British has
been stopped completely, a very
small amount of such sets are still
being produced for shipment to
American troops overseas. While
absolutely no new parts were used
in assembling these sets, the WPB
has ruled that no more of these
receivers for the British market
will be made until the present
policy changes. A limited amount
of these component-assembled sets
were turned over to the Foreign
Economic Administration for use in
South America.
The radios are of the regular
United States domestic type, and
no consideration was given to the
European broadcast bands in their
manufacture. In contrast to the
40,000 sets sent to the British since
early 1943, it is interesting to note
that in 1939 the allotment of radio
sets to the British was 174,629.
According to recent newspaper
cables from abroad, distribution of
these radio sets in England has
been held up pending price regula
tion by the British Board of Trade.

Contact
Specialists
for the

¿Right Connector
Terminals~ Lugs
Solder ~ Compression
~ Solderless Types.

Standard Government
Electrical Parts.
IP Í’ O I U € ï S
COEPOR

A

T

I

O

S

NEW YORK. V. S. A.

SILK
SCREENING
ON FRONT PANELS
AND CHASSIS

Either metal or plastics
•
SHARP. CLEAR CHARACTERS

Cliff Estey Joins
Zinc Products
The American Zinc Products Co.,
for many years a wholly owned
DuPont subsidiary, is now owned by
the Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind., and
is known as its “American Zinc
Products Division.”
F. Clifford
Estey, for nine years District Man
ager for the American Zinc Prod
ucts Co. in Chicago, is now assistant
general manager of the American
Zinc Products Division, and will
make his headquarters in Chicago
for the duration. “Cliff” Estey is
one of radio’s pioneers, having been
identified with the industry since
its inception in key executive posi
tions with several of the leading
manufacturing organizations.

Durably printed on finished

or unfinished surfaces
•

PROMPT DELIVERIES

One to two weeks

€

‘

L

VJcreenmakers
64 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
Tel. REctor 2-9867

Inventor* of

NEW

INLAY PROCESS
See Page 224
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Electrical Apparatus
Moves

NORTON N INSTRUMENTS
Only the best materials and
expert workmanship go into
Norton Instruments... That's

Electrical Apparatus Co., former
ly at 1018 Commonwealth Ave., Bos
ton, Mass., is now located in a new
office building at 1200 Soldiers Field
Road, Boston. Included is a com
pletely equipped demonstration lab
oratory, with instruments and other
facilities, in charge of a qualified
engineer to furnish information
and give demonstrations of all types
of electric units and components
for control systems.

Wheelco Expands
NORTON AMMETERS
are built in a wide range
of sizes and types to meet
the wpecial needs of in
dustrial service.
They
are the result of a half
century of experience in
building electrical instru
ments.

AMPERES
o. c.

Two different systems: “Moving Coil” and “Electromagnetic’’.
Light, rigid construction; balanced on sapphire jewel bear
ing; hand drawn dials for quick, accurate reading.

Send for our new catalog

NORTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
85 HILLIARD STREET

MANCHESTER. CONNECTICUT

MPANY

Assets of Wheelco Instrument«
Co., 847 W. Harrison St., Chicago
have been purchased by Fred A
Hansen and Cary H. Stevenson,
vice-presidents of the Lindberg En
gineering Co., Chicago, and several
associates. The business of the in
dustrial instruments firm will be
continued at the same location un
der a new corporation, the Wheelco
Instruments Co. Officers of the new
company are Hansen, president:
Stevenson, secretary and treasurer:
and Richard Schoenfeld and The
odore Cohen, vice-presidents of the
old company, as vice-presidents
Wheelco Instruments owns a sixstory building at Peoria and Harri
son Streets, Chicago, where it man
ufactures a line of industrial in
struments incorporating electronic
control. The new company will ex
pand further into other industrial
applications
electronics and
supersonica. Hansen and Stevenson
will continue to be active in man
agement of Lindberg Engineering

AU types, standard and special
Specialists in equipment and
methods for the manufacture of:
RADIO TUBES
NEON TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES
PHOTO CELLS
FLUORESCENT LAMPS
X-RAY TUBES
INCANDESCENT LAMPS GLASS PRODUCTS
On Production or Laboratory bjMv

Detrola Engineer

1307-1315 SEVENTH ST., NORTH BEUGEN, N. J , U. S. A

Permanent
Jtagnets
All Shapes, Sizes and Alloys. Alnico magnets

cast or sintered under G. E. license. Chrome,
Tungsten and Cobalt magnets stamped,
formed or cast.

THOMAS & SKINNER
STEEL PRODUCTS CO. •

INDIANAPOLIS, IND

42 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
232

John Franklin Silver, who for the post
two yeam han heen rhief prodnetlnn
engineer for Collin» Radio Co., fa no
a»»i»tant rhief engineer for Interimtlonal Detrnln Corp.. Detroit) he ha«
had long experience with n number of
eompnniea in the eleetronie Reid
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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VITAL

IN

COMPONENTS

A

“FIGHTING
EQUIPMENT!'

INJECTION
CUSTOM
MOLDING

O^r

Instead of using critical materials, use plastics. The small
party shown above represent only a fraction of the total
cost of the product, but they play an important role in the
proper functioning of a variety of products. In Standard
Injection Molding production dimensional tolerances are
closely held; cost is low; machining is eliminated. Rate
of production vanes only according to your demands.
Tell us your problem; write today.

il Opp'

Ro«'

STANDARD

molding

CORPORATION, Dayton. Ohio
35-18 37th STREET

•

LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

.

100%

INJECTION

MOLDING

New York City—Philadelphia and New Jersey

RADIO-ELECTRONIC
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
it inforested in securing linos of established merit

JOBBER

FIELD

Highly successful sale« representative of national repu’r with
outstanding background in radio parts field since early 1920's
two line« for distribution and promotion by
can add
select jobber following in metropolitan New York—Philadelphia
—New Jersey areas. Inquiries and correspondence treated in
utmost confidence. Write Box B-81,

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

CRYSTALS BY

Thousands of vital transmitting Installations rely on the ac
curacy and dependability of Hipower Precision Crystal units
With recently enlarged facilities, Hipower is maintaining
greatly Increased production for all Impartant service.
When essential demand begins to return to normal
Hipower will be glad to help with your crystal needs.

HIPOWER CRYSTAL COMPANY
Sales Division —205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago
Factory —2035 Charleston St., Chicago, Illinois
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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P^YOU SHOULD
KNOW THESE FACTS J
ABOUT -

*He Fe HEATING ^
(2)

It will IMPROVE YOUR PRODUCT

are ESSENTIAL
The personnel and testing
facilities of the Haines' Lab
oratory are at your disposal
for experimental purposes to
determine how H. F. Heating
wiH benefit you.

Model HFO5

HAINES MANUFACTURING CO.
Laboratory Test Equipment and
Plastic Moulded Products
248-274

McKIBBEN

street

BROOKLYN 6, NEW YORK
EVERGREEN 8-0036
233

PLASTIC
fem
NAME.
IT PLATES
SCALES, GAUGES,
CALCULATORS,
CHARTS, DIALS, ETC.

Admiral Bloch Cites
Mallory Achievements
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., In
dianapolis, Ind., manufacturers of
electronic and metallurgical prod
ucts, have been granted a fourth
renewal of the Army-Navy “E”
production award for meritorious
services on the production front.
Mallory was among the first plants
to receive the original
and the
award of four stars testifies to the
maintenance of the company’s out
standing production record. Addi
tion of the coveted fourth star to
the Mallory Army-Navy “E” flag

AACS—WORLD’S GREATEST SYSTEM

• Impervious to moisture, grease,
oils, acids, alkalis.
• Printing guaranteed not to wash
or rub off.
• Non-inflammable, non-corrosive
plastic.
• Printed and laminated vinylite and
cellulose acetate.

(Continued from page 107)

AIR COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

CIVILIAN

BRIG. GEN. H M. McCLELLAND

CONSULTANTS

DEPUTY
AIR COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

SPECIAL ASST.
MAJ A J CAREY

COL. T. C. RIVES

THE HOPP PRESS, INC.
PRINTING

FABRICATING

was accompanied by the following
citation from Admiral C. C. Bloch.
Chairman of the Navy Board for
Production Awards:
“The men and women of your
plant have continued to maintain
the high standards they set for
themselves when they were origi
nally awarded the Army-Navy ‘E*.
They may well be proud of their
achievement. The additional white
star, which the renewal adds to
your Army-Navy ‘E’ flag, is the
symbol of appreciation from our
Armed Forces for your continued
and determined effort and support
so necessary for victory.”

rORNtUQ

460 W. 34th STREET. N. Y. C

PROJECT

EXECUTIVE

OFFICE

STATUS SECTION

MAJ. J. E. McCAW

SERVICES

MAJ G. H. HENRICKS

IT. F. J. BRADFORD

PUNS AND

TRAINING LIAISON

RADIO EHGIHEERS

WANTED!
For laboratory design and development work we ire interested in radio
engineers with a college degree in
physics
communication engineering
or with the equivalent in radio design
experience.
We wish to odd to our
staff competent engineers for work on
war products now and later to partici
pate in our post war development pro

SPECIAL

TACTICAL APPLICATIONS

PROMETS SECTION

COL. G H SPARHAWK

COI S P. WRIGHT

COt C I HOPPOUGH (Acting)

EQUIPMENT

SCHEDULING

DIVISION

DIVISION

COt. D C. DOUBLEDAY

COL F A GOULD

RADAR

RADIO
NAVIGATIONAL
AIDS
BRANCH

BRANCH
COl W M CANTERBURY

AitAOANI UCTION

COI

r

1

COMM. SECTION

«ROUND SECTION

MAJ T S BANES

MAJ

HA. SHEPPARD
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MAJESTIC RADIO &
TELEVISION CORPORATION
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orgunisatiou perform The Staff function«« for the Army

Airways Communication

System, which is a field command of the Army Air Forces.

2600 WEST 50TH STREET
CHICAGO 32. ILLINOIS
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General Radio
Revises Personnel
At its recent annual meeting a
number of changes in personnel
and the revision of duties per
tinent to the several positions were
made by the General Radio Co.,
Cambridge, Mass. Messrs. Eastham,
Locke, Richmond and Shaw, long
identified with the company, con
tinue as directors, joined by Frank
L Tucker, formerly comptroller,
who was also elected treasurer and
secretary. Melville Eastham, form
erly president, and Henry S. Shaw,
formerly chairman of the board,
will hold no officership although
the former will temporarily con
tinue in charge of research and de
velopment with title of Chief En
gineer. Harold B. Richmond was
appointed chairman of the board
and also chairman of the manage
ment committee. Errol H. Locke,
formerly vice president, was elect
ed president.
New appointments in addition
to Mr. Tucker are Arthur E. Thies
sen, formerly commercial engineer
ing manager, as vice president in
charge of sales, and Charles C.
Carey, formerly superintendent, as
vice president in charge of manu
facturing. The directors, with the
addition of Messrs. Carey, Thiessen
and Charles T. Burke who Is en
gineering manager, comprise the
Management Committee. C. E.
Hills, Jr., who has been associated
with the company since 1922, nearly
all of which as commercial man
ager, will continue in that position
but in addition has been appointed
assistant secretary and assistant
treasurer of the company.
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J. W. La Marque, formerly man
ager, Radio Broadcasting Depart
ment at Graybar’s Varick Street,
New York district office has been
made radio sales manager at the
Graybar Executive Headquarters
in New York. He succeeds D. B.
McKey, formerly general commu
nications engineer, who has be
come technical supervisor of radio
properties (Stations WKZ, KLZ
and KBOR) of the Oklahoma Pub
lishing Co., Oklahoma City.
Jim La Marque brings with him
to his new duties over twenty-four
years of experience in radio, hav
ing been associated with RCA and
Haynes-Griffen in the early ’20’s
and later as eastern sales manager
of the Crosley Radio Corp. He came
with Graybar in 1928 as radio de| partment manager at the Varick
I
Street, New York office, and for
I
two years was in charge of all ra
I dio merchandising activities at
f I that location. In 1930, and for a
I six year period following, he
I j 1 «CTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Versatility & Sensitivity
OUTCLASSING ALL PREVIOUS STANUARDS
SIGMA T» pe 5F

Weight S1» oz.

The contributions which Sigma Instru
ments have made in the relay field are
but a promise of significant new devel
opments to come.
Study the typical operating cycle of the
new Sigma Series 5 Relay shown above
—notice that it is operating at 5 Milli
watts with 4 mil air gap between con
tacts, and 4 mil air gap at poles. Notice
further, that contact pressure of over 40
grams is provided in the energized state
and 28 in the deenergized state.

The possibilities of this relay can be
imagined when it is realized that a con
tact pressure of only 20 grams is suffi
cient (on the Series 5) to withstand 11 g’s
vibration.
COIL RESISTANCE

.001
1.0
100.
1000.
10000
20000..

Ohms
Ohms
Ohms
Ohms
Ohms
Ohms

5 MILLIWATTS

2.24 Amp. - .00224»
TOT
MA — .0707».
7 07 MA — .707».
2.24 MA — 2.24V.
.707 MA - 7.07V.
.500 MA —10.00V.

0.5 MILLIWATTS
0 707 Amp - .000707»
22 4
MA - 0224».
2.24 MA
224v.
.707 MA
707V.
.224 MA — 2.24v.
150 MA
3.16»

70 Ceylon St.. Boston 21. Moss.

AUDAX
SELECTIVE
SERVICE

worked as a special sales represen
tative for the Graybar Electric Co.
on Western Electric radio, sound
systems and hearing aids in Con
necticut and Westchester County,
New York. Since 1936, he has been
closely identified with radio broad
casting and allied electrical indus
tries in the Eastern District.

IT&T Appointments
Announced

Board of Directors of the Inter
national Telephone and Telegraph
Corp, has appointed four new vicepresidents and four second vicepresidents. The new vice-presidents
are
C. Roemer, vice-president
and comptroller of Federal Tele
phone and Radio Corp., a manu
facturing affiliate of IT&T; W. H.
Freng, assistant general attorney,
who has also been appointed solici
tor; Charles D. Hilles, secretary of
the corporation; and Francis White,
vice-president of the International
Standard Electric Corp., another
IT&T affiliate. The second vicepresidents appointed are F. F.
Davis, Harold H. Buttner, G. A.
Ogilvie, Leonard Jacob II.
Harold H. Buttner received his
B. S. degree in Electrical Engineer
ing in 1915 from the University of
The Standard by Which Others
California. After graduation, he was
Are Judged and Valued”
employed by the U. S. Navy Depart
ment on a number of important ra
i QU1PMENT for the war effort.—
dio projects in the Pacific including
(1.) MUST perform up to highest construction of the High Power Ra
otandardo.
dio Station at the U. S. Naval Sta
tion in Samoa.
(2.) MUST continue to perform ir
He enlisted in the first World
respective of climatic variations.
War as a machinist’s mate in the
That is why AUDAX magnetically
Navy and remained In France after
powered pickups are selected for war
the war as a U. S. employe to com
contracts. In building pickups under
plete the Lafayette Navy High Pow
er Radio Station. He returned to
change our peacetime specifications be the United States in 1921 and was
cause such MUSTS have always been
employed by the Navy Department
a basic requirement in AUDAX Instru
as an expert radio aide. He left the

RELAYED-FLUX”
Microdyne

ments.

The »harp clean-cut facsimile reproduction of MICRODYNE — regardless
of climatic conditions—is a marvel to

Ample stocks provide
prompt shipment on
many items, partic
ularly resistors, con
densers, controls,
wire, transformers,
cable, headphones,
relays, batteries,
tubes, tools, etc.
And U required items
are not in stock,
DALIS go-gets 'em
for you in shortest
possible time.
Try DAUS — a de
pendable source oi
supply since 1925 —
and an indispensable
source today in get
ting things in a hurry.

•Write, wire
or 'phone..

Ho L. DALIS, Inc
Distributors of
RADIO * ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

17 Union Squora • Naw Yarlc, N.Y.

Phonos:

Algonquin 4-8112-3-4-5-6-7

the EAR TEST.

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS
A copy of “PICKUP FACTS” is yours
for the asking. It answers many ques
tions concerning record reproduction.

BUY WAX BONDS

AUDAK COMPANY
900 Fifth Ave.

New York City

"Creators of High Grade Electrical
and Acoustical Apparatus since 1915.”
23«
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Aero Electric
Co.
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Aircraft Accessories Corp. 44, 45
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American Uva Corp
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American Radio Hardware Co.,
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Amperex Electronic Products .
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Barker & Williamson
Bell Sound Systems, Inc
Benwood Linze Co.
Bird. Richard H
Bliley Electric Co
Boes Co., W. W
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Bradley Laboratories, Inc
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Capacitrons, Inc.
Capitol Radio Engineering
Institute
Carborundum Co.
Celanese Celluloid Corp.
55.
Centralab
Chicago Telephone Supply
Co
Chicago Transformer Corp.
Cinch Mfg. Corp.
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.
Cole Steel Equipment
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Inc
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Dalis, Inc., H. L.
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Kaar Engineering Co.
30
Kahle Engineering Co.
232
Karp
Metal
Products Co
Inc.
61
Ken-Rad Tube & Lamp Co..
60
Kinney
Mfg. Co.
128
Kirkland Co.
H. R.
.231
Kold-Hold Mfg. Co.
;
■
Kollsman Instrument Div.,
Square D Co
Kurman Electric Co.
233

156

152

Lafayette Radio Corp................198
Langevin Co.
187
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc. .. .209
Uvoie Laboratories
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Inc.
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33
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Cap Co.
13
Screenmakers
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Sentinel Radio Corp. ..179, 230
Sherron Metallic Corp
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Shure Brothers
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Signal Indicator Corp.
223
Sinko Tool & Mfg. Co
206
Smith Mfg. Co., F. A.
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Snyder Mfg. Co
223
Sola Electric Co
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Sperti, Inc.
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Sprague Specialties Co.
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Stackpole Carbon Co.
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Standard Molding Corp.............. 233
Standard Transformer Corp 166
Struthers-Dunn, Inc.
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Stupakoff Ceramic 1 Mfg
Co.
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Sun Radio & Electronics Co. 227
Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc.
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Taylor Tubes, Inc.
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Tech Laboratories
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Terminal Radio Corp.
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Thomas A Skinner Steel
Products Co.
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Thordarson Electric Mfg Co.
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Triplett Electrical Instrument
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Turner Co.
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Haines
Mfg. Co.
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Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.
Harvey Radio Co.
Harvey Radio Uboratories,
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Hazeltine Electronics Corp
Heintz & Kaufman Ltd.
Heyman Mfg. Co.
Hipower Crystal Co.
Hopp Press, Inc.
Hytron Corp
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212
Radiart Corp.
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Radio Corporation of America:
RCA Commercial Engineering
11, Cover 4
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Radio Specialties Co.
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Electronic Corp, of America. 69
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North American Philips Co.
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Weston Electrical Instrument
24
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175
Wilcox Electric Co.
19
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176
Wrigley Co, Wm.
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ZIERICK MFG. CORP
38S Gerard Avenue
New York City 51. N. Y
Telephone MOtt Haven 9-2727
Please send your descriptive catalog.
NAME

COMPANY
Zierick

Mfg. Corp

237

ADDRESS
While every precaution Ie taken to insure accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the
possibility of an occasional change or omission in the preparation of this index
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service of the Navy Department in
1922 to enter the employ of the
Western Electric Co. and Bell Tele
phone Laboratories, where, for a
number of years, he did develop
ment work on radio broadcasting
and power line carrier equipment.
He became associated with IT&T
in 1926 and since that time he has
been engaged principally in the deof
communications
velopment
equipment. During the period between 1928 and 1938 he traveled
extensively in Europe and South
America for the Company

Sylvania Enlarging
Tungsten Plant
Less than six months after the
original plant went into production
of war-needed tungsten products,
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., has
started work on a $100,000 addition
to the plant. The contract calls for
completion in three months of a
brick structure which is to provide
19,000 sq. ft., of which 5,000 will be
used for offices and the remainder
for manufacturing.
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Crystals performi
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Webster Expands
Construction work has just been
completed on an addition to the
plant of Webster Products, 3825 W
Armitage Ave., Chicago, Ill., increas
ing the previous floor space by
nearly 20 per cent. Dynamotors,
voltage regulators and inverters
constitute the principal wartime
output of Webster Products. One
feature of the addition will be a
separate division for impregnating
and baking operations.
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Ever WIDENING applications
DAVEN Attenuators, Attenuation Networks and Laboratory Equipment are proudly
doing their part in defending all those things that we call—America. At the front,

in the plant and laboratory, in broadcasting and cinema — backbone of civilian
morale—DAVEN is lending its full weight to speed Victory.

Peacetime will see ever widening application for these same DAVEN electrical prod

ucts wherever enduring accuracy, coupled with smooth, silent action is important.
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The DAVEN ATTENUATION NETWORKS illustrated answer the most exacting
requirements for accuracy, ruggedness and flexibility in testing audio equipment.

BACK THE INVASION ... BUY MORE WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

THE DAVEN COMPANY
NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

191 CENTRAL AVENUE
S
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A Miniature Thyratn
With a Man-Size Ratii
RCA-2D21-For Control Jobs
Where Lightness and Small Size Count
TURDY construction—stable operation—high control
ratio—yet this new RCA thyratron, the 2D21—is a true
miniature. It weighs but % ounce; stands just 21s inches
high. And it will handle 100 milliamperes average; 503
milliamperes peak. The 2D21 is a gas-type tetrode elec
trically similar to the well-known RCA-2050.
In addition to its small size, RCA-2D21 has many appli
cation advantages—for example:

S

i^c/uaí

Low Internal Drop: Only 8 volts!

Any-pasition Mounting: The 2D21 is xenon-filled; no
mercury to limit mounting position, or to restrict motion
while in operation.

y2

Wide Temperature Range: The 2D21 has wide tempera
ture limits: —55 to +90°C, with little change in operating
characteristics over the entire range.

Quick Meeting: Anode xoltage may be applied not less
than 10 seconds after application of heater voltage.

Stable Operation: The inherent stability of this type of
gas-filled thyratron makes greater control-circuit sensi
tivity possible. Low grid-anode capacitance makes the
2D21 insensitive to line-:oltage surges.

RCA - 2D21
Heater volt* (A.C. or D.C.)

MAXIMUM RATINGS

Hutir amwro ....................

Forward Anod* Vaiti.......... 150
Inveri* An*d* Volte............ 1300
Shield-grid Volta ............................ -100
Control-grid Volte............................ -loo

Tubo Oro» (Asorox.)........

3 »»th

Versatility of Control: You can control the operation of

Max. overall length............

2’/* In.

the 2D21 by means of both the shield grid and the control
grid. This makes for flexibility of control where needed.

Max. tented height..............

.1% la.

Low Preconduction Current: Electrode structure provides
low preconduction current right up to the start of con
duction.

High Sensitivity: Grid current of this tube is very low;
hence, a high resistance can be used in the grid circuit,
providing high sensitivity. A high-vacuum phototube can
be coupled to a 2D21 without intervening amplifier.

. .T^y,

Miniatur* Outten 7-»:n

Peak Cathode Mllllnmger'i...........Ma
Average Cathode Miliiamgerei......... 100
Max. Control-grid
Circuit Roiiitanc*.......... 10 Megohms

Cantrel-ortd Bia* Volta, 5: Control-grid Signal Vette (Peak), 5; Central-grid
Circuit RMlataaeo, I megohm; Aaedo Circuit Rotletance, 2000 ohM*.

High Currant Ratings: For periods up to 6 seconds out of
30, the 2D21 will safely carry 0.5 ampere plate current. It
will carry 0.1 ampere continuously.

Noed further information? RCA application engineers
will be glad to help you in applying the RCA-2D21 and
other RCA tubes to your design problems. Write to Com
mercial Engineering Section, Radio Corporation of Amer
ica, Harrison, N. J.

SEND THIS FOR DATA SHEET
RCA, 711 So. Fifth Street, Harrison, N. J.
Please rush data sheet containing curves, drawings, and
other application data on RCA-2D21 miniature thyra
tron to:

Name.....
Company

Address ..

City..........

State.

RADIO CORPORATI
OF AMERICA

